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ABSTRACT 
South African education has been going through a process of transformation: from a 
traditional, transmission system to one of a more progressive nature. In the new 
curriculum, Curriculum 2005 anchored on Outcomes-based Education (OBE), focus 
is laid on critical reflection, innovation and creativity by classroom participants . 
Learning situations are expected to promote flexibility, co-operation and relevance of 
teaching/learning materials. 
This research looks at these aspects in the English Second Language (ESL) situation 
where print media articles are used as resource. Other than being a rich resource for 
language, print media texts have been found to be appropriate for this exploration 
because of their potential to offer opportunities for critical reflection and interaction 
with authentic issues. Unlike uncritical reliance on textbooks, the proper use of media 
articles can give the teachers and learners the space to select relevant and exciting 
materials for their situations. 
In this study, the research was done through action research where I (the researcher) 
actually taught the lessons in collaboration with the English teacher. The teaching 
method was influenced by the Freirean style of Iiberatory teaching where critical 
reflection, socio-political relevance and co-operation are crucial elements. 
The action research was done in two cycles. Experiences in the first cycle pointed to, 
among other aspects, the fact that the learners could not work in a co-operative way as 
they were not used to it. Addressing this problem consequently became the basis of 
the second cycle where the skills of co-operative learning were taught before the 
learners engaged in further lessons. 
The conclusions drawn from this research point to the importance of the teacher as an 
agent in the learning process if the demands of progressive and liberatory teaching are 
to be met. It has thus been concluded that elements such as critical thinking, 
creativity, flexibility and selection/development of relevant materials presuppose the 
existence of a well-trained teacher who is skilled and able to make these possible. 
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In the light of my findings, my major recommendation is that teacher development 
needs to be strengthened so that more emphasis is placed on enhancing the teacher' s 
ability to critique texts and improve his or her own practice, acquiring the skills to 
teach in a critical way and achieving the learning competencies. 
iii 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since 1998 the Department of Education in South Africa has been involved in the 
process of implementing a new curriculum called Curriculum 2005 or Outcomes-
Based Education to attune to the new political dispensation grounded on freedom, 
equality and democracy. 
This is a shift away from the content-based, transmission curriculum that 
characterised Christian National Education (CNE) and Bantu Education which, 
resonated with the apartheid political ideology until 1994. These ideas point to the 
fact that education policy-making is a political act or process. McLaren (1989: 160) 
aptly observes that: 
The traditional view of classroom instruction and learning as a neutral process 
antiseptically removed from the concepts of power, politics, history, and 
context can no longer be endorsed. 
The fact that the apartheid political system was premised on undemocratic principles 
and was illegitimate, as it represented only white minority interests, saw its architects 
and proponents bent on encouraging uncritical citizenry. Apartheid education 
therefore did not encourage any sense of critique by the learners. Enslin (1990) related 
this dimension to the influence of Fundamental Pedagogics which dominated Black 
and Afrikaner teacher-training institutions. This home-grown philosophy of education 
was developed to give a basis for apartheid education. The major tenet of fundamental 
pedagogics is the establishment of poles of authority between the teacher and the 
pupil, whereby the teacher is the authority of knowledge, and in authority in the 
learning situation, and the pupil is an empty vessel who depends on the knowing 
teacher on his or her way to 'maturity'(Taylor and Vinjevold 1999: 132). 
This explains the teacher-centredness, pupil passivity, rote-learning and related 
features that characterised teaching and learning in the majority of South African 
schools (Taylor and Vinjevold, 1999). I uphold their suggestion that this situation can 
be overcome by 'the propagation of a liberatory ideology, and the institution of 
systems which encourage teachers to follow learner-centred classroom practices' 
(133). My opinion is that the underlying principles of Curriculum 2005 entail 
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liberatory and learner-centred practices. This makes it (Curriculum 2005) consonant 
with the new political ideology. 
However, Curriculum 200S/0BE is being implemented at a time when the conditions 
at schools are not conducive to the successful introduction of a new curriculum. These 
circumstances in South African education relate to, amongst others, a lack of 
resources, a demoralised teaching corps, a shortage of textbooks, overcrowded 
classrooms, little or no equipment (Davidoff and Lazarus 1997; Sunday Times 
September 26 1999). Jansen (1999a: 13) believes that the sheer deprivation of 
resources and inherited inequalities will damn OBE success in South Africa. 
Mohamed (1999: 168) affirms this scenario and points out that 'the introduction of 
Curriculum 2005 is occurring in a fragile and volatile context of rapid societal change 
and a huge legacy of underresourcing'. Unlike Jansen, Mohamed feels the 
implementation process should not be delayed by these circumstances. 
Under this scenario, South Africa needs innovative, creative and competent teachers 
who will rise to these challenges. Cornia Pretorius (Sunday Times January 9 2000) 
argues that 'teacher training could go some way towards helping educators to be 
innovative when they do not have the best facilities and resources'. This, however, 
should not suggest that teachers need not be given material support. No matter how 
creative and innovative teachers can be, the Department (or the government) still has 
the responsibility to provide resources to schools. Thus the argument by the State 
President Thabo Mbeki (Sowetan January II 2000) that 'it is not a good classroom 
that teaches a child but a good teacher' could be misguiding. However, Mbeki 's 
statement has to be seen in the context that the Department does recognise its 
responsibility, especially in that they had promised that textbooks would be delivered 
on time that year, 2000. 
The president's statement subtly echoes the remark by Education Minister, Kader 
Asmal (The Star 27 September 1999) that the public does not believe that teachers are 
worth what they are being paid. However, I think that many teachers are trying their 
best against odds to bring about quality teaching. Davidoff and Lazarus (1997: 4) 
clearly express a similar sentiment: 
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Yet, in spite of the most disenabling realities many teachers have managed to 
achieve remarkable successes in terms of fostering a real love for learning and 
by being extremely innovative with almost no resources. 
Such situations, in my opinion, need liberated and creative minds. I thus espouse the 
liberatory notion of education where education is viewed as praxis (Freire 1972, 
McLaren 1989). In this vein liberatory teaching recognises learners as an active rather 
than a passive force in the classroom. Classroom participants (teachers and learners) 
are expected to engage in critical reflection on issues of curriculum in order to make 
learning meaningful to their wider social and political lives. In this sense, therefore, 
prescribed curriculum content is not the most important feature in a liberatory 
classroom. The Freirean education ideology in fact liberates both the teacher and 
leamer, and empowers them to select and construct their own curriculum content 
relevant to their contexts (Freire 1972, Shor and Freire 1987, Ferreira and Ferreira 
1997). This is where the competence and creativity of the teacher is essential. 
These liberatory aspects of the Freirean ideology form the basis for the new education 
philosophy in South Africa because Curriculum 2005/0BE embraces praxis in that: 
(a) it relates the world of work and the world oflearning 
(b) it acknowledges the need to use knowledge and skills across the curriculum to 
solve real-life problems and that 
(c) it prepares learners for life outside school 
(from Wallace, et aI1998:5) 
The question of relevance and flexibility in terms of the curriculum is recognised by 
the fact that Curriculum 2005/0BE defines the outcomes and not the content of the 
programmes (Wallace et al: 7). These are important features ofliberatory teaching. 
The Department of Education (1998) also refers to learning support materials, rather 
than prescribed textbooks, which may be created from a wide variety of sources. This 
certainly liberates and empowers teachers and learners to select their own 
teaching/learning materials. 
In my experience as a teacher I have found textbooks, in a system of syllabuses, 
centralised examinations and certification, to be limiting, imposing, encouraging 
memorisation and, above all, stifling creativity and critical reflection. They often 
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become a crutch to the lazy teacher. My experience with teachers in such situations is 
that teachers accept the textbook content, fonnat and suggested processes uncritically 
and as absolute authority. A textbook, used in the so-called traditional methods, 
promotes rote-learning and decontextualisation of content through its pre-detennined 
and pre-packaged fonnat. 
I think it is important at this period of our education history 'to break the dependency 
of teachers on material which is handed out by higher authorities' (Robinson and 
Mentor, 1991 :218). It is this dependency on textbooks that leads to teaching/learning 
paralysis at the beginning of every school calendar year because such dependent 
teachers cannot start the teaching/learning process until the Department supplies 
textbooks (Sowetan January 11 2000, Sunday Times January 9 2000). 
I thus align myself with Criticos' (1991: 228) suggestion that teachers: 
... must be able to create resources and to be discerning of those resources 
produced by others. They need to take care that they ensure that their own and 
external resources are relevant to the lived experience of their students. 
Criticos (ibid) aptly concludes that 'what teachers make of a resource is just as 
important as what it is'. This view thus suggests teacher involvement in the 
construction of curriculum content and ability to use it effectively. This is an element 
ofliberatory pedagogy. 
I am inspired to involve myself by any means necessary in projects that would tackle 
or challenge the transmission, content-based education that promotes rote-learning. 
This inspiration (or anger) is drawn from the fact that I was subjected to this kind of 
instruction from the day I started my primary school at Lephepane Primary in 1975 
until I passed my matric in 1985 at Mokhapa High School in a rural settlement in the 
fonner Lebowa homeland, Northern Province: twelve years of inferior, transmission 
education in the Black apartheid South Africa! 
To cap it all, I went to a historically Black university where I was subjected to a 
further four years of Fundamental Pedagogics, a philosophy that dovetailed and 
further entrenched the traditional rote-learning that characterised my school days. 
Vll 
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So, after four years of Fundamental Pedagogics, I was ideally set up to continue thi s 
vicious cycle of transmission teaching and learning. However, the situation in Black 
universities during those years was highly charged with the politics of resistance, and 
brought tension between academic and political interests in my life as a student. It is 
out ofthis tension that I developed a sense of awareness of what Bantu Education was 
doing to me. 
When, in 1990, I went to a historically white and li beral university for postgraduate 
studies, I became conscious of the difference between traditional and progressive 
education. I was, in most cases, overwhelmed by the kind of space students were 
given to challenge texts and the lecturers in a critical and mature way. I will always 
cherish this episode in my educational career. 
Alas, the next year, I was back to a traditional teaching situation as a teacher-trainer in 
a college of education in the former Lebowa. I was at this college until 1997. This was 
a frustrating period because one was expected to "prepare" the student-teachers for 
the DET (Department of Education and Training) examinations which were content-
based. So, 1 had to follow the syllabi because a different approach did not arm the 
students to get the required goal: the certificate. After all, all that the students openly 
declared they wanted was that piece of paper that served as a key to a job, prosperity 
and opportunity for them to uplift themselves, their families and, perhaps, relatives. 
I am at present attached to a Continuous Professional Development (CPO) centre in 
the Department of Education, Northern Province, at Ritavi near Tzaneen. I am still 
involved in teacher-training although in a slightly different way, as an education 
development officer. I find it exciting because of the current process of implementing 
Curriculum 2005/0BE, a progressive education philosophy. A sense offulfilment at 
last! 
In this study I, therefore, attempt to explore a progressive approach to teaching 
English using print media. This is motivated by the realisation that the use of 
newspaper and magaz ine articles can help to encourage critical reflection, arouse 
interest and provide relevant content because both the teacher and the learners are in a 
position to select appropriate articles according to their context, outcomes and 
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learning needs. A striking aspect about newspaper and magazine articles is their 
authenticity in terms of the language use and portrayal of issues. 
Schroenn (no date) suggests that one may envisage many valuable group discussions, 
report backs and vocabulary exercises springing from the use of the newspaper as a 
curriculum resource. On this account I suggest that if teachers were to work towards 
the development of the critical aspect in language construction and deconstruction in 
an English language classroom, they should do so in close relation to media 
education, because an important aspect of media education is the development of a 
critical faculty. Prinsloo (1993: 5) rightly observes that: 
The role attached to Media Education is to develop and nurture the critical 
abilities oflearners, to nurture autonomous thinkers who approach information 
not as transparent, but as constructions that are selective and partial. 
The objective of this study is to explore, with a class teacher and learners, the use of 
print media as a resource in the teaching of English as a second language. The 
intention is not to prove anything, but to learn and understand; to experience with the 
classroom participants the teaching/learning process involving the use of print media 
articles as resources in a liberatory way by engaging in a co-operative learning 
method. 
The plan of study is such that this section serves to introduce the study by giving it 
context, by introducing major issues engaged in the study and pointing to my personal 
background and motivation for doing the study. 
Chapter I gives a detailed background to the study in the light of the wider socio-
political context of South African education. The aims of this study are developed in 
more detail. 
Chapter 2 outlines the theoretical underpinning of this study whereby I declare my 
position on theories of epistemology, pedagogy, and the learning of English as a 
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second language. This is done through review ofliterature on the said theories and on 
media education and Curriculum 200510BE. 
In chapter 3, I discuss the research methodology and research methods used in the 
study. I begin by giving broad exposition of research methodologies or paradigms and 
how they relate to diverse understandings of epistemology and ontology. 
The discussion part of the study is captured in chapters 4 and 5, followed by a 
conclusion and recommendations in chapter 6. In chapter 4 the reconnaissance and 
teaching in the first cycle are discussed, while discussion of the teaching in the second 
cycle is presented in chapter five. 
In summary, this section has, as a way of introducing the rest of this research project, 
given a general view ofthe research question and put it in the wider educational and 
socio-political context in South Africa. I also declare my background which may 
enable the reader to see where I am coming from, and how my history may influence 
the research design and interpretation. The section has also given a brief outline of 
how the project is planned. 
The next chapter gives the background to the study where my motivation to undertake 
the study, and my position on crucial issues on pedagogy are extrapolated 
x 
CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
I, I. Introduction: 
As I write this chapter, education practice, that is, learning and teaching, in South 
Africa is in a state of transition. Teachers thus find themselves having to adjust to 
'new' teaching paradigms that are in line with the new education policy, Curriculum 
2005 and Outcomes Based Education (OBE), reflecting the new political dispensation 
of democracy, This underlines the socio-political nature of any educational policy 
because: 
... public schooling has, among a number of other goals, the goal of infusing 
the next generation of citizens with a set of values considered politically 
appropriate by the government of the day (Taylor et a11999: IS). 
Before the democratic dispensation in 1994, educat ion provision in South Africa was 
under the political hegemony of apartheid characterised by racial discrimination, 
oppression and authoritarianism (Davidoff and Lazarus 1997), The education policy 
of Christian National Education and Bantu Education were part of the apartheid social 
system (Kruss 1988: II). In order to perpetuate and nourish the socio-political system, 
education practice had to employ complementary, 'appropriate methodologies'. A 
statement by Hartzenburg in 1980 (as quoted in Christie 1985: 13) attests to this view: 
'Education policies in South Africa must be dictated by the apartheid philosophy' . 
Tendencies in education with the potential to discourage a sense of criticism on the 
part of the teachers and learners were logically adopted. This explains why apartheid 
education employed traditional teaching facets exemplified by rote-learning, 
memorisation, teacher-dominated and exam-oriented classroom practices, Taylor and 
Vinjevold (1999: 132) refer to submissions made by Enslin (1990) Hartshorne (1992) 
Chisholm (1993) and Hofmeyr (1993) to suggest that the thinking and practice of the 
teaching corps, especially in Afrikaans and Black teacher training, was detrimentally 
affected by the doctrine of Fundamental Pedagogics. It promoted the Apartheid 
ideology. 
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1.2. The Influence of Fundamental Pedagogics: 
Fundamental Pedagogics, on account of its Calvini st orientation (Lewin 1974), 
regards the teacher (adult) as the one who knows and is charged with the 
responsibility to lead the unknowing child to maturity. How can the unknowing entity 
(pupil) challenge issues, and be critical in the classroom? How can he/she 
meaningfully participate in class discussions? This approach to education necessitates 
the "banking" view of education (Freire 1972). As Enslin (1990) observes, this system 
produces teachers who can but only be docile tools that make critical reflection 
illegitimate. 
Teachers therefore are bound to employ teaching methods that are dominated by 
authoritarianism and a lack of critical development. Christie (1985) records the 
remarkable discrepancies in the provision of facilit ies in the apartheid education 
system between White and Black schools. There is evidence of this legacy in the 
schools, and it is not surprising that, today, Taylor and Vinjevold (1999: 138) state 
that 'discriminatory and authoritarian practices by the prev ious government resulted 
in the underresourcing of most school communities' . 
No one needs to guess that the intention to under-resource Black schools and 
disempower their communities was to perpetuate the broader socio-political system of 
inequali ty and dominance. As far back as 1953, H.F. Verwoerd, the then Minister of 
Native Affairs, had proclaimed: 
When I have control over native education, I will reform it so that natives 
wi ll be taught from childhood that equality with Europeans is not for them 
(in Christie 1985 : 12). 
1.3 . Apartheid language in education policy: 
To sustain this inequality, among other things, apartheid education introduced a 
language in education policy that ensured that Black people remained in the 'reserves' 
and separated from each other according to ethnic grouping. Black students were 
expected, through the Bantu Education Act of 1953, to have extended use of mother 
tongue (covering the whole primary education), both English and Afrikaans being 
media of instruction on a 50-50 basis in the secondary education (Taylor and 
Vinjevold 1999, Christie 1985, Kruss 1988, NEPI 1993). The idea of how the 
3 
apartheid political system 'exploited' the language issue has been aptly recorded by 
NEPI (1993: 181): 
In contemporary South Africa this [language issue 1 is probably the 
most sensitive aspect . .. largely because of the way in which it has been 
manipulated by the government in the service of apartheid. 
This, including other factors, resulted in the 1976 student resistance that paved the 
way for the Education and Training Act of 1979, which stated the mother tongue 
should be the medium of instruction at primary school. The parents or schools had the 
option to change the medium only after standard two. 
Mother tongue instruction continued to be opposed until the 1983 De Lange 
Commission into education provision recommended three alternatives, which only 
became applicable in 1990, when the liberation movement was unbanned, and Act 90 
of 1979 was amended. According to the amendment, the following options were made 
available (see NEPII993: 183): 
1. To go straight for the long-term medium 
2. A sudden transfer from the mother tongue to a second language medium. 
3. A graduated transfer from the mother tongue to a second language medium. 
In the majority of Black settlements, especially school s in the former homelands (and 
this study is located at a school in the former Gazankulu homeland, now part of the 
Northern Province) public schools still maintained the language policy proclaimed by 
Act 90 of 1979. They particularly maintained the option where English replaced 
mother tongue as medium of instruction from standard three (grade five). 
However, Vinjevold (1999: 210) points out that: 
There has been no systematic survey of options chosen by parent bodies in the 
early 1990's but anecdotal evidence suggests that many schools adopted 
English as the language of learning from Grade I. 
This situation, as it pertains to attitudes to language, has created a scenario where 
'middle class' Black parents, with the transition from racist dispensation to non-racial 
society, seized the opportunity and sent their children to English-medium schools. 
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The Department of Education has also acknowledged that ' a significant and 
disturbing number of South African parents want their children to be taught in 
English ' (The Star, May 14 1998). This, I think, is due to the understanding that 
' language is one of the routes of access to power' (NEPI 1993: 180). Indeed English 
has become a dominant language. There have been various reasons reported for 
acceptance of English by many black parents (Christie 1985, Gaganakis 1992, NEP[ 
1993). According to the National Language Project (NLP) (as quoted in Taylor and 
Vinjevold 1999:220) for many parents 'English is not seen as a language but as a 
resource. Delaying acquisition of the resource is incomprehensible ' to them. In the 
South African context, English is now been seen as 'a neutral ' language in the sense 
that many people are suspicious of any attempt to make instruction in an African 
language official. African languages have come to be associated with the policy of 
apartheid. Pennycook (1994 : I 0) quotes Kachru as claiming that in such situations 
English ' has acquired a neutrality in a linguistic context where native languages, 
dialects, and styles sometimes have acquired undesirable connotations'. 
Thus the status and socio-political power of languages became a determining factor in 
language choices. These decisions usually are not made on rational and educational 
grounds, but on emotional and popular grounds. For instance, research (e.g. Cummins 
in Brown 1994) has shown that the child ' s primary language, usually his/her first 
language, enhances cognitive development and facilitates understanding of concepts . 
1.4. What informs the current education policy? 
Education in South Africa, as it has been discussed, has always been 'a site of 
struggle ' between progressive and apartheid forces (Davidoff and Lazarus 1997: 3). 
During the period 1983 to 1989 Black schools were characterised by chaos, crises, 
conflict and confrontations between students (representing progressive aspirations) 
and apartheid forces. This situation had led to the formation of the National Education 
Co-ordinating Council (NECC) in 1985. It was the NECC that presented alternatives 
to apartheid education as early as 1986 with the propagation of the People ' s 
Education. 
The principle of People' s Education clearly pointed to a liberatory philosophy to 
education, with critical, democratic, reflective positions about teaching and learning. 
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In the movement, 'education is held to have a definite political purpose. The 
theoretical basis for this is drawn from educationists such as Freire ' (Kruss 1988:10). 
This is a direct opposite to the Calvinist view of education as propagated by 
Fundamental Pedagogics and apartheid education. 
A look at the following statement by Mkhatshwa (then a key NECC official) as 
quoted in Kruss (1988: 12) points to the liberatory dimension of People's Education 
elaborating alternative education as: 
... one which prepares people for total human liberation; one which helps 
people to be creative, to develop a critical mind, to help people analyse; one 
that prepares people for full participation in social, political or cultural spheres 
of society [my italics]. 
These principles are reflected in the current education philosophy of Curriculum 2005 
and OBE. The critical outcomes as set out by the South African Qualifications 
Authority (SAQA) upon which Curriculum 2005 is grounded indicate the affinity 
between People's Education and Curriculum 2005 (see Wallace et a11998: 60, 
Department of Education 1997). These principles/outcomes align education to an 
open democracy where learners are encouraged to be creative, reflective, analytical 
and critical so that they can fully participate in their socio-political world. 
Taylor and Vinjevold (1999: 133) put this association explicitly by pointing out that 
solutions to the legacy of Fundamental Pedagogics should involve 'propagation of a 
liberatory ideology, and the institution of systems which encourage teachers to follow 
learner-centred classroom practices. These are the prem ises underlying Curriculum 
2005' . 
Given the legacy of apartheid education inequities with regard to facilities, 
overcrowded classrooms, poor teacher training, traditional teaching practices resulting 
from Fundamental Pedagogics, a low teaching morale, culture of resistance and 
strikes and tensions, especially in Black schools, the practice of Curriculum 2005 will 
remain a steep challenge. 
Davidoff and Lazarus (1997: 4) quite fairly sketch out the situation as follows: 
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Lack of resources and, to a certain extent, lack of vision has meant that things 
have remained much the same. And it promises to get worse before it gets 
better. Threats of retrenchment of teachers, of insufficient money to buy 
resources, both human and material , so necessary for our educational 
reconstruction, make the future seem bleak ... In terms of support for those 
teachers currently in service, there has been a clear lack of an enabling policy 
environment. 
Teachers, both Black and White, need a shift of paradigm, as Hartshorne (1986: 131) 
predicted "no post-apartheid education will be possible without post-apartheid 
teachers". However, Van der Westhuizen and Lewis (1998) observe that 'many 
educators are adjusting what they do, and developing programmes and materials to fit 
the new system' . I nevertheless, based on my experience as a "subject advisor" in the 
Northern Province, cast doubt on this and attest a contrary observation. Curriculum 
2005 is still a chimera for many, many teachers! 
Wallace el af (1998: 5) observe that OBE 'wants to help teachers to move away from 
rote learning, irrelevant subject matter and authoritarian values that have had such a 
negative effect on our society'. But, I think OBE expects and necessarily demands of 
teachers "to move away" from such traditional teaching practices. 
1.5 . The New Curriculum: 
Are teachers ready? Taylor and Vinjevold (1999: 133-135) record indications that 
despite teachers' familiarity with the jargon and willingness to apply Curriculum 
2005 this does not extend beyond mere newspeak as they spontaneously continue to 
teach in the traditional way characteri sed by "data recall", "drilling", "memorisation" 
and uncritical use of textbooks. A stunning observation that I have made is that 
reading, and the teaching of reading, has been all but abdicated. Teachers think there 
is no reading in OBE . 
A few educationists have expressed their dissatisfaction with the way the Department 
of Education has gone about implementing OBE. Jansen (1997a) bases his critici sm 
on the Department's "rushing" the implementation for political purposes, while 
Davidoff and Lazarus (1997) and Van der Westhuizn and Lewis (1998) are concerned 
about a lack of proper involvement in curriculum change. Davidoff and Lazarus 
(1997:5) assert that: 
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Educational policy needs to be developed in such a way that teachers have a 
supportive framework within which they can participate actively in processes 
of change and development . . . this remains a daunting challenge at all levels 
of policy formulation. 
Indeed, teachers have not been involved but have been made implementers of the 
curriculum. Van der Westhuizen and Lewis (1998: 4) attribute this lack of 
involvement to the alienating discourse ofOBE materials . As a result they record that 
' it is important for educators to come to terms with the dynamics of curriculum 
change'. Educators should not just be implementers, but also be critically engaged in 
the implementation process . 
At present only Grades \ ,2 and 7 have implemented Curriculum 2005 . Grade 8 is 
expected to implement it thi s year, 200 I. However one can reasonably claim that the 
majority of teachers are aware of the new ideology and education philosophy, but 
cannot teach in a progressive way. 
1.6. Focus of the study: 
This study was done at Grade 10 level , which was expected to be following the 
Interim Core Syllabus for English Second Language Higher Grade (Department of 
Education, \995). This syllabus has communicative competence - the ability to use 
language appropriately - as a major concern (Murray and Van der Mescht \ 995). The 
syllabus indicates that teachers need to use the communicative language teaching 
method. This teaching methodology wi ll be di scussed in the next chapter. 
Against the background portrayed in this chapter, the purpose of my study was to 
explore, with the Grade 10 teacher in a Black school, the use of print media texts. 
These texts were to be taught in a progress ive manner, which extended beyond the 
communicative language teaching methodology. They would also embrace liberatory 
teaching practices which in Taylor and Vinjevold 's terms are ' the premise underlying 
Curriculum 2005', in the teaching of English as a Second Language. 
Despite the multilingual-bias of the present language in education pol icy, the 
"unwritten" language policy of the school at wh ich this study is located has Engli sh as 
the supposed language of teach ing and learning, and it is also taught as a subject. 
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A prominent feature of progressive teaching is the notion of authenticity and 
relevance of classroom practice. This, therefore, places enormous responsibil ity on 
the teacher and learners to select and lor create teaching/learn ing materials that wou ld 
maximise real learning according to their particular environments. 
1.7. Conclnsion: 
This thus provided the rationale for me to select a media resource, rather than a 
language textbook, as a potential means towards teaching language in a li berating 
manner. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL UNDERPINNING 
2.1. Introduction: 
Educational practice is influenced by the practitioner's view of the nature of 
knowledge, that is his/her epistemological position. The teaching goals, methods, the 
classroom relations (attitudes), curriculum creation and assessment of learning 
normally reflect this influence. 
One's location in a particular epistemological position therefore directs one's 
educational practice. Hinchey (1998:38) elucidates this aspect by comparing 
educational theory with 'traveling toward a specific destination': 
While educators may use a common phrase to describe their goals .. the 
specific way they define or conceptualize "knowledge" will involve goals 
as different educationally as California and Florida are geographically. And again 
educationally as well as geographically, vastly different goals dictate vastly 
different routes and assessment of progress. 
In this chapter J intend to give a brief exposition of the two main epistemological 
positions, reflect on the Freirean liberatory pedagogy (because it informs this study), 
discuss ESL theory, Media Education and OBE, the latter being the current official 
curriculum policy in South Africa. 
2.2. Epistemological Positions: Positivism and Constructivism 
2.2.1. Definition: 
Epistemology is a way of viewing or explaining the nature of 'knowledge ' . One way 
is that of explaining knowledge as a real ' thing ' existing outside of any human being. 
According to this view knowledge is external and reflects reality or the "truth" which 
is untainted by human values. 
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2.2.2. Positivism: 
Giroux (1981 :43-44) asserts that in the positivist view knowledge is assumed to be 
objective and value free because values are considered as the nemeses of 'facts'. 
McKay and Romm (1992) point out that in this position knowledge is 
' depersonalised' and perceived as a representation or 'true' copy of reality. Thus 
knowledge, as Hinchey (1998) observes, is there waiting to be discovered through 
methodical exploration or scientific investigation that will uncover this ' truth ' as 
verifiable information. This view of knowledge is called positivism, and it informs 
most of what is generally referred to as the traditional teaching approach. 
2.2.3. Constructivism: 
The constructivist position, on the contrary, does not view knowledge as existing 
outside the human consciousness. Knowledge is constructed by human beings. It is 
not, therefore, something existing independently in the world just waiting for us to 
find it. Knowledge is not static, nor a fixed body of facts. Frankenstein (1987) 
acknowledges Freire's view that knowledge is continually created and recreated as 
people reflect and act on the world. This points to the indispensability of the human 
element in this view of knowledge. 'There is no knowledge without a knower' (John 
Mayher, as quoted by Hinchey (1998: 45). McKay and Romm (1992: 70-71) describe 
knowledge as 'world construction activity' to further indicate the ' process' aspect of 
knowledge. Knowledge, therefore, is not a finished product or thing that is neutral. 
Shor and Freire (1987: 12) also talk of 'the myth of value-free enquiry'. 
2.2.4. Conclusion: 
I am of the view that knowledge is socially constructed, and therefore, the 
constructivist view of education informs my perspective on education and 
teaching/learning practice. The Freirean popular education methodology (Iiberatory 
pedagogy) directs my teaching which is grounded on the constructivist view of 
knowledge particularly in that 'Paulo Freire insists that there is no dichotomy between 
objectivity and subjectivity ... ' (Frankeinstein (1987: 181). For this reason, I will take 
the liberty of reflecting on this methodology in the next section. 
II 
2.3. Reflection on the Freirean Liberatory Pedagogy: 
Popular education methodology, the teaching style based on the views of Brazilian 
critical pedagogue, Paulo Freire, came about as an alternative to the positivist-
influenced traditional teaching paradigm of transmission teaching. Based on the 
premise that knowledge exists 'out there ', positivist theorists believe only experts 
have the means capable to access it. This therefore suggests that the teacher is the 
reservoir of knowledge while the student is a helpless empty vessel, which has to be 
filled with 'facts' or knowledge. Already, this situation implies (and encourages) a 
relationship of inequality and domination between the teacher and pupil(s). In 
contradistinction, Freirean critical pedagogy recognises pupils as subjects rather than 
as mere objects. Berthoff (1987:xviii) captures this aspect by observing that in this 
pedagogy ' recognition on the part of the teacher, involves acknowledgement of what 
the learner knows and respect for that knowledge ' . 
Based on the constructivist notion of knowledge as a process rather than a product, 
the methodology is concerned with what, in their real communities, the students can 
use the information for. This is opposed to the notion of students to merely retain the 
memorised facts until the ' right' moment, normally test and examination time, to 
regurgitate them. 
Because of the given relationship of inequality in the situation (where the teacher is an 
expert and the student knows nothing yet), Hinchey (ibid: 49) postulates that 
'a logical characteristic of positivist education is the lecture (teacher talk),. Freire 
(1972) describes this characteristic of traditional teaching as "narration sickness" 
which the positivist education suffers from. Davidoff and Van den Berg (undated: 2) 
describe this teaching as 'simply a mechanical transferring of information'. In the 
process of narration or transfer teaching, these facts 'become lifeless and petrified' 
(Freire 1972: 45). The view suggested by these descriptions is that there is no 
meaningful interaction in such process and, as a result, the ' banking' concept of 
education has become tightly associated with the positivist narrative mode ofteaching 
(Freire 1972, Shor and Freire 1987, Frankenstein 1987). 
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According to Freire (1972) the recognition of reality as external to human experience 
makes the teacher's task merely that of 'filling' the students with facts. The banking 
metaphor in the narrative way of teaching does not consider knowledge as emerging 
after a process of interaction, creation and re-creation. This instead is a central feature 
of constructivist education. The constructivist position regards interaction as 'inquiry 
men [sic) pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other' (Freire 1972). 
Under the influence of the positivist transmission perspective, on the contrary: 
Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are 
the depositories and the teacher is the depositor. Instead of communicating, 
the teacher issues communiques and 'makes deposits (Freire ibid: 45-6). 
Following this observation I conclude that, in the positivist sense, educational 
practice is seen as a rigid one-way transaction in a hierarchical pattern, with no 
genuine communication between the 'unequals' in the educational setting. An 
educational system that views education in this perspective will have its practice 
conducted in a spirit of authoritarianism rather than authority (Davidoff and 
Lazarus 1997), teacher dominance and related attitudes and practices. 
Critical pedagogy places itself in a position opposed to traditional pedagogy 
regarding educational conceptions and practice. I will outline the perspective of 
critical pedagogy upon which Freirean liberatory teaching is based, regarding some 
pertinent educational conceptions: 
(a) View of knowledge: There is a relationship between education and society 
because knowledge is socially constructed. Knowledge is not an entity or a 
finished product existing outside human existence. This then suggests 
participatory learning and perpetual reflection by teachers and learners. 
'Knowledge does not exist apart from human consciousness; it is produced by us 
collectively searching and trying to make sense of our world' (Frankenstein, in 
Shor, 1987: I 80). This assertion negates the 'realist ' and 'finished' conception of 
knowledge. Critical pedagogy, understandably, maintains that 'knowledge 
emerges only through invention and re-invention ... hopeful inquiry men [sic) 
pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other' (Freire ibid: 46). 
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(b) Relevance of content/curriculum creation: Teachers, together with their 
learners need to be in a position to select or create their own curricula; and the 
curriculum and/or content should be relevant to their lived experiences and social 
situations. I thus think that essentially, the use of external 'sources' and 'experts' 
is not in tune with the need for classroom participants to create their own 
curriculum that would address relevant issues, as in Ferreira and Ferreira (1997). 
Liberatory pedagogy seeks to address the need for relevance of the curriculum, 
and obviously becomes an attempt to counter the traditional way of prescribing 
the curriculum. McLaren (1990: 150) aptly suggests: 
It seemed to Freire that dreams of the poor were always dreamt for them by 
distant others who were removed from their daily struggles ... and were either 
unable or unwilling to recognize the dreams that burned in the habitats of their 
hearts. 
In this vein it is argued that the teacher and students are best placed to determine 
what is relevant or irrelevant for their particular contexts. Shor (in Shor and Freire 
ibid: 79) also challenges the idea of ' imposed' or 'prescribed' curriculum by 
contesting that ' day to day curriculum cannot be invented by someone else from a 
distance, delivered or imposed on them'. 
The imposed 'curriculum' coming in the form of ' official syllabus' usually offers 
little or no opportunity for relevant context - creation, stimulation of interest and 
critical thinking, which I consider to be sine qua non for any liberatory classroom. 
Shor (ibid: 88) has this to say about the traditional syllabus: 
All this educational activity in the official syllabus has not spoken their 
language, has not developed critical desire, not related to themes intimately 
rooted in their lives. 
(c) Power relations in the classroom: The popular education methodology has as its 
basic principle genuine communication, which can only occur if there is a 
realisation that all involved are equals as co-learners and co-teachers in a critical, 
investigative process though with different levels of responsibility. To achieve 
this kind of attitude 'education must begin with the solution of the teacher-student 
contradiction ... so that both are simultaneously teacher and student' (Freire ibid). 
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The teacher and students should acknowledge each other 's potential for 
contribution in the endeavour to make sense of the information in the didactic 
setting, and, in the view of McKay and Romm (ibid: 150) this will lead to the 
reconciliation of power poles: 
Once it is recognised that we are all intellectuals in the sense that we all have 
the capacity for world-construction, and once people are ab le to respect this 
capacity in others, the superiority of specific' intellectuals' becomes 
dissolved ... 
It is the contention of critical pedagogues that with this democratically-endowed 
attitude in a classroom, a teaching mode commensurate with it is bound to follow. 
(d) Teaching mode: Teaching should take the dialogical mode of problem posing 
where students are allowed to explore the 'world ' , texts or issues critically by 
sharing ideas with each other and the teacher. According to Freire (1972) a 
liberating teacher does not do something to the students but with them. It is upon 
the recognition by classroom participants that they are engaged in praxis, that 
critical education involves problem-solving in which all involved are challenged 
to reconsider and recreate their prior knowledge (Frankeinstein in Shor 1987). Co-
operative learning in a group or pair work situation becomes appropriate. Davidoff 
and Van den Berg (no date) point out that in such situations students learn to 
communicate with one another and also to share ideas among themselves and with 
their teacher. Frankenstein (ibid) concludes that in this way teachers and students 
can truly learn from each other. 
Co-operative learning in a dialogical situation of problem-solving demands from 
all involved (teacher and students) to trust, love and appreciate one another. Th is 
pre-condition is implicit in Freire's (ibid: 63) interrogation: ' How can I enter into 
dialogue if! always project ignorance onto others and never perceive my own?' 
(e) On Textbooks and Assessment: Centralised curriculum, textbooks and 
standardised tests and exams are not pivotal to teaching as it is believed no expert 
knowledge comes from outside, and therefore assessment is not necessarily the 
prerogative of tests and exams to satisfy outside forces like bureaucrats. Assessment 
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is seen as part of learning with the sole purpose of developing the students and 
monitoring performance or competence, rather than the judgmental and quantified 
measures that serve merely to control education. 
The use of prescribed textbooks or centralised curriculum suggests common 
assessment. Liberatory education argues that similar concepts and competencies can 
be achieved through different content materials. If teachers and students created their 
own curriculum content, therefore, they could address similar concepts with their 
counterparts approaching the same issues through their own curriculum content. 
Hinchey (1998:51) captures this aspect thus: 'There is no reason that one student can't 
explore division by counting out cookies while another counts out candy corn ... ' 
The principle implied by the above concerns is that teachers have to be empowered to 
select andlor create their own materials in order to make the teaching I learning 
situation a meaningful, relevant and interesting experience, through the content that 
addresses issues that learners (and teachers) can relate to. 
Although teachers at various schools will, certainly, be using diverse curriculum 
content, this does not mean that teachers will not be addressing common issues or 
concepts . The content in this regard is, therefore, not pivotal to learning. For example, 
the concept of, or competence in, division, as Hinchey (ibid) aptly illustrates, may be 
taught through the use of different 'curriculum contents'. 
(f) Education as an ongoing process: The fact that the constructivist paradigm does 
not regard knowledge as a finished ' reality' or thing, indicates that education is 
considered to be an ongoing phenomenon. As long as humankind exists in the world, 
knowledge will continue to be constructed. Freire (1972: 56-57) clarifies this aspect 
by regarding education as 'praxis'. Praxis entails the process of seeing the reality, 
reflecting on it and acting upon it in a continual fashion. This is the basic feature of 
the liberatory methodology; recognising learners as an active force. The methodology 
entails three basic steps in a learning situation: to see, to judge and act (Ferreira and 
Ferreira, 1997). Learners therefore are expected to be critically engaged in activities 
and applying the knowledge in their lived experiences, and thus make an impact on 
their societies. 
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Freire's (ibid: 56-57) observation that ' problem-posing education affirms humankind 
as beings in the process of becoming, as unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with 
likewise unfinished real ity' illustrates the continuity of knowledge and education. 
This is primarily because the action-reflection of the world process can never stop as 
the reality ' is unfinished' . He adds that ' the unfinished character of men and the 
transformational character of reality necessitates that education be an ongoing 
activity' (ibid). 
(g) Education as a social and political force: Critical Pedagogy has come out clearly 
in recognition of teaching as a social and political activity. This socio-constructivist 
dimension impels educational practice to move beyond the instrumental use of 
knowledge to a critical conception of information; learners reflect on and act on that 
information in order to transform the society, hence praxis. 
McLaren's (1999: 51) definition of Critical Pedagogy clarifies the subject: 
Critical Pedagogy is a way of thinking about, negotiating, and transforming the 
relationship among classroom teaching, the production of knowledge, the 
institutional structures of the school, and the social and material re lations of 
the wider community, society, and nation state. 
Thus, Critical Pedagogy encourages teachers, learners and the school to relate 
classroom teaching with real issues in the world around them, in order to transform 
their realities . Knowledge in this paradigm therefore only becomes worthwhile if it 
extends beyond the wall s of the classroom, the fences of the school, to the 'wider 
community, society, and nation state'. As Freire (in Shor & Freire ibid: 46) remarks: 
This is a great discovery, education is politics! After that, when a 
teacher discovers that he or she is a politician too, the teacher has to ask, 
what kind of politics am I doing in the classroom? 
Although Critical Pedagogy acknowledges the lack of neutrality in education practice, 
it encourages subjectivity, which is based on objectiv ity and, thus condemns 
'subjectivi sm'. Freire (ibid: 27) establishes the difference between 'subjectivity ' and 
' subjectivism' . Subjectivity is the interaction of the subject (person) and the object 
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(world) in defining the world. Thus subjectivism 'postulates men [sic) without a 
world ' . 
Teaching practice is politically-influenced. Educational systems informed by 
oppressive societies, for example, will embrace the traditional teaching paradigm, 
whereas those informed by 'democratic' principles will probably adopt a progressive 
one. Freire (table 1), Bennett (table 2) and Rogers (table 3) elicit the various points 
that characterise traditionallprogressive paradigms. 
Freire (ibid: 47) lists attitudes and practices in education 'which mirror oppressive 
society as a whole'. He rclates these points to the traditional teaching paradigm: 
TABLE 1 Traditional teaching paradigm (from Freire 1972: 47) 
1. The teacher teaches and the students are taught. 
2. The teacher knows everything and the students know nothing. 
3. The teacher thinks and the students are thought about. 
4. The teacher talks and the students listen - meekly. 
5. The teacher disciplines and the students are disciplined. 
6. The teacher chooses and enforces his [sic) choice, and the students comply. 
7. The teacher acts and the students have the illusion of acting through the action of 
the teacher. 
8. The tcacher chooses the programme content, and the students (who were not 
consulted) adapt to it. 
9. The teacher confuses the authority of knowledge with his [sic) own profess ional 
authority, which he [sic)sets in opposition to the freedom of students. 
10. The teacher is the subject of the learning process, while the pupils are mere 
ob jects 
The observations made by Freire (in Table 1), in the extreme sense, summarise to a 
large extent the positivist (transmission) teaching practice and attitudes and, evidently, 
do not stimulate reconciliation of the teacher-student poles. There is no indication of 
any opportunity for the pupil to decide on content and critically challenge issues. 
Rogers (Table 2) and Bennett (Table 3) also offer descriptions of sal ient features of 
the two main teaching paradigms: 
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TABLE 2 (Bennett; in Davidoff & Van den Berg, 1991: 24) 
I Characteristics of progressive and traditional teachers 
I PROGRESSIVE 
, Integrated subject matter 
'Teacher as gu ide to educational 
expenence 
'Active pupil role 
'Pupils participate in 
curriculum planning 
'Learning predominantly by 
discovery techniques 
'External rewards and 
punishment not necessary 
i.e. intrinsic motivation 
'Not too concerned with 
conventional academic 
standards 
'Little testing 
'Accent on co-operative 
group work 
'Teaching not confined to 
classroom base 
'Accent on creative 
expression 
TRADITIONAL 
, Separate subject matter 
'Teacher as distributor of 
knowledge 
'Passive pupil role 
'Pupi ls have no say in 
curriculum planning 
, Accent on memory, 
practice and rote 
'External rewards used, 
e.g. grades, i.e. extrinsic 
motivation 
'Concerned with academic 
standards 
'Regular testing 
'Accent on competition 
'Teaching confined to 
classroom base 
'Little emphasis on creative 
expression 
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TABLE 3 (Rogers, in Davidoff & Van den Berg, 1991 :24-25) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The traditional school 
The teacher is the possessor of knowledge, the student the recipient. 
The lecture, as the means of pouring knowledge into the recipients, and the 
examination as the measure of the extent to which they have received it, are 
the central elements of this education. 
The teacher is the possessor of power, the student the one who obeys. 
Authoritarian rule is the accepted policy in the classroom. 
Trust is at a minimum. 
The subjects (the students) are best governed by being kept in intermittent or 
constant state of fear. 
Democracy and its values are ignored and scorned in practice. 
There is no place for the whole person in the educational system, only for the 
intellect. 
Towards person-centred learning 
The faci litative person shares with others-the students and possibly also 
parents or community members-the responsibility for the learning process. 
Facilitative teachers provide learning resources-from within themselves and 
their own experience, from books or materials or community experiences. 
The students develop their own individual programme of learning, alone or in 
co-operation with others. 
A facilitative learning climate is provided. 
The focus is primarily on fostering the continuing process of learning. 
The discipline necessary to reach the students' goals is a self-discipline. 
The evaluation of the extent and significance of the students ' learning is made 
primarily by the learners themselves. 
In this growth-promoting climate, the learning is deeper, proceeds at a more 
rapid rate, and is more pervasive in life and behaviour of the students than 
learning acquired in the traditiunal classroom 
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I am aware that the idea of education as a politically-influenced act, and the role of 
the teacher in the practice, has been a point of incessant debate, conflict and tension in 
South Africa before, during and after apartheid. It has had profound implications for 
education policy throughout the years (Christie, 1985; Davidoff and Lazarus, 1997). 
However, directly relating certain attitudes and practices from either school, as Freire, 
Bennett and Rogers (in tables 1-3 above) do, to a particular political ideology in an 
impermeable manner is being too extreme. The authors suggest an either-or-situation 
in education practice, particularly in terms of attitude and methodology. 
In practice, however, we do observe an amount of interplay of practices and / 0 1' 
attitudes from the two 'schools ', so that I perceive education practice as a process 
influenced by such attitudes on the continuum of the two schools, because we 
certainly do need some aspects of traditional teaching such as memorisation at some 
point in our teaching in the progressive paradigm. This has to be done with caution, 
though. It is this ' caution' which teachers need because, as Hinchey (ibid: 38-39) 
observes: 
... teacher education programs have, alas, been more likely to provide a 
teacher-in-training predesigned Trip-Tiks [sic] than to teach them to be 
navigators in charge of their own classroom journeys. 
Nevertheless, there are basic characteristics that set a progressive teacher apart from 
the traditional teacher, and these basics would make him/her ground his/her teaching 
in the progressive domain of the continuum. It is thi s ' navigational' ability to position 
one ' s teaching in the paradigm that enables the teacher to avoid using ' positivist 
methodology to reach constructiv ist goals, or vice versa' (Hinchey, 39); an act that is 
indeed uninspiring. 
It thus becomes important, in South Africa today, to understand the current 
educational philosophy of Outcomes-Based Education (aBE), as grounded in 
Curriculum 2005, and how to place it in terms of its epistemological paradigm so that 
one can conduct one's teaching with an informed background. In the next section I 
will explore aBE as developed in South Africa and appraise it in the light of my 
educational philosophy as expounded above. 
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2.4. Locating outcomes-based education (OBE) in the context of this study: 
2.4.1. Background: 
After the change of government in 1994, South Africa experienced socio-political 
transformation. Educational transformation obviously had to follow (see chapters one 
and two). The basis for this transformation was Outcomes-Based Education and 
Training (OBET), commonly referred to as OBE, which is described as: 
. .. education which accepts as its premise that the defin ition of outcomes 
should form the basis of all educational activity, including ... the development 
of curricula, the assessment of learners, the development of educational 
structures ... and other resources (Malan 1997: 10). 
2.4.2. The need for OBE: 
OBE is considered as an answer to questions that characterised People ' s Education 
because it offers an alternative to Bantu Education by grounding itself on principles 
which underl ine progressive and critical pedagogy. According to an official 
publication of the Department of Education (undated: 25) "Curriculum 2005 makes a 
major shift away from the present curriculum in South Africa and toward an OBE 
curriculum". The following "key shifts" (ibid) are said to characterise the new policy: 
• It creates opportunities for all through emphasising life-long learning. 
• It is people-centred by moving from teacher and content-centred curriculum to a 
relevant, learner-centred one. 
• Curriculum 2005 is derived from nationally agreed critical cross-field outcomes. 
• Traditional school subjects give way to broader learning areas . 
• It introduces new aspects of knowledge such as Technology and emphasises 
previously marginalised areas such as Arts and Culture and Life Orientation. 
• It does not prescribe syllabus and content, rather each learning area has detailed 
specific outcomes that 'ensure that the specific learning achieves its 
contextualised and specific forms of the broader critical outcomes' (26). This has 
been done to provide learners with a degree of freedom to select the content and 
methods through which learners will achieve the outcomes. 
• Assessment criteria and more concretely performance indicators are provided to 
clarify the sort of evidence to be used to evaluate learners against the outcomes. 
Artificial barriers between education and training are removed by integrating 
theoretical and practical learning and teaching. 
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All this, it is asserted, is in place in order to prepare learners for the "real world" by 
equipping them to apply what they have learned to real situations. These principles, it 
may be argued, are in line with the Freirean education philosophy and interlock with 
the progressive views of Rogers and Bennett as discussed earlier on. The "key shifts" 
outlined above encapsulate the notion of praxis (and praxis is the lifeline of liberatory 
education) as the on ly education that relates the learner to the " real world" and can 
influence himlher to bring about impact and transformation in his/her community. 
Van der Horst and McDonald (1997: 6) also assert that the stimulus for OBE is 
political in that the South African version of OBE is aimed at: 
.. . developing a thinking, problem-solving citizen who will be empowered to 
participate in the development of the country in an active and productive way. 
This is typical of a social-reconstructivist view of schooling, where schooling 
is regarded as a way to change and improve society. 
In order to "change and improve society", the learner should be able to do certain 
things. These are reflected by the critical or cross-curricular outcomes which are 
broad and generic. These outcomes which lay the foundation for developing more 
specific outcomes are: 
• Learners should be able to identify and so lve problems by using critical and 
creative thinking skills. 
• Learners should be able to work effectively with others as a member of a 
team, group, organisation or community. 
• Learners should be able to manage themselves and their activities responsibly 
and effectively. 
• Learners should be able to collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate 
information (i.e. conduct investigations and do research). 
• Learners should be able to communicate effectively using visual, 
mathematical and/or language skills in the modes of oral and/or written 
presentation. 
• Learners should be able to use science and technology effectively and 
critically, showing responsibility towards the environment and the health of 
others. 
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• Learners should be able to demonstrate an understanding of the world as a set 
of related systems by recognising that problem-solving contexts do not exist in 
isolation. 
2.4.3. Transformational OBE: 
2.4.3.1. Introduction: 
A number of the official documents from the Department of Education point out that 
South African OBE is transformational. It is this supposed transformational nature 
that makes it liberatory, which is a crucial characteristic of Critical Pegagogy and 
Freirean education philosophy. Education should have an impact on the learners, who 
also have to impact on the society, and thus transform it. The definition of 
Transformational OBE by Van der Horst and McDonald makes this aspect explicit: 
Transformational Outcomes-Based Education is a collaborative, flexible, 
trans-disciplinary, outcomes-based schooling system which is oriented 
towards empowering learners (p.19). 
This definition already pits OBE against the transmission mode of teaching and 
embraces liberatory qualities of empowerment, co-operative learning, a relevant and 
context-related curriculum, and praxis. 
2.4.3.2. Analysis of Transformational OBE: 
Because of its flexibility, OBE gives teachers and learners the space to choose content 
and employ a wide variety of teaching methods. This sense offreedom, guided by the 
cross-curricular (critical) outcomes, will enable classroom participants to develop as 
balanced citizens, hence the concept" whole person development" of progressive 
education. The critical outcomes, rather than the content, become the gu iding 
principles of the new curriculum. This underlines the aspect that Transformational 
OBE pursues the transformation of groups or individuals by motivating them to 
become involved contributors in the process affecting their own educational 
advancement and that of their peers. 
Spady and Marshall (1991) claim that OBE can be said to be transformational if it 
has, at least, the following characteristics: 
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• Defined by outcomes 
• Expanded in opportunity (it goes beyond traditional seat time as learning time) 
• Based on performance outcomes success - what the learner should be able to 
know and do 
• Aided by instructional coaching (learners receive learning guidance by means of 
feedback and explanations) 
• Integrated in concepts (cross-curriculum approach to outcomes, learning areas) 
• Based on culminating achievement of the desired learning outcomes 
• Oriented to inclusive success (all can and must progress according to individual 
ability) 
• Characterised by co-operative learning (working together such as in group 
discussion and projects) 
3.4.3.3. Link with Iiberatory education: 
An analys is of these characteristics points to the link with Iiberatory education 
practice from the Freirean perspective. For example, (I) emphasis on outcomes, what 
the learners should be able to do, as opposed to depositing and banking of 
information, and (ii) co-operative learning. The OBE conception of outcomes 
suggests more than the acquisition of cognitive knowledge, and includes skills, 
affective and social aspects which are characteristic of Critical Pedagogy. A look at 
the definition of outcomes by Van der Horst and McDonald (1997:48) clarifies the 
link between OBE and liberatory education. Outcomes are: 
.. . the result of learning processes and refer to knowledge, skills and attitudes and 
values. Learners should be able to demonstrate that they understand and should be 
able to apply the desired outcomes within a certain context. .. 
Malan (1997: 15-16) draws our attention to the importance of the relationship between 
the process (series of events, input, methodology) and product (outcome). She points 
out that process and product are interdependent in the following: 
The end result (outcome) of the education process - an adult human being - would, 
directly or indirectly, be the composite result of the effective interaction of all the 
inputs, outcomes and mini-processes comprising education as a whole ... the output 
(is never) final or complete. Each outcome, once attained, becomes the starting 
point for a new process in which learners strive to demonstrate competence in 
progressively more complex tasks. 
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The emphasis on the relationship is useful but may be lost as teachers often focus very 
narrowly on the lesson on hand and on outcomes. This link (between process and 
product), nonetheless, shows the transformational nature of OBE system and its 
relation to Critical Pedagogy and the Freirean conception of continuous reflection and 
action (praxis). Indeed this makes explicit the shift away from the traditional teaching 
that focused on the product without laying much emphasis on the process. 
Some critics (see Kraak 1999, Jansen 1999a, 1999b), however, argue that Curriculum 
2005/0BE enshrines both technicist and critical dimensions. Their main point of 
concern is the "dominance of Unit Standards methodology which underpins current 
interpretation of OBET" (Kraak 1999: 22). They argue that there is tension or 
contradiction in OBET discourse in that there is "confusion in the interplay between 
the dominant and subordinate policy discourses" in OBE .The dominant discourse is 
critical/populist, wh ile the subordinate discourse of unit standards is behavioristic and 
technicist (Kraak 1999, Jansen 1997b). 
My view is that what these critics see as technicist is essential if proper control of 
education is to be achieved in South Africa in the short term. The historical context of 
education in South Africa (see introduction and chapter one) characterised by an 
eroded culture of teaching and learning, poorly trained teachers, racial inequalities 
and suspicions of beneficiaries of apartheid education (see Jansen 1997b) necessitates 
this dimension and, in my opinion, forms the basis for accountability by practitioners. 
Van der Horst and McDonald (1997) aptly point out that the so-called technicist 
dimension of Curriculum 2005/0BE gives politicians, and policy makers, some level 
of control over the outcomes of the education system. This aspect highlights the need 
to be accountable, and the possibilities OBE offers in this regard to government and 
other stakeholders for the vast sums of money invested in education. 
2.4.3.4. Conclusion: 
OBE, as it is policy in South Africa today, will force teachers to teach differently. 
This will, however, require relevant quality training which conscientises the teacher to 
liberatory education philosophy and develops the right attitude. The next few years 
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will, thus, indicate whether, in practice, Curriculum 200510BE will be 
liberatory/critical or technicist. 
2.5. Theoretical background to ESL teaching as it informs this study: 
2.5.1. Introduction: 
Theories of English Second Language (ESL) teaching are based on broader 
psychological learning theories. ESL teaching theories also inform approaches and 
methods that teachers adopt in ESL teaching practice. This has resulted in a 
complexity of methodologies in this field; the complexity that Askes (no date: 8) 
regards as 'a language teaching revolution' which she correctly indicates, 'will 
influence second language teaching'. 
Celce-Murcia, Dornyei and Thurrell (1997: 142) also acknowledge this realisation by 
pointing to the continual change in second language teaching methodologies over 
time: 
L2 teaching methods and approaches tend to undergo a natural process of 
cyclical development: A method or approach is first proposed (often as a 
counter-reaction to an earlier method or approach), then accepted, applied, and 
eventually criticized. 
This situation impresses on one to look at the practice of ESL teaching against the 
backdrop of this 'language teaching revolution'. 
2.5.2. Historical account of ESL teaching approaches: 
An overview of language teaching theory reflects two main approaches. Askes (no 
date) distinguishes between the direct approach, which concerns the direct teaching of 
grammar and uses traditional methods, and the ind irect approach which has a bias 
towards communicative or functional methods of teaching. Linguistic competence is 
argued to develop incidentally rather than consciously through direct formal 
instruction. 
The fluctuating pattern that describes the history of language teaching methodology in 
the past few decades (Kilfoil and Van der Walt 1989; Celce-Murcia 1991 ; Harmer 
1991; Askes, no date; Brown 1994) points to the various paradigms that influence our 
beliefs about learning, and second language learning in particular. 
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Skinner's (1957) Verbal Behaviour set the whole "revolution" going by 
acknowledging the Psychological movement, Behaviourism, of the 1940's and 1950's 
in language learning. Behaviourists believed that learning occurs by "operant 
conditioning", the process which works by stimulus-response-reinforcement pattern. 
Knowledge is outside human consciousness and learning occurs by positively or 
negatively conditioning human behaviour to a particular stimulus. Learning is 
therefore a non-mental response to stimuli. In language learning, they contest, 'our 
performance as language learners is large ly the result of such positive (or negative) 
reinforcement' (Harmer 1991: 32). This approach heralded aud io-lingual methods. 
The 1960's saw the vehement criticism of the behaviourist position after the work of 
Chomsky (1959). Chomsky argued in favour of the mentalist/constructivist position 
by affirming that language learners are naturally equipped with a Language 
Acquisition Device (LAD) in their brains. The LAD enables learners to construct 
rules which control the language or structures. According to Chomsky, language is 
not a form of behaviour (Harmer ibid: 33), because behaviourists can never account 
for why a language learner is able to produce forms (that follow grammatical rules) 
he/she has never heard before. For example, a young child will overgeneralise the 
' -ed ' past tense rule in English and say ' I catchedthe thief or 'We runnedto school'. 
In the early 1970's recognition was made of the factors outside the language learner. 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) observed that language is a social tool based on 
' utterances '. The utterance is observed as having literal and functional levels of 
meaning. This appears to have been the realisation that knowing the structure of the 
language (linguistic competence) does not necessarily entail knowing how to use the 
language (communicative competence). 1 think this enhanced debate on the crucial 
tension between formal instruction/direct approach versus non-formal/indirect 
approach to language teaching. Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) drew on 
the Sinclair and Coulthard contributions, although it could also be linked to Hymes ' 
(1974) "rules of appropriateness beyond grammar" concepti . 
I CLT resu lted from a number of theoretical and research developments linked to Chomsky's notion of 
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An assessment of CL T points to its having traces of non-constructivist, constructivist 
and functional elements. A salient constructivist element is the notion that language 
rules are acquired through exposure rather than being taught. Thus learners are able to 
generate their own language rules as pointed out above. However, teachers may adopt 
a drill style characteristic of the non-constructivist position to enhance the learning of 
such language rules. Indeed Harmer (ibid: 86-87) indicates the need for the teacher to 
' model the phrases' and conduct a teacher-student (T-S) drill until 'the students have 
shown that they can handle these phrases to some extent'. Simulation of situations of 
language use becomes an essential aspect for such 'phrases' or expressions to 
engender speech appropriacy by learners. Lampen (1985 :5), in an attempt to advocate 
CLT use in the ESL classrooms claims that teaching ' loose sentences to illustrate a 
certain structure is useless unless the sentences are related and made appropriate to a 
known situation' . Thus, the simulation of context becomes the basis of the CLT. 
One cannot but conclude that the ' communicative' element in CLT does not refer to 
authentic communication, in the Freirean sense, where learning is taken as a real life 
process. Language learning becomes a simulated activity. The functional dimension in 
language teaching seems to be the dominant element in CLT, unlike the grammar 
teaching that characterised the earlier approaches. This can be traced to Krashen's 
(1981) non-interface stance on the acquisition-learning theory whereby he states that 
language learning does not lead to acquisition. This perspective does not see the 
importance of formal grammar teaching. However theorists like McLaughlin (in Ellis, 
1985) challenged the non-interface theory and, based on research conducted, argue 
that learning does, in fact, lead to acquisition. This debate has led to linguists 
observing that it is important to teach grammar as well as use grammatical forms in 
appropriate situations. Kilfoil and Van der Walt (1989: 12), however, suggest that ' the 
purpose of English second language should not be to learn to communicate, but to 
learn while communicating'. I think thi s is a good contribution as it will authenticate 
ESL activities. 
competence, Hymes' rules of use (appropriateness) and Sinclair and Coulthard's utterance (d iscourse 
analysis). These were reinterpreted by applied linguists (e,g. Canale and Swain) to develop 
ucommunicative competence", In language teaching, th is was developed into CLT. 
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From the late 1980's through the 1990's ESL teachers have come to reali se that no 
single method is able to help them address all the challenges of language teaching. 
Celce-Murcia, Domyei and Thurrell (1997: 148) acknowledge th is development: 
Instead of following the current "best" method, teachers have learnt to be 
'cautious ly eclectic in making enlightened choices of teaching practices'. 
Celce-Murcia, Dornyei and Thurrell (ibid) quote researchers like Long who in 1991 
observed that 'the method disappears in the reality of the language classroom'. 
Kumaravadivelu is also quoted by the same authors from a 1994 observation that 
'the development of language teaching theory has arrived at a post-method condition' 
and thus suggests ESL tcachers shou ld adopt "macro strategies for L2". The concept 
of "principled pragmatism" suggested by Kumaravadivelu (ibid) clarifies the "post-
method" condition as no advocacy for laissez-faire. Post-method is by no means a 
"no-method" condition. 
Ell is (1991), Long (1993), Fotos (1994) and Mohammed (1995) advocated the 
position that formal instruction contributes to the acquisition of language forms. Fotos 
(1994: 210) sees the role of Grammar Consciousness-Rais ing (GC-R) as an attempt to 
' call learner attention to grammatical features , thereby facilitating subsequent learner 
noticing of the features in communicative input' (my italics) . 
This paradigm therefore sees interplay between conscious learning of grammar and 
unconscious acquisition process. However, it is cautious about the degree of emphasis 
on error correction by suggesting a ' laid-back' attitude to errors implicit in " learner 
attention" and " learner noticing" . 
2.5.3. Locating the study within the ESL teaching theory: 
My position regarding ESL teaching is grounded on the "post-method" condition of 
the Grammar Consciousness- Raising approach, and thus embraces an eclectic 
(integrative) approach to ESL teaching practice. However, I have adapted this 
approach to the Freirean popular education methodology (discussed earlier) because I 
consider education, including language teaching, as a praxis . On this score language 
teaching should not be seen as a neutral, simulative activity, but a socio-political 
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process which, through reflection and action (praxis) plays a critical, socio-
constructive role in the lives of the learners (including teachers) . 
Bernstein (1972), Freire (1972), Shor & Freire (1987), Fairclough (1989), Lakoff 
(1992), Peirce (1994) and Pennycook (1994) are but some of the researchers who 
have acknowledged the socio-political role of language in their various stud ies . 
Peirce (1994) makes the point that second language acquisition theori sts have not 
adequately explored how inequitable relations of power limit the opportunities ofL2 
learners. I thus contend that ESL teach ing should not, as it is outside critica l 
pedagogy, on ly be limited to the attainment of the "Sprachgefuhl", a concept used by 
Corder (in Rutherford & Smith, 1988) to mean intuition for language appropriacy, but 
extend to the transformational role of language through praxis. ESL teaching shou ld 
recognise that ESL learners do not only use language for communication, 'but are 
constantly organising and re-organising a sense of who they are and how they relate to 
the social world' (Peirce, 1994: 17) . This is clearly indicative of the socio-political 
nature of language. Drawing from a study she made of ESL women learners in 
Canada, Peirce (ibid: 25) asserts that our conception of ESL competence should 
include, for instance, 'an awareness of how to challenge and transform social 
practices of marginalisation '. This is a crucial element of Critical Pedagogy. 
It is my contention that such socio-political aspirations cannot be addressed by the 
limited teaching methodologies that embrace a neutral stance on education, and 
language learning in particular. The ec lectic ESL paradigm on which this study has 
been grounded cannot address these issues if employed outside a critical pedagogy 
such as the Freirean popular education philosophy. Language teach ing should, 
following this premise, be based on real texts, authentic language and real issues that 
have an influence on the socio-political lives of ESL learners so that they are able to 
transform their lives . Simulated language and contexts fall short of addressing this 
challenge. 
It is for this reason that in thi s study I have considered the use of media as a resource 
in ESL teaching. In the next section I will discuss the rationale of the media text in the 
study. 
2.6. The media text in this study: 
2.6.1. Introduction: 
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It has been the line of argument in this study that educational practice is influenced by 
the wider socio-political context. I argue that educational practice should, therefore, 
resonate with the country's developments so that students, as an important part of the 
citizenry, should be able to make a meaningful contribution to their societies . This 
thus makes a logical demand on teachers to use authenti c, relevant curriculum 
content, liberating methodology that offers opportunity for critical interaction; and, 
most importantly, practices that wou ld have impact on the learners. This point has 
also been sufficiently made by Freire (ibid) , and Rogers (in Davidoff and Van den 
Berg, ibid). 
2.6.2. The Rationale for print media in ESL: 
Media texts have been considered appropriate teaching materials, especially when one 
considers the influence that media has in our daily lives. In fact the media rules our 
lives. Indeed the UNESCO Declaration on Media Education issued in1982 (in 
Prinsloo and Criticos 1991: 295) states that 'we live in a world where media are 
omnipresent'. It is the domineering aspect of media that makes media texts good 
resources for relevance, stimulation and authenticity, and offers opportunity for 
learners to be able to "resist" and be critical to its messages. This will contribute 
towards closing the "disturbingly wide" gap between the educational experiences 
offered by most educational systems and the real world in which people live 
(UNESCO 1982). 
Ferguson (1991 a: 24) also underscores the " resonant" potentiali ty of media texts by 
observing that 'we cannot separate off Media Education from the rest of what goes on 
in our education system - nor from what goes on in our society'. 
The authenticity of media texts includes language which, unlike "textbook language", 
is not mediated. Media texts are not constructed with a specific level, grade or class of 
a reader (say, English Grade 10 ESL Standard Grade) as target receiver. Media 
language reflects the use of language in the wider society. Ferguson (1991 b: 77) 
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observes that media texts use and are part ofthe discourses of society which shape our 
view of the world. He argues that 'these discourses will often find their way into the 
mass media ' . 
Having suggested the aspect of authenticity and relevance of language and issues, I 
have to point out that the 'reality' presented (in fact, re-presented) by the media 
should be construed in the perspective of Freire ' s (1972) conception of "subjective 
reality" because, as Masterman (1988: 15) puts it, ' the media mediate ' : 
They [the media] are liberatingly, representations or symbolic, or 
sign-systems which we must read, understand and act upon. 
The above assertion underlines the resourcefulness of media texts in stimulating 
'praxis ', an element of Critical Pedagogy that encourages students to transform their 
societies . Media Education therefore endorses the socio-constructive paradigm 
embraced in popular education methodology which perceives knowledge as 
expressing the way in which people have chosen to make sense of the reality with 
which they are presented (McKay and Romm ibid: 71). Ferguson (1991 a: 20) 
suggests subjective reality presented by media texts by observing that ' media 
education is an endless enquiry into the way we make sense of the world and the way 
others make sense of the world for us' . 
This argument therefore appeals for genuine, rigorous critical engagement with media 
texts . Prinsloo (1993: 5) indicates this need for developing the critical faculties of 
learners by pointing out that 'the role attached to Media Education is to develop and 
nurture the critical abilities of learners, to nurture autonomous thinkers who approach 
information not as transparent, but as constructions that are selective and partial'. I 
recognise that the demands made by critical investigative media education rather than 
the innoculatory and aesthetic media education (see Masterman, 1988) dovetail 
English Language Teaching as located within the framework of popular education 
methodology. It consequently becomes difficult, and unnecessary, to attempt to 
separate Media Education and English Language Teaching. Moore (1991: 181) notes 
that 'the aims of much English teaching overlap with those of Media Education'. 
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I argue that, following the authenticity of media texts, the English teacher can be 
unfettered from the prescribed (interim core) syllabus which is often restrictive, 
unstimulating and irrelevant to the wider social context of students and teachers. The 
idea of using media texts in the classroom is motivated by the premise that the 
teacher, together with the students, should select media texts relevant to their 
language teaching-learning needs, relevant themes, interest and accessibility. 
Reporting on their teaching through media to adults in Brazil, Ferreira and Ferreira 
(1997) state that we have to develop with our learners our own activities, our own 
curriculum, in our own reality. 
Robinson and Mentoor (1991: 218) indicate how disempowered teachers (and 
learners!) are in our education system: 
We are aware of the disempowerment of teachers within the South African 
educational hierarchy ... within a system of educational control, with its 
inspections, standardised syllabi, overloaded timetables and prepackaged 
textbooks. 
The remark by Robinson and Mentor, above, essentially reminds us that opportunities 
for using the media texts (or whatever progressive resource) can be 
circumvented by traditional schools (see Bennett and Rogers: tables 2 and 3 
respectively) and teachers. The attempt by teachers who may want to use their " ' own 
curriculum" might be stymied as they (the teachers) would want to be "productive" in 
the eyes of the communities they serve. In our communities, productivity is still 
measured by tests, exams and particularly grade 12 results? Education Ministry 
spokesman, Bheki Khumalo (as quoted by Pretorius in Sunday Times September 26 
1999), says 'matric results are the barometer of the education system's performance'. 
My view is that this attitude stifles freedom, creativity and potential for critical 
reflection and action. Schwoch et al (1992: 122) observe that in similar situations there 
should essentially be a shift of paradigm: 
... in the current socio-political context of public education including fixation 
with quantified measurement of student achievement ... [and] the concerns of 
2 aBE is presumed to make teachers freer to create their own "cu rriculum", as it is not based on 
principles oftesLS and exams. In a seminar on Review of Curricu lum 2005 organised by the 
Department of Education (22 Jan. 2000, CSIR, Pretoria) Spady said the existing matric exam system 
must change, otherwise the current practices and att itudes won't change. 
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parents and citizens over the quality of public education. 
lfthere is no change of paradigm, the textbook and transmission mechanical modes of 
teaching will , willy-nilly, be the too ls which teachers will , as a matter offact, embrace 
as mere expansions of the syllabus topics (Criticos 1991: 224). Nevertheless, teachers 
need to be really committed, and see the reason for teaching in a progressive way, 
using progressive materials. There should be conscientization of teachers in this 
regard. 
The underlying philosophy of Curriculum 2005 / OBE, discussed in 2.4. above 
necessitates the use of media texts in language teaching. The fact that, for the first 
time, the South African curriculum highlights media literacy and information literacy 
explains the need to cons ider the use of media texts in our schools. A link between 
this aspect and Curricu lum 2005 / OBE is made explicit by the criticallcross-
curricular outcomes outlined in 2.4. especia lly the one that indicates: " learners should 
be able to collect, analyse, organise and critica lly evaluate information". The learning 
area outcomes or specific outcomes (SO's) that directly relate to the place of media in 
the new education practice are (I) S04 in Language Literacy and Communication 
(LLC): "access, process and use information from a variety of sources and situations" 
and S05 in Arts and Culture (AC): "experience and analyse the ro le of the mass 
media in popular culture and its impact on multiple forms of communication and 
expression in the arts" . 
2.6.3 . Conclusion: 
In this chapter I discussed how classroom teaching practice is influenced by the 
teacher's view of knowledge and how he/s he locates him/herself in the various 
paradigms of epistemology and methodology. The teacher's practice, or methodology, 
is also influenced by the socio-political situation which impacts on him/her through 
the education system. 
l located myself and this study in the constructivist epistemological position, which in 
turn influenced my ESL teaching methodology. My personal philosophy on Education 
is that education needs to go beyond the classroom and enable students to contribute 
meaningfully in their wider societies. This socio-constructivist position on education 
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is well-articulated in the Freirean popular education methodology which I outlined. A 
brief overview ofESL teaching approaches and theories revealed that ESL theories 
have not embraced the issue of praxis in ESL teaching. I therefore adopted the 
eclectic approach to language teaching, and adapted it to popular education 
methodology so that ESL teaching becomes praxis. Praxis hinges on real issues. It is 
this challenge of praxis that has provided the rationale for using print media texts in 
the teaching ofESL. This has been the theoretical background informing this study. 
Recognising changes in the education provision in South Africa and the 
implementation ofOBE and Curriculum 2005 with its clear liberatory aspects, I 
believe that it is a proper and educationally sound undertaking to explore the use of 
print media in the teaching ofESL. My understanding ofOBE and its similarities 
with the Freirean liberatory pedagogy, especially with regard to epistemology, 
educational conceptions and attitudes, provides the rationale for doing this exploration 
by Action Research. I am, however, aware of the technicist dimension in OBE, a point 
discussed earlier on. 
In the next chapter I will discuss Action Research, the research methodology used in 
this study. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Introduction: 
Research, or educational practice, in various ways reflects the researcher's perspective 
on ontological and epistemological issues, that is, their views about reality and 
construction of knowledge (Mckay and Romm 1992, Hinchey 1998, Dison 1998). I 
have alluded to this aspect in chapter two. 
3.2. Research paradigms: 
The understanding of research in terms of the above aspect has led many people to 
describe research according to paradigms. The term "paradigm" was coined by 
Thomas Kuhn to refer to different types of scientific enquiry (USWE 1997a, Dison 
1998). However, it is now used to embrace attitudes, values, beliefs, procedures and 
techniques to research practices (Guba 1990, USWE 1997a). Guba and Lincoln 
(1994: 107) define a paradigm as: 
... a set of basic beliefs (or metaphysics) that deals with ultimates or first 
principles. It represents a worldview that defines, for its holder, the nature of 
the "world", the individual's place in it, and a range of possible relationships 
to that world and its parts ... 
Recognition of "paradigms" as 'based upon different sets of assumptions about the 
nature of society, the ways in which society shou ld be investigated, and the kinds of 
knowledge that it is possible to acquire about the world' (USWE 1997a: 19) suggests 
that a paradigm gu ides or accounts for why and how particular research is done. A 
paradigm influences one's understanding of reality and knowledge. Thus a paradigm 
guides or explains where one stands in one's conceptualisation of the world. 
Dison (1998: 8) believes that 'in doing research one needs to be aware of what 
paradigm/s one is being guided by, so that one is conscious of how one's beliefs 
influence how one frames the research, how one goes about doing it and how one 
interprets the findings.' In addition, I am of the view that the type of research 
question, aims and context of research can influence one's positioning within a 
particular paradigm. Guba and Lincoln (1994: 112) point out that these beliefs have 
'important consequences for the practical conduct of inquiry, as well as for the 
interpretation of findings ... '. A paradigm is neither a methodology nor a collection of 
methods. In other words, what ties particular research to a paradigm is not simply the 
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methodology or methods used, but the researcher's ' beliefs, attitudes or values about 
reality (ontology) or epistemology (knowledge construction). Lincoln and Guba 
(1989: I 58) aptly point that ' it is not the methods themselves wh ich are tied to 
particular paradigms but the way those methods are used.' In Guba and Lincoln's 
(1994) perspective, therefore, ' both qualitative and quantitative methods may be used 
appropriately with any research paradigm'. 
Boud and Griffin (1987: 9) acknowledge that, for instance, the qual itative paradigm 
' is suitable for exploring only some kinds of questions' (my emphasis) . This idea 
points to the suggestion I have made that parad igmatic positioning by a researcher 
depends on the 'research question, the aim and context.' Research paradigms can be 
related to two main positions (as influenced by one's understanding of reality and 
knowledge) . Mouton (1987: 2) notes that ' it has become traditional to distinguish 
between two main paradigms or schools of philosophical reflection on the nature of 
the social sciences: positivism and anti-pos itivism. ' 
3.3. Relating this research to paradigms: 
Pos itivists or methodological naturali sts in the social sciences posit that research 
should take the model of the natural sciences whereby social behaviour is explained 
' through knowledge of universa lly valid causes ' (Mouton ibid) and thus the cause and 
effect understanding of knowledge or behaviour was introduced to the social sc iences. 
To engage in such research knowledge or behaviour has to be reduced to 'observable 
and measurable ' entities. Guba and Lincoln (1994) refer to this aspect as "context 
stripping". This stems from the notion that 'reality' is external, or separate from 
human beings and can only be accessed through methods of experts (natural 
scientists) who do not interfere nor taint the ' facts' (McKay & Romm 1992, Hinchey 
1998). 
In positivist research practice, then, human values have to be systematically 
subtracted or controlled so that 'the observable actions and measurable indicators of 
human behaviour become the object of social research (Mouton 1987:3). Thus 
positivist research, through control of variables, neutrality and scientific distancing, 
' produces technical information in the form of laws or theories to explain observable 
social behaviour' (USWE 1997a: 19). 
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According to this position, therefore, knowledge is not socially constructed, and 
human beings have nothing to contribute to the process of knowledge construction. 
Knowledge, positivists claim, is not constructed, but it is 'out there' waiting to be 
discovered. Thus empirical research, solely employing experimentation, sampling, 
observation, measurements and figures explains this "truth" or reality; hence an 
approach to research that is grounded in the positivist view is often called quantitative 
approach because it quantifies behaviour through small units and measurements . 
Although Dison (1998:8-9) does not think a paradigm should be used in a prescriptive 
way to stipulate exactly how one goes about doing the research, I have found that my 
research question, the objectives and the context of the study are incompatible with 
the fundamentalist view of research characteristic of positivists, especially that 
pos itivism 'constitutes the basis both of behaviourism and what Blumer has called-
variable analysis ' (Mouton 1987: 4). Mouton (ibid: 5) quotes David Welsh as 
claiming that 'the attempt to encapsulate the social world in terms of overt behaviour 
of its members misses the precise character of that world, namely its intrinsic 
meaningfulness.' This sentiment expresses Freire' s conception of subjective reality, a 
philosophy that rejects the idea of "the world without men [sic]" (see chapter two). 
This element locates Freire within the critical and a social constructivist paradigm. 
Guba and Lincoln (ibid) offer valuable input on the characteristics of various 
paradigms. 
I consider educational practice as a process involving complete persons (teachers and 
learners) who have values, beliefs, attitudes, minds and experiences, so that it 
becomes unjustifiable for me to reduce this complex issue (human behaviour) to the 
mere "observable" and "measurable". I value the ' intrinsic meaningfulness' of a 
social world as presented in the classroom or school situation. As indicated in chapter 
two, I consider education as praxis; and regard teaching and research methodologies 
that do not involve critical reflection and action by classroom participants as falling 
short of addressing the purpose of education. This objective, in the context of my 
study, can be addressed by a paradigm that acknowledges the importance of my, and 
the learners', values because I believe knowledge and human interests are interwoven. 
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This consideration underpins the critical, socio-constructivist paradigm, which 
recognises that knowledge is mediated and is transformational. 
My belief is that the 'positivistic approach to education research and development 
often results in the ignoring of students ' ideas, experiences and mini-theories, as well 
as the teacher's own classroom experiences and expertise' (Wals 1990). I have 
espoused, for this study, the notion expressed by Jones (1996) that the most important 
parts of research are, in fact subjective and have little to do with elaborate quantitative 
analyses. I am consequently agreeable to the assertion by Marks (1993, p.380) in 
Jones (1996:2) that : 
The most significant challenge to an old and entrenched view that science is 
the aloof, objective collection of facts involves recognizing that people are the 
ones doing science - with their own motivations, ambitions, viewpoints, 
prejudices and personalities. 
The acknowledgement of values and prejudices in research, however, should not be 
mistaken to promote opinion ism or subjectivism (see chapter two). I believe that 
objectivity exists not as an absolute condition to which humans react, but as an 
accomplished aspect of human lived experience. My view is thus contrary to the 
notion that perceives reality as "out there", "untainted" or "value-free". My position is 
that reality is constructed by humans. Opinions alone, as Jones (1996:3) asserts, are 
not acceptable. This view is compatible with Freire' s distinction between ' subjectivity 
and subjectivism', objectivity and objectivism ' (FreireI972). 
I think this portrayal of objectivity suggests that rigorous scrutiny of data should be 
crucial to the critical paradigm. Jones (ibid) consequently suggests that 'the 
dichotomy between objective and subjective is misleading and obscuring of research 
practices ' (51). Although a researcher may locate himself or herself in the anti-
positivist or critical paradigm, he or she has to maintain discipline, accountability and 
rigour, so that the research does not merely become a rendition of opinion. 
Popekewitz (1990: 47) declares that continual cross-examinations and rigorous 
scrutiny of data are the hallmarks of critical paradigm. 
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I thus do not see this research asJor them (the community of scholars) but alsoJor us 
(me, the class teacher and the learners) and Jor me (my personal motivation), to 
borrow from Reason and Marshall in Boud and Griffin (1987: 112). The positivist 
perspective of research is that it is done Jor them, hence its suspension of human 
values and interest. I have done this research because I was interested in the question 
of using print media texts in ESL teaching (apart from the fact that this study is for 
degree purposes). On this account I positioned myself within the critical paradigm 
where qualitative approach became attractive to the study. The various orientations 
within this paradigm, like ethnography and Freire ism, allow the researcher to 
contribute to knowledge construction. 
The various orientations within the critical paradigm emphasise a particular aspect of 
research or ' scientific' enquiry. My view is that a critical researcher should move 
across the various orientations within the paradigm to adequately address the point of 
emphasis taken by his or her research question. In this study I have employed some 
aspects of ethnography (field notes), interpretations of learners' actions in relation to 
their circumstances (hermeneutics), interrogated issues relating to the socio-political 
world of the participants (marxist and post-structural) in an attempt to act or bring 
about change to the situation under study (participatory/emancipatory). The activities 
concerned real issues that were meant to enab le the participants to transform their 
wider socio-political situation. 
The fact that I did not use quantitative methods in this study should not suggest that I 
reject their use in this paradigm, instead they should be construed as not being 
compatible with what I wanted to do at the school - my research goals, that is. The 
purpose of the study was not to prove any educat ional theory or aspect nor claim to 
'construct grand generalisations in order to control and predict' (US WE 1997a:25), 
but, collaboratively with the teacher and the learners, to learn, understand and 
improve ESL practice (teaching and learning) and hopefully enable ourselves to 
transfonn the wider social situation. I therefore align myself to the claim that: 
When critical researchers reject the underlying assumpt ions of positivism 
it is often misunderstood as a rejection of empirical methods and 
technica l knowledge ... empirical methods are not necessarily positivistic' 
(USWE 1997a: 22). 
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For this research, I felt I had to locate myself within a paradigm that considers that 
education involves complete humans with ideas, attitudes, experiences and values. 
Carr and Kemmis (1986: 60) observe that ' educational situations have their 
educational character because people act in them ' . Appreciation of education as a 
meaningful subjective practice appealed to the kind of research I wanted to do. 1 thus 
needed to work with the learners and teachers as "subjects" or people who have ideas, 
in their social context, in order that I cou ld learn, understand and improve the 
situation. I contend that for research to achieve concrete transformation of real 
educational situations, it is essential to transcend the research and practice roles (or 
poles), and thus link theory and practice, researcher and practitioners (Carr and 
Kemmis 1986, USWE 1997b, Greenwood and Levin 1998). 
I consequently identified with the orientation of Action Research or Practitioner 
Research to undertake this research, because I believe critical education science, as 
Carr and Kemmis (ibid: 160) correctly say: 
... cannot be divorced from practical realities of education in particular 
schools and classrooms, nor from the political reality that schools 
themselves are . .. expressions of the relationship between education and society. 
This idea is the basis of Freirean critical pedagogy and critical research paradigm 
(Freire 1972, Shor and Freire 1987, Guba 1990, Walker 1993, Lincoln and Guba 
1994). Action Research appealed to me as an orientation that could be usable to carry 
out such research. 
3.4. Action research: 
3.4. \. Introductiou: 
Action research is seen as an attempt to link the action (of the teacher) with reflection 
(or ' researching') that action. The link between the action and the research is that they 
are both done by the same person, that is, the teacher (Davidoff and Van den Berg, 
undated: 28). Action research is appropriate to the context of this study, because 
through it I hoped I could bring about innovation or have an influence on the teaching 
of ESL by using print media, through a different teaching method (co-operative 
learning) within the framework of liberatory pedagogy whereby education practice is 
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geared to transforming the wider socio-political reality. This is in tune with the 
recognition of education and research as praxis (Freire 1972, Dison 1998, US WE 
1997a). The link between education and the wider social life is a crucial part of the 
dominant agenda of Curriculum 2005/0BE (in Chapter two, as discussed). 
3.4.2. Definition of action research: 
Davidoff and Van den Berg (28) define action research as a way of trying out ideas in 
action, understanding those actions, and then attempting to make some improvements 
or changes in the classroom or setting. They add that the changes are meant to make 
the classroom experience a more meaningful one 'for all those involved in it. ' 
McKernan (1991:6) describes practitioner research or action research as ' a form of 
self-reflective problem solving which enables practitioners to better understand and 
solve pressing problems in social settings' . Greenwood and Levin (1998:6) define 
Action Research as: 
... a form of research that generates knowledge claims for the express purpose 
of taking action to promote soc ial change and social analysis ... to increase the 
ability of the involved community .. . to control their own destinies more 
effectively and to keep improving their capac ity to do so. 
Fay (1977) in Carr and Kemmis (1986:157) sees Action Research as a practice within 
the critical paradigm and argues that it 'arises out of the problems of everyday life and 
is constructed with an eye towards solving them.' Consideration of the above 
descriptions of action research or practitioner research points to some characteristics 
of this kind of research: 
(I) reflection 
(II) transformation/change/improvement 
(Ill) participation 
(IV) involvement 
It is implicit from these descriptions that action research is not about a particular 
method, but an attitude or commitment to a vexing social situation, practice or action 
and change, improvement or transformation. 
Action research does not ' prescribe' the methodology or methods of enquiry, although 
it has recently been associated with qualitative methods (Carr and Kemmis 1986). 
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The 'founder' of Action Research, Kurt Lewin (1952) in Carr and Kemmis (1986: 
163) in fact argued that action research 'would have to include laboratory and field 
experiments in social change.' 
Greenwood and Levin (1998: 7) explicitly point out that action researchers accept no 
'a priori limits on the kinds of social research techniques they use ... formal 
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods all are appropriate to differing 
situations.' USWE (1997a: 22) also observe that 'the critical research paradigm 
recognises and uses empirical, interpretive and critical research methods.' 
These views are in line with my argument that the type of question and context of 
research guide the researcher's choice of methods of enquiry. Davidoff and Van den 
Berg (28) acknowledge thi s by asserting that 'there are many ways of looking at 
Action Research, different people tend to emphasise different aspects of the Action 
Research process.' In my view the essential element of action research is the 
opportunity for reflection, transformation, participation and involvement. 
3.4.3. The nature of action research: 
The action research cycle: Action Research is characterised by its mode of research 
cycle as initially suggested by Lewin (1946). Lewin described the action research 
cycle as constituted by various steps: 
(I) Fact-finding (reconnaissance): study, analysis or conceptualisation of 
problems in the target research situation 
(II) Planning: strategizing for the programme of action 
(III) Implementation (action): execution of the strategies 
(IV) Observation: experiencing the programme in action, and recording of this 
(V) Reflection (Evaluation): more fact-finding, study or reflection, usually 
leading to the repetition of the process 
(VI) Repetition of cycle: depending on the outcome of the first programme, 
repetition of the cycle of activities or spirals thereof. 
Thus according to Lewin (see McNiff 1988, Elliot 1991 , Harper 1997) action research 
becomes a spiral of steps or cycles, with each cycle having stages: fact-finding, 
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planning, action, observation and reflection, whi ch may proceed to re-planning, 
action, observation, reflection , and so on. 
Below is a representation of Kurt Lewin 's model of resea rch as interpreted by 
Kemmis (1980) in Elliot (1991:70): 
IMPLEMENT 
INITIAL IDEA 
,l. 
RECONNAISSANCE 
(Fact finding) 
,l. 
GENERAL PLAN 
STEP I 
/TEP2 
STEP I ~ 
EVALUATE --+ AMENDED 
PLAN 
STEPI /TW 
IMPLEMENT 
STEP2 ~EVALUATE --+ etc 
(figure I. Kurt Lewin 's action research model) 
It is thi s dimension of spirals and their repetition that offers opportunities for 
communities ' inquirers committed to learning about and understanding the problems 
and effects of their own strategic action, and the improvement of this strategic act ion 
in practice' (Carr and Kemmis ibid: 164). 
Although th ere is general consensus among action researchers on Lewin's model as 
the basis for act ion research, the appl ication of this model , as it is, in various 
situations has brought further issues to light. Elliot (ibid: 70) points out that although 
.... 
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the model is 'an excellent basis for starting to think about what action research 
invo lves' it may, however, give an impression to its users that various stages are 
fixed. He suggests that there should be a sense of flexibility with regard to these, and 
suggests: 
• The general idea should be allowed to sh ift 
• Reconnaissance shou ld involve analysis as well as fact-finding and should 
constantly recur in the sp iral of activities, rather than occur on ly at the 
beginning. 
• Implementation of an action step is not always easy, and one should not 
proceed to evaluate the effects of an action until one has monitored the 
extent to which it has been implemented. See figure 2 below: 
FIGURE 2 c 
c 
reflect ~ observe 
plan ~act 
.reflect ~ observe 
plan ~'act 
reflect 
plan 
plan 
observe 
act 
Lewin 's model, in addition, does not highlight the need in education practice to 
address more than one problem at the same time. According to Kemmis and Elliot (in 
McNiff 1988) the model needs to be upgraded to allow other spirals to branch from 
the main sp iral. If this view is followed a teacher may thus be able to address an idea 
without ignoring other important issues or problems whi ch arise in the real classroom. 
In my acti on research project I found these concerns arising (see chapters four and 
five). For instance: 
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• I found it difficult to draw boundaries between stages and cycles, e.g. I could 
not stop reconnaissance at any point. I kept leaming about the situation at the 
school until my last day there. (A point made by Elliot above). 
• The original idea I had prepared to try out (i.e.critical development with a 
lea mer noticing strategy oflanguage leaming) raised the co-operative 
leaming problem etc. as pointed out by Kemmis and Elliot (in McNiff ibid). 
The following diagram illustrates the ideas put forward by Kemmis and Elliot: 
FIGURE 3 
c--:/\ ~ 
c;;:?:/' C :::>\ problem 01 
class 
control 
main problem 
3.4.4. Types of Action Research: 
Three.types of action research have been identified: (I) technical (ii) practical (iii) 
emancipatory. The various types of action research emphasise different aspects. I 
think action research orientations guide the researcher depending on his or her 
paradigm and view of knowledge. Walker (1990) and Harper (1997) discuss the 
action research types. Technical action research is 'positivist' in that it sees 
knowledge as belonging to the experts. In this thinking, the outside researcher 
introduces predetermined action programmes to an institution and expects teachers to 
implement it in an attempt to improve the situation. Practical action research 
recognises the teachers and learners as researchers with the aim of teachers' self-
development and learners' improvement. The attempt is thus on the improvement of 
the teaching-leaming situation at the school. Emancipatory action research goes 
further to make educational practice contribute towards change in the wider society. 
As Grundy (1987) suggests, this type ofresearch promotes change through critical 
consciousness, which is exhibited through political as well as practical action. I found 
it unnecessary to encase my study within a particular action research type because 
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there are overlaps of elements of all three action research types in the research. My 
overarching principle and intent, however, has been emancipatory, though I was 
aware of the possible challenges. For instance, Harper (1994) found that the context 
of the institution where the research is undertaken may compromise one's 
emancipatory ambition. Dison (1998) also acknowledged this aspect in her study. 
3.4.5 . Action Research in my study: 
The context of my research influenced my locating this research within action 
research . I recognised the fact that as I am attached to the District Office as a subject 
advisor this could be a problem; that I was coming to the situation of research from a 
position of power, and also that the whole practice of " inspection" at schools has 
become problematic and sensitive (Walker 1993). 
I decided to employ action research because I wanted to become part of the setting 
and work as an "insider" at the school. In this instance, given the problematic scenario 
in the schools especially between teachers and agents from higher levels in the 
education bureaucracy, I felt action research would give me the opportunity to teach, 
rather than observe the teacher. I think this cleared the suspicions as [ believe it placed 
me in a position of co-participant in the classroom, and reduced the aura of an 
"outsider expert". This however depended on the planning (reconnaissance) stage of 
the action research. It is at this stage that relationships are established, the process 
negotiated and suspicions and mistrusts are cleared (Davidoff and Van den Berg 
undated, Walker 1990, Harper 1994). This is discussed in chapter five. 
I was motivated to reach out to the school and participate in the classroom activities 
because I take the position that 'we can only truly do research with persons if we 
engage with them as persons, as co-subjects and thus co-researchers which gives 
meaning to participatory research (Reason 1994: 10). Meulenberg-Buskens (1997) 
also stresses the importance of participatory research. Through action research, I was 
able to avoid the "veranda style" of ethnography (Mouton 1987) whereby I could 
have selected and called the learners to the District office. I wanted to be part of the 
situation. 
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My reflection on the lessons and other acti vities in the classroom included 
discuss ions, informal conversations and interviews with the class teacher and learners . 
I am satisfied that my actions were guided and informed by collaborative inputs 
towards improved teaching and learn ing of English as a Second Language. Although 
we could not always agree on issues, I saw this as a strong point in action research, 
and thus formed part oflearning and reflection (Walker 1993). 
3.5. Methods used in the study: 
I used participant observation techniques in class, and kept a researcher' diary and 
recorded field notes as I related with learners and the teachers at the school. 
Heshusius (\ 994) regards participant-observation as a catalyst for kinship and ethics 
and thus strongly advocates the idea of "participatory consciousness". This aspect is 
believed to counter the anxiety for researchers caused by attempts to be objective and 
separating knower from known. 
Observation schedules were also used to collect data. The teacher and an academic 
friend were asked to independently observe the lessons and complete the schedules 
(see Appendices LOS I, LOS 11 , LOBS: 61-73). I must indicate that the ' observers' 
were free to participate in the classroom activities, and often gave valuable input, 
facilitated dialogue in the groups and helped in clarifying concepts (for example 
translation to/from Xitsonga). They were sometimes given a slot during the lesson to 
present an activity. Their involvement made their presence in the classroom 
meaningful rather than distracting. This made them part of the research process . I feel 
that had they cut themselves off from the activities they would have become 'spectral ' 
(Zimmerman and Wieder, in Bell 1987). Ferre ira (\987:126) quotes Bruyn's (1962) 
observation that understanding of the' inner perspective of actors can only be 
achieved by actively participating in the subjects ' world and gaining insight by means 
of introspection. ' 
A video camera was used to record all but one lesson, which was on ly audio-taped. 
During the reconnaissance stage I asked the learners how they felt about the 
possibility of they being video-recorded during lessons, and they were very excited 
about it. Probyn (\ 998) refers to claims by Cazden (\ 986) and Foster (1996) that 
video taping may be disadvantageous in terms of greater obtrusiveness and likelihood 
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of reactivity . Foster (1996) is quoted (in Probyn) as suggesting that such negative 
aspects can be countered by spending time to allow subjects to become accustomed to 
the equipment. Although I did not "pilot" this, I do not believe the learners were 
negatively affected by this. Simpson and Tuson (1995) detail advantages of video 
recording. I found the videotapes useful in the sense that I was ab le to view and re-
view the lesson processes. The other observers also found the tapes useful especially 
when we discussed and reflected on the lessons. Videotapes have as their strongest 
point the obvious fact that they capture both verbal and non-verbal aspects of the 
lesson. 
I used an audio-recorder during the interviews with the learners, teachers and the 
principal. Unstructured, conversational interviews were, in one-on-one mode, used 
with the principal and the teachers. Learners were interviewed through focus group 
interviews. All the interviews were conducted in a very conversational manner, 
because I wanted the interviewees to relax, and hoped for their honest opinions on 
issues. My interview cards therefore mainly contained key words which were to guide 
my interview. Questions were developed from these key concepts. Burgess' (in 
Mason 1996: 38) reference to such interviews as "conversations with a purpose" is, in 
my opinion, appropriate. The interviews were transcribed (see Appendices: pp. 1-60). 
Sacks (1984: 26) as quoted by Perakyla in Silverman (1997: 203) observes that 
interview transcriptions are advantageous because: 
[I] could get my hands on it and I could study it again and again, and also, 
consequentially, because others could look at what I had studied and make of 
it what they could, if, for example, they wanted to be able to di sagree with me. 
In our collaborative research the transcribed interviews became a valuable tool 
especially when we had to engage in reflection. 
Learner profile questionnaires (Appendix 4A) and "student writings" were also used 
to collect and elicit data from the learners. The profile questionnaires (mainly probing 
the learners' background and personal information) were given out during the 
reconnaissance stage of the first cycle. I also used authentic "student writings" in the 
form of small autobiographies which I asked them to compile. This proved useful as 
data given in the profiles was significantly augmented. I noted this aspect in the 
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researcher's diary (R.D). Learners were again asked to write authentic reports to the 
principal in their evaluation of cycle two. These also boosted the amount of data 
gathered from the learner questionnaires (evaluation reports) given at the end of cycle 
two. The questionnaires (evaluation reports) were given at the end of each of the two 
cycles to elicit qualitative data about what the learners' impressions, ideas and 
suggestions were after each series oflessons (cycle). Thus their suggestions after the 
first cycle influenced our planning for the second cycle. I need to mention that the 
profiles and questionnaires were completed and returned by all the learners involved 
in the study: it was not a sample. 
3.6. Validity in the research: 
The issues of reliability and validity are crucial to research as they concern verifying 
or falsifying a priori hypothesis (Guba and Lincoln 1994). However, in qualitative 
research it becomes difficult to subject human activity to universal norms that would 
verify an act. It is easily applicable to scientific research where variables are at all 
costs controlled and the phenomenon under study measured. The issues of reliability 
and validity unavoidably provoke consideration of the contentious issue of 
objectivity. I have already discussed my position on this aspect in relation to 
qualitative research. Perakyla quotes Kirk and Miller (1986: II) and Silverman (1993) 
in Silverman (1997: 20 I) as pointing out that the issues of reliability and val id ity are 
important, because in them the objectivity of research is at stake. 
Jones (1996: 19) observes that reliability 'means that, given similar circumstances, 
they [observations 1 must be repeatable. Others must be able to verify that what we 
claim to have seen is not a figment of an overactive imagination.' The validity of 
critical research, however, rests much on the impact the research has on a particular 
situation and the trustworthiness and authenticity of data generated in the research. 
Generalisation of research findings is not the crux of critical and constructivist 
research paradigms. But awareness of these issues in qualitative research suggests that 
researchers should be responsible, honest, accountable and transparent. Probyn (1998) 
adds explicitness and consistency to the requirements. This is obviously a positive 
aspect, and in my research I took cognisance of it. 
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However, for action research , the reliability and val id ity of research rests much on the 
impact the research makes on the situation. After all in action research, the research is 
"for us". Greenwood and Levin (1998: 76) put th is emphasis clearly: 
The credibility and validity of Action Research is measured according to 
whether actions that ari se from it solve problems (workability) and increase 
participants ' control over their situation. 
I thus employed the "triangulation strategy" of Denzin (from Ferreira in Mouton 
1987). Triangu lation, as defined by USWE (1997b: 97) is used to describe: 
... a way of checking and clarifying the interpretation they [researchers] have 
made of their data. [It] involves the use of at least three data sources ... this 
is done to get multiple perspectives on the same events and to check tentative 
working hypotheses. 
According to Denzin (1978) triangulation may embrace the following dimensions: 
• multiple data sources: the researcher accesses more than one source of data 
• mUltiple methods: using different tools/techniques in the observation/ 
generation/interpretation of data. Methods complement each other. 
• multiple perspectives: data is viewed and re-viewed from various perspectives 
I have integrated these strategies in the research. Data was generated from the 
classroom observations, the learners, teachers and the principal. I triangulated my 
observations by observational schedules from two participant observers. The 
videotapes and interview transcriptions were helpful in the sense that we would re-
view them during reflections especially when we could not agree on an aspect. The 
learners, teachers, the principal and an academic friend were interviewed in order to 
get multiple perspectives on the situation or aspect of the lessons. 
I used several methods or techniques to generate data. Interviews (principal, two 
teachers and learners), a video recorder, an audio tape recorder, students ' writings 
(autobiographies), a researcher' s diary/fi eld notes and questionnaires were used. 
Lynch (1996: 67) suggests techniques for naturalistic validity. I will cite a few of 
those that were applied in the research: 
• Prolonged engagement: immersion in the setting, establishing rapport, trust, and 
understanding of program participants 
• Persistent observation: identification of the most relevant elements 
• Peer debriefing 
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• Reactivity: documenting the changes in what is being observed that are due to the 
presence of the researcher or evaluator, as well as the changes that occur in the 
researcher or evaluators as a result of being in the setting 
• Member checks: checking the developing evaluation findings with the members of 
the evaluation setting 
• Triangulation: gathering, reconciling, and explaining of data from several sources 
and/or from different data-gathering techniques 
• Multiple perspective negotiation: arriving at evaluation conclusions as a result of a 
consensus among persons from different perspectives in relation to the program 
I see these issues and concerns about validity as principles in qualitative research that 
guide researchers against drifting away to sheer "opinion ism" or subjectivism, and is 
commensurable to the Fre irean notion of "objective subjectivity" and "rigour" in 
critical research. Positivist researchers will probably see this perspective as 
problematic; a point that confinns the accord between research process and the 
researcher ' s ontological and epistemological positions. 
Like Dison (1998: 19) I have hoped to " let the object speak" by including transcripts 
of the interviews and print media texts used in the lessons and kept in safe custody all 
the videotapes of the lessons so that an interested reader ' can make her [sic] own 
interpretations of the data if she [sic] chooses.' I therefore attempted to transcribe the 
interviews as the interviewees originally spoke. 
3.7. Ethical concerns: 
I was cautious of the ethical issues during the study and was guided by Jones ' (1996) 
observation of two values likely to conflict with research on human behaviour: 
(i) you should never hann another person, and 
(ii) each individual has the right to privacy. 
I recognised, before going to the schoo l, that I was going to the research field as an 
outsider and therefore had to negotiate my way into the school and the classroom. 1 
was cautious not to allow my power-position as a District official to guarantee my 
entry into the school. Thus during my reconnaissance I made sure that the principal, 
the teacher and the learners consented to my participation in their classroom. This J 
did by openly expressing my research agenda which, I hope, ensured that I got 
' informed consent' (Jones 1996:35). Informed consent, Jones argues, enlists the co-
operation of participants while at the same time alleviating any anxieties about what 
they are letting themselves in for. 
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I respected the confidentiality of the individuals by avoiding gossiping. When a 
participant shared sensitive information with me, I ensured that it remained 
confidential. For instance, one teacher was consistently critical of many practices at 
the school, and was not regarded well by almost all staff members. This really helped, 
because he later appeared to be one teacher who could be transparent about issues at 
the school. Before the interview I asked him not to mention names of his colleagues. 
I have thus used pseudonyms to protect the identity of the schools, the teachers and 
principals. 
The learners were also respected in the way I talked to them, did things with them and 
also asked their opinions whenever I wanted to do anything that might involve them. 
For example, I did not force them to attend my lessons. 
In my activities with the learners I was always cautious not to expose nor criticise any 
teacher, especially since I was coming into the school with a relatively different 
approach to teaching. Although I was determined to "transform" their ways of 
learning, particularly with co-operative learning, I was careful not give the impression 
that teachers using the teacher-centred method were ignorant or bad. From a critical 
point of view, I was content with the belief that if the project were a success it wou ld 
impact on the learners as suggested by Lynch's (ibid) "reactivity" technique and 
USWE's (l997b: 102) "outcome validity". 
I wanted to position myse lf not as a taker or mere researcher. I thus, whenever I 
could, participated in the activities of the school and attended their functions and 
made financial contributions (for instance: farewell parties, condolences, get-well 
cards for hospitalised staff members). I asked the principal to regard me as one of the 
teachers and never to treat me as a "guest" nor give me any preferential treatment. I 
assured him that I was prepared to offer my services to the school if, and when, I 
could. 
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3.8. Summary: 
In this chapter I described the methodology that I used in the research , by giving the 
rationale for the research and the paradigm/s within which I located myself and the 
study, and the research methods and techniques used to generate data. This, I hope, 
will put into perspective the descriptions and discussions of my implementation in the 
next two chapters. I will discuss the reconnaissance stage and the teach ing of the first 
cycle in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RECONNAISSANCE AND PLANNING PHASES 
4.1. Introduction : 
In this chapter 1 discuss the reconnaissance and planning phases of the first cycle of 
my action research. The chapter wi ll comprise two sections, as in Lewin's model 
discussed in chapter three: 4. 1. Reconnaissance or Fact-finding and 4.2. Planning or 
Preparation to teach the first cycle. 
4.2. Reconnaissance: 
Thi s phase entailed finding out about my research site, and understanding the context 
of my research question. 
4.2. 1. Pilot lesson: 
I had a pilot lesson as part of my understanding the context of the research question 
(see Yin 1994: 74) because 1 realised the need to understand the app licabi lity of my 
ESL teaching theory (as discussed in chapter two) in a semi-rural black school. I had 
already decided not to do the study with a grade 12 class, because 1 was concerned 
that teachers in such situations focus on "preparing" for external examinations. [ 
didn't want my project to complicate their situation or to prej udice mine. 
I selected a school which I often visited in my offic ial subject advisory role, because I 
had estab lished good relations with the principal and other Engli sh teachers. An 
appo intment was set for Tuesday 16 February 1999 for the "double peri od" totalling 
70 minutes with the grade II 's: Mr. Koma's (the principal's) English class. 
My lesson design included a newspaper article which I hoped would be of interest, 
relevance and linguistic value to the learners. The learning activity wou ld be set out 
for the attainment of the following outcomes: 
.Communicating in English 
.Helping learners notice language items in use 
.Vocabulary building in context 
.Critical reflection 
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The teaching method used was co-operative learning in wh ich the learners were 
divided into groups of five and given a copy of the newspaper article . They were first 
asked to read the artic le silently for content (the message) and the identification of 
difficult words. I asked individual learners to read parts of the article out loud for the 
who le class, and I read after them to ensure that new words were correctly 
pronounced. Critical questions were prepared for learners to discuss in their groups, 
and report to the whole class. Reference was then made to language issues like tense, 
voice, pronouns and reported speech, in context. 
From the experience of thi s lesson I learnt a number of things which infl uenced my 
approach to my action research. The learning points were: 
• The teacher: I would have to be caut ious with the class teacher with whom I 
would do my action research. The fact that the class teacher in my pilot mini-
study was the headmaster was problematic because he only spent 
approximately 20 minutes of the entire 70 minutes in my lesson as he had to 
attend to "pressing" administrative mailers. For my action research I needed a 
teacher who would be motivated, contident and committed to the project. 
Above all he or she should be eager to learn with me. 
The teacher's comments that ' the learners are weak, they won't make it' (R.D) 
suggested that as teachers we often underestimate the potential of learners, and thus 
do not engage them in activities that extend their intellectual abilities, let alone their 
critical reflection. The Vygotskyian Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) concept 
highlights this aspect. According to Vygotsky learning activities shou ld be designed 
in such a way that they are right at the edge of learners 'current understanding 
(Alfrey and David 1996). 
• The school and discipl ine: The school should have a reasonable sense of 
discipline. I was already aware of the general context of many ex-DET (Black) 
schools as discussed in the Introduction and Chapter One of this study. In the 
pilot school, learners were mi lling around the school without going to the 
1 
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classrooms, some we re in class without a teacher, and thirty-five of the 
seventy learners who should have been in my class were absent. 
• The learners ' response to co-operative learning was poor. There was a great 
sense of ind ividualism, and no teamwork was evident in the groups. Learners 
would enthusiastically want to give me "correct" answers as indi vidual s. 
However, the fact that the lesson was based on a contemporary, popular 
Shangaan musician excited them so much. I even told Mr. Koma about this 
when he said he was ' really surprised ' by their participation. In my research 
diary I have noted that a learner, who said he was the Learners' Representative 
Council president, fo ll owed me to the principal ' s office and expressed the 
wish that [ come for more lessons . Sadl y, [ dec ided not to go back, except in 
my normal subject advisory role with the teachers. 
• The Resources: I was satisfi ed that my premise about resources, especially 
media texts, was confirmed. The premise was that [earning should entail issues 
that are relevant to learners lived experiences. Media texts have been found to 
be authentic, interesting and relevant. This aspect was discussed in chapter 
two. 
• Language aspects: I noticed the potential for grammati ca l aspects and 
vocabulary items being taught in context through learner noticing within the 
critical framework. Learner-noticing entail s learners' abili ty to not ice aspects 
of grammar or grammatical errors without there being a concerted effort by 
the teacher to teach grammar. 
• Reading: Most learners' reading abili ty was poor. Reading to them was a mere 
mechanical exercise that involved sheer sounding of words without 
understanding. I realised that in my action research, I needed to be more 
reso lute, systematic and focused in the teaching of reading. 
• Time all ocation: When the siren wailed I still needed more time to teach other 
things that I had wanted to cover. I realised at this stage that I should arrange 
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for "double periods" in the school where my action research would be 
conducted. The method needs considerable time for a teacher to maximally 
use the text. 
Cognisant ofthese learning points, I decided to look for another schoo l. 
4.2.2. Gaining access to the school: 
I approached the principal ofPDM Secondary school which is fortunately situated just 
one kilometre away from the Distri ct Office, and asked for his permission to do 
research at his school with an English class teacher. The principal readi ly agreed and 
assured me that there would not be any problem as hi s school was "very good". 
I suggested to him that a formal request be made to the School Governing Body 
(SGB), Staff and the Learners' Representative Council (LRC). He, however, ass ured 
me that it was not necessary for me to do so, as he would inform them himself. This 
worried me as it suggested a certain type of leadership style. 
I was determ ined to negotiate with the learners and the class teacher, at least, rather 
than leave it to the authority of the principal to ensure genuine consent from my co-
participants. 1 was insp ired by the observation that in this type of research ' it is 
necessary to set up a situation in which the participants are will ing to share in the 
focus of the study' (Maykut and Morehouse 1994: 71) . Consequently 1 arranged to 
meet TO (the class teacher) and outlined my research objectives. He volunteered 
support, and promised to inform the learners about my intention. 1 met the learners for 
the first time on 26 April 1999 and , as observed in the research di ary and field notes 
(Appendix FN lJ), they were excited about it. 
4.2.3. The School: 
4.2.3 .1. Background: 
The school is fairly new. It is ajunior secondary school with grades 8,9 and 10. It was 
started in 1992/3 out of the need in the township to alleviate overcrowding in a loca l 
high school. Mr. Khosa, the present princ ipal, is the third in the school's history. The 
highlights of the school are that they participated and did well in the Science 
Olympiad for two consecutive years: 1994-1995 (see Appendix AP: I). 
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4.2 .3.2. Physical environment: 
The school is not far from the District Office, and a few hundred metres from two 
high schools, effective ly becoming a feeder to these schools. Two boards welcome a 
"visitor" to the school premises. One has the name of the school written on it, while 
another is eye-catching: "Dumping Prohibited". The school grounds are fu II of bushy 
vegetation. The board and the overgrown grounds already had me thinking about the 
attitude of the community and parents to the school. 
4.2.3.3: Classroom accommodation: 
There are only two blocks of four classrooms each. One of these eight classrooms was 
used for many purposes, although the principal saw it as a ' staff room and office' 
(AP: 3). But I could see that it was also a storeroom and printing or computer room. 
The siren was operated from that room. Movement was almost impossible in the staff 
room. The remaining classes were used to house about 560 learners, an average of 80 
learners per classroom. In practice, however, as the principal says 'in extreme cases 
we do have classes, classes that can accommodate up to eighty, ninety pupils because 
parents insist that their chi ldren should be admitted in this institution' CAP: 3). 
There are two shady trees near the "staff room" which are used interchangeably as 
extra classrooms and a parking area for teachers and vis itors. One tree has a 
cha lkboard "permanently" stuck or nailed on it. There is a small broken piece of 
chalkboard that is moved from the other tree to the "staff room" at appropriate times. 
There is no library, laboratory or computer room. However, Mr.Khosa is determined 
to introduce ' more practical subjects ... and start with Computer Studies ... and include 
electronics and practical Agriculture ' (AP: 3). The present subject streams are the 
Sciences (Maths, Physical Science and Biology), the General subjects (History and 
Geography) and the Commercial stream (Accounting, Economics and Business 
Economics) . All learners do English, Afrikaans and Xitsonga. 
I identified several key areas which I felt cou ld be crucial to the context of my 
research; and interviewed the principal (Append ix AP), the English teacher (see TO I 
and FN I) and an Afrikaans teacher (TH). I tape-recorded and then transcribed the 
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interviews. A focus group interview with the learners was conducted but not recorded . 
An academic friend, however, took field notes (FN 11). Throughout my fact-finding 
phase I kept the responses in consideration when I made observations. My 
observations were entered in my researcher's diary. 
The issues or key areas focused on were: 
• Language Policy at the School 
• Teaching Philosophy and method 
• Staff Relations 
• Teaching/Learning resources or the use of textbooks 
• Work Ethic and Discipline 
• Economic Background and Parental Involvement 
I triangulated data generated through my observations with that gathered from the 
principal, the Engl ish teacher, the Afrikaans teacher and the learners to ensure 
validity. 
4.2.3.4. Language policy at the school: 
There appears to be an unwritten policy that Engli sh is the medium of instruction or 
language of learning and teaching (LOLT). However my observation was that 
Xitsonga, which is the mother tongue of almost all the learners and the teachers, is the 
dominant language in class, the staff room and the su rroundings. A great deal of code-
switching is practised. All the learners do Xitsonga, Afrikaans and Engli sh as 
subjects. 
The following remarks by the principal attest to this observation I made: 
Though it is not written down, we deliberated on it with teachers and they 
decided that our language of, eh, instructi on shou ld be English ... it' s not 
something that is written down as I say, but eh, we, we have a that unspoken 
agreement. .. it's not easy to enforce that in the classroom (AP: 5). 
The Afrikaans teacher said he would 'like to believe ... we agreed that Engl ish should 
be the medium of instruction. But. .. I don't think people are sticking to that' (see TH : 
33). He said that very few teachers used English in the staff room. 
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TO confirmed the unwritten status of the policy by indicating that (TO L 19): 
At some stage we once grappled with this issue ... although we didn't come to 
... conclusion ... we didn ' t precisely have writ1en documents with regard to our 
school po licy. 
He continues to say that many teachers would say they teach in English whereas in 
fact they use the mother tongue and that ' learners wou ld say that, yo u know, this 
teacher teaches us in the vernacular'(TO I: 19). 
He adds that: 
. .. many teachers are, are more of ... vernacular; they are saying, of course, that 
perhaps he would start the first five or ten minutes of his lesson, lesson in 
English, and suddenly it ' s, it 's like it comes naturally that the teacher will be 
turn to ... mother tongue or vernacular. 
The conclusion that I draw is that as in many other schools (Vinjevold 1999) the iss ue 
of language pol icy has not been given proper attention. TH observed that ' ... a few 
kids are able to speak ... in English and it goes to a point where teachers only 
cpncentrated on those few kids that seem to pick up·(TH:36). This was usefu l to me in 
my understanding of the context. 
4.2.3.5. Teaching philosophy and method: 
The school has no clear policy regarding educational philosophy or teaching 
methodology. Individual teachers use whatever method they are comfortable with as 
long as the teacher completes the syllabus. Given the kind of teacher tra ining most 
teachers have had (see Chapter One) and the content-based ed ucation followed in 
secondary school, this is not surpri sing. But one teacher who was trained at a 
progressive institution which followed the OBE approach (even before it became 
official policy) taught s lightly differently, and I was able to notice the difference 
between the way he taught and how other teachers did . I observed teachers always 
carrying textbooks, chalk and dusters to class . Sometimes they would only have a 
piece of chalk. 
My interviews with the principal and the Afrikaans teacher helped in the triangulation 
of the data. The principal's comment that they 'Ieave it to each individual teacher to 
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decide how he or she teaches' CAP: 6) confi rmed my observations. The principal is 
not familiar with the new education philosophy of Curriculum 200S/0BE: 
My understanding of [OBE] is very limited more especially [as] J am an older 
teacher; I haven ' t listened (to) or seen OBE practically anywhere .. '! got that 
general feeling that everybody has when a new thing comes into existence; 
you view it with suspicion (A P: 6). 
The stance of the principal was understandable. This struck me as a District officia l 
because it showed that the Department was not doing enough in terms of in-service 
programmes for the teachers. 
Although he was somewhat suspicious, he thought OBE 'would be a, a good system if 
implemented correctly.' His understanding of group-work points to a potentially 
positive attitude to OBE. 
Although the principal regards "group work" positively he makes no effort to 
encourage the teachers to practise it. TH (see TH: 30-33) describes the teachers' 
transmissive teaching approach thus: ' you only feed kids with things that they are 
going to reproduce whenever you set a test for them.' He observes that the learners 
have got so used to trans miss ive teaching and rote learning that they find it difficult to 
adapt to new approaches. The following are some of the reasons he gives: 
• 'when you come with your own style they'll quickly resent it, and, it' s a new 
thing ... .' 
• 'Learners resent. .. when you like them to come up with things, to think 
critically ... ' 
• 'They have been placed and it's hard fo r them to come out, I think, they 've been 
trained ... ' 
• 'These kids have got to a point where they are lazy, I think kids would enjoy a 
teacher coming in and shouting at them and telling them whatever and just getting 
them to sit down and be quiet and listen and copy notes of what you are saying .. .' 
The above explanation by TH, the principal's atti tude and my observations unlocked 
my perception of the teaching situation I was preparing myself for. I knew that critica l 
reflection was part of the teaching approach that I wou ld use and already started 
thinking about the challenges facing me. 
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4.2.3.6. The use of materials: 
The principal's observation (AP: 3) that 'most of the children come from 
disadvantaged background, it 's not easy for them to get books' suggested to me that 
the textbook is perceived as the on ly resource to be used in the classroom. TH (see 
TH: 36) points out that other than the occasional use of 'what I'd term traditional 
teaching aids ... Iike ... periodic table ... protractors in Mathematics ... ' . He adds that 
(TH: 37) 'almost. .. all the teachers use ... the textbooks ... most of them have textbooks 
when they go to classes' . 
In my focus group interview with the learners, the learners indicated that 'others 
teach [them] what is in the textbook ... ' (FN I: 55). TO (see FN I: 55) also affirms 
this: 'Their approach is more textbook based, they take their exercises from 
textbooks ' . 
These observations gave me the idea that my research context was a textbook-
dominated mili eu characterised by transmission teaching. I was determined to use 
media texts as an alternative to the existing practice. 
4.2.3.7. Discipline and commitment: 
I reali sed that for my teaching approach to succeed, a situation of d iscip line and 
commitment on the part of both teachers and learners was essential. Given the 
challenge that the learners had been ' placed and it's hard for them to come out' (TH: 
35) of the transmission teaching mode, [felt it appropriate to find out how motivated 
and disciplined the teachers were. This would enhance my understanding of the 
research context. 
My observation has been that the school reflects the general historical aspects of 
Black South African schools (see Chapter One), characterised by suspicions between 
the Departmental officials and the teachers, the school management and the teachers, 
and defiance of norms e.g. written lesson preparations, time registers, supervision of 
teachers' work and class attendance. Many Black schools still experience such 
problems as teachers have not completely outgrown the spirit of resistance and 
defiance that characterised the pre-I 994 education pol itics. 
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In the "statfroom" I observed that the teachers would engage in conversations on 
various topics covering, for example. po litics. sport and general issues (in R.D). 
TH (in TH: 30) observed that 'there's a lack of commitment in some ... teachers'. He 
adds that they are not moti vated to work and thus they ' wou ld enjoy to stay in the 
staff room rather than go to class' (TH: 32). He conc ludes that this attitude has 
negative influences on the learners, because ' kids get used to a teacher ... ifteachers 
don ' t attend classes then kids won't come to class '. TO, as a site steward of his 
teacher union (see FN ll: 58) advises members of hi s organisation to attend classes 
when they sit in the staff room. 
It is difficult to position the principal 's management style given the complex, and 
dangerous, situation many Black schools are in . The principal claims that his 
' management style is a mixture of both iaissezjaire, and a sprinkling ofa ... little bit 
of autocracy is sometimes necessa ry, but it's basicall y laissezjaire' (AP: 9). 
[t is for hi storical reasons (as di scusscd in chapter one) that it is hard for school s to be 
organ ised, and that principals are in a ditlicult pos ition to bring about discipline. The 
principal (AP: 8) says: 
I cannot prescribe what. . . methods should be introduced to stop 
teachers . .. who are not honouring thei r periods. 
He attributes this to the fact that ' there is still resistance from some teachers 
maintain ing that they wouldn' t li ke to get their work inspected' (A P: 7). I really think 
that the crux of this matter lies in his observa tion that: 
We are at the mercy of teacher organisations because if a teacher comes late 
and you decide to take a particular action .. . you end up pick ing up problems 
with that person (AP: 11 ). 
Situations such as thi s stifle and curtail the princi pal 's power to enforce 'the house 
rules ' (AP: 8). TH (in TH: 33) observes that the principal tinds himself in a position 
where he cannot exercise hi s duties, and everything goes into 'Iaissezjaire' : 
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I think ... there 's ... over-exercising of powers, ofSADTU powers ... he is 
placed in a corner where he .. . doesn't have much power because ... there are 
people that are using ... SADTU powers ... wrongly. 
TH captures this mood as follows: ' the management and the teachers seem to run on 
two parallel lines .. . and nobody wants to compromise' (TH : 34). 
4.2.3.8. Social background and parental involvement: 
During the first two weeks I noticed that there was a substantial number of learners 
who commuted from the nearby vi llages to this township-based school. I know that 
generally people who reside in the villages are relatively poor compared to those in 
the townships. Many township residents are teachers, policemen/women, nurses, 
doctors, clerks and other professionals . Many villagers are farm workers and, at worst, 
unemployed. The principal confirmed this in the interv iew, and this impacts 
negatively on education: 
But we do have students coming from su rrounding villages ... We don't 
experience very negative problems with pupils coming from [the township 
schools], we however do have students who ... come from neighbouring 
villages who sometimes tind it very difficult to cope with our program here at 
school (AP: 2). 
This aspect underlines the socio-political nature of education (as discussed in chapter 
two) and highlights the need to consider the influence of social forces on the school. 
The principal puts it succ inctly (AP: 1-2): 
We are unable to cope with quite a number of th ings that are environmental 
factors beyond which we have no control; like ... most of the students that we 
receive trom other neighbouring schools sometimes prove to have been 
neglected in certain aspects to mention first one ... a situation where ... a child 
is unable to write properly, to copy things correctly on the board which gives 
us an impression that the standard in other schools might be slightly lower 
than we expect ... 
TH has also noticed the impact of these social factors in the classroom (TH: 36): 
What might be happening it's because most of these kids that can speak 
Engl ish or have a better command of Eng li sh it' s because of the ... 
I 
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involvement of their parents and those ... thats parents are not really involved 
and they cannot easily pick up on their own ... they' re just left; left in the dark. 
The principal acknowledged the belief that social background influences education by 
pointing out that: 
We also have a problem there because most chi ldren come from disadvantaged 
background, it's not easy for them to get books they so much need in order to 
improve their read ing skills (AI': 3). 
4.2.3.9. Inter-personal relations at the school: 
The school has a divided staff in terms of teacher organisations such as SADTU and 
PEU . However, they agree on a number of social issues, for example, on farewell 
functions , condolences, memorial services and well-wishing cards. There are 
temporarily-appointed teachers and volunteer teachers. [ noted this in the R.D: 
[ was amazed to notice that some of the teachers are volunteer teachers, and 
are as committed as those who are appointed and paid. What impressed me 
was that the learners (or parents) were obliged to pay R5 each per month for 
their remuneration. 
The Afrikaans teacher (see TH: 34), as pointed out earlier, feels there is no mutual 
understanding between the management and the teachers. At face value, an observer 
may be impressed by the "physical" togetherness of the teachers in the staff room 
with all the conversations going on , but one needs to get " inside" for a reasonable 
period to realise how far apart, emotionally, the teachers are . A great deal of such 
problems, therefore, became clear to me after a number of weeks at the school. 
My interview with the principal , TH and TO did, of course, indicate that "al l might 
not be well" as suggested by the following remark by the principal: 
The strength of the school is that there 's a very strong bonding among 
educators (pause) . .. it is true that there might be educators who ... are 
not (pause) pulling on the same strengths with others but ... we·ve a 
greater number of educators who do co-operate (in AI': I). 
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Despite the staff relations and attitudes at the school. the principal is positive and 
builds on this aspect to make a constructive contributi on to the school. His sense of 
optimism is implicit in his observation that they: 
... do have some instances where there would be misunderstandings among 
teachers but they've never really created problems .. . they' ve always been 
problems that could be contained within the school environment (AP: 4). 
However, some staff members are negatively affected by the situation. TH, for 
example, points to the ' resentment ' he gets from some teachers and relates this to the 
division in the staff: 
There's bad relationship amongst all the teachers in the staff room, there, there 
are groups I think, I've realised that the staff room is divided into groups (TH: 
31). 
According to TH, the bad rei tions inte.rfere with performance and ' that really affects 
the organisation of the school ' (TH: 33). The negative impact resulting from bad staff 
relations is evident in the following sentiment expressed by (TH: 38): 
What I can say is that there' s something wrong because, whatever you try to 
do somebody tries to pull you back . . . (pause) um, and I don ' t know whether 
that ' s out ofjealollsy or that is out of. .. 
4.2.3. I O. Summary: 
In this section of the chapter I d iscussed the context of the schoo l in which the 
research was done . I will now discuss a few aspects that, I hope, will be useful in the 
understanding of the Engli sh Teacher (TO). 
4.2.4 . The English teacher: 
4.2.4.1. Introduction: 
Data on TO was generated from observations that I entered in my research diary, 
unrecorded personal interview (see FN I), recorded personal interview (TO I), 
learners ' comments (see FN II), the Afrikaans teacher (TH) and the principal (AP). 
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4.2.4.2 . Education background: 
TO is a well-qualified teacher. He has undergone un iversity training and studied 
Fundamental Pedagogics (see Introd ucti on and Chapter One). He holds a B.A. 
(Honours) degree in English with a strong literature orientation which has influenced 
his teaching, hence hi s comment (TO I: 16): 
It was more based on theory .. . of practical criticism and it was more 
literature-laden than language-based .. . 1 was introduced to practical 
criticism and poetry . .. and 'cause now 1 started to develop an interest 
in, in poetry. 
He started teaching at the school in 1995 and 'happened to be a tutor when [he] was 
doing ... honours degree' (TO I: 16). However, he was no longer interested in teaching 
and was doing a human resource management course in 1999, because he did not 'see 
future in teaching' (FN I). 
4.2.4.3 . Motivation: 
TO impresses as a very confident teacher and is highly proficient in English. My diary 
entry on the first day 1 met him confirm s thi s observations: ' A confident and articulate 
teacher rises ... he is a junior secondary school teacher' . My academic friend also 
confirmed this. 
The principal also captures this point by indicat ing that TO is 'very sure of himse lf ' 
(AP: 7) . He continues to rightly say that TO 'is highly energetic, he reads a lot, he is 
always trying to get better ways of carrying out his duty ... he is the one who is try ing 
to motivate the other teachers ... '(AP: 6). 
This aspect indicates how motivated TO is, even though he is also 'd isillusioned ' with 
teach ing. Nonetheless hi s sense of confidence, as the principal says, makes him a 
motivating influence on the other teachers and learners as well. The learners find 
insp iration from him and positi ve ly regard him as different from other teachers. 
hence: 'TO is great.. .he encourages [us] to come on Saturday and Sunday. He says 
time wasted is never regained ' (FN I: 56). 
Owing to his se lf-confidence he allows learners to eva luate him, as he says, so that he 
can develop. I think thi s aspect offers him the opportunity to reflect on his practice. 
\ 
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My experience is that very few teachers allow learners to "assess" them. J have noted 
TO's openness to learners in this regard in (FN I: 56): 
He allows learners to evaluate him. e.g. 'What problems do J cause? 
Don ' t put your name, what do J do you don' t like? 
He is active in teacher union and community rad io station work, and has got the 
confidence of the principal. The principal has no prob lem with him attending to these 
activities, hence: 
I have no ill-feelings when he goes away because I know his students are always 
abreast of the syllabus (AP: 7). 
The fact that he readily gave me access to his class for the purpose of research seems 
to underscore this attribute about him. His pos itive attitude and openness made it 
possible for this research to be done. 
4.2.4.4. The English teacher's view of education and ESL teaching: 
TO believes that 'OBE is more flexible, gives him latitude to explore, learners "make 
self discovery" and it makes him to be innovative and creative ' (FN II: 58). His 
understanding of education as "self-di scovery" is evidenced in his usual pract ice of 
giving learners assignments which force them to search for information, albeit raw 
facts. In the research diary I have noted the event when he showed me an assignment 
sheet that required learners to search for general information from neighbours, 
parents, libraries during the Easter school holidays. This was al so confirmed in the 
field notes (FN II : 57): 
When it comes to assignments learners were told not to ask parents 
only, but other people also ... search for infonnation in the area and get 
different ideas . "He does not spoon feed us". 
TO's standpoint on language teach ing echoes the basic principles of OBE. He 
believes teachers and learners should be innovative and creative in terms of the 
learning material s they use in the classroom. He believes materials other than the 
textbooks should be used so that they could be relevant to the learners' experiences. 
He rai sed this viewpoint in the teachers' meeting and I noted this in the research 
diary: 
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He asks me why don't teachers get that right to select the literature 
books of their choice. He says there are good, relevant Afr ican writers ' 
books which can be meaningful to the learners rather than what they 
are reading now. 
He has thus found that 'textbooks were too prescriptive, syllabus based and .. ,quite 
impractical ' (FN I: 55). He adds that language use should be functional and relevant 
to personal experience, He holds the belief that language teaching should be about 
giving learners opportunities to 'experiment with the language rather than conscious 
grammar teach ing as grammar doesn't make learners to speak Engli sh ' (TO I: 17-18). 
His view aboullanguage seems to have been influenced by hi s teacher training where 
he ' felt more a ligned to communicative approach than any other method .. ,' (TO I: 
(7). He is consequently unequivoca l in hi s attitude to grammar teaching (ibid): 
My attitude to the teaching o f grammar ... it's, of course negative ... I' m 
not actually one who espouses to the . .. teaching of gram mar. 
His argument is that grammar instruction does not improve our learners ' abili ty to use 
language correctly, He stresses the point that people who are exposed to gramm ar 
instruction ' sti ll commit some grave mistakes' (TO I: 18). His descript ion of his own 
teaching approach, however, suggests that he does teach grammar as a corrective 
activi ty, I-Ie identifies errors that learners make and then corrects them, as evidenced 
in (TO I: 18): 
If there wou ld be like a concord mistake or some other things ... then 
we would in that instance maybe deal with, with grammar that ja here 
it should have been, like, this ... but we never go deeper into looking at 
grammar per .Ie. 
Although ' he speaks so strongly against the teachin g of grammar in language classes, 
I have, however, noticed some inconsistencies in what TO claims or believes in, and 
what he practices in class. For instance, the learners' indication in my first meeting 
with them that they had had a grammar lesson with TO 'today about preposition ' (FN 
IT: 57) . Although the learners don't have gram mar textbooks, 'he comes with hi s own 
textbook ' (FN II: 57). The 1998 end-of-year paper set for the learners by TO in grade 
9 shows no trace of the communicative approach and does not include aspects such as 
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relevance, applicability and creativity. It is a memory-based, traditional grammar kind 
of question paper (see Appendix 8). 
Although he appears to be passionate about OBE and understands it, his classroom 
practice is mainly teacher-fronted. The learners (in FN I: 56) say that in hi s classes he 
is 'in front, they are in rows '. In my observations of his lessons I found that his 
teaching style proves to be transmissive and offered little opportunity for co-operative 
work or learners' self-discovery. His sense of wanting to go an extra mile to get 
'relevant' learning support materials was never realised during my presence at the 
school. For instance in hi s grade 9 lesson that I observed on Thursday, 13 May 1999, I 
noticed that: ' desks are in rows ... he does not have any preparation nor any support 
material' (R.D). On the same day I made the following entry in my research diary: ' I 
look at the questions and notice that they are low-order, memory questions'. In 
another lesson, on Monday 24 May 1999, I observed that his practice is mainly 
anchored on the transmission mode of teaching. 
The conclusion 1 made about TO is that it is hard to sum him up. He is enigmatic in 
that there remain gaps between what he says and what, or how, he does it. I have, 
nevertheless, noticed that he has to a certain degree exposed the learners to media. As 
TH observes ' he sort of attempted to, to, distribute all the magazines to all the kids in 
the schoo l' (TH: 37). The learners confirmed this role by indicating that (FN II: 56) 
'he brings newspapers to them, reads to them and they have to tell him what is 
happening' . 
This exposure, though not intensive, was useful to my research in that I found the 
learners to be somewhat familiar with what media is. The fact that he had established 
an Ed itorial Comm ittee (see FN I: 55 and FN III: 59-60) contributed to my easy 
introduction of the print media in the ESL teaching. 
4.2.5. The Learners: 
4.2.5.1. Introduction: 
As part of the fact-finding phase, 1 felt it necessary to have some understanding of the 
learners I was going to teach. Data about the learners was generated through a learner 
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profile questionnaire (see Appendix 4A), written work (autobiography) and interviews 
(learners, teachers and principal). 
The learner profile questionnaire (Appendix 4A) prompted data about the learners' 
(i) family background, (ii) English proficiency and attitude to English, (ii i) view of 
education and life, and (iv) exposure to books and media forms. Data was therefore 
analysed according to these themes, and triangulated with my observations (R.D), 
field notes (FN [, FN ll, FN Ill), autobiographies, and interviews from teachers and 
the principal. 
4.2.5.2. Family background: 
Generally the learners in my class were from relatively good family backgrounds. 
Their families seemed to be stable. From the thirty questionnaires received only two 
learners stayed with their grandmothers, six with their mothers only, while the rest 
lived with both parents. 
[n the majority offamilies e ither or both parents were professionals. The professions 
included nursing and teaching. Other occupations included relatively good j obs like 
driving, supervision (brick-laying company) , money distribution, clerks. police, 
cashiers and factory hands. 
Some learners (Ndzaiama, Nyiko and Ganunu) who were impressively fluent in 
English had parents who were both teachers. Others who were fluent had parents in 
other occupations. For example, Sagwati 's father was an admin istrative clerk and her 
mother worked for a telecommunication company. Amanda and Shikombiso each 
had one of their parents who was a teacher. Solani stayed with her grandmother who 
was a Doctor (in Education). Most of them stayed in the township. 
A few learners came from the surrounding villages. Contrary to the impression given 
by the principal about the profile of parents from the surrounding villages. the " rural" 
learners in my class were generally from fami li es where parents held relatively good 
jobs and mostly were professional. Perhaps that is the reason why they could afford to 
pay for their transport. Two "weak" learners struck my attention, and they were 
friends: Lucia and Andzani. I discovered that they came from two neighbouring 
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villages. Their language proficiency was poor. Lucia' s father was a labourer in a 
government department, and her mother was an assistant in a medical surgery. 
Andzani's father was a clerk in a "tribal authority" while her mother is unemployed. 
4.2.5.3. Learners' English proficiency and attitude to English: 
The learners had varying abilities with regard to Engl ish language competence. There 
were about ten learners who were very fluent , the majority who were moderate, and a 
few who were weak. TO (in TO I: 21) observed that 'some are actually ... fast learners 
maybe because of their backgrounds or maybe because orthe schoo ls they've been 
exposed to ' . TH (see TH: 36) observed that a ' few kids are able to speak English' and 
attributes thi s to the participation oftheir parents. The principal also related the 
learners' background to their performance. He said they ' [had] students coming from 
surrounding villages ... who sometimes [found] it diffic ult to cope with our program 
here at school' (AP: 2-3). He added that for these learners ' it's not easy ... to get books 
they so much need in order to improve their reading skills' (AP: 3). TO viewed the 
scenario as follows (FN II: 58) : 
There are learners who have seri ous problems as they can' t read . They did not 
get grounding at the schools they came from. 
The following extracts from learners' writ in g (in the writers ' original words) show 
the variati on in language competence: 
• every Monday up to Friday I go to schoo l, when I was at school I lisining my 
teacher. When the school out I go home (Andzani, autobiography) 
• at 1995 I started at N'wahuzana Junior secondary school. at 1999 [ stal1ed at 
PDM secondary school unti le now. When In fini shed matric I was go to 
university. When 1m fin ished at university I love to works at Bank. and get 
married . and three ch ildren . (Lucia , autobiography) 
• My weakness is getting angry very quickly but I am working on that now and 
willing to overcome it. My strength is having to help people with problems 
that they come across in life. I like the way I am. (Solani, autobiography) 
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• I like being with friends and always in a good mood, and I like peop le who do 
things openly without any shadow of doubt. But I d islike pretenders, goss ip 
mongers and goss ip scandals one other thing I hate is woman and child abuse. 
(Sagwati, autobiography) 
Notwithstanding the case of Lucia and Andzani, the language proficiency of the 
learners in my class was relatively good. I made this observation in my research entry 
and referred to thi s point in my interview with the principal (AP: 9) that ' some 
learners especially in grade lOB, impressed me as very, very competent in the use of 
English .. . ' . TO also acknowledges the diversity of learners in thi s regard by his 
realisation of ' three categories' of learners in terms of their English language 
competence, 
The atti tude of the learners to English is overwhelmingly pos itive . They are all eager 
to learn Eng li sh. They view English language competence in term s of prestige, status, 
utility and success in life, Thus, on the whole, motivation is instrumental as evidenced 
in the fo llowing responses from the questionnaire (in the writers' original words): 
• J enj oy Engli sh very much because is the only subject which you can 
communicate with when you don ' t her or his language. J like Engli sh very 
much. (Shikhombiso) 
• J do enjoy learn ing English because it ' s great fu n and it is an enternational 
language, almost known all over the world . (Solani) 
• You can' t go anywhere without English (Meckson) 
• ... it is the best way to communicate with people from another country and is 
the only language that is known mostl y (Ndzalama) 
• [ want to speak the language fluently. Like does thing regard their selves as 
whites. (Meriam) 
I have made a point in my research diary that it seemed to them English that made one 
a different, better person. 
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4 .2.5.4. Learners' view of education and life: 
The learners see schooling in terms of status and a good future. Education, according 
to them, is an instrument or "key" to a successful life . The learners aspire to "special" 
careers which they do not know about, but they are convinced they are good, well -
paying "jobs". The focus group interview (FG I), learner profile questionnaire (4A) 
and autobiographies point to this. 
The following responses are a range from the focus group interview (Appendix FG I): 
P3: When I grow up I want to be accountant. 
DL: What is an accountant? 
P3: (pause) ... hmn, I don't know really. 
P4: ... when I complete my matric I want to go to a university to study my, my 
psychiatrist. 
DL: What is a psychiatrist? .. . (pause) 
P4: (pause) I don't know, and, eh . . . 1 hear people say there's a psychiatrist, but I think 
it ' s a good job. 
P5: . .. when I, r pass matric I want to go to university, to study my chartered 
accountant. 
D.L: What is it about? 
P5: I don ' t know really, but I have my, um, career book. Hmn. 
P7: I want to be, eh, accountant? 
D.L: Okay ... 
P7: and I want to ... have some lots of money and a big house. 
D.L: Okay .. . so, what is an accountant? 
P7: (pause) 1 think (laughs) hhh, is dealing with the computer. 
These "prestigious" top careers and their desire for material success are also 
mentioned in the questionnaires in response to item 9 in (4A): 
• Education is going to unlock burgler doors and ordinary doors for me 
(Sag\V3ti). 
• To learn and to have a good future, knowing something in life (Cathrine). 
• To learn and become what 1 always dream of (Phoebe) . 
• So that someday 1 wou ld be somebody important in life. I wanna be able to 
relay on myself (Zanelle). 
• To be someone special in life (Ndzalama) 
• To get great job earn big money, J want to be someone reach (Donnel) 
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These statements indicate a range of the learners' views about education. I think the 
learners ' pragmatic view indicates how well motivated they are to attend school. 
In the "autobiographies" similar interests or views were expressed (in writers' original 
words): 
• I want to be come or I dream of becoming a business woman and I want to 
become a thesbian (actress). 
• I want to have better future. I want to have good education, I good work. home 
and family . 
• When I finish my studies I want to go to tertiary to do B.Com because I 
always dreamed of becoming a Bank Manager or a chartered accountant. 
• When I grow up I want to be a singer. I think I am a talented boy and [ will 
famous like other singers and in life or education [ want to be an accountant. I 
think is a great job I would experience when I work. I think I will like 
4.2.5.5. Exposure to media and opportunities to speak English: 
In the main the learners had a fair exposure to radio, television, magazines and 
newspapers. Most of the learners only "read" newspapers because their parents 
wanted them to. However, they just leaf through for "soft" news like enteltainment or 
TV guides. I think they were not introduced to the practice of meaningful, critical 
reading of newspapers or magazines for hard news (see FN III). 
They are not exposed to English in their surroundings, as the township is a 
predominantly Xitsonga-speaking environment. From the questionnaires it could be 
established that the learners ' main opportunity to speak English is at home. In 
'response to item II (in 4A) the following range of opinions was established: 
• at home (Carol) 
• when I'm at home with my papa (Angel) 
• Yes 1 do at home (Ndzalama) 
• At home with my neighbour (Donnel) 
• Home (Amanda) 
• At home (Zanelle) 
• Yes, at home or when I go to Gravelotte (Phoebe) 
• Mostly at schoo l but we also speak at home but not always (Solani) 
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I think this range of responses ind icate the role that the home plays in these learners' 
English language development. The environment offers no 0PP0l1un ity in th is regard. 
In Phoebe's case, for instance, she has to wait for holidays to have opportunities to 
speak English outside the classroom, " in Gravelotte". The responses attest to the 
principal's claim that they: 
... also tried to indicate to the students as well as the parents there is no magic 
in learning a particular language. If a person doesn' t practise speaking there is 
no way in which the person can just read and be able to speak CAP: 12) 
I have already pointed out the Afrikaans teacher's view that parents who are actively 
involved in their children' s work contribute to the improvement of their Engl ish 
language proficiency. 
4.2.5.6. Summary: 
So far, in thi s chapter, I have discussed how the fact-finding phase of my action 
research was manifested and, thus, established the context of my research question . 
The interpersonal relations, classroom accommodation, the teaching approach, the 
motivation and English language competence are some of the issues that influenced 
the planning of the teaching in the first cycle. 
The crucial issue that I established during the pilot lesson at GGB High School and 
the reconnaissance at the PDM junior secondary school is the poor reading ability and 
grammatical limitations of the learners. These are some oflhe points that influenced 
my planning and preparation for implementation. 
I wi ll discuss the plann ing phase in the next section of this chapter. 
4.3. The Planning Phase 
4.3.1. Introduction: 
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In my planning of the implementation phase of the first cyc le, I considered several 
key issues that I learned from the pilot lesson at GG8 High School and the fact-
finding phase at the POM junior secondary school. 
My realisation during the reconnaissance phase that the school had electric ity and a 
photocopier (something uncommon in many rural black schools) influenced my 
planning especially with data collection tools that I used, e.g. the video camera and 
audio-recorder. Although [ was prepared to make my own photocopies, the fact that 
the school had a photocopier of its own reassured me. 
4.3.2. Generating themes from the learners' reality: 
The Planning phase started with generation of themes from issues and concerns of the 
learners on Monday 7 June 1999. The idea was to pose ' problems from student 
experience for class inquiry' (Shor 1992: 2). A "brainstorming" session was thus had 
with the Grade I 08 class during which the learners were prompted into raising their 
real life concerns, experiences and issues that "touched" them. TO noted them down 
as they were raised. These themes were to direct my selection of print media texts for 
use in the classes. Shor (1992: 3) defines a generative theme as 'an issue generated 
from the problems of their [learners'] own experiences'. This has been the basis of my 
theory, a crucial element of critical pedagogy where critical reflection, relevance, 
problem posing and praxis are determinant qualities. 
The range of issues or themes generated from thi s sess ion included: violence, 
unemployment/poverty, sexuali ty, careers, education, sports and entertainment. 
4.3.3. Addressing the class size problem: 
Considering that [ would spend limited time with the learners, [discussed with TO the 
fact that there were too many learners for my research purposes . It would require a 
longer period of time for me to be able to realise the impact of my teaching. TO 
suggested that I continue with the learners doing the commercial subjects, resulting in 
the reduction of the class size from seventy to thirty learners. TO promised that he 
would use my material s and the same approach I would be following in my research , 
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with the other group of learners during his English lessons. We discussed this 
arrangement with the principal. 
I noticed that the "top" learners I had identified during the reconnaissance were going 
to be in my class . Solani, Sagwati, Ndzalama, Amanda, Zanelle are some of the 
"very good" learners. I noticed that they had created a culture of competition amongst 
themselves . I realised that some of the "weak" learners were also in the class. I 
especially noticed that Andzani and Lucia were also in the commercial stream. I was 
satisfied with this rather balanced class. I made this observation in the R.D: 
TO gives me the list of the commercial stream learners, the class I was 
going to teach. I discuss the learners with him and we agree that it was 
a balanced class. I tell TO that I was afraid the Commercial group 
would just be a group of stars. 
4.3.4. Implementation date and school timetable: 
TO and I agreed that I could start my lessons during the week beginning 7 June 1999. 
The half-yearly examinations were schedu led for the period 8 June 1999 to 21 June 
1999. Examination sessions were scheduled for the duration 8HOO to IOHOO every 
morning. According to my planning, I would meet my learners at IOH20 for an hour 
during this exam week. 
TO suggested that after the examinations I would use his "double periods" as he had 
been allocated 'three double periods' that year (see FN II: 2). 
4.3.5 . Introducing learners to newspapers and magazines: 
Although the learners were said to be "familiar" with some newspapers as a result of 
the efforts of TO's (see FN I and FN II) and their fami ly backgrounds, I was unsure 
whether they knew the various sections of the print media, and the basic media 
terminology. The learners' knowledge of these aspects was to be the basis for my 
teaching. I was motivated to have a sess ion whereby the learners could be introd uced 
to newspapers and magazines in a focused, systematic way after observing the 
fol lowing inconsistencies or dubious claims by the learners during the reconnaissance 
phase (see Appendix FN Ill): 
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• 'One learner buys the Sowetan on Saturday. (Sowetan is a daily newspaper). 
• ' Vukosi buys Drum magazine every Thursday. (Drum is a monthly 
publication). 
The fact that some learners are not motivated to read newspapers suggested that I 
should not take it for granted that because they had access to newspapers, they read 
them. The following points came out in my meeting with the learners, as recorded in 
my field notes (FN III): 
• 'Carol reads a newspaper when father comes from Johannesburg' . 
• ' Meriam buys City Press once a month'. 
• 'Mollica .. . is forced by her parents ... But shejust refers to TV Gu ide ... " 
I thus decided to base my first lesson on introduction of basic concepts and vari ous 
media genres. 
4.3 .6. Making arrangements for a video camera, stationery and newspapers: 
A colleague in the District Office is a professional cameraman. He agreed to assist in 
the video-recording of the lessons. Arrangements regarding times and dates were 
made with him. 
It was easy fo r me for to get relevant articles relating to the ge nerative themes 
developed from the "learners ' experiences", as discll ssed earli er on . I gathered 
art icles on school violence and sexual ity from the Sowelan and The Sial' (see SA- G). 
I decided to focus on the theme of schoo l violence in the first cycle. The second 
lesson was prepared on the basis of the article ii·om the Sowetan (see Append ix SB). 
I bought thirty A3 size (A4 fo lded) soft-cover files to use as learner portfolios, The 
photocopies of articles and written tasks wou ld be safe ly kept in this fi le. The 
vocabulary books were made by folding a few A4 size pages into AS booklets. I 
hoped that learners would write "new" words and their meanings during the project. 
Pens were also found for the learners. 
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4.3 .7. Developing a teaching strategy for the project: 
Before the pilot lesson and the reconnaissance phase of my action research, I did not 
think reading would be a crucial aspect afmy teaching . As discussed in Chapter Two, 
the major focus of the teaching was communicative language teaching and low-key 
grammar instruction through "Iearner-notic ing" strategy within the framework of 
critical pedagogy. But during the pilot lesson with the grade I I 's at GGB high school, 
I made this entry in my research diary: 
I am shocked by their poor reading ability and decide that for this 
project to succeed, reading should be one of the areas strongly focused 
on. 
The same was reali sed at the PDM junior secondary school, as noted in my diary 
entry of Wednesday, 28 April 1999: 
Their reading abi lity is very poor and belies their conversation. It is 
almost impossible to get meaning from what they read. Their reading is 
just a mechanical exercise. 
The principal , TO and TH also confirmed this position (see AP, TH and FN I). On 
account of this rea lisation, 1 developed a teaching strategy that would blend critical 
and meaningful reading with co-operative learning, an important feature of Critical 
Pedagogy. Zimmet (1987: 123) asserts that teaching learners to read critically 
'requires more than assigning mechanical exercises in reading skills. It invo lves a 
total change of attitude toward reading' . As if echoing the point I made in Chapter 
two, where I stressed that I see education as a praxis, Zimmet (p. 1 23) maintains that 
in learning to read learners 'would have to realize that their skills and their knowledge 
oflife were important.' 
This assertion locates the teaching of reading within the framework of Criti cal 
Pedagogy. It is further stressed by Zimmet's linking of her practice to co-operative 
learning as suggested by her view that learners, in this situation could overcome 
reading difficulties 'by learning to work with and help each other' (128). 
Freire and Macedo (1987: 145) point out that the traditional literacy approach 'ignores 
the interrelationship between the socio-political structures of a society and the act of 
1 
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reading' . In teaching reading, learners should be provided with the opportun ity ' to use 
their own reality as a basis of literacy' (151). I found this point linking we ll with my 
theory of teaching and education. My intent to use the print media text rather than 
prescribed language or grammar textbooks resonates with th is assertion by Freire and 
Macedo. This approach to reading requires practitioners to move away from practices 
that emphasise the ' mechanical skills while divorcing reading from its ideological and 
historical contexts' (156) . 
Against this backdrop, I prepared my teaching strategy in line with the "PASSSS" 
strategy suggested by Centre for Cognitive Development (1995: 1) as it acknowledges 
critica l thinking in the teaching of reading. It entails the following steps: (I) Purpose 
(tind), (ii) Activate (background knowledge), (iii) Survey (or ski m), (iv) Study Read , 
(v) Summarise, (v) Synthesise. 
Since the PASSSS strategy does not seem to have a clear critical element, I related it 
to the "CRS-Strategy" suggested by Dowhower (1999: 672-676). In this strategy 
reading is interactive, and goes through three phases (pre-reading, active reading and 
post reading). In these stages details are al so sought by the readers to capture the 
"what, why, how and when" of the text. I found this model (see Appendix 9) relevant 
to my views on teaching and thus it formed the basis of my lesson preparations. As 
pointed out earlier, thi s approach to the teaching of reading was framed within the 
theory of critical pedagogy. 
4.4. Conclusion: 
In thi s chapter I gave an account of how I came to know the background and reality of 
the school and the various role players I interacted with during the research process. 
The second section of the chapter gave an overview of how, on the basis of knowing 
the reality of the school, I planned the implementation of my learning activities in the 
tirst cycle. 
In the next chapter I will discuss the implcmentation stage of the tirst cycle, 
reflections on it, planning for the second cycle and its implementation 
1 
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CHAPTER FrVE: REFLECTIONS ON CYCLE ONE AND TWO 
5. I. Introduction: 
In this chapter I di scuss the findings or observations from the two cycles of my action 
research. The chapter thus comprises two sect ions: 5.2. Findings from cycle one and 
5.3. Findings from cycle two. 
5.2. Findings from cycle one: 
5.2.1. Background: 
As alluded to in the foregoing chapter (chapter fou r) the teach ing of lessons in this 
cycle was done against the backdrop of observations made during the reconnaissance 
phase of the school. I have referred, amongst other aspects during the fact-finding 
phase, to the teaching milieu at the school as textbook-dominated and characterised 
by transmiss ion teaching and rote learning. This was not in tune with my approach to 
ESL teaching as expounded in chapter two. 
I was, however, encouraged by the realisation that TO had already made attempts at 
introducing newspapers to the learners (see FN I and FN Ill) . The pos itive attitude of 
both the principal (see AP: 12-14) and the Eng li sh teacher (see TO J: 2 1) was also 
reassunng. 
In the first lesson, on Monday 7 June 1999, a general overview of, and introduction 
to, media was given. I brought a range of magazines and newspapers covering 
national, regional and local types, as well as dai ly and weekly publications. A sheet 
containing a compilation of various newspaper and magazine titles (see Appendix 5A) 
was used during the exercise. 
The following concepts were identified and discussed: 
• Readership/audience 
• Sections of newspaper: editorial/commentary, weather, sports, education, fashion , 
TV guide, health etc 
• Terminology: media, al1icle, j ournalist, reporter, newsworthy, story, publish 
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• Different types of media: print media (e.g. newspapers, magazines, newsletters) 
and electronic media (radio, television, computer etc) 
Subsequent lessons were based on newspaper articles (Appendices 5B, 5C, 50). The 
lessons were structured and taught according to the teaching strategy discussed in 
chapter 4 to address various issues including: reading, language learning and critical 
reflection. 
Data was generated through lesson observation schedules (see Appendices LOS I and 
LOS II) completed by two observers. Observations made by the two observers were 
consolidated (see LOBS). The observations were triangulated with my observations, 
learners ' questionnaires (see Appendix 4B.1), learners ' interviews (see FG I and FG 
II), an interview with TO (see TO I) and field notes (see FN I, FN Jl and FN Ill). 
From the data generated throughout the cycle, the following themes emerged, which 
form the basis for analysis and reflection in this chapter: 
(i) Authenticity 
(ii) Language learning 
(iii) Reading 
(iv) Teaching/learning approach 
(v) School ethos 
(vi) The role of the media text 
There is, however, an overlapping of these issues, as aspects relating to one theme 
have been found to impact on or influence the others. This will become evident in my 
discussion. 
5.2.2. Authenticity: 
I realised, during this cycle of lessons the authentic element of the media texts was in 
various ways beneficial to learning. This was especially so in that aspects that sprung 
from the texts generated issues that the learners could relate to. As a result of this the 
lessons or discussions stimulated a great deal of interest and motivation. I think this, 
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to a certain extent, prompted learners' responsiveness and participation. It also raised 
their awareness of the real world of media, especially print media. 
I think the aspect of relevance was real ised due to the fact that the se lection of the 
texts was influenced by the Freirean process of"theme generation" I conducted 
during the planning phase of the action research (see chapter four). According to thi s 
practice themes upon which lessons are based need to be generated from the learners 
real life concerns. 
In my first lesson on 07 June 1999, we stud ied newspapers that the learn ers could 
have access to, because they see them sold in shops, read in taxis, and sometimes at 
school by teachers, etc. My co-observers made the observation that the 'lesson [is 
based] on particular newspapers that exist in communities' (LOBS : 64). They 
continue to say that 'the material was authentic and stimulated great participation. All 
the exercises stimulated good responses' (ibid). 
Our second lesson on 09 June 1999 was based on the article, "Pupils praised fo r not 
avenging deaths" (see Appendix 5B). The story in the article was about an incident 
that happened at their nearby high school. Regarding this lesson TO observed that 'the 
incident in the article happened in their surroundings and the lesson was thus 
contextualised and relevant' (LOBS : 65) . John (LOBS: 65) says the article 'was well-
chosen, interesting ... [and] relevant to [their] own experiences and raised many moral 
questions' . In the light of this, the learners were, for instance, able to give the 
following range of responses on the question of what they had learnt from the article 
(the responses are in the learners' own words): 
• Ganunu : Never let anger control you because when you do. You wi ll do 
something that you will regret after you have done it for example if someone says 
something bad to you .. .just leave that person even if people think you are stupid . 
If you .. . [don 't] you will beat or kill the person and when you are in jail you 
regret...you will see when it is late when you are already judged ... 
• Charmaine: I have learn that we must control our anger whi le visiting other 
schools or when there are visitors at your school. If you have a problem solve it at 
home don't solve it by kill ing other people or hurting others. We must learn not to 
carry lethal weapons everywhere we go. 
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• Cathrine: J have learned that to aveng is not a good thing. You as a person must 
try to control yourself. And that listen to yourself when you talk or do something 
bad ... what I have learned is that killing a person is not good and that to aveng or 
reveng sometimes it does not help and that being a person you must try to hold 
yourself. 
• Monica: I learnt that people must respect. themselves .and they most respect the 
people they don ' t know or whom there visited to ... sometimes too dangerous 
because you will end up beeing in trouble. ofhulting some people or killing them 
and the resu lts will be painfu l!. .. 
• Tintswalo: I think the story teach us that if somebody has done something wrong 
to you, you do not have to avenge or revenge. You have to forgive him/her. .. 
• Sagwati: Friends are the only people who will get you in danger and in this 
situation they will leave you dying or arrested. Every day is a very important day 
it might be a good day or a bad day. Take care of yourselves be careful of what 
you do every time Cause you will end up being in a dark cave which has entrance 
and no exit. 
• Andzani: I have learn that if other pupil from other school visited our school we 
must leave with them. And J must show them the peaceful which I have learn to 
our teacher. I must take them as our sisters and brothers. 
• Solani: This kind of a incident is very dangerous this must never happen to our 
school. 
• Ndzalama: When people do bad things for us we must let bygones be bygones. 
When we visit other school we must let sleep ing dogs lie. We are not visiting to 
cause havoc but visiting to make friends. 
From the learners' responses it is evident that they were able to relate to the story and 
make a practical connection to their own lives. Thus learning becomes concretised. It 
is not usual for teachers, especially in transmission teaching schools where factual 
information is regarded as more important than critical reflection, to rai se such 
questions with moral implications. It was therefore encouraging that the learners 
expressed such interesting views stimulated by the newspaper text. 
The two observers felt that the article, on account of its authenticity, 'stimulated 
interest' and thus 'afforded a great deal of opportunity for discussion' (LOBS: 65). 
This stimulated their (the learners ' ) critical thinking because they could question 
some of the issues. By so doing they challenged the "printed word". As TO observed: 
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[They) could question some of the issues reported in the story. For example, 
that the person who has been reported to be a policeman is actually a 
learner (LOBS: 66) . 
They raised this point in response to the statement in the third paragraph of the article 
that 'an Orlando pupil , Tsitso Mlambo and Oupa Mabuza, a Tzaneen policeman, were 
injured in the incident'. The learners argued that they knew Oupa Mabuza. He was a 
student at the local high school, and not a Tzaneen policeman. 
We also noted the resourcefulness of the media texts in the subsequent lessons and 
texts. In the lesson on 15 June 1999 an article, "Just who is responsible" (Appendix 
5C) was stud ied. The article raises issues of school violence, and questions why "few 
political parties have put these issues on the election agenda". It canvasses views of 
influential people in the community on thi s issue. 
We observed that 'the authentic article stimulated a fierce debate' (LOBS: 69) 
especially on the issue of who should own guns. The emotionally-charged debate was 
sparked by the second paragraph of Holla Kgasago's column (in the article) whereby 
he states that: 
Only people who really need guns should have them. The youth don ' t 
always understand the main purpose of weapons so the fact that they have 
access to them is very dangerous. 
The class was divided on this issue. Those who di sagreed made the point that if guns 
were meant to defend or protect, the youths also needed them for protection. 
However, those who agreed with Holla Kgasago stressed: 'those who live by the gun 
will die by the gun. So you must not have guns!'. I think this participation or debate 
became possible because the issue raised by the article was not fictitious , and that 
learners could relate to it. The learners experienced violence in their surroundings, 
homes and school. In response to my question on examples of ' bad activities' (see 
LOBS: 69), violence was suggested by the learners' mention of 'imitation ofYizo 
Yizo ' as one of the bad activities. "Yizo Yizo" is a TV drama that portrayed 
horrendous violence at schools shown on SABC-TV during the first few months of 
1999. 
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The authentic nature of the text created opportunities for learners to use their 
experiences and prior knowledge, which is a good example of learners constructing 
their own knowledge: a confirmation of the constructivist view on knowledge and 
learning (see chapter two). This stimulated interest and debate. For example, we noted 
that although the article 'was condensed . .. there was a lot of information added by the 
learners and the teacher, which was not in the article' (LOBS: 70). For example I 
discovered that most learners knew Sam Phororo in real life, and this stimulated a lot 
of interest in the learners. In a related lesson based on the same article on 21 June 
1999 thi s observation was made: 
Learners, mostly girls, already identified with Sam Phororo, ex-Mr. 
South Africa. When I assigned them other columns they would "fight" 
for his (Sam's) column (LOBS: 70). 
The idea of relating the learning activity to learners' real life experiences was also 
realised with the task given at the end of the lesson on 15 June 1999. The task set for 
them was to look for election posters and analyse what the manifestos of various 
political parties might be. This task linked to what was going on in the environment at 
that time. It was just after the general elections were held on 2 June 1999. The street 
poles were still covered with a proliferation of political party posters, and everybody 
was still talking about the elections. This concretised the concept of manifesto as used 
by Mosiana Motselisi in the first paragraph of her column (in the article), as the task 
was based on something that the learners experienced and was current. 
The following are examples of what the learners came up with during the lesson on 21 
June 1999 (the examples are in the learners' own words): 
• Angel: 
1. National Party (N.P) 
No mercy for criminals 
2. Socialist Political Party (SOPA) 
Black people first 
3. Democratic Party (D.P) 
The guts to fight back. 
4. African National Congress (A.N.C) 
Fighting freedom for better life for all 
5.United Democratic Movement (UDM) 
Do what is best for South Africa. 
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• Shikom biso: 
1. Manifestoes of DP 
Lets get South Africa working 
2. Manifestoes NP 
They is mercy for criminals 
3. Manifestoes of ANC 
Lets fight together and bring a change 
4. Manifestoes of SOPA 
Black people first 
• Ndzalama: (own invistigation) 
A.N.C Manifestoes 
President Mandela & several top A.N.C staff at Qwaqwa 
President mandela himself promised that everyone's basic needs 
would be met. He sa id that A.N.C was anxious about the pace of delivery. He 
also pointed to the number of houses are built and electrified in the past five 
years. 
Promises 
To strive to insure that their (peopl ' s) basic needs are met. 
To abandon dectrine of apartheid. Bring peace. 
Free education and lot of jobs. 
DP 
The DP President Tonny Lione promised that water will be in 
every big little or even in the middle of no where. 
UDM leader Bantu Holomisa 
Bantu Holomisa promised the following 
give people jobs 
free education 
Double their salaries 
Security all over the place 
to reduce the crime. 
A.C.D. 
The A.C.D. promised that peace will be filled in our lives. 
Working together to fight against apartheid. deal will fami ly metters. 
The article used for the lesson on 23 June 1999, "Recent cases of school violence" 
(Appendix 5D) linked well with the others because 'opinions on the article [were] 
based on their experiences, prior knowledge and predictions or assumptions leading to 
emergence of argument on racism' (LOBS: 72). The article comprises snippets of 
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cases of school violence reported from various areas in the country. The issues ra ised 
in the various sn ippets were relevant to the learners espec ially as they were about 
school violence 'which is more related to what they grapple with in an everyday 
situation ' (LOBS: 72). The "argument on racism" resulted as a response to the case of 
Vryburg High School (in the first snippet of the article) . Although the report does not 
mention "racism" nor that Andrew is Black and Christoff is white, the learners had a 
lot of information about this case. The case was highly sensationalised in the South 
African media at that time. Racism is a common experience for South Africans (see 
introduction and chapter one) and therefore the text was relevant to the learners' life-
world . These aspects made the lessons based on thi s article vibrant. Th is was mainly 
because, as TO asserts, ' the materi al was authentic and also stimulating' (LOBS: 72). 
On this basis the material, 'afforded the facilitator the chance to pose all the 
questions' (ibid). 
The learners ' responses in the questionnaire (Appendix 4B.I) point to the 
resourcefulness brought about by the authenticity of the media texts. It became clear 
that the lessons stimulated interest immensely, and also that the learners could relate 
to the texts. 
In response to item 2 of the questionnaire, "what aspects of the lessons did you enjoy? 
(if any)", all the learners indicated that they enjoyed all the lessons. 
The following are examples of the learners' responses to item 2 (of Appendix 4B.I): 
• Emelda: Everyth ing .. .l enjoy everything in such a way which is surprising ... 
• Phoebe: Every lesson. 
• Zanelle: Enj oyed the introduction to electronic and print media. The one on 
headlines and caption, and also the different sections of a newspaper. 
• Bongani: Everything, read ing the articles. 
• Solani: I enjoyed all of them, they all were fun! fun! ... especially working with 
groups. 
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In response to item 3 (of appendix 4B.I) "what aspects did you not enjoy? If any" 
learners felt none of the lessons was not enjoyed. Only one learner pointed to 'the one 
on tenses. I didn't enjoy it because I don ' t understand what is really going on. I also 
find it boring' (Zanelle). She refers to the only grammar lesson I had on II June 1999 
(see LOBS: 68). It is the only lesson that was not based on any media text. I think her 
views in this regard in fact show the usefulness of the authentic text because of the 
context they provide. My experience is that decontextualised grammar lessons are 
found to be "boring". This aspect was discussed in chapter two. 
The following are just examples of how the learners responded (again , in their own 
words) : 
• Charmaine: none. 
• Angel: Every lesson was cool. 
• Monica: no. 
• Bongani: N/A 
• Emelda: non 
All the learners indicated that the media texts were useful to their learning. The range 
of reasons they gave point to the issues of interest, relevance and general knowledge. 
My view is that these aspects hinge on the authentic quality of the texts. This was 
noted in the learners' responses to item 5 (4B.I)" During these lessons, we used 
material from print media . Do you feel thi s aided your learning? ... Give reasons ... " 
Their responses included the following examples (in the learners' original writing): 
• Ndzalama: Because we were learning with things that we can see . .. 
• Brenda: We can learn something that we see and have happened in our land. 
• Cathrine: Now I' m interested in reading newspapers everyweek if I manag to pay 
• Shikombiso: I learn to see some pictures so it helps ... and I enjoy ... 1t also 
increase my knowledge 
• Sagwati: It helped me a lot because I read newspapers and did not know the 
importance of print media. 
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• Amanda: Because I learned how to read the newspaper ... 
• Monica: Because in school there some of leans the fight 
The above responses give an impression that the learners fo und learning through the 
media texts enjoyable and helpful, and that they could relate their learning to real life 
situations like "reading newspaper", " increase my knowledge" and ' something that 
we can see and have happened in our land". Similar views were expressed by the 
learners in a focus group interview after the first cycle (see FG II: 41-43): 
• Sagwati: we'll read newspapers to know what is happening around the 
world, so the media is a good thing. 
• Ntsako: ... we are learn ing with articles, like, know how, um, different people 
express things. 
• Sagwati: Ja.It helps us ... to see the importance of print media. We did not have 
any ... any interest in print media we had interested electronic media on ly. So it 
helps us to see the importance of print media. 
• Ntsako: ... we read about violence in schools and then if, okay if.. .fo r instance 
we experience those kind of. .. violence, we can, like, know how to solve them ... 
TO also recognised the element of relevance in hi s observation that: 
The response [of the learners] . .. thus far has been positive ... in the sense 
that... the articles ... do not actually leave learners .. . isolated from issues 
that are happening in the country or in the society at large ... the articles 
actually keep learners on track ofwhat. .. things are happening around . .. 
(TO I: 21) 
These views do in fact confirm the impressions of the learners suggested by their 
responses earlier. My conclusion is that the lessons stimulated interest and were 
mostly relevant as they exposed the learners to real world issues like reading 
newspapers. This was echoed by the class teacher (TO 1: 21 -22): 
Most of them [the learners] ... have been saying to me that [the 
project] ... it's interesting, it's fun and ... they'd love to ... go through ... 
media because to them, some of them are saying because they don't have 
newspapers at home but they learn through the, the articles from media, 
they ... turn to, to have this information, you know, through learning as 
though it ' s part of them. 
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TO's realisation that the learners responded to the learning activities based on the 
texts 'as though it's part of them' attests to the impact of the authentic dimension that 
print media texts may bring to the learn ing experience. This aptly allunes to the idea 
of praxis, a salient characteristic of I iberatory education (see chapter two). 
Conclusion: 
The authentic dimension of media texts is a stimulating aspect in this approach to 
language teaching. I have realised that it is the central point upon which other themes 
that emerged during the cycle depended. The next theme I will discuss is the teaching 
method. 
5.2.3. The teaching method: 
The teaching style used in the various lessons was based on the notion of co-
operation, dialogue and critical reflection that characterises Freirean liberatory 
teaching (see chapter two). To maximize these aspects media texts were found to be 
appropriate as their authentic nature prompted dialogue and interest. Critical 
reflection is stimulated when the learning activities are anchored on materials that 
learners can relate to. 
My belief is that co-operative learning and meaningful dialogue and critical reflection 
cannot be effected in a transmission teaching approach. [thus decided to employ the 
co-operative learning approach whereby learners would work together on tasks given 
to them . The learning would entail critical reading of texts and contextual learning 
and usage of language in a co-operative manner. 
However, it emerged during the teaching phase of this cycle that the learners were not 
used to learning in a co-operative way. However, TO (see TO I: 20) says in his 
teaching he [divided] them into groups and ... even [has] a li st of learners who have 
been divided into groups. He further says he 'promotes individualism ... looked with in 
the context of .. .interdependence [and] learning together communally ... [and] co-
operatively' . I have already referred to the idea that there appears to be a discrepancy 
between what TO says and what he does (see chapter four). The teaching 
methodology thus became a crucial theme in th is cycle as it determined how I as the 
teacher would facilitate the process. 
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Our first lesson on 07 July 1999 was more about giving an introduction to and/or 
overview of media. Questions set for discussion in groups were not helpful in 
assessing how used the learners were to co-operative learning. The following tasks 
posed questions: 
(i) Identify the types of newspapers, e.g. daily, weekly or local, regional, national. 
(ii) Discuss in groups the importance of reading newspapers or magazines . 
(iii)How can we have access to newspapers if we don' t have money to purchase 
them. 
TO (in LOBS: 64) rightly observed that although some good application questions 
were asked more critical questions should be asked. 
I th ink my approach in this lesson was not rigorous and sufficiently focused on 
observation of the nature of co-operative learning. Although the learners were 
involved, and participated, [ observed that learners were not co-operative although 
they were in groups. During this lesson my co-observers were seated at the back of 
the class, and later I discovered they ' noted' in their observation schedules (see 
LOBS: 64) that the learners were involved in co-operative learning. Almost every 
group wanted to be the first in reporting their ideas after discussing. 
John (see LOBS: 64) made the observation that the learners are used to co-operative 
learning and adapted easily and willingly. 
During our "conferencing" after the lesson [ raised the issue that I doubted that the 
learners were engaged in co-operative learning. My impression was that individuals 
would be quick to report their opinions to the general class without necessarily giving 
the views of the whole group. Perhaps that is why John (ibid) made another 
observation that the discussions were 'dominated by a few, but [the teacher was] 
careful to involve others'. 
We thus agreed that the two observers should be free to move around the groups to 
see what actually happened in particular groups. We also asked the video camera 
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operator to focus on particular groups so that the actual discussion process within 
groups could be captured. 
In the second lesson taught on 09 June 1999 where the article "Pupils praised ... " 
(Append ix 58) was used, improvement in terms of learners' participation was 
observed. The learners could relate more to the text and thus it became easier for me 
to involve them. As John (LOBS: 65) indicates, the ready relevance [offered by] .. . the 
nature of the story ... affords a great deal of opportunity for di scussion. I was thus able 
to effect excellent use of questioning which moved from low level to application and 
evaluation (LOBS: 65). Through this method the learners were able to use thei r 
experiences or prior knowledge. TO (in LOBS: 65) also observed that learners could 
help one another when errors [were] committed. Nevertheless, we noted some 
problems regarding the learners' role in this way of teaching. John (LOBS: 66) 
observed that a number of learners were still pass ive both in the general class and in 
groups. In our conferencing we noted that we still needed to work on the learners' 
adjustment to co-operative learning after we had noti ced that the good learners 
responded well to thi s method - how shou ld we encouragelinclude the less able? 
Through this method, however, I noticed that the learners could be challenged to 
engage in critical reflection of issues . Examples of their critical responses to 
questi ons were given in 5.2.2. The following responses were given to this speculative 
question: What cou ld be the fee lings of the killers? 
• People are having nightmares. 
• People are regretting that they killed people. 
• People are regretting because they are in jail. 
These responses show critical reflection, and were arr ived at through appropriate 
probing questions. TO felt we sti ll needed to develop this aspect when he noted that 
' the learners were limited by what is in the story i.e. they don ' t go beyond the story ' 
(i n LOBS: 66). 
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Through the problem posing strategy in the liberatory teaching method, however, the 
learners were led to think about the question: "What have I learnt from the story?". 
Insightful responses were generated from the learners. Examples of these have been 
given in the discussion of authenticity (see 5.2.2 above). 
The lesson on 10 June 1999 was tcaching language aspects like passive/active voices 
in the context of the article (Appendix 5B). John (in LOBS: 67) made the point that 
the " lesson [was] geared towards co-operative work: It was realised that the learners 
still struggled to engage in co-operative learning activities more especially the point 
that 'they don't really discuss, they just make point' (ibid). There was still evidence 
of the good learners dominating. 1 thus agreed with my co-observers that I should still 
try to involve the whole class. 
We dec ided that in my teaching I should go to the groups and facilitate through 
posing questions to some of those learners who would be passive, and assist the 
groups where there were problems. I needed to be careful still, not to dominate the 
groups nor provide the answers. Learners needed to be comfortable with my 
presence. 1 also needed to know the learners better, hence the observation by one of 
the observers that we are not as aware of the true ability of the whole class as we 
should be (LOBS: 67). Co-operative learning goes with responsibility and discipline 
on the part of the learners . This became a challenge as the learners might dec ide to do 
irrelevant, playful things when unnoticed. My observers (LOBS: 67) were concerned 
that I should ' try to stop the laughter,' and also that I shouldn 't 'overdo the group 
discussion but get them to do writing' (ibid). 1 think that is a way of getting them 
seriously engaged, and making them realise that learning in a co-operative way is not 
a mere "talk shop". The written tasks enable learners to consolidate their ideas. 
Although we felt improvement in co-operative learning was essential the next lesson 
taught on II June 1999 was taught in a transmission mode. Based on the reflections 
on the teaching of the active/passive voices and the parts of speech in the previous 
lesson where ' it was clear that they had not done it' (LOBS: 67) I decided to teach 
them the grammar rules . This was not based on any particular text, so the grammar 
rules were taught out of context. I was motivated that this was a way of giving the 
learners "tools" to use when the communicative language activities were done. As 
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TO (LOBS: 68) observed: ' Focus on grammar should be more contextually based ' 
and that 'this lesson promotes more of grammatical aspects which appear isolated 
from general language '. 
It became clear therefore that ' there was less participation of learners, probably 
because the teacher had control of the lesson' (LOBS: 68). I understand why Zanelle 
(see 5.2.2) found it ' boring'. Despite this point and the fact that ' it was less 
facilitative that some learners looked inattentive ' (see LOBS: 68) it became clear in 
subsequent lessons and learners' comments in the interview (FG II) and questionnaire 
(Appendix 4.B. I) that the grammar lesson was useful to them. 
In the lessons that followed and were taught on 15 and 2 I June 1999 the learners 
responded better to the problem posing strategy. In groups they were able to 
"predict" the story after reading the headline and sub-line. As TO and John (in 
LOBS: 69) pointed out, in the predictive stage learners came up with: the article is 
about problems at schools, such as violence and the culture of learning and teaching. 
Through problem posing they could relate their prediction to their own school 
situation, as evidenced by their responses to questions like: Is there a culture of 
learning and teaching at PDM School? I think, as discussed in 5.2.2, the learners' 
ability to meaningfully engage with the text was stimulated by the text 's accessibility 
brought about by its authenticity, interest and relevance. My questions therefore 
became varied and covered a range: lowlhigh and open/closed (LOBS: 69). 
The facilitative nature of the lesson made it possible for learners to exchange ideas 
through groups (ibid). 
The take away task where learners were to go about looking at election posters (as 
discussed in 5.2.2) as a problem- posing and situated teaching strategy of liberatory 
teaching helped the learners reinforce the concept of manifesto and relate their 
learning to their own situations. 
The teaching strategy gave the learners an opportunity to challenge issues and 
critically reflect. For example, this became evident during the debate on who might 
or might not own a gun (see 5.2.2). This led to the reali sation that "fame" and 
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"notoriety" were subjective (see LOBS: 70). It is rare for learners to make such (self) 
discovery in transmission teaching situation. The relevance of issues raised in the 
authentic text led to learners debating about these words prompted by the comments 
by a group of learners that Sam Phororo was "famous". 
In the lesson taught on 21 June 1999 the two observers were to focus on dynamics 
within groups because we had already identified " responsibility" and "dominance" 
within groups as problems (as discussed earlier). There was a marked improvement 
in terms of co-operation within groups as exemplified by the following observations 
from one group (LOBS: 7 1): 
In one group a learner offered to draw column, another gave help: 
counted how many columns. Other also offered advice. Another 
took over to write questions on columns. One took role of single. 
Another asked questions. Is this a valid argument? Another says yes -
gave argument, wrote down columns. 
However, the following problems were identified (LOBS: 71): 
(i) Learners still showed no interest in other groups reports. One has to keep 
getting them to be attentive. 
(ii) Groups belonging settled ... Same group of learners sit together. 
(iii) Domination: In another group, Nyiko dominated and almost singularly did 
the task. When he left the two girls found it difficult to relate to what he 
had wri tten. 
We decided to address this problem by giving the learners language tasks to work in 
pairs rather than groups. We felt they were not ready to handle the challenges of 
working in larger groups, especially dominance and group dynamics. The problem of 
groups getting "settled" was related to TO 's having a li st of learners (see TO I: 20) . 
This gave us problems during the first few lessons. The following are examples of 
such problems (LOBS: 71): 
• Amanda very upset with being grouped with strangers. 
• Zanelle is also angry that she has been grouped with "weak ones". 
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• Angel is really embarrassed to be removed from "his" group, and join the 
"bright" group of girls. 
In my interview with the learners (see FG II) many of them pointed to such group 
dynamics , although they indicated that they liked being taught in this way. Sagwati 
(FG II: 46) for instance says 'the way you're helping us is good ... the only problem is 
... working with new people, sometimes, bring us, gives us problem ' . Ntsako (ibid) 
says 'we should, like, stick together'. Angel (FG 11: 47) says 'I think we must stick 
together because ... if we know each other ... we can help each other so we ll .. . you go 
to other groups ... You do not understand ... and you take time to understand them ... ' 
My view at thi s stage was that the learners were still used to the transmission teaching 
style where the teacher takes the centre stage and becomes the so le instructor or 
conductor of the teaching/learning situation. In my interview with the learners it 
became clear to me that I as the teacher was expected to be the so le arbitrator and 
judge of the discussion processes. Perhaps this explained why the learners would not 
show any interest in what other groups were say ing. 
Bongani (FG II: 49) for instance was confident that ' it is good to work individually 
because when .. . we don 't understand we'll call you as we regard you as our master'. 
He also feels that although the advantage of working in groups is that members of the 
group may encourage each other he is adamant that working individually is crucial 
because ' when you sit ... at the exam room, you'll be alone ... like when you' re 
going for interview, you 'd be alone'. My co-observers (LOBS: 73) made thi s 
conclusion after the lesson taught on 23 June 1999: 'They are not used to valuing the 
discussion mate 's point of view. The teacher's point of view is cherished'. 
Although this kind of attitude still remained, I noticed a considerable improvement on 
the part of the learners to learn thi s way. From the questionnaire (Appendix 4.B.l) 
given at the end of the cycle all the learners felt that learning in this way was helpful. 
The following examples show the kind of attitude and points the learners expressed in 
their responses: 
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o Cathrine: I like working in that way I understand more than when you do it 
alone . 
o Bongani: I think we are benefitting a lot. Because we learn to come with our own 
ideas not to be schoolfeeded. I enjoy the lessons very much. 
o Jacobean: Is good because we could be able to share ideas from any person from 
the group that we are having, and even to work in a low number it is good because 
we able to share ideas so easily . 
o Sagwati: Learning in groups is good because we help each other, but the problem 
is today I work with this group then tomorrow that group so to me it is the only 
problem. 
Our observation in the lesson taught on 23 June 1999 pointed to " impressive" 
reflection of their written tasks done in pairs. For instance, John (LOBS : 73) made 
this observation during a class exercise on 23 June 1999: 
First worked independently, then opportunity to check with neighbour. 
There was some interaction, checking and challenging one another, then 
wrote. 
However we noted that dominance still remained a challenge to be faced even in 
situations where the learners worked in pairs. As noted by John in (LOBS: 73) that 
'with the pairs there still seems to be dominance by individual members. I found the 
interaction better in the smaller groupings'. 
Conclusion: It was noted in this section that co-operation, sound relations and 
responsibility among peers are crucial to liberatory teaching. Although the learners 
showed improvement and a positive att itude towards learn ing in this way these crucial 
aspects and dominance appeared to be the main problems. For instance my co-
observers have concluded that ' obviously learners are not used to listening and taking 
responsibility'. They also suggested to me (the teacher) that my role should also be 
consciously extended to monitoring and encouraging positive group dynamics. 
Fortunately John had as early as after the third lesson on 10 June 1999 concluded that 
co-operative learning needs to be taught - especially skills. Skills in co-operative 
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learning include taking responsibility, respecting other people's point of view and 
trust (see 5.3.2 below). 
These observations and reflections formed the basis of my planning on this theme in 
the second cycle. The next theme J will discuss is language learning. 
5.2.4. Language Learning: 
5.2.4.1. Introduction: 
Language learning, as a theme, developed upon consideration of how learners read 
with understanding, develop vocabulary, communicate and develop grammatical 
competence. 
5.2.4.2. Reading: 
The reading strategy for the lessons, as adapted from Dowhower (1998) and discussed 
earlier in chapter four, provided opportunities for meaningful reading as most difficult 
words would first be identified, sounded correctly and explained in the pre-reading 
stage. The learners would then make entries in their vocabulary booklets. This 
exercise boosted both their vocabulary and meaningful reading ability, more so 
because 'they hardly read newspapers' (LOBS: 64) . 
The vocabulary book, as John (see LOBS: 64) observed during my first lesson on 7 
July 1999, 'leads to explanation and emphasis'. For example in my introductory 
lesson on 7 July 1999 learners were able to make entries like media, article, headline, 
journalist which proved to be useful in the subsequent lessons. Words like 
commended, retaliate, incident, avenge were recorded from the article 
"Pupils praised". "(Appendix 58) in lesson 2 on 9 June 1999. The next article 
(Appendix 5C) was a source of such vocabulary items as disillusion, stakeholders, 
manifesto, ultimately and censorship. Learners made the following entries from 
another article (Appendix 5D) allegedly. initially, assault, grievous, intimidate 
berserk, loitering. brawl. 
I noticed that most learners, during the pre-reading stage, would actua lly get the 
meaning of these "difficult" words from the context of the story. After my 
confirmation, they wou ld easily make entries to their vocabulary booklets. For 
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example, Solani cou ld after reading the article tell that " incident" in paragraph 3 of 
Appendix 5C meant "happening". Sagwati said "censorship" in the last paragraph of 
Tshidi Molefe ' s column (in Appendix 5C) meant "control". Although they cou ld not 
get the meaning of "manifesto" (in appendix 5C) right, after my explanation and the 
task that followed (as discussed in 5.2.2), they internalised the concept. [think this 
cou ld also be related to the authenticity and teaching style as discussed earlier. 
The learners also found the texts to be useful in this regard. For instance, Bongani 
(FG II: 41) says 'media is good, where we use .. . some articles, we can find ... some 
difficult terms ... and solve it, and we are going to benefit... for our vocabulary ... we 
can now know those ... difficult words'. 
Gannnn (FG II: 43) echoes the point by indicating that: ' if you read the newspaper 
and there is a word you don ' t understand, if you read ... you ' ll ... understand the word 
.. . you don't have to check in the dictionary' . TO (LOBS: 65) also made the 
observation that most of the meanings were extracted from context. Learners were 
able to contextualise most of the meaning. As early as the third lesson on 10 June 
1999, John (LOBS : 67) could observe this vocabulary enrichment and noted: 'a 
number of difficult words, but identified and explained e .g. condolences, commended, 
retaliating, tremendous, incident'. 
The learners appeared to have really appreciated the way in which the media texts 
extended their vocabulary. In response to items 4,5 and 6 of the questionnaire 
(Append ix 4.B.I) the learners pointed to how the media texts and vocabulary booklets 
helped them. The following are examples of their responses (in their own words): 
• Bongani: because at the media they don't write simple language. So at that 
I' m improving my vocabulary .. . now I know many terms. 
• Phoebe: ... it got many words that I don 't know so from it I have many words 
that I didn 't know, trom now on I'm going to use them. 
• Gannnn: I learned words which I didn ' t not know their meaning before. 
• Amanda: Some words that I did not know that now I can read them and write 
and now I know the mean of that word. 
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• Shikombiso: I have (benefitted trom vocabulary booklet) because in our 
ordinary class we don't have this books so I enjoy it very much. 
• Ntsako: Sometimes I use the words that are in it (the vocabulary booklet). 
• Nico: Because I have more difficulty word in my vocabulary. 
• Sagwati: Yes. There wee terms which J used to come across and did not 
know the meanings but the vocabulary book helped me. 
The above examples indicate how much the learners read into what teachers seldom 
consider serious. Amanda 's response, for instance, points to the value of 
pronunciation (read them) and spelling (write them). 
J also made sure that whenever I got the opportunity I used the vocabulary items in 
my learning activities for all the learners to internalise the words. TO (LOBS: 65) 
observed this practice and noted that the ' teacher has the style of using the words 
(vocabulary) in context throughout the lesson'. For example I would say" I commend 
Lucia for reading so well". 
From this structured approach to reading with comprehension (LOBS: 65) learners 
could read better than during the reconnaissance phase (see chapter four). The two 
co-observers (LOBS: 66) made the point that 'the reading approach worked well-
indeed it was essential otherwise there would have been less understanding and 
involvement' . 
J realised that through this reading approach learners are able to follow the teacher 
(model pronunciation) or other learners selected to read out. Silent reading is also 
encouraged. For example, in the lesson taught on 15 June 1999 (see LOBS: 69) 
during the first five minutes ' the learners [were] encouraged to look at (read) heading 
and sub-heading silently'. The overall impression of the observers (see LOBS: 69) 
regarding reading was that reading was not silent, so other learners could follow what 
and how others were reading. During the lesson on 21 June 1999 my co-observers 
(LOBS: 70) noted that: 'Learners had to read silently the assigned columns, underline 
difficult words. The teacher read the passage out loud ' . 
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In the lesson taught on 23 June 1999 (LOBS: 72) it was observed that between 10-30 
minutes of the lesson ' learners read si lently, individually ' . Between 40 and 60 
minutes I read the passage and got the learners to read afterwards ' . I think that in this 
way silent reading and reading out processes are integrated in the sense that they were 
allowed to read (and also) read after the faci litator' (LOBS: 72). 
I think the approach also enhanced understanding more especially in the pre-reading 
stage. Bongani (FG II: 41-42) says in the lessons they 'can learn the ... headings ... 
or the topic, of the article before we read the passages. We can first understand the 
heading ... so that we can understand the passage very well'. 
Reading in this case becomes meaningful, and is related to their lived experiences. 
Ntsako (FG II : 42) points that ' we read about violence in schools . .. if for instance we 
experience those ... we can know how to solve them ' cause we ... read it and we know 
about it. . .' 
Angel (FG II: 43) says the whole exercise ' teach res] us about how to read 
newspapers and magazines well'. The above examples indicate just how the learners 
attached meaning and value to reading. This made it different to a situation where 
reading becomes mechanical. This point was discussed in chapter four. 
Owing to this approach and the authentic element of the media texts, I am convinced 
that reading became enjoyable. In their response to item 2 of the questionnaire (see 
Appendix 4.B.l) most learners explicitly pointed out that they enjoyed reading. I have 
already referred to the potential of media texts to generate interest in chapter two. 
5.2.4.3. Grammar and Communication: 
[n chapter two I discussed my view on language teaching, whereby I propounded low-
key grammar instruction embedded within a communicative framework. Learner 
noticing of incidents of grammatical aspects during the communicative activity was 
expounded. Given the impressive oral communication skills of the learners (see FN I: 
55), and the fact that TO (see TO I: 17-18) gave the impression that he taught more or 
less like I planned to teach, I was assured that my language teaching approach would 
proceed smoothly. However, in my third lesson taught on 10 June 1999 I noticed that 
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the learners found it difficult to "notice" various grammatical aspects like present/past 
tenses, direct/indirect speech and active/passive voice in the article (Appendix 5B). 
The text was resourceful in that it provided opportunities for learners to "analyse", 
"notice and discover" (Angeli I-Carter, et a11998: vii) the uses of various tenses, the 
shifts from active to passive voice and various uses of direct and indirect forms. This 
was noticed when they were divided into groups to do the following tasks: 
I. Transform paragraph I to the present tense. 
2. Transform paragraph 2 from passive to active voice. 
I want to point out that transforming paragraphs is not "noticing", but an exercise that 
may enhance the learners' "noticing" of these aspects. Although ' there was good 
degree of communication' (LOBS: 67) I realised that the learners lacked the basic 
grammatical tools to be able to 'notice' the grammatical aspects as suggested by my 
language teaching strategy. There was not a single group of learners that got the tasks 
right. The following are examples of their works: 
Task 1: 
• Pupils of Orlando West High School in Soweto were commend today for not 
retaliating before two of their schoolmates were stab to death in Nkowankowa, 
Northern Province, at the weekend. 
Task 2: 
• When a visit to the Bankuna High School turned ugly Vusi Mlambo (20) and 
Boitswarelo Nobengula (18) were killed. 
• Vusi Mlambo (20) and Boitsware lo Nobengula (18) are killed when a visit to 
the Bankuna High School turn ugly. 
From this lesson's activities I observed that the learners could not differentiate 
between simple past and past participle forms of verbs, concord and passive/active 
voices. There was confusion between transforming the tenses and voices . This is 
clear from the example above. This observation was also made by the other observers 
(LOBS: 67) who pointed out that I 'introduced the pass ive/active voice, and it was 
clear that they had not done it. Also the past participle' . It became evident that I had 
to explain the various aspects in my lesson. This affected my teaching method where 
in my transmission teaching only few learners could respond to my questions. My co-
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observers (LOBS: 67) made the following remark: ' still try involve the whole class 
and not only language competent ones'. 
Upon reflection, I realised that for me to effectively get on with my language teaching 
strategy I needed to give the learners a grounding lesson in grammar where the tenses, 
parts of speech, and concord would be consciously taught. I felt knowledge of these 
aspects was essential for any sentence transformation activity especially the reported 
speech and active/passive voices . The media texts are rich in the usage of these. 
A structural grammar lesson not based on any media text was thus taught on II June 
1999. In this lesson that lasted about one and a half hours, J taught the basic parts of 
speech. A simple sentence would be given and divided into the subject, verb and 
object. Concord between subject and verb would be illustrated. The various 
auxiliary verbs were introduced and concord in this regard re-emphasised. The 
past/present tenses of the auxiliary verbs were indicated before the transformation of 
active/passive voice was illustrated. Learners were given a table of verb forms 
indicating present, past and past participle forms (see Appendix 8). Contractions were 
also taught where auxiliary verbs cou ld be contracted to other parts of speech. 
Although this lesson was contrary to my teaching approach as expounded in chapter 
two, I nevertheless found it helpful, as it formed the basis for my subsequent, 
language lessons. TO (LOBS: 68) also observed ' David taught the parts of speech 
(subject, verb and noun) to lay foundation for understanding of passive/active 
sentence transformation ' . 
However, this lesson did not seem to arouse the learners' interest. J think this was 
because it was out of context. TO (LOBS: 68) made the point that ' the lesson 
promotes more of grammatical aspects which appear isolated from general language. 
Focus on grammar should be more contextually based ' . He also observed (ibid) that 
'there was less participation of learners, probably because the teacher had control of 
the lesson'. 
The following is a rough summary of the lesson: 
, 
Parts of speech 
I. Subject 
2. Verb 
3. Object 
e.g. The policemen 
subject 
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Explanation of passivization 
SVO 
Active (Police) (arrest) (criminal) 
Passive (object) + helping word + (verb + 
(concord + tense) in the + by (subject) pip 
arrested a suspect (active) 
verb object 
A suspect was arrested by the policemen. (passive) 
The policemen were chasing two suspects. (active) 
Two suspects were being chased by the policemen. (passive) 
Table 4: Auxiliary verbs showing concord and tenses: 
am 
We are 
It 
She 
He IS 
You are 
They 
Contractions 
There's - There is 
Don' t - Do not 
We'd - We would 
Won 't - Will not 
! 'm-[ am 
Haven't - Have not 
!sn' t - is not 
was 
were 
was 
were 
will- would 
shall - should 
may - might 
can - could 
Aren't - are not 
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The learners were given tasks to do in their groups. Although they couldn ' t get them 
right at first, after my intervention, they were successful. The following are examples 
of how they responded to various tasks assigned to various groups: 
(i) Police have confirmed the matter (into passive) 
• Monica: The matter is confirmed by the policemen. 
• Emelda: The matter has confirmed by police. 
• Ndzalama: The matter is confirmed by the policemen. 
• Beverly: The matter has confirmed by police. 
(ii) Mr Isaiah Baloyi thanked the pupils. (into passive). 
• Ndzalama: The pupil thanked Mr. Isaiah Baloyi. 
• Monica: The pupil are thanked by Mr Isaiah Baloyi. 
(iii) Mrs Krassoi sent condolences (into passive). 
• Ndzalama: Condolences is sent by Mrs Krassoi. 
• Monica: Condolences is sent by Mrs Krassoi. 
(iv) Vusi will be buried tomorrow (into active). 
• Ndzalama: Tomorrow they bury Vusi. 
• Monica: Tomorrow they will bury Vusi . 
(v) Mrs Krassoi words in the reported speech: she said ... 
"if the results at Orlando West are good at the end of this year, it will prove that these 
two boys did not die in vain". 
• Sagwati: "She said that if the results at Orlando West are good at the end of thi s 
year, it will prove that these two boys did not die in vain" . 
The above samples indicate a few problems resulting from tenses, concord and past 
participle (see Sagwati's sentence). Reflection on these learning points formed the 
basis of my subsequent lessons. 
The article "Just who is responsible?" (Appendix 5C) provided a good resource where 
direct speech was used (columns by various community leaders) and potential for 
transformation into the past tense. I have already pointed at how this article generated 
interest and debate because of its authenticity. I think this offered opportunity for 
communication in the groups and class as a whole. TO (LOBS: 70) observed that ' due 
to the interest the article generated, learners were not aware that they were engaged in 
language use '. 
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The grammatical aspects in this article were looked at on 21 June 1999 where 
punctuation and especially quotation marks were identified (see headline). This 
served as a good introduction to direct and indirect speech in context. At the end of 
lesson the learners were given various tasks (depending on columns assigned them) to 
work in pairs. 
Tasks: change the first two paragraphs of your column into reported speech: (I) 
he/she says". (2) he/she said." 
The performance of the learners showed a great deal of improvement. I think the 
learners used the tools (especially the table: Appendix 8) to do the exercises . 
The following are examples of the learners' written responses, in their own words, to 
do the tasks: 
• Nyiko and Ntsako: She said that on ly people who really needed guns should have 
them . The youth don't always understand the main purposed of weapons so the 
fact that they had access to them was very dangerous. 
• Shikombiso and Phoebe: she says children and teachers are on their own with no 
one to protect them. So far the government have lagged behind in protection their 
children from violence. The government shall look at hiring security for "hot 
spot" schoolss. Another thing is revi sion. 
• Mcriam and Catherine: he says that he think parents need to get themselves 
more involved in their children's education and know what is happening in their 
children's lives because ordinary people are disi llusion with politicians and don' t 
believe politicians can necessarily do anything about, say, violence in schools. 
• Solani and Ndzalama: Tshediso said that basically he thought parents needed to 
get themselves more involved in their childrens education and know what was 
happening in their children's lives because ordinary people were disillusioned 
with politicians and did not believe politicians could necessary did anything about 
said, violence in schools. 
• Charmaine and Monica: 
(i) he said that he thought parents needed to get themselves more involved in 
their children 's education and knew what was happening in their 
children's lives, because ordinary people were disillusioned with 
politicians and don' t believe politicians can necessarily do anything about, 
say violence in schools. 
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(ii) He said the only time we ever see the politicians, it seemed, was when 
there was an election. No doubt the next time we'll see them after this 
would be in 2004. 
A review of these tasks indicates the problem areas that the learners had were with 
regard to reporting with the past reporting verb "said" where learners appeared 
confused about the incidence of the past participle. For instance, the learners seem to 
be generalising on the applicability of transformational rules. For example, Meriam 
and Catherine change "disillusioned" to "are disillusion" because of the present tense 
reporting verb "says". They appear to confuse the past tense with the past participle. 
Solani and Ndzalama have 'could necessarily did anything about said ... .', 
Charmaine and Monica change "know" to "knew", Shikombiso and Phoebe change 
'the government should' to 'the government shall' because of the present tense 
reporting verb 'says', Nyiko and Ntsako write 'the main purposed of . 
The various errors committed were pointed out through written comments on their 
task sheets, and explained in class. The class discussion included viewing the sentence 
transformations critically: for example why particular forms of speech are used in 
certain situations or texts. The learners were asked to do the same tasks individually. 
All learners got their written tasks correct, and these were put in their portfolios. 
Upon reflecting on this development, grammar was indirectly ' referred' to in the next 
lesson taught on 23 June 1999 where the article "recent cases of school violence" 
(Appendix 5D) was used. Language learning here was predominantly communicative 
where the learners were able to engage in interesting debate both in their groups and 
general class. The "Vryburg High School" column generated a lot of interest and 
discussion (see 5.2.3). 
Regarding grammar, learners were led to 'notice' the tense (past tense) in which the 
various columns were written and the abundance of the passive forms. For example: 
I. Past Tense: 
• Andrew Babeile allegedly stabbed (Vryburg story). 
• A pupil (18) at Hazyview High School...allegedly slapped classmates and 
intimidated ... the pupil went berserk ... (Hazyview High School) 
• Bullies assanlted Renae Naick ... (Impala Crescent Primary School). 
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2. The passive (the past tense form was embedded and continued): 
• Babeile ... was initially charged ... has now been charged . . . (Vryburg) . 
• ... after he was apparently found loitering ( Hazyview). 
• Onas Hlungwani ... was stabbed (Giyani School). 
• Andries Werth ... was allegedly shot. .. he has been charged ... (Townview High 
School). 
• She was dragged by the hair ... She was also bitten by an army of ants (Impala 
Crescent). 
• Thabisang Lower Primary School Principal. . . was gunned down. 
No written task was given, but in groups the learners were able to notic.e these 
occurrences of the passive forms. The verb form sheet (Appendix 8) was useful in 
this regard as learners kept referring to it during their group work sessions. The verb 
form "bitten" was referred to when emphasis was given on the difference between 
past tense and past/participle forms of verbs. We also discussed why certain fonns of 
grammar, especially the passive voice, are used in media texts. 
5.2.4.4. Conclusion: 
The media texts were useful in the respect of language learning because they provided 
opportunities to teach various aspects of the language. The fact that learners confront 
authentic, real life issues stimulates them into communication in the target language 
without that conscious effort. I think it boosts their confidence. Their responses in 
the questionnaire (Appendix 4.B.I) point to this. For example, Ganunu ' s response to 
item 5 (of Appendix 4.B .I) is: 'now I can speak English than before' . Shikombiso, in 
response to item 4 (of Appendix 4.B.I), says 'I really enjoy speaking English with my 
classmates', and Ndzalama says she learnt ' to be confident when I speak and my 
opinions are always correct'. 
Shikombiso (FG II: 43) says ' I really enjoy speaking English ... in this lesson, because 
my time is not used to speaking English everywhere but now I' m starting to like ... ' 
Although TO is apprehensive about the conscious teaching of grammar (I shared this 
view to a greater extent), I found that the learners appreciated grammar teaching (in 
this context), and based on the lessons, I found it very useful to their language 
development. In response to item 4 (of Appendix4.B .I) all learners gave a positive 
response to the grammar aspects. 
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These responses, in the learners' original words, are examples of what they say they 
have learnt: 
• Emelda: "I have learn the past and present tense and changing paragraph from 
passive to active form. And to change into reported speech. 
• Charmaine: "Past tense, present tense, past participle and direct and indirect 
speech". 
• Sagwati: "My English improved a lot, I learnt active and passive voice, reported 
speech". 
• Solani: "A lot: passive and active voice, direct and indirect, past tense, present 
tense, vocabulary etc. 
In the focus group interview after the first cycle, this sense of appreciation emerged. 
It is amazing that even aspects that teachers take for granted are cherished by the 
learners . Bongani (FG II: 43) says he learnt that 'there are verbs like ... Is changes to 
was, can changes to could, will changes to would .. . ' and Shikombiso (FG II: 43) 
says he learnt 'about ... contraction ... I didn't really understand those, but now I do'. 
Ntsako (FG II: 43-44) points out that she 'was not good in changing the ... sentence to 
passive, active, direct, past, futures ... But now I'm a little bit aware of those .. .I think 
it's great, very much '. 
5.2.5. School ethos: 
During this cycle I observed that this approach to language teaching makes certain 
demands from the school where the teacher practises. The most influential of these 
were time allocation and discipline. Such factors do impact on the learning activities. 
My two co-observers noted this throughout the cycle. Even though I kept on reflecting 
on these factors I could not succeed. For example in my first lesson on 7 June 1999 to 
(LOBS: 64) observed that 'there was too much in one lesson' , John 's comments (ibid) 
emphasise the point: ' timing has been a crucial factor: At the end of a long day, back 
to one hour lesson'. I could not teach the grammat ical aspects during my second 
lesson (09 June 1999) 'because oftime constraints' (see LOBS: 65). Because of the 
school practice of exams John (ibid) describes as 'unfortunate that lesson came so late 
in the day after exams'. The observers (LOBS: 68) feel these issues of time ' affect 
interest and stimulation ', especially when the lesson is too long. 
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Learning in a co-operative way also demands learners to be responsible in terms of 
class attendance and seriousness about their activities and the school ethos to be 
mindful and respectful of the classroom activities. For example during my lesson on 
21 June 1999 TO and John (LOBS: 71) observed that 'the learners were very restless 
- we only started at Ilh30, and by that time they had been milling around aimlessly. 
Difficult to get them settled ' . 
In the next lesson on 23 June 1999 we had 'three interruptions: someone wanting 
Sagwati, the Vice-Principal wanting Nyiko and TO receiving a call (see LOBS: 73). 
I noted that the learners are not used to taking responsibility for their learning. 
Perhaps they are used to the teacher being " in charge" of the lesson. The following 
observations (see LOBS: 73) point to this: 
There is so much intermittent talking, doing other things not connected to 
the lesson ... obviously not used to listening and taking responsibility. They are 
used to getting up or leaving without permission. They throw articles from one 
desk to another. Continuous noise outside distracting ... 
5.2.6. Conclusion: 
Upon consideration of the above aspects I realised that for more effective teaching in 
this approach, I needed to conscientise the learners to learning in a co-operative way, 
where responsibility is an essential element of the learning process. J knew that co-
operative learning was going to be a pivotal theme in the next cycle. J therefore 
decided to teach the skills of co-operative learning, and observe the learners' conduct 
in this respect. 
5.3. Findings from cycle two: 
5.3.1. Introduction: 
Although I realised that for the purpose of this half-thesis it would be adequate to end 
with the first cycle, I felt that it was not in the spirit of action research to end without 
indicating how I intervened in the situation and learned from the findings of that 
intervention. I will thus give a brief discussion of reflections in cycle two. 
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The second cycle comprised a visit to a newspaper company, Lelaba Herald, and five 
lessons. The first lesson was based on the teaching of co-operative learning skills, 
where the cartoon "team work" (Appendix 5E) was used, two lessons based On the 
article "Girl (14) has teacher's baby" (Appendix SF) and the last two lessons based on 
the article "Girl with baby wins right to go back to class" (Appendix 5G). 
The selection of the articles was influenced by the generative theme, sexuality, as 
discussed in the reconnaissance (see chapter four). The cartoon (Appendix 5E) was 
selected for its appropriateness as a support material for the conscious teaching of co-
operative learning skills. The teaching of these skills was an intervention strategy on 
the findings from cycle one regarding the learners' problems in learning in this way 
(see 5.2.3. above). The cartoon was also a very good resource in the facilitation of 
learners ' graphic literacy. 
Data was generated from learners' questionnaire (Appendix 4.B.2), learners' focus 
group interview (Appendix FG III), second interview with the English teacher 
(Appendix TO II), learners' written work (in portfolios), video tapes and learners ' 
assessment forms (Appendices 6A and 6B). 
The value and purpose oflearners' assessment forms can be seen from different 
perspectives. Although they have been important methodological tools for generating 
data in this research, they afford learners the opportunity to participate in their own 
assessment and to take responsibility for their learning as partners in the teaching 
situation. 
Though co-operative learning was identified as a focal theme for this cycle, it became 
evident that other themes like authenticity and language learning were also developed. 
For the purpose ofthis half-thesis I will only discuss the teaching method in relation 
to language teaching as a theme. 
5.3.2. The teaching method: 
In cycle one, it was observed that the learners were not used to being taught in a co-
operative way. In this cycle I deliberately taught the skills of co-operative learning, 
because it is an essential element of liberatory learning and Curriculum 200S/0BE. 
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It was observed in the first cycle that though the learners could be grouped, and get 
talking, the dynamics of the groups and the quality ofthe discussions did not lead to 
meaningful learning. Wilmot and Euvrard (undated: 16) assert that 'co-operative 
learning is more than simply putting learners in groups and telling them to get on with 
some or other task' . 
The research tools mentioned in 5.3.1 above were used to evaluate this aspect (co-
operative learning) as a teaching method in this cycle. I used the cartoon, 
"Teamwork" (Appendix 5E) in the first lesson of this cycle to teach co-operative 
learning skills, and to get the learners to appreciate this way of learning. Besides my 
own observations and observations from TO and John, I used self-assessment and 
group assessment forms (Appendices 6A and 6B) to find out how the learners got on 
in their groups . The learners' questionnaire (Appendix 4.B.2), focus group (FG III) 
and interview with the teacher (TO II) were used to evaluate this aspect: co-operative 
learning. 
Other outcomes of the lesson were that (i) learners were to be able to engage in 
critical reflection, (ii) interpretation of the cartoon, as well as (iii) communication. 
The learners (in groups) were given this task: Look at the cartoon and discuss with 
your group mates what the message of the cartoon might be. 
The cartoon engendered great excitement and helped the learners to appreciate the 
essence of teamwork. From the group reports the learners were able to recognise the 
horses ' dilemma. They (the learners) gave satisfactory interpretation: the horses or 
donkeys were not able to 'eat the food' if they went separate ways (first three layers) 
until they came together and discussed their problem (fourth level). Then in the fourth 
and fifth levels they were able to tackle the problem and 'eat all the food by going to 
eat together'. 
The following are a few examples of inputs that came from the groups: 
• Selfishness does not pay 
• Teamwork brings solution 
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• We must negotiate to solve problems 
• Competition leads to hatred 
On the basis of these contributions I introduced basic principles of co-operative work 
(see Wilmot & Euvrard, undated: 4-10). J was aware of the point that co-operative 
learning is not the same as group work. In co-operative learning learners work 
together to enhance each other's learning (Johnson, Johnson & Smith, 1991). Wilmot 
and Euvrard (p.l2) assert that 'as social beings we learn through our interactions with 
others ' . Against this background, the following points were discussed in the general 
class: 
• Good relations 
• Co-operation and no competition 
• Respect for one another 
• Trust and love in the groups 
• Don't be individualistic and se lfi sh 
• Responsibil ity for work by all individuals within the group 
I also pointed to shared roles within the group and discussed the roles with the 
learners. The idea of shared roles was discussed in the light of cooperative learning 
theory briefly discussed above. The following are notes from the discussion: 
• Facilitator = to make sure everybody has his/her turn, maintains order, 
stimulates participation 
• Scribe = write down the points raised by the group members 
• Time-keeper = reminds members on time allocated, time remaining etc 
• Reporter = the one who reports on the views/discussions of the group 
At the end of this lesson I asked the learners to look back at their activities in cycle 
one and say whether they were co-operative or not. Some learners said they had not 
been 'co-operating'. 
After the lesson on "Teamwork" I noticed a marked improvement on the part of the 
learners in working in a co-operative way. Learners contributed to their group 
activities and took responsibilities. Even the weaker ones appeared to gain confidence 
while the brighter ones cou ld listen to their group mates. 
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Grammar and communication were "taught" co-operatively in the sense that they 
were based on discussions that emanated from critical questions that were posed as 
problems for the learners. I think participation was stimulated by the relevance and 
authenticity of the issues raised by the texts (see 5.2.3). We observed that fierce 
debates ensued in some of the groups during discussions. For example, when they 
made their group reports about: 
(i) whether teachers should have love affairs with pupils, based on 
"Girl (l4) has ' teacher's baby' " (Appendix SF). 
(ii) whether pregnant girls should be allowed at school, based on "Girl 
with baby wins right to go back to class" (Appendix 5G). 
The following are examples, in the learners' own words, of group reports made in 
response to (i) above: 
• It is not right for teachers to have affairs with school girls. School girls 
at our age (like fourteen year old) do not know what love is, they take 
it as an enjoyment, they or we are too young. Having an affair with a 
man at my father 's age is rubbi sh. 
• They just want to use us. They pretend as if they love us. 
• Most of the time teachers force student to have affairs. We call that 
child abuse . 
• Even the government don ' t aprove that we are not here to have affairs 
but we are here to be educated. 
• Most of the time they promise to give them money we want them to 
know money can't buy love. 
I observed that debates could be sustained in Engli sh albeit the learners often 
committed grammatical errors. TO (in TO II: 23) observed that the ' learners should be 
given a chance to express themselves even if they flout grammar rules or grammatical 
conventions ' . 
I was, however, able to lead them to noticing incidents of grammar and gave them 
tasks through which they transformed paragraphs to direct or indirect speech, active 
or pass ive voices and present/past forms. 
For example, the passive and past tense forms were noticed in the second paragraph 
of the "Girl (14) ... " article (Appendix SF): 
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-The girl was forced to drop out. . .it was discovered that she was pregnant. 
The quotation marks in paragraph 4 of the article reinforced the aspects of direct 
speech and punctuation. A co-operative learning activity was given to the learners (in 
groups) whereby they had to transform this paragraph and paragraph 5 to reported 
speech using the present and past reporting verbs. 
From these tasks we (TO and I) observed that although there was improvement in the 
learners' co-operative learning skills and the way they handled the transformation of 
the sentences, as in cycle one, they seemed confused about verb forms when reporting 
verbs either in present or past tense. The following is an example of a transformation 
made by one group: 
• The social worker says that another girl who is sexually abuse by 
the same teacher refuses to open a case against him, although her 
family knows everything about their affair (paragraph 4 of 
Appendix 5F). 
An analysis of this sentence shows the confusion of the past tense form with the past 
participle. This is evidenced by the learners' change of the past participle "was 
abused" to " is abuse". This aspect was discussed in cycle one, and attributed to 
generalisation ofa grammatical rule (see 5.2.4). The same practice was observed in a 
submission by another group: 
• The social worker says that her grandmother report the case to the 
police, but when the police want a statement from the victim she 
refuse to co-operate (paragraph 5). 
The learners would also fail to transform the past tense forms of the verbs of the 
original (direct) speaker to the past participle when the reporting verb is in the past. 
This is an example from one group: 
• The social worker said that another girl who was sexually abused 
by the same teacher refused to open a case against him, although 
her family knew everything about their affair (see paragraph 5). 
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Drawing from our experience or observations in cycle one regarding the learners' 
group dynamics I felt that I (as the teacher) had to playa more supportive role by 
encouraging the learners to work cooperatively. I also helped them focus on the 
exercises rather than hope that the groups would ultimately get the transformation 
right. 
In our lesson on 17 August 1999, TO and I spent time discussing with individual 
members of the groups on how to do the transformations . We intervened by re-
emphasising the following principles: 
• The forms of the verbs and adverbs (e.g. now, today) of the original 
speaker do not change when the reporting verb is in the present (e.g. 
the social worker says ... ). 
• When the reporting verb is in the past (e.g. the socia l worker said ... ) 
the forms of the verbs of the original speaker change to the past; if 
already in the past, they change to the past participle. Certain adverbs 
also change forms. The following illustration was given: 
Table 5: 
May> might 
Can> could 
Must> had to 
Was> had been 
Were> had been 
Report> reported 
Reported> had reported 
today > that day 
tonight> that night 
tomorrow> the following day 
yesterday> the previous day 
next week> the following week 
this> that 
• Zanelle: The social worker says that another girl who was sexually 
abused by the same teacher refused to open a case against, although 
her family knew everything about the affair. 
• Amanda: The social worker said that that teacher had been 
abusing girls at the school. 
• Carol: The social worker said that another girl who had been 
sexually abused by the same teacher had refused to open a case 
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against him, although her family had known everything about their 
affair. 
In the lesson that followed, based on the article "Girl with baby wins right to go back 
to class" (Appendix 5G) the learners worked in groups, pairs and also as individuals. 
A few sentences were given for the learners to transform to reported speech using the 
present and past reporting verbs. We observed that their performance had improved. 
The following are examples: 
• Lucia: She says that the policy is the soul of the successful running of this 
school and the good reputation it has enjoyed in the community over the years. 
• Lucia: She said that the policy was the soul of the successful running of that 
school and the good reputation it had enjoyed in the community over the 
years. 
The learners were thus monitored and supported, working in groups, pairs and as 
individuals even when discussing critical questions . For example, in one group the 
learners were able to give the following inputs in response to the critical question: 
why the social worker did not wish to be named (paragraph 4 of the "Girl (14) ... " 
article): 
• Bongani: Because she was afraid of the teacher. 
• Sagwati: She did not want to be known because the newspaper is read by 
many people. 
• Ntsako: She did not want people to hate her. 
In another group, the learners came up with the following contributions in response to 
the critical question: why the abused girls refused to open cases against the teacher or 
to co-operate with the police (in paragraphs 5 and 6): 
• Shikombiso: Because they thought the teacher will make them fail. 
• Angel: Other people will laugh at them. 
• Emelda: They were afraid to go to the police station or to go to the court and 
speak to the magistrate. 
[ learnt, in this cycle, that the learners' attitudes and involvement in their learning 
activities played a significant role in their learning. Co-operative learning style 
appeared to have contributed a great deal to their sense of responsibility, confidence, 
freedom and enjoyment in the learning activities. I think this resu lted from the 
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constant support and monitoring by myself especially in this cycle. This was a 
conscious intervention resulting from the observations we made in the first cycle 
especially with regard to the learners' lack of discipline, responsibility (also see 
discussion on school ethos) and unwillingness to work with others . 
An analysis of the learners ' comments in their portfoli os, the questionnaire (Appendix 
4.B.2) and the interview (FG III) points to this observation. All the learners indicated 
that they have learnt to work with others, and that they enjoyed learning in a co-
operative way. The following are some of the comments made: 
• Phoebe: I enjoyed attending this course, it was fun while we were at class, 
working as a group sharing ideas. I think we were even free during the course 
(from portfolio). 
• Ntsako: I think group work is greate because you get to know the way people 
think and you get to know people very well. I th ink it is good becouse he 
[David) give everyone a chance to express his/her feelings (portfolio). 
• Shikombiso: I was not use to work as a one group and I was used to work as 
an individualistic. But as the time went on David wrote some few points about 
co-operative learning and I took them to reconsideration and they helped me a 
lot like trusting each other, respecting, loving and no competition (portfolio). 
The learners expressed similar views in the last interview conducted on 30 August 
1999 (see FG III). The following are examples: 
• Sagwati: Co-operative learning increased my intellect, because! didn't master the 
listening skills ! just communicated to, I just wanted people to always look at me, 
I just wanted to speak ... But [ didn ' t want another person to speak and I listen to 
him, I just wanted to dominate, ja, it increased my listening ski lls. 
• Solani: It has been helpful like we get the chance to share ideas with some people 
and get to know what other people are thinking . .. we like to co-operate and 
respect...But we normally did not do, like we we were selfish at first...we didn ' t 
want to work with other people, I wanted to do my own thing. la, but now I'm 
different, I developed that great interest of working with people. 
• Angel: I also think that at first! was selfish, but now I'm not, because I worked 
with a lot of people. 
• Bongani: I changed ... now I really like to work with group, working with another 
people because they taught me how to listen to one another ... ! think it taught me 
to work with people whether they or I'm angry or happy, so it taught me to adapt. 
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All the learners ' responses in the questionnaire administered at the end of cycle two 
(Appendix 4.B.2) point to the impact that co-operative learning had on them. The 
popular education aspect that recognises learners as partners in the teaching situation 
(discussed in chapter two) has been realised through this teaching approach which is 
one of the basic features of liberatory teaching . One of the learners ' responses in the 
questionnaire was: 
• I think the approach he [David] used was very good, you let us to to have point of 
views while teaching. [n other words I can say he was teaching us and we were 
helping him. I realy love it (Ndzalama, questionnaire) 
This observation was also made by TO (II: 26) in the last interview in August 1999: 
It was sort of a wake-up call in the sense that one should not always go 
to the classroom as a person who is going to deposit knowledge to the 
learners who have to, like, respond or be receptive to these facts but one 
should allow learners also to, to participate actively in terms of airing 
their views ... because after all, in the teaching and learning process, they 
are the ones who should actively learn . .. although an educator also is 
learning in the process . 
The following are a few examples of the responses made by the learners in the last 
interview (FG 1JI) regarding the co-operative learning style: 
• Amanda: It help to other people who are low learners ... [ learn to ... try to answer 
even I know the answer was wrong I would tell the wrong answer but [ was try. 
• Tintswalo: In Business Economics, now I like to discuss and work in group ... 
• Zanelle: I've also learnt to be co-operative and I now have more discipline than I 
did before. I am no longer individualistic. I am able to work with others in term of 
helping each other out. 
• Shikombiso: I am not selfish anymore. I allow people to help me and I help me 
.. .1 am not afraid to work with many people anymore. I can even stand up in front 
of many people. 
The comments by the learners in the interview, portfolio and the questi onnaire 
indicate how co-operative learning, as a teaching method, made the learning process 
fun, and instilled a sense of involvement, responsibility and di scip line on the learners. 
It has had an impact of wider soc ial significance, which is an element of praxis (see 
chapter two) in that learners became more open and respected other people' s views. 
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TO (II: 25) also observed that the learners have learnt ' the significance of working as 
a group; that's number one ... learning is something that is communal'. 
The most important reali sation was their developed consciousness of themselves as 
fellow participants, partners, in the teaching situation; the point made by Ndzalama 
and TO. Most critical, I think, it is the realisation that the skills of co-operative 
learning need to be taught. Quite often teachers who try out this teaching/learning 
style do not realise that this has to be consciously developed. 
It has been evident that co-operative learning does not suggest that the teacher's role 
in the teaching situation is reduced. In fact, I learned from this experience that the 
teacher should be involved even more, so that he/she cou ld be abreast of the dynamics 
of the classroom, give support and direction during the learning activities. However 
this needs total commitment, passion, interest in the learners' potential and activities. 
Lewin (November 2000 pers. comm.) adds that it also involves skill by the teacher. In 
this light TO made the points to indicate the impact that the project, especially the co-
operative learning factor, has had on him as a teacher: 
My observations ... are . .. being patient with the learners, because it is true 
that as teachers at times we 'd want to rush through our, our syllabuses ... 
patience is one ofthe hallmarks of ... success in terms of language teaching. 
(TO II: 23) 
In introducing, urn, co-operative learning it made other learners to also make 
their inputs ; and ... that in itself at least helped .. . in making the voice of those 
who are, say, trampled upon, you know, to be heard (TO II : 25). 
5.3 .3. Conclusion: 
In this cycle the skills of co-operative learning were taught. This was an intervention 
strategy following observations made in cycle one. Due to this intervention we 
noticed a great improvement on the part of the learners in co-operating, 
communicating and critiquing texts and general issues arising in class. 
I will give a general conclusion of the whole chapter in the next section. 
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S.4. General conclusion: 
In this chapter I discussed the two cycles of my action research. It is through this type 
of research that I was able to tryout certain forms of teaching practice (like using 
media texts and co-operative learning) and also learn from the teaching process as a 
teacher. 
Through this experience I saw clearly the link between both the practice of teaching 
and research. I define research in this context as the process of gathering information, 
trying out ideas by putting them into practice, reflecting on that practice and 
reformulating the ideas. In this sense knowledge is constructed. 
J think this observation has especial relevance to South Africa, today, where education 
is being transformed. Transformation in education calls for teachers to adapt to new 
teaching methodologies that require creativity and innovation. 
This research has shown me the power of the concept, "teacher as researcher" which 
could lead to greater professionalism of the teacher and informed practice. I will argue 
in the next chapter, the conclusion, the essence of this aspect in educator 
development: in both PRESET and INSET programmes. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
6.1. Introduction: 
This research project has been a pleasant exploratory journey in the area of English 
Language teaching in the second language environment. It has been a wonderful 
learning experience for me, first as a teacher, and then as a researcher. I do not want 
to make any significant claim that it was a perfect research project the findings of 
which will automatically apply to all second language teaching situations. 
True to my research paradigm, the purpose of this research was to explore and learn 
from this particular educational site, namely the POM Junior Secondary School. I 
feel that it is important that J highlight what I consider as the limitations of this 
research, before I give a commentary on the findings (conclusion) and 
recommendations. 
6.2. Limitations: 
The major limitation of this project was that it was done as a half-thesis, and that 
it was done for degree purposes. This implied that as a researcher I was constantly 
mindful of the deadlines (time-frames) and formal expectations with which the 
research had to conform. Consequently this put pressure on me so that the flow of 
the process and the freedom of the experiences were to a certain degree curtailed. 
Although I negotiated my way into the school and ultimately got accepted by the 
teacher and the learners (see chapter 4), the reality that I was an "outsider-researcher", 
to a certain extent, influenced the project negatively. The project was initially not seen 
as part of the school curriculum by the English teacher and the learners. It was 
perceived as a "media project" rather than an integral part of the English syllabus. 
Even in my interview with the learners (see Appendices FG I, FG II, FG III) and the 
English teacher (see Appendices TO I, TO II) our work is referred to as "the media". 
In fact the teacher refers to it as "Media Studies" . The learners actually saw it as a 
"fun thing". 
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The fact that the research was done just before the half-yearly examinations was 
problematic because the learners were caught between this research and their 
examination preparations. 
Linked to the foregoing point was the fact that only part of the grade 10 class (see 
chapter 4), was selected for this project. I think this aspect substantiated the negative 
impression that the project was not important to them in terms of tests and 
examinations. There could be no way in which a "s ignificant test or examination" 
could be given to half the learners of the same class. 
The general timetable, school organisation and ethos made it difficult for teachers and 
learners to participate fully. The fact that only the Engl ish teacher was involved in the 
research resulted in the media articles not being fully exploited. I believe that some of 
the skills gained by the learners in the project could have been more harnessed if other 
teachers were involved. TO (II: 27) even raised this point when in the first interview I 
asked him about the possibility of using the print media articles in the whole school: 
I think in term in terms of .. . changing the period system ... [because] we are 
not only learning language .. . we focused on other issues, like I.. .cited the 
question of earthquakes; we will be learning the concepts of volcano and 
earthquakes that are embroiled in ... Ianguage , so I think .. . Science, Maths, 
Biology ... everything will be ... encapsulated in language ... teaching. 
The timetable was structured in such a way that time was allocated in 35-minutes 
periods per subject each day. This affected the way I taught because I always spent 
more than one hour on my lessons. 
The lack of a library at the school (see chapter 4) impacted negatively on the selection 
of materials. This resulted in a situation where learners did not have the opportunity to 
playa role in the selection of articles. Although I involved them in the Freirean 
"theme generation" process (see chapter 4), I strongly feel that involving the learners 
in the selection of articles would have enhanced their role and responsibility as 
partners in the learning process. In chapter two, it was argued that Critical Pedagogy 
acknowledges the role of the learners in curriculum development and material 
selection. 
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In terms of theoretical issues, I think a more detailed discuss ion on reading theory, 
group work practices and questioning techniques would have strengthened the thesis. 
This was evident during the actual teaching stage of the research (see chapter five) 
where the need to pose challenging questions, getting learners to work co-operatively 
and reading strategies constantly arose. I nevertheless take these limitations of theory 
as challenges that have to be taken up in further research projects to enhance enquiry 
in educational practices. It is an element of Action Research for practitioners to keep 
on reflecting about their practices. The research has made me reflect more on these 
limitations and actually helped me consider a lot of questions that may be explored 
further. For example: (i) the place of Critical Language Awareness in Critical 
Pedagogy (ii) the challenge that the multilingual policy in South Africa raises to the 
hi storically established hegemony of English in the English classroom. 
I need to point out, however, that as time went by we were able to create situations 
where most of these limitations were turned around and used as positive elements. 
6.3. Conclusions from the research: 
6.3.1. Research methodology issues: 
Through this research I learnt that although it is important for the researcher to know 
his or her paradigm, it might not be useful to restrict onese lf to a particular paradigm 
or set of methods . In doing this kind of research it may be necessary for a qualitative 
researcher to employ quantitative techniques in certain circumstances. As pointed out 
in chapter two it is important, however, to note that the methodology is influential to 
the researcher's work. In fact the methodology and outcomes do influence and 
complement each other. 
The context of the research setting, especially the socio-political reality of the 
learners, the teachers and the general school milieu, has a bearing on this kind of 
research. The qualitative research paradigm was appropriate for my research as r 
realised that understanding individual learners' reality was essential to the research 
process. 
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As action research involves continllolls learning and reflection it is most relevant to 
teachers as it develops ski ll s which teachers need to employ in their daily classroom 
and curricular lives as suggested by its cycles and spirals. The concept of life-long 
learning embraced by Curriculum 2005 and OBE makes such demands on teachers. 
For example, in this study it only emerged during the actual teaching stage that co-
operative learning and critical reading were major issues of the research. It was only 
after the completion of the research that I came across a critical reading model 
suggested by Cummins (2001: 66). I found this model compatible with the Freirean 
liberatory teaching as it includes "personal", "critical" and "creative" phases which I 
found to be ' essential if we are to speak of knowledge generation or transformative 
pedagogy rather than just transm ission of information' (66). 
It has been learnt in this research that action research spirals and cycles are not fixed 
entities either in time or duration. For example I found it difficult to detennine where 
or when the first cycle should end, and where or when the second cycle should start. 
In fact a researcher can address more than one problem in one cycle. The researcher 
indeed keeps reflecting throughout the research cycle or cycles. This point was 
discussed in chapter three (also see McNiff 1988). I did not, for instance, wait until 
the reflection stages of my cycles to start reflecting on my experiences and data. In 
cycle two I focused not only on co-operative learning, but also on issues such as 
grammar and communication, critical reflection and authenticity. 
Collaborative action research necessitates acceptance of the researcher by the staff 
generally, learners and, to a certain extent, the parents. This is understood against the 
requirement that collaborative action research should have an impact on the teacher 
and learners as co-researchers. In my research TO and the learners expressed the view 
that the project impacted on them. I think this would not have been realised if there 
were not a spirit of trust, acceptance and collaboration. 
6.3.2. The language teaching methodology issues: 
I have learnt that in the real classroom situation, teachers must be flexible in the use 
of teaching methods. They should thus break free from the bondage of set 
methodology and be responsive to the dynamics of the classroom. It has been 
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observed in thi s research that I had to move from communicative language teaching to 
structural or traditional grammar teach ing methods and back. I used co-operative 
learning skills and individual learning strategies, from working in pairs to working in 
small groups etc. The dynamics and challenges arising from the classroom practices 
seem to demand this ability to adapt methodologically. Th is realisation makes a good 
case for flexibi lity and openness on the part of the teacher. It also means that the 
teacher has to be confident in hi s or her ability in the language and subject matter. The 
"no-method condition" (see chapter two) seems to be an appropriate approach to 
language teaching. O'Neill (1991 :303) aptly points out that 'good teaching is 
characterised by a variety of styles to promote learning'. The teacher also needs to 
have been exposed to these and feel confident to use them. 
The essence of teaching, therefore, is not the method as such, but the attainment of 
goals or outcomes, which is the crucial element of Curriculum 2005 and OBE. 
However, I submit that understanding one 's teaching approach and methodology does 
playa role in the course of one 's attainment of such outcomes. I have discussed the 
interdependence of methodology and outcomes in 6.3. 1. above. 
It is crucial that in our teaching, we should consider learn ing as a social act or praxis. 
This therefore suggests that in language teaching we should engage in methodologies 
that allow learners to relate classroom experiences with their lived soc io-political 
lives outs ide the classroom. The use of authenti c texts and relevant themes that relate 
to the learners ' real life-worlds make language learning meaningful and exciting. 
Freire and Macedo (1987: 29) make the assertion that ' reading does not consist 
merely of decoding the written word or language; rather, it is preceded by and 
intertwined with knowledge of the world'. The use of authentic texts also contributes 
to motivation and liveliness of the lesson. I th ink thi s also enhances opportun ities for 
critical reflection. In chapter two, I made the point that it is thi s challenge of praxis 
that has provided the rationale for using print media texts in ESL teaching. 
Co-operative learning is not merely giving learners tasks and leaving them in groups 
with the hope that they will learn . It is more about the learners' attitude, discipline, 
responsibility and motivation to learn. It is probably most importantly their ski lls to 
work in a co-operative way where opportuniti es for critical reflection are created. In 
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fact, the teacher should teach them these skills explicitly. In co-operative learning the 
teacher should know each learner's strengths and weaknesses; and have the abi lity to 
facilitate good learning. Understanding the dynamics of the classroom may compel a 
flexible teacher to shift from individual work to pair work, from pair work to group 
work or vice versa, to maximise the learning potential of the learners. The ability to 
respond effectively to such dynamics is a ski ll that poses challenges and suggests 
certain expectations from the teacher. 
6.3.3. The role of the teacher: 
My experiences from this research point to the reality that the teacher remains a 
significant and pivotal factor in the learning situation. 
Learner-centredness and OBE do not suggest a reduction of the teacher's role in the 
learning situation. In fact, the teacher is expected to playa more crucial and wider 
role in terms of knowing the individual learners, co-operating, supporting, monitoring, 
learning and continually researching his or her own practice. The teacher's role 
extends beyond mere transmiss ion of content from "pre-packaged" textbooks to 
creating, selecting and even developing his or her own materials relevant to the 
situation. 
It is essential for teachers to understand the underlying philosophies of various 
teaching styles and be up to date with developments in their respective learning areas 
so that they can effectively respond to challenges of the classroom. This necessitates 
continuous development of, and research by, teachers. Hence the need for action 
research ski lls. 
In liberatory teaching, teachers have the duty to make classroom experiences and 
practices relevant to the learners' lived world . This is a critical aspect of praxis, a 
basic feature of progressive teaching. This thus presupposes the teacher's ability to 
select or develop materials or even use the existing materials in a progressive way. 
The use of print media texts is one such avenue that the teacher may explore. This 
should entail the use of teaching methods that acknowledge the involvement and 
active participation of the learners. This view is captured by Hinchey (1998: 51) in 
her observation that: 
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If students are not somehow personally engaged in a task that holds some 
relevance or interest for them, they are not likely to be able to construct a 
personal understanding of information. 
6.4. Recommendations: 
The various points made in the conclusion relate to teaching method, the learning or 
teaching materials and praxis. The comments that J have made regarding these points, 
J think, presume the existence of a well-trained, motivated and committed teacher 
who can respond positively to these challenges and demands. It is a sad reality that in 
South Africa the majority of teachers have not had good and adequate training (see 
Introduction and chapter one). As Hartshorne (1986) predicted, post-apartheid 
education needs post-apartheid teachers. 
I therefore recommend that: 
PRESET and INSET programmes be strengthened in a manner that would empower 
teachers to respond to such challenges pointed out above. Teachers should be 
researchers of their own practice. Thus teacher development programmes should train 
teachers in the skills of research, materials development and critical reflection. These 
programmes should emphasise much more time to be spent on practice in the 
classroom, and thus directly integrate theory and practice. 
Teacher development should entail self-development. It should not be understood as 
an activity by an outsider expert done to the teacher at some stage or other. Instead the 
teacher should take the initiative and responsibility for his or her own development. 
The Department of Education has acknowledged this view in terms of its programme 
for teacher appraisal (see ELRC, no date). 
Schools need to be equipped with basic resources to enable a creative teacher to 
develop teaching/learning materials. I know that the situation in most rural and semi-
rural schools is such that there is a lack of basic resources and poorly-trained teachers 
who have no skills to develop their own material s, and teach in a progressive way. In 
such situations teachers should be continually supported through textbooks and advice 
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as effective teacher development systems and services are made available to them. 
Potenza and Monyokolo (1999: 243) quote Kromberg (1993) emphasising the 
centrality of textbooks 'in educationally deprived contexts where the educators and 
learners have less capacity or confidence to venture beyond the safe boundaries of the 
printed word'. 
Teacher development should enable teachers to use alternative materials like print 
media texts. Besides being sign ificant in terms of relevance and authenticity, the print 
media texts can be used to confront situations where there is lack of resources. I have 
found print media texts to be a cheap resource (also see Sowetan Education, Friday 9 
March 2001). James (1998 pers. comm.) observes that it is easier for people to throw 
or give away newspapers than textbooks. 
Teachers need to be encouraged to work together as co-operation and integration of 
learning programmes by teachers of various learning areas is essential for liberatory 
teaching. Curriculum 2005 and OBE addresses this aspect by the principles of "macro 
and meso planning" . For example, the idea of media across the curriculum would be 
useful in the case of this research where the media texts would be fully exploited. I 
have made the point in 6.2. above that the skills the learners gained in the project 
could have been more developed had there been complementary working relations 
among teachers in this respect. The school organisation and ethos should thus be 
conducive to this. 
The situation in most schools needs to be improved if liberatory teaching is to 
succeed. It has been learnt in this research that liberatory teaching is premised on 
intrinsic motivation, responsibility and commitment by both teachers and learners. 
The Department of Education or relevant curriculum planning institutions should 
leave room for individual schools and teachers to select or develop their own 
materials relevant to their own situations. This should, however, be accompanied by 
clearly spe lt out guidelines. In situations where there is a need for textbooks, these 
should be supplied. 
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There should be vigorous monitoring of teaching and assessment processes and 
mechanisms to ensure quality in education practice. Perhaps effective national and 
provincial bodies responsible for assessment and quality assurance should be formed. 
In this regard there should be a change of attitude and mindset regarding 
examinations, especially for grade12. Where communities judge education on the 
basis of examination results alone (see Introduction) there is the danger of near-total 
disregard for creativity and innovation by classroom participants as teachers would be 
urged to teach for examination results rather than genuine pedagogic reasons. 
Continuous assessment is a requirement for Critical Pedagogy and OBE. This aspect 
has been discussed in chapter two. 
I would like to re-emphasise that the use of print media texts in a liberatory teaching 
situation requires creativity, innovation, commitment and, most importantly, skill by 
the teacher as an agent. 
I therefore I want to agree with the postulation by Potenza and Monyokolo (1999: 
237) that' given the poor quality of teacher training in this country, intensive teacher 
development is a priority if we are to develop the calibre of teachers required by 
OBE' . The same view is captured in Sowetan Education (March 9 200 I , p. I): 
With the introduction of outcome-based education, one of the major tasks 
facing the Government is to provide the teachers with the skills needed to 
implement the new system. 
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I:'-."TER\'IEW \YITH THE PRI\"CIPAL 
10/06199 
1. D: Hm, morning Mr. Khosa. I wani to a~k you about the, the school. 
Can you teli me "bout the history of the school ') 
2. Princip;d: Hm, the school started sometimes in 1992/93, when, eh, a 
need arose that, that a high school. that is. BBR high school had to be 
di\"ided into two sections, the junior section and the secondary section. 
And the s- the school was fomled at the time it \\"as called BBR Junio, 
Secondary School, as time \wnt by they decided to change the name 
of the school to PDM Secondary school. That is how the school came 
into ex.istence. 
3. D: Can you tell me about the earlier principals. your predecessors, that 
is? 
4. Prin: The first principal who formed the school was Mr. Dan Shiloana 
who is the present principal of HHD. And eh, later on eh Mr eh 
1\ashu DM was appointed as the principal, I later on joined him as a 
Deputy Principal of the school. . 
5. D: When were you first the eh, principal ofthe school? 
6. Prin: I have been appointed the principal of this school in 
1998 ... August - all along I was eh just eh acting principal in my 
capacity as deputy principal of this school. 
7. D: Can you tell us the highlights of this school? 
8. Prin: Well it's not an easy eh question to answer, but eh, we 
participated in eh Science Olympiad, where on two consecutive years 
our school managed to produce eh a number that was' much higher 
than eh other schoois in our are. \Ve managed to produce eh six 
students who qualified to get a bursary to go and attend at eh IX and 
Giyani high and from eh these schools who got reports that eh the 
students were doing very well. 
9. D: When was that? 
10. Prin: I am !lot very certain about the years eh, I need to go through the 
records. But, eh,it happened ehjust before 1994 and think in 1994. 
II.D: Can you tell us eh the ... the strengths and 1 or weaknesses of the 
school eh, and coupled with that tell us how the school is regarded by 
the community? 
12.Prin: Well, eh the the strength of the school is that eh there's a very 
strong bonding among eh educators (pause) that is eh one thing that 
makes things run very casy for us .. . it is true that there might be 
educators \\"ho ... are not eh (pause) pulling on the same strengths 
\\ith others but ... we've a greater !lumber of educators co-operating 
tryirrg their best to see that eh ever~1hing that is initiated is carried out 
to the full; but we don't have ell weaknesses in that we, are, we we \\e 
however do have eh students \vhose record perhaps is not very clear 
\\ho come from neighbouring villages who sometimes fin it very 
difficult to cope \\'ith our program here at school. 
19,D: Can \OU tell us about your classroom accommodation and relating 
this to your learner cIl\'ironment0 
20.Prin: Eh, \\'C ha\'e cll a school comprising of eight classrooms one of 
\\hich has been conwrted into staff room and an onice. \Ve 
accommodate our students in the remaining scven clo.ssrooms, 
Throughout the year the average per class has been hovering above 
si,,"t\' per classroom in e"ireme cases we don'r-have eh classes classes 
that can accommodate up to eighty, ninety pupils because parents 
insist that their children should be admitted in this institution. 
21.D: And then, how do vou describe vour workload? 
22 ,Prin: Eh, I would describe our workload as slightly above avcrage but 
eh because of eh subject- , different subject needs, there are some 
individual teachers who find themselves slightly overloaded than 
others, because the needs for individual subjects differ. But eh the 
workload is more or less slightly above average. 
23.D: You mentioned something about the students who can not write 
and suppose there are those who can't read also. Hm, do you have a 
library, here? 
24,Plin: We don't have a library. It is out of the interest of the individual 
teacher to encourage children to read but eh we also have a problem 
there because most of the children, eh, come from eh, disadvantaged 
background it's not easy for them to get books they so much need in 
order to improve their reading skills. 
25.D: Can you tell me about your curriculum, that is subjects offered and 
your fuhlre plans in terms of cumculum needs? 
26.Prin: Currently we, we have, eh three subjects streams. \Ve have the 
science stream, which comprises of eh languages and sciences, Maths, 
Physical Science and Biology. Vie have eh the general stream, which 
comprises of languages, History and Geography and the commercial 
stream, which comprises languages and commercial subjects: 
Accounting, Economics and Business Economics, We have been 
operating like that throughout or since the school started but it has 
been our intention to move away from SOIlJe of our streams because 
we realised that the students don't benefit much by pursuing such 
streams, Our intention is to introduce IlJore practical subjects, because 
\\"C realise most of our students would benefit from such practical 
subjects besides we see that some of the shldents will drop out before 
the~' even reach matric and we have decided to start \\'ith Computer 
Studies and in the ncar fuhlre we might even include electronics and 
practical Agriculture. 
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27.D: Still talking about that, \\"hat is the training and / or qualifications 
of your teachers') 
28.For ... eh, electronic' subjects we don't haye teachers who have 
qualified for that, as well as Computer Studies including the practical 
Agriculture that we would like to introduce in the near future . \Ve've a 
teacher who is highly qualified in that. 
29 .D: yenerally speaking hoy\" qualified \\ould you say your teachers 
are? 
3D.Prin: We got teachers who have a, eh ... (pa1lse) degrees in the 
subjects that they teach but eh we still have otliers who, eh, eh. just 
have the teachers diplomas. But I would say most teachers are busy 
studying to improve their qualifications. At this level I'll believe the 
teachers that we ha\'e at school are highly qualit'ied to teach at this 
institution, at this level. 
31.D: Still talking about the teachers can you tell me about relationships 
at school amongst staff members, and the teachers belonging to unions 
and their inyolvement in community structures? 
32.Prin: Hm, I'd say the involvement in community struchlres is fairly 
well. The teachers that we have are people who are active either in 
churches or other. eh, community projects. Though not all of them are 
involved, there are those who prefer to, eh to be involved in just eh 
activities than have no bearing to community projects. But there are 
those who are highly involved. But with regard to the relationships 
amongst themselves I'd say iI's quite normal. But, eh we do have 
some instances where there would be misunderstandings amongst 
teachers but they've never really created problems, they've always 
been problems that could be contained within the school environment. 
Well, with the relationship between the teachers and myself as the 
headmaster I can say the relationship is quite well. I get very good 
support from all the teachers if there could be other things that happen 
they are nonnal things that could happen in any situation. 
33.D: And, eh, how involvement is your parents - the parents to the 
learners and also their economic background':' 
34.Prin: At first we struggled to get most parents to be involved, there are 
parents who are concerned about the welfare of their children; and the 
relationship of such parents with the school is very good, but we do 
have, eh, parents who sometimes because of their backgrounds ""ho 
were not very supportive who were just dumping their kids to the 
teachers so that th<) teachers must just see what to do with the children. 
As time went by that type of perception is gradually changing ; for this 
year the SUppOD 1rom parents has been very good, though, eh, the 
parents still don't want to be full\' involycd in being ekctcd into ch 
positions for Inanngenlent purpo'ses, there are pare~ts \\'110 ,"VQuId say 
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we do not \\iant to be in those positiollS we can give you all the support 
you need whichever way without serving in the committees and so on. 
The perception is changing, more parents are now eh attending 
meetings and p<'1renls ,\vould not tum up. 
35.D: On the economic background of parents, generally speakingry 
36 .Prin: \Vell, um, our children come ii·om, um, backgrounds that can be 
clearly categorised into three. There are parents who can be regarded 
as parents who earn a little more, and there's a group \\·ho arc in the 
majority of parents \\"ho earn very, eh, or let mejust say, the middle 
class. they are in the majority, and we have got eh, after that group a 
group of eh childrezi who mere depends on their pension, eh, UIll, 
pension from grandmothers, some who don't have any assistance at 
all. . 
37.D: On your school policy, m:n, can you tell me about any policy 
regarding language; the language of communication at the school, 
language of learning ·i.e. in classroom and the question of language 
across the curriculum? 
38.Prin: Um, though this is not written down, we deliberated on it with 
teachers and they decided that our language of, eh, instruction should 
be English for reasons that are obvious in that most of the subjects 
they have to do are written in English and it would be to the children's 
interest that English be regarded as the medium of instmction at on 
institution and also medium of instruction in all other subjects. 
39.D: And amongst stQffmembers which language, announcement of 
results, discussion~, in the staff room, staff meetings, which language 
have you agreed on? 
40.Prin: Um, in stlill'meetings we conduct our discussions in English, 
um, we are from diHerent backgrounds and to be accommodating, 
English, um, is that language, eh, um, which knows no boundary. So, 
we we do have instances where we do in our communicate in our 
different languages. 1- it's not something that is written down as I 
say, but eh we, we have a that unspoken agreement, eh, to, to, to 
conduct our discussions in English. When announcements are made 
sometimes they are done in English and sometimes we also include 
eh, vernacular; maybe to emphasise a certain aspect. 
41 .D: What are you doing to make sure that teachers teach through 
English? Urn., and that when they communicate, say in the classroom 
even in the stuff room they speak in English? 
42.Prin: In the staff room it is not, eh. enforced; the teachers practically 
on their own they can communicate in Engl ish or anv language that 
they like. the only time when it is binding is when we have our formal 
meetings so it is not. is not easv to cnforce that in the classroom the:, 
should be teaching everything in English. But 1 think they have an 
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obligation in that they are not going to set their papers in vernacular. 
But they are going to set in English, that is what forces them to teach 
in English. 
43.D: Do YOll, do you have a specified teaching method at the school f(.1f 
all the teachers. do you leave it to individual teachers to decide how he 
or she teaches? 
44.Prin: \Ve, eh, leave it to each individual teacher to decide how he or 
she teaches, but sometimes when \ye rcview how ,\·e approach certain 
things there are proposals that are sometimes accepted by the teachers 
when they are presented. 
45.D: What are your views OBE or Outcomes Based Education? \Vhat is 
your understanding there? 
46 .Prin: My understanding of this topic is very limited more especiallY 
1'm an old teacher; I, I haven't listened or seen OBE, eh, practically 
anywhere and yy- you know I got that general feeling that everybody 
has when a new thing comes into existence; you view it with 
suspicion, but from what I hear from people and some cuttings that I 
sometimes, eh, see in newspapers I, I think it would be a, a good · 
system if implemented correctly. 
47.D: What is your view about group works in the classroom? 
48.Prin: Group work is, ell, very good in most cases Llat's an easier way 
of even reaching children who'd otherwise not eh participate or that is 
an easier "'lay of eh even carrying on board children who are slow 
because if they interact in a group sometimes that student gets free to 
communicate, eh, with peers which would otherwise not be the case it~ 
eh, the other, eh, method is used. 
49.D: Do you sometimes have some staff seminars or staff debates or 
subjects meetings? 
SO.Prin: Subject meetings we, we do have, but with, eh, staff debates, 
they're quite informal, they only arise when some, someone initiates, 
they they just happen spontaneously. I wouldn't say it's something 
that we do formally. 
51.D: I want to get your opinions about the teacher I'm going to work 
with. TO, on personal note as well as on professional note. 
52.Prin: On, urn, on the professional level TO is eh highly energetic, he 
reads a lot, he is very critical, he is always eh trying to get better ways 
of carrying out his duty and I believe he is the one who is trying to 
motivate the other teachers to improve on their methods. He always 
SPeaks out \.\'hen he discovers sonl€:thing nc\\". And on the soci2.1 Of 
personal level I find him to be a very interesting person to, to be with 
because he is always focused on progress. A- as a person he has his 
0\\11 eh shortcomings but on the whole he is a ycry fine person to to 
\\ 'nrl· " ,it}, 
•• '-' ~ l'k ..... Ui. 
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53 .D: I've noted he's very interesting and working hard. But, eh, what do 
you think are those shortcomings that you could easily describe? 
54.Prin: He-he's a shortcomings, urn, the way I see him is that, urn, he-e-
e (pause) gets irritated very easily ... more especially if a person, ugh, 
does or says something that is not based on fact. He is very 
argumentative and he prefers to have an argument on something until 
he tinderstands. Ifhe fails to understand what the.other person's point 
of view is, he sometimes gets angry because he is a person of; urn, I 
would say he's very very sure of himself ' 
55.D: I have noticed quite often that TO is not, eh, present in the school 
due to other commitments outside the school. What is your view about 
that? 
56.Prin: .. Eh, oflate he has been in a number of projects, I, I, I wouldn't 
say he is absent on most eh occasions, it was it's just his involvement 
in these projects that demanded his presence on a few or a number of 
days at a go; but eh, TO is highly involved in, eh, community 
activities, itjs not just that he is interested in running away from 
school to attend his personal activities. When he is, eh, at work he 
covers very large ground. I have no ill-feelings when he goes away 
because I know his students are always abreast of; eh, the syllabus. 
57.D: Do you often, or do you check his work in terms of preparations, 
daily preparations and work programmes; monthly or yearly work 
programmes? 
58.Prin: We, we are in the process of trying to get, eh, tliat process back 
on track. You'll agree with me that the issue of preparations being 
checked by other teachers was something that was totally rej ected by 
certain teacher formations. It is only now that that issue has been 
discussed fuil), and up till now there is still resistance from some 
teachers maintaining that they wouldn't like to get their work 
inspected. But here at school there is, eh, general consensus or 
agreement that eh such preparations should, should be done and 
should be inspected, So, I, I'd say I haven't checked his work only 
because I, I do no want to; but in most cases he, he presents to me 
what he intends doing and, eh, he actually gets me involved in letting 
me see what, eh, the outcome of his, eh, eh his work with students are. 
59.D: Okay ... (pmlse) so, what is your personal opinion about, eh, 
teachers who don't prepare their work in terms of written 
preparations; written work programmes? 
60.Prin: From, ugh, from a practical point it is something that is not, eh, 
eh, ugh, good when a teacher doesn't do preparations; like if you take 
for example, if that teacher should fall ill or should be away from 
school, if; if some eh someone is appointed to ta.\:e over from that 
teacher it becomes very eh problematic. Besides, it-tt's always good 
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that a person should have a plan of action, so that you know exactly in 
which direction you are going and how you'll be able to carry out your 
plan, so without any preparation I don't see teachers succeeding very 
much in doing what they have to do. , 
61.D: And what do you think, urn, like, teachers who don ' t honour their 
classes and who, urn, usually don't attend school? What do you think 
shol)ld be done? 
62.Prin: Yeah, I'm, I'm not very certain what, what should be done; but 
eh I believe in conscientizing a person; I, I believe that if a person is 
conscious that it's the child ' s life that is at stake, that any time that has 
been allocated to teaching should be liS ed, ell, fTIlitfully, and that, eh, a 
person should not really, eh, ugh, ugh, sorry, the person should not 
really want to, to be dogged around, to, to do his work. I feel irs 
something that should not be encouraged at all. I cannot prescribe 
what, ell, methods should be introduced to stop teachers, eli, who are 
not honouring, eh, their periods. 
63.D: How do you see your role as principal or headmaster of the school? 
64.Prin: Eh, I, I personally see my role as a teacher first,. in that eh I'd 
like teachers to view me as a teacher, no much different from what 
they are, and I'd like to see them doing exactly what they have to do. 
And I think as a principal I have the role to spell out what is expected 
of the teachers and I think as partners who must manage the the school 
they must also indicate what they expect from me as eh principal. So 
together we can all have inputs on how the school should should be 
TIlIl, what should be done, the do's and the don'ts and eh all the house 
TIlles should should be spelled not only by the principal or the 
department, but I think by all the teachers. 
65.D: Ugh-m, as a leader ofthe school what are your goals? 
66.Prin: My, eh, my personal goals as a leader is to make this school one 
of the best schools in the province, (pause) or in in South Africa I 
would say, by way of getting students to ... to perform. I I personally, 
eh, believe education is not something that can only be reflected by, 
eh, results but I believe education should be eh, e}..1:emally visible. A 
person who is well educated should be able to stand out in in in a 
group and you could even without subjecting to testing. So that is 
what I believe this school should become. 
67.D: What are you doing to achieve this? 
68.Prin: Well, eh, there a quite a number of things that we we we do 
amongst others is to ... try' and motivate teachers to try and let them 
see we can't keep on doing things that was done in the past without 
verifying whether these things will will be of help to to the students or 
not; like, eh, for instance, discouraging teachers from, eh (pause) 
engaging in activities that would not benefit students in eny way; like 
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letting children stand out of class when they are late or sending 
children out of class when they've misbehaved ... II think we have 
debates on such topics and I am pleased that eh the teachers begin to 
see things in the same light. We also engage in activities like, we we 
we involve our children in activities like drama, readathons are 
activities we do annually; We'd like, eh, these shldents to participate 
fully, and, eh, even contribute and even in the case of drama they also 
contribute in the types of plays that they should, eh be engaged in, and 
in the case of readathons they have to stand onthat particular big day 
and read, eh, articles from newspapers or books of their own choice. I 
I believe those are some of the activities that we do to try and achieve 
that goal. 
69 .D: How do you maintain discipline at the school? 
70.Prin: .Eh, discipline is a collective eh, thing, in that eh we've got LRC 
in place, eh, that eh assists in eh in maintaining discipline. We've got 
teachers and as principal I, I monitor that all the things that we have 
been spelled out by the students, by provincial education's policy and 
. all the things that are included in the South African Schools Act that 
are eh not supposed to be done by both teachers and students, we 
communicate that message to all the people involved, and jointly we 
try to to implement all those things that have been out lined in those 
things that I have mentioned. 
71.D: A:; a manager ofthis school, how do, how can you describe your 
management style? 
72.Prin: Ahh, I'd say my management style is a mixture of both a laissez-
jaire; and eh, a sprinkling of a, (pause) I'd say a little bit of autocracy 
is sometimes necessary, but it's basically, eh, laissezjaire. 
73.D: Do you think it is important to adopt that attitude? 
74.Prin: I, I personally believe you allow people to have a breathing 
space more especially in educational matters; you-you, you are not 
alone, you do not own the school, the school belongs to the people. 
So, if you allow teachers to take part in the, in the administration some 
of the things, eh, are sorted out much easier; but there are certain eh 
aspects where, as a manager, you need to be eh autocratic because if 
you democratise everything, then, there is a tendency by teachers to 
take advantage, when eh everything is very lax. 
75.D: Can one say there is, there is an element of fear, to come, to take a 
lead as a, the manager of the school? 
76.Prin: I, I, I do not have, um that fear, when decisions have to be 
carried as, and say there are certain decisions that, urn, have to be 
taken by the manager of the school with eh the management 
committee, even if the decision might be eh unpleasant to the teachers, 
if it is necessary that that decision should be taken, has to be taken; I I 
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don't feel intimidated. I, I, I have a good working relationship with um 
the teachers so that any misunderstanding is easily, um, cleared even if 
the decision has been an individual decision that I have taken, I can 
al ways explain to them why the decision has been taken. 
77.D: so, you've got a management committee; how is it constihlted? 
78 .Prin: The management committee comprise of; eh, the head of 
department, and, um, senior teachers; by senior teachers here I mean 
teachers who have been merited and they are getting remunerated for 
for that; they, they assist with management. 
79.D: Teachers, here, have impressed me as professional. They're always 
working and committed. How do you motivate them? 
80.Prin: Well, eh, the motivation stems not only from, eh, the principal as 
a head, it stems alsp from them, eh, they are self-motivated because 
before we start with our programmes for the year we, we sit and 
discuss and spell out what.our rnodl.ls operandi should be ... and 
because that is not something that has been given to them, it is 
something they have creat.ed, unlike if you, you come and spell out 
what they should do, they think they have not had a share in the 
creation of that kind of; eh, modus operandi, but here in our case we 
spell out who is going to do what and how everything is going to be 
done jointly as, urn, as a staff. I believe that is what, eh motivates 
them, eh much more and I cannot hide the fact that I support all the 
teachers in all the activities. I think that also gives them motivation; 
there is no project which any teacher can do where ifthere are 
problems I'd not be involved, I'm always involved and whatever they 
do if they succeed it is made known to other members of staff. We , we 
encourage one another in that way. 
81.D: If a teacher applies for a post at your school,.. what do you look 
for in that teacher? 
82.Prin: Hmn, firstly, I believe, urn, that we will agree as eh teachers 
what our, our needs are: And the teachers will indicate what is 
expected from such a person. And because I am engaged in, urn, 
training these teachers to develop as senior teachers as time goes on I 
allow them to, to sit and stmcture the questionnaire, I only intervene 
to assist them where questions are not properly stmctured, but, eh, the 
senior teachers together with members of teacher formations sit 
around and spell out what they expect from such a teacher and when 
we have finalised everything it's then that we can put up our 
advertisement and in in that teacher if the teacher comes, he will face a 
panel that will comprise of; eh, teachers from teacher formations, 
members of, um, the management; not necessarily eh the principal. 
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83.D: But, if you had your way, you surely have personal preferences as 
such about a teacher, personally what are you looking for in a teacher 
who you believe should join your ... your staff? 
84.1, I, I personally would like to have, urn, a person who is, urn, open-
minded, who would not take anything lying down because it becomes 
very difticult if you have, um, teachers, who, who, who are apathetic, 
who, who would just agree with everything as long as it is said by the 
principal. I, I, I would actually like to work with, urn, a person who is, 
urn, assertive, who would not be afraid to indicate that, um, I am 
wrong it: urn, I have done something wrong. J, .J, I'd look for a teacher 
who, urn, is assertive, urn, who knows, urn, what is needed in a school, 
or in, in the subject for which he has to be appointed. . 
85.Hmn, let me say ... ask this question: Do you have a time register? 
86 .We do have a, a time register, but, urn, the teachers, urn-urn" urn, since 
stopped signing it, not, not, not that, urn, the time register is not t,here; 
but that there is that influence of; urn, eh, teacher organisations who'd 
say no it's not necessary this, why sign it when the principal can see 
you are present everyday. Eh, so there's, urn, generally that feeling. 
among teachers that it's time-consuming to, to have a time-book, 
because we don't have a problem at school of teachers absenting 
themselves unnecessarily or coming late unnecessarily, but there are 
others who have a problem with keeping time. 
87.D: So, how do you think this could be resolved? 
88.Prin: 1.t: perhaps, teacher organisations encourage their members to be 
on time, it, it, we, we, we are at the mercy of teacher organisations 
because if a teacher comes late and you decide to take a particular 
action; you ... you end up picking up problems with that person. But it 
is something that I feel; I'm, I'm personally very time- conscious, I 
come to school very early and leave very late. So, I am not pleased 
with teachers who are coming very late. I personally would prefer to 
try and motivate those teachers who are late-comers, encourage them 
to observe time. 
89.D: Hmn, let us part this, urn, idea about teachers, let me ask you about 
your policy regarding tests and assignments. 
90.Prin: We, hm, we, we have individual subject, urn, policies. But as J 
have said it, it is not easy to monitor this because that culture of non-
preparation has been prevalent for very long, for a, for a very long 
time, we need to tackle this issue ... um, carefully. We have currently 
tried to set up, urn, subject committees; at, urn, circuit level and our 
teachers are participating in some, urn, of those committees. Our, our 
intention was just to try and fonnulate subject policies that would be 
common to all the schools and eventually move on to write common 
examinations which, which will encourage teachers to cover the same 
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ground inespective of the school where they come from. So, at, urn, 
school level, those subject committees have not been properly 
formulated, there are, urn, subjects that have policies that are well-
formulated, but in other subjects those policies are non-, urn, existent. 
91.D: Hm, do those subjects include English, those subjects that don't 
have that policy? 
92.Prin: English does have a policy, and with, with, with regards to tests 
we have agreed that we'd have eh common tests every, urn, quarter, 
where we would even, urn, bring out progress reports which will be, 
urn, such progress are discussed with, urn, the,' .the parents. But on, 
urn, every, urn, I mean, on a monthly basis, each individual subject, 
urn, eh, has to get a date on which, urn, a class test is written, that has 
not, urn, since, been, urn, properly controlled, but, eh, the general, eh, 
approach is that every month a test is written even if the progress is 
not out, but every qilarter a test is written, and a progress report is 
compiled which is discussed with the parent. 
93 .D: Some of the learners, especially in grade 10 B, have impressed me 
as very very c9mpetent in the use of English; what do you ascribe this 
to? 
94 .Prin: I, I, I, I would ascribe that to the effort of ,urn, urn, the English 
teachers in particular, and to (pmlse) urn, the cultural organiser who 
(pause) ... involved these students in activities such as dmma, where 
drama and debates where these children have an opportunity to test 
their ability on the language but we also tried to indicate to, to the 
students as well as to the parents that there is no magic in, urn, 
learning a particular language. If a person doesn't pmctice speaking 
there is no way in which the person can just read and be able to speak; 
so we encourage, urn, our students to speak the language as much as 
they clm. 
9S.D: I'm trying .. . I'm trying this project on media, or the use of media, 
print media in the English teaching classroom; urn, what, what are the 
chances of you implementmg a broader media programme in, in the 
school? 
96.Prin: Eh, I, I, I think the chances are very great, besides the, the 
English teacher is co-ordinating that and our, our, our students have 
really enjoyed themselves in that programme where they, urn, were 
allocated positions that existed in the media and they had to go out and 
look for information and come and report to, to, to the class, because 
they do it on their own and because they have to impress in the class, I 
find it very exci-exciting and I still believe that, urn, the use of media 
in English teaching would be a very great help to the students. 
97 .D: Let us turn to the usc of newspapers in particular, do you sec a 
newspaper as an important educational tool? 
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98.Prin: I see a newspaper as very important, more especially, in a 
newspaper you get people who have written articles, using different 
styles, different approaches, and, besides; with our local newspapers, 
Sowetan, and, lim, Citl' ... Citv Press there are educational, um, 
- - , 
materials that are included with these newspapers. If our students get 
used to reading these newspapers they will benefit because most of 
these articles are written, urn, with the student in mind, so the 
language that is used is within reach of these, urn, students. 
99.D: Okay, hm, can you tell me how effective your SGB is, can you 
share with us your experiences, problems encountered if ever, eh, with 
the SGB? 
100. Prin: Well, urn, our SGB is always present when, um, they are 
needed to attend to meetings; they initiate some of the things that have 
to be, to be done. It has not been easy because our former School 
Governing Body comprised mainly of teachers from .other schools, 
and. parents who were working very far, who, who could not be with 
us when, when meetings were held. But, but, eh recently we have put 
in place, or the parents put in place parents who are always available, 
but I still feel there is a lot of training that still needs to be done, and I 
still feel that the period, um, that the School Governing Body has to 
serve in a school is rather too short because there is no continuity; by 
the time that a parent whose child is at our school ... (pause) by, by the 
time that parent gets used to doing what he has to do the kid has 
passed and that parent no longer qualifies to be a member of the 
School Governing Body; and it is very difficult to come by parents 
who have been trained eh, who have benefited from the training 
provided by the government. So, the, the problems experienced are 
basically those problems that you sometimes have to go on with a 
meeting even if you do not form a quorum; if you have to take urgent 
decisions you sometimes have to take them without the chairperson 
and only inform him ofthe decisions you have taken, later on. So, I, I, 
I find this system of school governance to be very good, but, eh, 
sometimes it can cause very serious delays, even on very simple 
matters. You might find that it becomes very difficult for you. to carry 
on with something because you are waiting for the chairperson to 
come and give his approval. But I think if it is altered in a particular 
way to, to suit the situation; then it is a very good system, for '" urn, 
school governance. 
101. D: Perhaps in conclusion, what, what do you think the, the teachers 
view this programme which I am busy with, like? 
102. Prin: Well, urn, I, I cannot really say how they see this programme 
because .. . urn, they keep a distance, but, eh, from how I know them, I 
know that once TO, who is the English teacher is involved in 
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something, they, they knO\,\' that, um, it, it, it's something that wilL 
urn, benefit the children, even if they do not know what is it that is 
being discussed, but, urn, I think they view what is being done in very 
positive light. 
103 . . D: Thank you very much for, for your time, we'11 try tt-, um, to try 
to cover other issues next time. 
104. Prin:Thankyou. 
105. D: Alright. 
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I APPEl'\DIX TO I I 
I" Inteniew "'ith TO (The English TeaCher) 
DL: Hm, TO, I would like you to tell me about your English Language 
background. I 
TO: Eeeh, English language background ... are you saying where it doth 
started, or where I started having interest? 
DL: In'terms of your eh training or how; what led you to having eh ... eh, 
such convincing language competence? 
TO: O-okay, I, I think eh, my, my, my interest ... started in high school, 
urn, when I was doing Std 6 ... eh, maybe that could be attributable to the 
teacher who was teaching us English. So, it started from high school and 
eh when I passed my matric eh, I went to the university I felt that 
whatever I shall .be pursuing, English should be one of the courses that I 
should be studying. _ . 
DL: How do ... you describe the way the teacher you, you, you, you so 
much admire taught you? 
IC: Nimm, we;;' en in a, in a, in a sense you know the teacher was nOl 
'2ivtWa\\~ t\\'at'l'<X'f close to us, eh, but, eh we heard from our brothers and 
sisters that he was a good teacher and eh we like went to school with this 
idea that there was this teacher who was very good at English and eh 
when we were introduced to him that he will be the one who will be 
teaching us we were so fascinated but in most instances he would not be, 
not coming to the class and eh, when he came to the class, well we 
enjoyed the lessons but eh he was more like a teacher who was eh I 
would say bragging with the language, you know, eh he was ... more 
sho\\y in his language but you know, as, as, as Afiican if one may be 
politically correct now as African as he, have eh such a eh convincing 
command of the language and from that eh we like started to develop an 
interest in the language. 
DL: Hmn, did you understand him, though, when he was bragging with 
the language? 
TO: At, at times he would just be talking to people who were, like, just 
fascinated even though we, we couldn' t understand what he was saying 
eh but eh we were so inquisitive and eh, we used to ask and developed 
our own, like vocabulary books. You know, eh, but you, you know, so 
everyday it's like he would bring new terms, vocabularies, expressions 
like that, hmn. 
DL: You surely picked that up from, from him; do, did that get 
transferred to your teaching? 
TO: Ja ... hmn, that actually transferred to my teaching, eh, 'cause one 
holds the belief that eh you. you. you, you have to bring in something, 
ytJu kIltJW, 11ew ttl the learI1t:r~, but that ~11tJulcl be ~Cll11cthil1g that actually 
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relates to, to, to their experiences but actually learners should be actually 
like exposed things that, that are new ... 
DL: Would you ... like, explain how he taught you in class? 
TO: Eeh ... 
DL: the, the method, that is. 
I 
TO: He, he, he was a grammarian in a, in a sense, he would eh, subject us 
under ngorous grammatical structures where he would say eh ... tell us 
that there are twelve tenses in English and would give us a sentence in a 
simple present and we'll have to eh translate that into the past, future 
tenses ... and all that. One sentence will be, you know, translated into all 
those tenses. Now he, he was much more eh, eh a grammar, a grammar 
fan. 
DL: Hmn, about your training as a language teacher? Tell me about your 
training. 
TO: Hmn, with;·with, with the training it's like eh I, I, I never had ... a 
chance of like ... poetry, but I learned novels and, like, plays. When I 
went to the university, eh, in my first year I was introduced to Practical 
Criticism and poetry; that actually fascinated, fascinated me, eh 'cause 
now I started to develop an interest in, in poetry where so much could be 
expressed in very condensed manner and that actually allowed one to, to, 
to be critical and to discuss his or her perception; I think in, in a sense 
my, my, my training at the university was, was like we were just left for 
our own de ... to our own devices to just explore and find things much 
more by ourselves than you know being refrained from ex-
experimenting, eh, with the language. 
DL: About, eh, language eh per se, did you have a language component 
in your university training? 
TO: Eeh, the, the, the language component; we were introduced to that at 
course 3 level; hmn the, the there was not a conscious effort to, to teach 
us like grammar or language. It, it was more based on theory and theory 
of practical criticism and it was more literature-laden than language-
based, but from course 3 we were, again one, one was introduced to, to, 
to the grammar ... and language aspects and further when one was 
pursuing an honours degree we were like eh, reintroduced to, eh 
grammar. 
DL: And, eh you, you, you trained also professionally as a teacher. 
TO: Yes, I did. Eh, ja when one was doing English Methodology that's 
where also one was conscientised to, to language aspects and also eh, 
trained into understanding, you know, the person with whom you are 
communicating eh that that in itself actually made one to be aware that eh 
you know (cough) language is not just (cough) there to be used for one to, 
to, to display his, his linguistic proficiency or skills but it's there as a 
communicative tool and eh you should always eh have a choice of diction 
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that would land itself to the person with whom you are talking. So, I think 
in, in, in langue- in language eh methodology or teaching that actually 
helped in, in trying to, to see the significance of the language. 
DL: Wh- when YOU were still a student at the universitv what other 
aspects relating -to teaching did you engage ):ourself in? 
TO: Hm, I, I happened to be a, a tutor when I was doing my honours , 
degree. Eh, ... that, I think, it helped because eh that's where one was 
you know, exposed to, to these people eh doing different courses; like 
we'd have shldents coming from faculty oflaw, faculty of sciences and 
all, all these other faculties where English was done just as an ancilliary 
course but that was necessary to their, to their ... core eh (pause) 
DL: curriculum. . 
TO: curriculum. So, that actually helped one to, to understand that 
language is so broad that... you'd have to understand the register that is 
used in different eh professions ... that, um, law has its own legal jargon or 
parlance .. and science has got its own ... you know, that actually helped 
one like sort ofto, to broaden his, his understanding oflanguage and how 
language can be used as a powerful tool to persuade people to, to do . 
things even those that they don't want to do. 
DL: What sort oflanguage methods or methodologies do you think you' 
were exposed to in your training as a language teacher? to? We were 
given like all the methods; we were ... (pause) taught the grammar 
TO: Eh, the, the, the methods that we were exposed -translation method, 
communicative approach, eh ... (pmlse) but eh one was more like in . 
favour of the communicative method after looking at this grammar-
translation method and all these methods which we were' exposed to 
... Hmn for, for, for the reason that eh (pause) language basically its, it's, 
it's more for communication, although there is non-verbal 
communication but I, I, I felt more aligned to communicative approach 
than any other method we were exposed to. 
DL: Hm, your understanding of communicative approach; what do you 
think it entails? 
TO: Hmn, the communicative eh has as its one of its premises that eh 
people should be able to, to explore with the language without, you know, 
eh conscious intervention or being limited that as peopie begin to expiore, 
experience with the language, language would, would, would gnidually 
become part of their, their ... language eh, eh ... (pause) capacity,you 
know. So, in a sense my understanding of communicative approach is 
that eh, urn, people should be let to experience or experiment with the 
language. 
DL: Your attitude to the teaching of grammar? 
TO: My attitude to the teaching of grammar ... um ... it's ... it's, of course 
n-nn .. . negative, you know. Eh, (pause) eh because, urn, unless if you 
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are ... you want to train, you know, linguists you know who would like to 
go deeper into the, the linguistic aspects and terminology of the language, 
you know, showing how the language functions, you know eh, I, I, I, I'm 
not actually one who ah ah espouse to the grammar, grammar like 
translation method or grammar ... ah, the teaching of grammar. 
DL: Eh, according to the syllabus you've got some poems to teach, 
novels or even plays to teach; eh in addition to language, how much 
language teaching do you do during your school activities? 
TO: Hmn, well, I think in, in, in whatever I'm engaged in all the aspects 
you have mentioned I think I. .. I teach language in, in the sense that 
because we're using the.language to learn literature, to learn poetry eh the 
language its is being used, you know, throughout, eh but it's just that our, 
our main focus is not much more on looking at the grammar aspects. We 
do talk about you know, grammar aspects eh but we never go deeper into 
like, the technicalities, ja, if there would be like a concord mistake or 
some other things; and fortunately some of these mistakes which are there 
are even picked up by learners that this does not make sense you know, I 
think it will make sense when it, and you'd find that, like, they, they are, 
like, bringing one to the aspect of grammar, you know, then we would in 
that instance maybe deal with, with grammar thatja here it should have 
been, like, this you know and all that but we never go deeper into looking 
at grammar per se. 
DL: Surely, that can be picked by brighter students. How do you deal 
with those who are not able to pick that one up? 
TO: Ja, well, eh those other students who pick it up are ones at that 
moment ww- who'd be forced to, to look at that which students have 
picked and try to bring in eh the; the, the grammar aspect, you know, eh 
explaining perhaps why maybe there is a discord, why maybe the 
sentence structure it's not, urn, like making sense, going to the 
punctuations and all that. Eh, it, it's like it's, it's not something that one 
would sit down and say today I'm going to, to offer a lesson on, on, on 
this grammatical aspect. .. eh, I find, you know, taking much of; of the 
time and eh, when I look at, you know, it's ... it's ... the benefits thereof; I, 
I, I find that people who are, are also perhaps exposed to grammar aspects 
still commit (pause) some grave (word inaudible) mistakes, eh than 
perhaps people who just experimenting with the language and talking, 
and eh you know, than to me I don't think, like if I were to go deeper into 
grammar I would I would help people to be communicatively competent 
eli but perhaps I would be cOliscientising students to, to be more 
conscious about eh, eh, identifYing errors that when one speaks like this 
no it's shouldn't be like but as to whether those who are good at picking 
up errors would be fluent or competent I have my reservations. 
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DL: And eh, before I can talk to you about language issues in your own 
classroom, I would like to ask you about the school language policy; is 
there any written or agreed-upon school language policy? 
TO: At some stage we once grappled with this issue of eh language 
policies, school language policy, although we didn't come to eh ... 
(pause) conclusion in terms of what should be our language policies 
because eh there were those people who, who felt that, you know, hmn, 
the three languages, English, Afrikaans and, and, and Xitsonga eh should 
be ... eh should be taught, you know, as to which should be the language 
policy we, we, we had serious debate about that arid we did not finally 
come to what is .. . actually our school policy. And that issue is still 
hanging right now ... we, we, we don't precisely have written document 
with regard to our school policy. 
DL: In other words, one can use either of the three languages, eh, at 
sch 001, eh, for whatever reason? 
TO: Ja,eh in principle it. it, it, it's like that although eh, one has. has, has 
made it his responsibility if not an obligation for the learners with whom 
I'm in touch that, they should use English not only in the classroom but 
even eh outside the classroom eh that would actually help them even in 
understanding a ... other subjects which are, are mainly offered in, in 
English. 
DL: So, you teach exclusively in English? 
TO: Ja, I, I, I teach exclusively in English, although some, sometimes I do 
explain concepts in, in moth- mother tongue more especially I want ... I 
really that they don't understand, eh, I simply revert to mother tongue to 
explain the concept, so as to, to help them have a, say, perhaps eh, eh, eh 
a concept, a comprehension of the concept maybe under discussion. 
DL: How do teachers of other subjects, say in Biology, History, and so 
on, teach? Do they use English or do they use mother tongue? 
TO: I made a personal survey, eh, asking learners, hmn, as to whether 
teachers are using English in the subjects, and eh I also asked some 
teachers whether they use English. Now I, I took the, the reasons or 
statements that were given by the teachers, eh, vis-a.-vis statements that 
were given by the learners and only to find that there were disparities; 
some teachers would personally say to me that they are using English 
whereas the statement or the evidence from the learners is saying that that 
they are not using English, eh, and, and some learnn-, and, and not that I 
believe learners more than teachers, but some learners would say that, 
you know, this teacher teaches us in vernacular. 
DL: So, many teachers teach in vernacular? 
TO: Ja, many teachers are, are more of. .. vernacular; they are saying. of 
course, that perhaps he would start the first five or ten minutes of his 
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lesson, lesson in English, and suddenly it's, it's like it comes naturally 
that the teacher will be tune to, to, to mother tongue or vemac. 
DL: Okay, I can see that most of your classes are like crammed up with 
desks. Urn, how'd, how do you teach them when they are so 
overcrowded? I 
TO: Hmn, I've, I've, I've been trying to explore different eh, e, eh, 
techniques, you know, sometimes when I ... it depends on what am I 
teaching that day. Eh, I sometimes divide them into groups for instance if 
there is an issue that they have to discuss in groups. Sometimes I divide 
them into rows if! come up with maybe a topic, eh, where they, they'd 
have to eh discuss and take positions, I'll di- I will divide them into like 
rows. But I, I'm more of. . . (pause) person who favours co-operative, co-
operative learning where learners have to share and, arid not actually 
learners exposing, you know, thems~lves how much they know. I, I, I do 
promote, you know, individualism but th.at should be looked within the 
context of; you know, inter-dependence that learning together, 
communally, co-operatively so ... 1:.. that's actually what helps me 
sometimes to, to, to teach where I divide them into groups and I have 
even a list oflearners who have been divided into groups. 
So, you have permanent groups? 
TO: Ja, I have, I have permanent groups although one, one doesn't stack, 
stick, I mean, to those groups; sometimes the situation in the classroom 
warrants that, you know, they, they do not, like, be in their groups. Eh, so 
there is a flexibility, but the groups are there on paper that these people 
are divided into groups, in, in assignment writing, of c'ourse, they'll be 
writing their work in groups' but where sometime~ we are discussing the 
topic that actually emerged maybe from magazine or print media we will, 
like, sometimes allow them to, to be together and, and they discuss. 
DL: So, you say you sometimes use the articles from magazines or print 
media? 
TO: Ja, I do, mostly I, I, I use, I use actually print media in teaching the 
language. 
DL: Tell me how do you go about it? 
TO: Hmn ... (pause), well, eh .. . when I, I, I read newspapers or magazines 
(cringing noise as the door is being opened) and I find a story that eh to 
me it's it's appealing 'cause well I read extensively, I'd go maybe to a 
classroom and ask them whether they've perhaps they've seen eh an 
article in the magazine or they'Ve heard about something and if they say 
we have heard about that sometimes I'd just try to find out from them 
how much do they know ... um, as to whether they read that or they heard 
other people and eh, if maybe I realise that there's an interest I would 
bring maybe the issue or sometimes I go with the publication or an article 
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and we start exploring on that and looking at ,eh, we will be looking at 
language and even the issue itself and how that actually relates to us; eh 
as, as teachers and students, and as well as citizens in our community. 
DL: Group work. Tell me about your understanding of group work in 
classroom language teaching. 
TO: la, hmn with, with group '\fork I, I've noticed that eh lea- learners 
develop at a very different pace some actually are, are, are fast learners 
maybe because of their backgrounds or maybe because of the schools that 
they've been exposed to ... I don't know, now with, with group work to 
me it, it helps me sometimes for other learners to, to pick up those that 
are slow and at the same time I've, I've, I've noticed and acknowledged ' 
that group work also has, you know, the negative sides that sometimes 
those who are, are very good will, will trample upon those who are not 
perhaps are, are not as good eh, but I, although there are those negatives I 
favour more group work because I, I, I believe that, eh, there are more 
advantages than disadvantages in group work. 
DL: Hmn, you've been with, with me the, the past few days trying this 
issue of teaching through a media article, print media article; how do you 
think, urn, the response of the learners is to the project? 
TO: I think eh the response eh thus far has been positive. Eh, in the, in the 
sense that the, the articles, hm, do not actually leave learners, like, eh, 
isolated from issues that are happening in the country or in the society at 
large ... so, (pause) the articles actually keep learners on track of what, 
what, what things are happening around and it also eh gives them, like, an 
understanding of; of, of broader issues in, in, in the society ... Eh, to, to me 
I think teaching through the media it's, it's, it's one of the best or 
invaluable methods that some teachers, you know, could ever, ever find. 
DL: Hmn, urn, looking at the situation at your school, what do you think 
the chances are for a broader media project to be implemented to the 
school; not only that small group that I'm busy with. Ell, looking at, like, 
issue of the co-operation of the principal and many other aspects. What 
chances do you think are there for, for media project to be adopted at the 
whole school broadly? 
TO: la, I, I, I think eh this, this could help a lot and eh looking at our 
principal as a person more responsive and accommodative in terms of 
things that will always benefit the learners. Eh, and now looking at how 
the learners; 'cause sometimes outside this project I, I do talk to them and 
I ask them as to whether do they find it interesting or fun and eh, most of 
them fortunately have been saying to me that it' s, it's interesting, it's fun 
and eh, they'd love to, you know, go through, you know, media because 
to them, some of them are saying because they don't have newspapers at 
home but they learn through the, the articles from media, they, they turn 
to, to have this information, you know, through learning as though it's 
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part of them; so in a way to them it exposes them to broader things and to 
be knowledgeable about things; so, if; if eh, we could eh get an 
opportunity to set up eh a media project I, I think that it, it'd improve eh 
I many learners', you know, eh situation in more especially the learning 
activity in the learning area we are busy with . 
DL: TO, thanks very much I'll keep talking to you about this. 
TO: Okay, no, you're welcome. 
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2uJ interview with TO (The English teacher) 
DL: TO: I want you to comrr:.er:t or give comme~t t:bot.."t your feelings O~ views about 
la!'lguage tep..crung, U.I.1, more espedalty rege:.rding the use ofm-cdia in English 
Lenguage teaching. 1'd like you to focus on your feelings or views before this project 
with yot: 2.t t..1e sc·hool ''lith grade 10 le-arners, during the, the project 2.:lci also mer, 
that is, after I completed to;. re~rch projec-;. So, you would you give your ,1ew5 
about language teaching, wh!t you felt about it before tilJs project? 
TO: R'1U\, urn, my, my impression> about language teaching, UUl, have always been · 
tC2.ch..i.ng 1('l..:lg113ge for the le.a.rners to bacome communicative; "vitbout much fOCU3 On 
grammar) 'c<!llse what one hes noticed over the years that one has taught is that, eh, 
IeaJner;, ifyoil keep on intervenillg they are unlikely to respond next time when you 
ask then: questions. Sa, ee. I :(ways b~lieve learrters should be given B chance to 
e:cpre" themselves even if they f.oUl grentmar rules or grammnticaJ convcntior.5. 
And, e\ s<conely, wi:;; regard to the teaching of. of, of language through tlJe use of · 
media I thin.'< it 's, i; ' s something thet is much more good or appropriate because 
tl'ings that are capMed in the media are things that ar< actual.ly related to, to their 
live3 urn, because ~,ith, ... 1th, with, with the reports on the newspapers are things \.:'at 
S"-'le!ally occur. And jf Iearnec, a:-e taught about things that are happening on their 
everyday life they, they get in~erestcd rather than, you know, te\lCh thom on something 
t~.t is up.Ielated to their daily life experiences . So,!, !, I think p~naIly thanhe use · 
of media, particularly newspapers, in teaching languege, urn, is muoh nl0re beneficial. 
En, on, on combg to, to introduce the project where a focus was much more on, 0:1, 
on media reS$arch usage for lllng~.ge develo;>ment or improvement, I felt that could 
not have come at a better t!mc. It Qenerated L lot of interest and I think the learrers 
although in the beginning did Dot -;'ctually know what was going on and, urn, well 
some ofthem 1.1;., when, un" in your fact-lkding mission you asked them as to 
whether they re~d newspapers or they liked reading newspapers some well confessed 
th,t they are not uru,g newspapers and when they were asked why eh some said, well, 
they don't get oowspzpers, !bey don't hay. an interest at reading newspapers, but 
during the, the process (noise) !be, the lessons were, were focused on newspa;>ers. 
They got to read the stories about themselves, about people ofth.if same age 
sOl:l",,:here else involved in violence and eli that. They got inh,rested anC, urn, I think 
it stimulated a 101 of interest and, urn, they, they, they nq"', one can say that, now they 
have d""eloped interest and, um, 1 think that 's a better "'ay of teaching IangoJagc 
DL: Wha: can you say aboll! what you have observed in language in teaching during 
this process? 
TO: Hmn, my observations, eb, are On !pa>Jsc) one; being pailent ",ith the learners, 
. beceuse it is tru" that as teachers at times we'd want to I1llh through our, our 
.. syll.abus~s .... hy, ~ause we are pressed for tim~, eh, what one hal observed is tCP.t 
. there's no us. in actually rushing through the syllabus when most of the aspects that 
L;,e learners have to go thrOUgll are not giV<:tl sufficient orr.e. Eb, one would say that, 
um, plrtienc; is oDe oflhe hallmarks of, o~ of success in, in terms aflanguage 
teachlng. And, eh also tilat, urn, lea.-ne" should not be. left to learn on their 0'Nn, they 
should know thal there ace others who are there who could belp the:n, more especially 
their mates. Tha~ they should work in groups, and that if they don't know somethi!lg 
or they don't un~ntand they should always ask their, their friend, you k.~ow, and, 
Ul,!, that in its€lf could make leaming more, more fu!l. 
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DL: Hrr"" you k.'lOW, when. when, we sta.-ted we never fdt that we could tead: 
grammar pel' S~ but thdr: in some instances we found we had :to consciously intervene. 
\Vhat do Y01: thin.~ ~out lhat scenario where ;ve had to consciously teach ~mar? 
TO: Ja, r fee: tha: we, we bad to intervene. :Perhaps it we' maybe ... eh, that t~ere was, 
there was e. t:e~d for, for you to ir.i.rvene because, urn, yoe f"lr there was that g"p t:r.ai 
they could not, accuclly cb, say notice tl:-e concord; or their communication was, was, 
was, was primarily is'! - inappropriate; so the:e"Y,.'lS a treed rOf, for you to imer{ene in, 
in g:-aL.n:ar, t~.chinf tl:em a,pects of g..rammar, but t'l& should be mucb more related 
to their everyday, um, lives or tte;r, thcir, their sitUe.tiOl~ rather than ta.'cing eh units of 
g:-a,nmar ani teach them which are completely irrele"a:l! to, to their daily lives. I 
think i, should b. much more related to thoi! daily lives, in otb¢r words ta.\:e !.'1eir liie 
experiences, things tbey do and use gra:nmar in that instance. 
DL. Hrn, I ccmpleted the session, urn, last ",,,,,k on Thur,day, urn, wh.t is your 
fee!5ng now abou~ this program, 
TO: Hm, on~, ore, one feels tlult, urn, be has to take up the project forward although 
there a:-e S0n:e constrEints ~ith rega.:-d to) to the number oflesrne:.s in a clas3, because 
jf one looks at the cu.!1ilier of learners who were involved in this project they were 
rd3tively smaller to the nureber of learners who are currently in class, and in terms of 
arranging the", in terms of BJ'Oups, and also, ell, in teachL'lB the kind of methOdology 
cr approach oflearning as e gro~'P, urn, it wo!.lld be something that will be good but 
ell, the, the, the material conditioM now are !!'Jcb thet it would be quite difficult, ell, 
all!!ough one is actually pOlitive that with the help of the learners who are there that 
could be easily facilitated end pe,haps there, there would still be, urn, (pause) you 
know, cbennelIed into the whole mainstream of get)jug to know and understand the 
i01portlUlce or the significance of co-operative learning. 
DL: AIJy ... (pause) do you hAve lilly views or comments you can make about those 
learners that were not actually part of, of the group. ""'hat is their view? 
TO: Their, their reaction w.s, was, was negativo; in the sense, that, that, eh, it created 
an impression that they were marginelised in the whole le<1rning process; ell, at!d they 
felt that perhaps they, they themselves w",e not good enough to be involved ir, in tb. 
project; so h, it created the, the, the situation of, of "them and us", and they look at 
those le<>..mers with som~ kind of eo'l'l, if not resentment, bUl I was able to sit down 
wi!.o them and ."Plain to them "ihy wo, we had to embark on that kind of project, that 
we could not bave involved everyone but we had to get a group a:ld see as to whether 
the project Cell WOI1.: so that w:: ~n cascade ttat kind of project to the whole, whole 
learners ar.d ifit'., it's something th.at is going to be beneficial for all, we did that no: 
because we wanted to burt thOffi-
DL: Hmn, what do you think, urn, about this project in terms of its being useful to, to, 
to .,-.rybody particularly at the scbool, more e5pecially the. the learners? 'Vhat has 
been the impact oftllis progr.'nme to ... the leal'1lcrs? 
TO: Hmn, I think this project should be ta.1cen up .by ev"n t~ch:rs, who are not 
involved in language teaching only even in oth"" lea,nins areas. W'ben one now looks 
at, for instance, the recent deva.\tat!ng earthqua.1ces that took place in Turkey. eh, that 
ecuid be of historical or geographi~ interest, it's something thai happened in Turkey, 
an, .. . in the sense that, periEps, the Geography of Turkey is different from O'JIS, and 
pwp\e die there md that it's something that could bappen in South Africa. Sa, if they 
read about tbat t.~ey'lIl:e learning language, they'll be also leru-ning about the 
Geography, Or the politics, or, yo:.! know, the ffstory of that courrtr)' 1Jld perbaps what 
could have, have led tc that natural disaster, so r trolL< b reading the newspaper or 
~ing med:a research to lea.-n ltngJ.age it's, it's, it's, it 's quite, it's quite fundamenta~ 
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a...-;.ci if other tea:ters could ~l so use newspapers to teach thci: lessons it could) it could 
help • lot. . 
DL: In pa:-ti.;ul~ what, what do Y0l; thitL1.(, um.. the lecUne:s in thzt group have leamt? 
TO: I !.'link the learnm .. , have, have, have the significance of ,,;orking as Ii group; 
tl!,t' s n~mber one. 1ha: kmling is DOt anindividu!>l or selfi,h activity; learrlrlg is 
someth;r..g t~~ j·s corr..rnunal, you, you: you have to CO-op€,!,,2te end COILe 8.3 e group. 
a~c forge idta s, and also leuo to agr •• to di!agn)e and know that your ideas ace ilot 
fina.!, =. yO" WI be chal!e3sed and final ly come to so~e comroon Wldtr;tanding 
a..1d have 0'"' ideo. tha: perhaps you =, you can advance or put forward. So, I thiIL~ 
t..lta: in it8elfha~, has. 1-25, Cas made leetner5 to als,:) lea..rn 1hlt it is not gooc! to be 
selfish: tr.2i le"'allling is a sharing kiod ofactivity ... collaborativt, ja. 
DL: Did you netice, un" !my diff.rence in t01ms ofpar"Jcipatio7l, el:, by the learners; 
th,!~ i3 .. vhen th: method of co-operative lcarr.mg was used verruS I 1.lIl1, individual 
learners .,stern (expression inaudible)? 
TO: Cert2inly, there is ... difference, or the~e ,"",IS a diEerence, urn, in that, tbere are 
those learners who ere ahvays reading and quick to, to answer or to want to answer all 
the questiom. And.. ell, those ~.rners were obviou;ly overshadowing, urn, those 
leamers who are ,ill withdrawn or resigned to themselves. Eb, but in introducing, 
um, co -opera~va iearrJ.?}g it made ether learners to also rn.ake their inputs; and eh tha:, 
the, in its-elf at least helped urn, in mtLl,jng tbe voice of those who ere, say, tr21l1pled 
upon, you blow, to be lreard. Eh ... I think in, in, in, in, in, in that instance it, it, 1t . 
helped. But, I think there is <.lot also to be done in tenus o~ um, helping those 
learr.er, who are still re;igned or who feel that thtir, their ide .. are not w<'rtlly to be, 
to be put forw&ro you blow, eh, they still need to be. to be, to be encou!'aged to meke 
their contributions and blow that it is not a sin to, to make a c{)ntri'oution eYen if their 
ideas could be regarded weird, but for as long as they make their contribution. 
DL: r toid you about two le2.rners ... who I descrl!>ed, in quotes, as having 
shortcomings, you eveu cited their names. Hm, !IS far as you latow them, um, even 
before I came to the school and a!'ter r came, did you notice any difference? 
TO: Jsa, bm, fort'Jrultely, um, between the learners, one wal also, um, partaking in our 
project, =, that we TU!l on Saturday, T'ne pa:ents suggested tha: s!le could Improve. 
because they also noticed that she, she Jacks, 1ll!l, a lot "'ith regard to, to lane'Jage; not 
only language even in te:ms of morale end confidence ... 
D: Hm, what's her name, by the way? 
TO: And:zani, Andzani. .. SO, I ilink, I think having involved her in the project, it, it 
hAs help~ 'cause, althoug.' it might be ta.ldng a long time for her to corne out, but 
cl!11ainly one is posiJive that shz'd soon overcome tho~ weaknesses, she, she only 
needs to be enccurnged , only n~s to be supported.. and blow that, urn, she would, 
s~c would, she would flna.Jly do it. 
D: The place of moth",,- tongue in the progranunc; how did you find it? Because at 
so",e st"-ges we, we used, um, urn, mol1m' tongue and ilio interpreted certain difficult 
CODQeptS in the mother tongue, what do, what do you think about that? 
0: Ic..lt.ialiy I had been very much sceptical about the u...<e ofmoilier tOng'Je in 
lang'.lage teaching, pamcularly English teaching. I felt that it was, um, seif-defeating 
to u,e moth.er-to~gue. Now rve got a completely differ.:'1lt opi.!lion .. , that th~ usc of 
mother tongue does help in expiaining some of the concepts that eo"!: difficult and that, 
ch, some of the learners do have inpl.'ts to contribute but because they are not allowed 
te communicate in-ll,eir mother tongue they just reserve their, their inputs. So that, 
crr, if one cowd, urn, try to s:rike.8crt of; u!!), delicate balance between the u;e of 
mot1::er tor.g'Je as well as, Un:!, Eng- Engli' English teaching .. . allow them, but 
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P.1ini:nally, yell knO\\\ to sometimes contribute ir. t~e mother tongue I think that 
would, would help becauw some, of CO"'5e, they haye (p:tuse) they have lP.arveJ 
ideas, but because thy are not allowed to use their mother tongue they (something 
Inaudible) ja:l, sit b2.Ck. 
D: G<onea!ly, .0, ~5, ~, e teacher, urn, wluii Ltn?aCI did lllls programme have 00 you? 
0: li.."1, it, it bes r",d a trmeodous impact on =, ell, ons; I thin];; in !pause) paying 
spedal atterltion, y~ know, to alI the learners but also lookinB at thOSl! who f'I..ave got~ 
urn, s,,:':ous diJl:i~lties, Ull', with reg2td to a"", com:n'Jnicatior. b general becat:se 
tti=i"e are those who can j c;u"l, ca:" C~ hardiy, um, communicate in English in the 
s::m.e thai they da ha°,;e ideas but because there i3 this use of English they are 
restrained like we saie before. Urn, and one, actually was saying to himself that how 
can one best cover !bose students who have idea.5 but they are ur:able to conle 
f~rward, ax, eh secondly I thbk it has helped me with regard to being patient ",ith 
the laaf!\ets, eb, not n:shing things because, eh, I've got the syllabus to complete lT~t 
on~ to be meticulously focusing on those aspects until one is, urn, yiC1.ually satisfied 
that e\'e~ if! did net cover the whole thing but ti:e learners have (pa~sa) grasped 
relatively most of the aspects 1hI'~ they had to touch. So, I think in terms ofpatiellce it 
was an eye-opener. And elso the Ltnportance, of coutst, of using, urn, media, 
pmicu.b:ly prtnt rnedi;;., newsp~pers., as well e.~ magazines, to bring 5tOri~s that <'lIe 9f 
interest to the learners to Jearn about things that, you know, they have interest in 
rather tl12n (pauS2) one as a teacher to just come with things that one beJiev~ that it 
would be of imerest to tlui learners. Urn, I think 011, on that score it has had a very, 
very, very, very, very tremendous impact on me. 
DL: In terms ofteaching methodology? 
TO: I think also in ten::lS ofteaching methodology ell, it has, it has, it was, it was sort 
of a wake-up call in the sense that one obould not always go to the classroom as a 
person who is gomg to deposit knowledge to the le>..rners who ha~ to, like, respond 
or receptive to the,e facts bm one shOuld ellow learners, also to, to participate actively 
in tern1S of also airing their view, and (pause) ecknowledging that, you know, 
learners .r.ould be, sOll1.etime., differ with you and they've got their own perceptions 
of thing.; ... that sometimes you got to let the ball rolling and allow students to be 
actively involved because after all, in the teaching and Jemling process, they are the 
ones who should actively lea.rn Or be mucr. more involved in Je.uning than, en, an 
educator; although an educator also is learning in tha process, but I think the learners 
should be the ones who ere uking the process of lea:ning ... urn, forward. 
DL: Regarding communication and sbaring ideas, working cooOperatively, since 1, 
since lSU1Ited wi:., the programme up untill crushed it, did you notice any 
improvement or lack of improvemelll? 
TO: I thl~_< there, there has been an improvement; the .. .in the ,ense that whilsi the 
project was running, uro, one would also, well, go to the class and um, give them 
rome work to do; more e.pecielly es;ays type of activity; I em! tell you there is a 
marked difference between t:.--e learners who were involved io the project and those 
who were IlOt involyed i~ the project. If you look at, urn, topics that, um, inYolve s 
ct:tical think:ng, like I recently gave them a all essay; the Significance of. of women, 
ell, which coincided with the celebta:ion ofwome3's ted-e, te women rights (things 
tnawtble) in South Africa, so whtn one looks ~t their essays one could see that there 
is a difference in lenn5 of, of their language, although there is tlis th.t one noticed 
t,at the man.~er in whicb they communicate is elso translated into the !&Jlnct in 
which they write, su:1l thll to the:l1 ther. is no difference be;woe!', urn, spoken 
lang:Jage and, and, and, and VlTitten and written, and written la.~ag-e. The \),I'ay they 
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s'Jea:': when th,,- would s.~v '<eikchwal~" (actualb) they ')liil1 , they win use that, you 
~O?;', v'Iitr_oU! reg2Id M t~ where to t:5: it and hew tQ U3e it. So) t~at's Oile thing C:le 
actually noticed. 
DL: Hm, I noticed that ",.,-hen we, '?te engagec in tr,,:s j we, W!, we cculd::l't actt:.ally fit 
imc a period, say a 30 r::ir.ute slm or even a dcuble period, \ll:j, if you were to embark 
or t.lll3 kL."1d of projeC! what do, wnm: do YOti le2..11l;. what is the lea..Jling point hers'? 
TO: Ca:l you come agl!in? I 
DL: \Vhl! r. \\1: engagec in this progra.rnn:e; 1, I notic,;c that we had problems with the 
ti!!letacle, a:J.d I W3S ~onsiderkg that i,t\<,ce w~e to embark on ~1.is project eJ schooL 
u~ what, wh~t lessons do you tbb .. x yot: .could have karnt out of this proj~c.t that , e~ 
)'DU do!!'t 5;~!!1 to, wbe:l you er..gage LTl tbs ptogremme you don't seem to be ., ,able ~o 
11t imo a pmiCl.l!ar period of30 minute:J or 50? 
TO: limn, okay, j., T thill:" UJ!1, that, t.oat ir. itself",ill call fo~ the, t1e overhaul of, of 
pt!'iods in sch,)ol i ftE~, Un!, pHot p;oject, is to ~ L"llplemerrte~ lUll) it}· it; it requires 
lot of time ~1C e5 I've jndicated that it also requires one to be, to be patientl i~) s not 
>ornethlr.g fr,,: could actually be dent in 30 minute" more especially if we look at 
r.1uS1 oftl:e acHvitio3 that ha'"e to be, u.rn j learn! c~operati:yely, where there should bt 
U11'. colleborative e;ror! ilia., different ir.lel!.'llers, I thin!< there, there shwld be, U"', a 
dm;ic c'Ierhul of the pariods . iftbis is to be, \lIP. impleill~nl~d : . 
DL: Hum, "'ha- wha- whzt do you S>Jggest there L~ terms of cverhauEng the pe:-iods? 
TO: ltlllnk in torms of; umn, (partu) "'~nging the period system, it will be 10 allocate 
w.ore nIna on langus,gOil teaching e..1ld communication, eh, of course, at the expen;e o~ 
of, of: of other, other subjects; because in. in, in. in comil1lJnicatiol'.., we are not only 
l ... "ing language, eJ!, wel~ we focused On other iS5'Je3,like T, 1,1, I cited·the question 
of vclGano, you lGlow, O'r earthq~es; we wm be learning the c0nce;>t. of volcano 
and eanbqlli1k:s that • .re embroiled in, in, in 1:.DgW!ge, iO I think, urn, SC!elOCe, math., 
Biology ... evet)ihing wiil be, .,..ill be encapsulated in lang>.w.ge, l engua.ge, lanS'~e 
tc.cl,icg. 
DL: Wha: you "'" suggesting h that, en, "''Il should have, um, media across the 
curri culum, where th. a.sp~t of language will be cutting .cross. 
TO: Jea, sure. 
DV Okay, so, !O you!' s,a,i:f; Is ther.: a.~ytlliJl.g you have }lieked up fr-o!l! them WIll! 
regil!<'l to OUt ptOje.:i, ee Ii positive Or evttllltgMive. Wliat, what can)'oo Sliy aboUt 
be reaction of the feilD''.'; staff member, um, regarding the, the media project (ihiT}gs 
inaudihle)? 
TO. Jail, eh, well, I, L can say that, UIT, t.l,ey" ... e, for instance, maybe two sects um, 
?_'1long, among the still One would be those, of course, who were impalien: enough 
to see what will corne out of this and, eh, sometimes as we disC\:ss in siaffroom about 
tbe, the projecI and also showing them SQ- the books IIIlC essays that they've written, 
some also confm that they, they don't think they would, um, put l~s the way t.ie 
students have put, like there was one essay that I gave them on What is an Alricar. to 
them. I tell yell, II.,e idea; or views thet they advanced in that essay ace felt as though 
tha, perhaps thae were other people who were helping them ~C2.US' tbey could put 
'their ideas on what an fu'1-icen i> to them and, ell, I ttJnk in lJut resp¢Ct some, 30me, 
some teachers ac~"lO .... 'ledged th!t what \'\;"t w~re bvolved in that project. it was 
somet::Ling that, urr, wes very b.;oeficial. 
DL: Hm, I want you to conclude, if you like, by gi,ing me, genenlly, your views 
abo!:!, urn, rnedie ... merlia at school, the use of media a: school and the feasibility 
L1ereof 
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TO: Je, 1 thiIL\ um, th~ the introduction of media across the Cl:.rriculum. UDj could go 
2. long way, y01d~_"low: toward~ minimisbg ig..llorance arcongst o:.rr lea..."T:et5 j &S v..-ell as 
edue.tvrs, because g""erally there is this, eh (pcruse) trend wbat I wlEt to call it a 
trend of not wa..~ting to read, bui wanting to be told or hear by other people; not 
actually taking ar. effon in getting information by ,themselves but wanting to look 0' 
you know, hear, you could l could see v.'e've go: this culture cfpeople who like 
wa:ching te)evis:or. today, and, eh, people who'd like to lister. to what O"iller ~eople 
are saJ~r:g rather t,an ma."e r:.n effon in trying to get L-lform~or: for tbemsdyc~. I 
ttink 1he introdi.lction of, of, of; of print media, in particular, withQut underrnicitig, of 
CO\lIse, electronic media, wi!! help in brnging bac'< the cu'ture of trying to searcD 
information by ocesdf and also critite.11y interro,gE.te fr.e ir.:.:for!!l..ation. En, J thir:..< th~.t 
will help, it will help a lot... 
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APPENDIXTH 
blterview 'lVith TH (The Afrikaans Teacher) 
1. D: TH, can you tell me about you training as a teacher? 
2 . TH: Exactlv, in my training as a teacher? 
3. D: Yes 
4. TH: What, whn, What aspects would you like to find out'? 
5. D: Where YOli trained and the programmes you've been through? 
6. TH: Okay I trained at Giyani College of Education situated in Giyani. 
Okay I did what they they they call a ... arts, that was Physical 
education and drama. I also did ... um ... Afrikaans as one of the majors 
and I also did History and English for a period of two 2 years. Which 
itn plied that I can teach History from grade 8 to grade, eh, grade 10 
and English also from grade 8 to grade 10. And eh, my training was eh 
really fun. 
7. D: Hum ... tell me about your experience in teaching? 
8. TH: Eh, my experience in teaching I' d say its, it was ... it didn 't seem 
new to me al it started ofl:'easily (somzthing inaudible) and eh I didn't, 
I didn't have any problems, but I'm starting to have problems now but 
in the past I didn't have any problems, it's only now that I'm starting 
to have problems. 
9. D: Hum, can you elaborate on the problems? 
10.TH: The problems have to do with the resentment that I get from some 
of... of my, some of the members. I once had this problem when I >vas 
still at Khanyisa but they were not like they are today. At Khanyisa it 
was just about one person who resented what, resented what I had to 
present we, :we did almost the same ... (disturbing noise) ... 
11.D: ... your experience, like, in terms of the years you spent teaching. 
12.TH: Ja, I, I started, I started teaching at Khanyisa even before I 
completed my studies; I started teaching at Khanyisa when I still 
doing my third year, third year at the college eh, I was appointment 
lim ... identified by some of the lecturers who were there, who are now 
in New Zealand, so they identified me as one the peop --' one of the 
people who who of they think, who they thought in fact would be able 
to, to establish urn a new depart, a new physical education department 
in, at KlJanyisa, and then I was appointed, and I v,'ent to Khanyisa and 
I came up with all the eh relevant things that were supposed to be 
done by, by the department that was established for the grade 8 
students at Khanyisa and U111 I work, I worked there for 2 yTS that ... 
during my third year and fourth year. 
13.D: What is Khanyisa? 
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14.TH: Khanyisa is just an, is just one ofthe independent schools ill, 
what is commonly as a private schools in South Africa. So it's just a 
name, so Khanyisa means, it's just, um, is a Zulu name. 
15.0: And eh, when did you complete your shldies? 
16.TH: Um ... 1997, end of 1997. 
17.0: What happened after that? 
18.TH: After that I, I ... couldn't get any job, that, that' s because eh I of 
the budget cuttings, eh, the reducing of the budget by the government 
that made eh I had to be retrenched in a way, or I couldn't get any job 
at Khanyisa because of that, and I then wenl. I went home and stayed 
for about eh two weeks and I got a job with an NGO situated in 
Tzaneen.Eh, it's a commi ... eh, its socia), a community development 
eh, eh, eh, NGO, so, eh ... what we did was eh social consultants, the 
type of thing we were doing - social consultants. 
19.0: And when did you join POM Junior Secondary School? 
20.TH: Ja. eh. beginning of April this year. 
21.0: You mentioned something about eh resentment, can you generally 
tell me, the, about the attitude of teachers to their own work at the 
school? 
22 .TH: Ja, eh, I think there's, there's lack of commitment in some, in 
some of the teachers that are, that are ... I got views if not the opinion 
these are these are what I've observed, it's there 's lack of commitment 
to most of the work that they do and I'm feeling or whatever I see, or 
let me say people are still doing what they did in their first years or 
maybe years urn not to exaggerate but um, that that just how I feel, I, 
I've realised some of; most of the work that they do it's still what I 
would term eh ' in the old days' urn, eh I'd put it. 
23.0: What, what is your view of' new ways' ofteaching? 
24 .TH: I find then interesting, and I've tried I've, I've tried, I mean, I've 
experimented with some of the kids and most of the kids find eh find 
find that interesting and and it's a new thing and it suits their age. 
25.0: Hnm, OBE, what do you understand by OBE? Call you explain 
OBE to me? 
26.TH: Ja, it's, urn, with OBE well, I, I attended quite a number of 
workshops eh, concerning OBE, and ironically when I was still at, at 
Giyani College. I would say we did OBE even before it was 
constitunalized or introduced even though it was not yet known we 
were doing OBE. I've realised with OBE, what I like about OBE irs 
you don't teach kids to reproduce what you have taught them, eh in a 
way don't teach them ... YOll _ .. YOli don ... you give them things to 
memorise so they could reproduce them, but you ... rather help them 
to, to, to implement things they, to lise their own ideas ,,-hat we, what 
what what's actually done is ... yoll show kids ways and they've to 
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come up with means of getting to, to the destination that you've given 
them 
27.D: Hnm, what is the teaching methodology that most teachers llse 
here? . 
28 .TH: Ja, I don't know what to call it, I don't know what to call it, but 
what I've realised is that eh you only teed kids with things that they 
are going to reproduce whenever you set a test for them. 
29.D: Can you tell me about general classroom organisation, eh in the, in 
the classroom have, un, like whether there's group work or there's a 
teacher - .talk? 
30.TH: .la, I have a teeling people are are dwelling to the problem we 
have of overcrowding, eh, failing to come up or just eh, using that as 
an eh as a 'reason for failing to come up with ideas of getting kids, of. 
of of getting all the kids involved in whatever they're doing in class. 
b~c~u;e um \ I'm able to get all the kids in, um, eh in the class to get 
involved in.whatever I'm doing to make sure that they all participate 
ignoring the fact that the class is overcrowded. I believe people should 
just come lip with ways, I mean, wherever, wherever, you have a 
problem you need to come up with, with, with um ways of eh solving 
such a problem rather than to only dwell in what, what you have and 
say um with' our classes are overcrowded we cannot do group-work 
or anything like that' 
31.0: You're saying leaJl1ing, teachers or teachers here don't want to do 
group work? 
32.TH: Urn, I wouldn't like to say that but what I've obs'erved, um, that's 
my feeling. 
33.D: Hum, what do you think the the, the attitude of teachers amongst 
themselves is like? What is the interpersonal relationship amongst 
staff members at the school? 
34.TH: Ja, I have a feeling; I will use this 'word in quotes" bad" there's 
bad, there's bad relationship amongst all the teachers in the staff room 
there there are groups I think, I've realised that the staff room is 
divided into groups oJ: um those that urn .. .look like they know, they 
know much and those that eh are just eh ... there, the who are just there 
to do their job and they tend to ignore anything, whatever comes 
whatever comes, they tend to ignore that as if they can't see what is 
happening and we have ... eh ... some people who are eh .. . term, 
termed" management people" they don't take part in whatever eh, in 
fact, it ,yorks like they are not part of the staff even though they arc 
part of the staff. So, there are about five or six groups ofpeopJe in the 
staff room, but um in quotes yea I've already mentioned I think the 
there's bad relations amongst members of the staf4 staff members, ja. 
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35.D: How do YOtl, How do you see the principal as a leader at the 
schools? 
36.TH: .la, eh (pause), what I can say is that I've been here two months 
now if, if not a month, y'e I have realised that he do tries to he do try 
to. to get eyerybody invo1yed it's that he, he's, he's gotta be. he ... of 
him, people are not that eager to work or ... (pmlse) I don't know I 
don't know how to put it but that's what I've realised people are just 
prepared to come in and teach and go home that's what, that's what 
they can do. 
37.D: Can y'ou comment about school attendance by both teachers and 
learners? 
38.TH: Ja, eh, in my observation rYe realised that eh ... I think whatever, 
whatever happens in class is it's, it's because of ... 0 ... ofteachers' 
in vo1vement. If, if teachers don't attend classes then kids won't come 
to classes. I have realised that ell, some teachers would enjoy to stay in 
the staff room rather than go to class, that's what I've observed. And. I 
think that creates a problem with the kids, I mean, eh, kids get used to 
a teacher who does come to classes and they know, may you do it eh 
um, you end up having a sort of, a sort of a system where do'n't go to 
classes every Tuesday the kids will, will easily pick that up and eh and 
they will not come to c.lass Tuesdays or also 
39.D: Hum, what does the principal do to, to overcome this; or is he 
aware of it? 
40.TH: Ja, he, he has on, on several occasions eh try to to tell people that 
they should go to classes, eh, eh, for the two months that I've been 
here; I've seen him doing that, and I've heard of him doing that, and 
I've even heard it from some of the kids who who'd come to to to'him 
to tell him that eh eh teacher so and so hasn't managed to come to 
class today, eh, what would have happened and what might have 
happened, also, I've even heard eh him telling kids that they should go 
and call the teachers who were supposed to be in, in eh in that 
particular class that that then doesn't have the teacher. I've seen him 
and I've heard of ... of it I've seen him do it, ja. 
4] .D: Time register. Do you have time register? 
42.TH: Etch, what is it you mean by time register? 
43.D: Mm, (pause) a book or register where you indicate UIll you sign in 
that you have reported and then you sign out when you are leaving, 
everyday. 
44 .TH: No we don't have that, we don't have that. 
45.D: What is done at school to maintain discipline, eh, ... at the level of 
teachers and pupils? 
46.TH: Ja, um, I haven't seen mu - ch .. . now, I haven't seen much, I 
simply took over part of discipline concerning ... eh students, I mean, 
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eh the kids, the learners. I didn't have anybody·s ... lim support or 
maybe to say anybody"s Ulll request eh for me to go and do that. I 
simply took over and, eh, and I've been d.oing it eh for the last, for last 
three weeks. rl·';; tried to just to maintain discipline from the kids' 
side, and them, eh, and I wouldn't like to get in\'ol\'ed with th~ 
teachers. 
47. D: In terms of preparations, Hm, do teachers prepare') In your 
obsb'vation. 
48.TH: Um; T don't know but I ha\'e a feeling that's not done because I 
was surprised by' some of the questions \\'hich I was asked when when 
T ,,;as being inter\'icweci: it \',as said" some teachers don't belie\'e in 
preparations", so J, I sort of get a tee ling that that also happens here. I 
don '! think they do, that's why in the beginning I told I have a feeling 
people, people are using their old preparations sti - they' fIfe still using 
their old preparations it' s, like, I mean he's still teaching the same . 
thing: why should he change the preparation that he had last year 
because he's still teaching the same things, eh, the same subject, the 
same chapter and whatever, so I think some teachers would not· 
prepare and urn I think even if you go there now and see who has 
prepared you'll see that nobody has prepared. 
49.D: And the question of programmes. Do you think teachers have got 
year programmes? 
SO.TH: I don't think so. I don't think so. 
51.D: And what does the principal do about this? 
S2.TH: I think, um ... (pause) there's over - exercising of powers, of 
SADTU powers that 's what I've realised, there era people in here wh,) 
are over - exercise, who are over - exercising SADTU - SADTU 
pO\\'ers. He doesn't have, he is placed in a corner where he, he doesn't 
have much power because., eh - of people that are SADTU members, 
that's, ah, that's what J, I've realised, it's, there are people that are 
using, eh, SADTU powers, I mean, eh, wrongly. 
53.D: Hum, tell me about your impression of the general organisation of 
the school. 
54.TH: la, the ge, Okay, the general organisation of the schooL I think, I 
think it's good, it the only the only thing making it participation of. 
participation of people who are supposed to ensure that Ul1l it stays it 
is or or the the goals are really achieved, I think people who are 
supposed to do that are the teachers. I have a ieeling ... (pause), I 
th ink I can take back to to the relationship in the staff I mean that. that 
really at1ect the organisation of the school. 
55.D: Hm, how do VOl! see the role of the so-c·alled management people 
in the stafY' 
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56.TH: .la, they've got a good role. but the problem. the problem. um. 
that is that eh I don't kno\\" who created the problem; but is, it's 
theres seem to, there seem to.. the, the. the management and the the 
teachers seem to run 011 iwo parallel lines imd. and no bod\" wants to 
nobody wants to compromise. 
57.D: Hm, Um. it could be. like, rYe, rye said this before, but I want to 
tlnd out from YOll, generally how do YOli think the teachers in this 
schobl teach? 
5S.TH: .la, \\'hat I think, lim, through my observation, I'ye went through 
some of the things, some oflhe qllestion papers that some ofllle 
people have set and some of the things that people are presenting and 
through my presentation in class, how how the kids react to what I 
come up with ... new things that I come up with. lIlll, I have realised 
that ... it it looks like um some of us, eh, are not ell, what I'd say in my 
opinion lip to the standard of OBE at the moment. They are still 
teaching in the old way: because if you go in a class: like I have a 
class of Afrikaans kids, um I started coming lip with new lesson s tor 
them this year trying to, trying to 1,mplement OBE in my own 
understanding just come up with lessons and I came across resentment 
from the kids who said no that's not how \ve're supposed to be taught, 
this is how we are supposed to be taught, and it took me about 3 
weeks to get them convinced that that was the correct way and it got 
easy, when ell, eh, one of one of the staff members took over and did 
almost the same thing that I was doing it was not like we sat down and 
spoke about it. I only, I only noticed it after some time that that we. 
we were doing almost the same thing and we set our our test for half 
- year, I've realised that we almost set the the the paper was almost 
the same thing only on different languages eh, to put that, almost the 
so .. . I have a feeling; because kids would then get used to a system of 
teaching that um they've been taught by their teachers; when you 
come with your own style they'll quickly resent it. and. it's a new 
thing ... 
59.D: In particular, in, in your new wnys of doing things, in particular can 
)'ou refer to an aspect which the learners would resent to? 
60.TH: la, the learners, urn, resent as as way you like them to, way you 
like to, I mean, when you like them to come up \vith things, to think 
critically, like I would use pictures and somebody would come up 
with eh. let's say ell you teach them prepositions, um, yOU list all the 
prepositions that you WUilt you want them to do, and them COl1l~ up 
\\"ith an essay and erase all t he prepositions I \\"ould like them to to tit 
the prepositions back rather than just give them sentences and sa>' 
wh<lt is missing here . here [lad there and like th"t. But what I do ifs I 
,give thenl ." 1 gi ve theIl1 on essay Hno I erase all the ,,·;ords that I \VElnt 
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them to to put them. to put back. BlIt, tt ... like, let's sa~' in Afi'ikaans 
urn. I don't go to, t ·· to to n position where I S:1Y. I ask kids to to gi\'e 
me answers um like I give them notes and 1 would like them to tl) tllll 
reproduce those notes~What I do it's I get them (0 think of things it's 
what, what I \\ant tllem to do irs to reproduce what they can think, 
not what I have taught them. Not basically what I have taught them, 
.111)' teaching would be um to help them Think um beyond their 
c:l:pectation or bevond their limits. That's what I do. 
6) .D: So ... as result critical thinking in other words. 
62.TH: .Ta, that's what. I ... they were too lazy, I think, Ulll, the\' the\' to(> 
1az~', and that's, they they'H: been placed and irs hard for them to 
come out. I think, they've been trained to be lazy; that's my feeling . 
63.D: HHmm, still on how teachers teach, hm what son of projects or 
resources, eh" do the teachers ell use or have at the school to facilitate 
learning? . . 
64.TH: .Ta, the only time·I saw eh, something being done it was for. I 
think it \.vas science when I saw beakers and whatever shlfIthey use 
tor experiments, that. was the only time I saw anything new; or 
an\1hing toreign to what I've seen in the statT room. 
6S.D: Hm, what is the reaction of tile learners to the way in v-ihich they 
are taught, not your, your way of teaching you've, you've indicated 
that to me, but to the way in which they are laught? 
66.TH: I think they are, I have already mentioned that these kids have got 
to a point where they are lazy, I think kids would enjoy a teacher 
coming in and shouting at them and telling them whatever and just eh 
getting them to sit down aI)d be quiet and listen and copy notes of of 
what you're saying I think kids would enjoy that they would just sit 
down and ... (palL'ie) and not have any problem. 
67.D: Hmn, the language policy at the school. Do you think there's a 
language policy? 
68.TH: Urn, eh, I don't understand your question, what ... 
69,D: Language ... like agreeing on which languages to use at the 
school? Um, well, the language of learning, the language you ude in 
the staffroom, the language of communication, and so on, and so on. 
70,TH: la, I would like to believe that's um that that, I mean, we agreed 
that English should be the medium of instruction. But um ... it's ... I 
don't think people are sticking to that. I don't think people are sticking 
to that and I, I've realised, I once heard that when, when teachers 
tried, tried in the staff room to speak English when they, they sort of 
committed mistakes and mispronounced some of the words they were 
laughed at by some s- bv their colleagues. 
71.D: So, in other, in other words teachers don'! use English in the staff 
room? 
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72.TH: Very iew. 
73.D: And then, in the classrooms') What" s, 1lI11. eh language of learning') 
74.TH: .la, it's lim. in my ... 1 mean. whenn-, somc- something that J'\.'C 
experienc.ed i, that even grade 10 kids wlio are supposed to be senit'rs 
of the school sometimes \vhen you speak English there are words that 
they cannot understand and very simple. eh, in my own understanding. 
\\'O\l!d be simple words for them to understand. tis, they don't seem to 
pick'that lip and they' arc doing grade ]0 and they'vc been to. lim. and 
they've been to grade 6 here, I mean, grade 8 and 9 here, and I've 
realised that they seem to be struggling ... with some oftlle 
instmctions that we give them. 
75.D: Let's be gencralnow. Generally speaking, Ulll, teachers at PDM 
Junior SecondalY School use which language for teaching? 
76.TH: Um-eh, for teaching, l'd say um. 60'};' English and 40% T~onga. 
Xitsonga. 
77 .D: Hhm, the English language competence of learners; how do you'· 
rate it? 
n.TH: Ja, iI's, it's ver few kids are able to speak Eng- in English, ... are. 
vel)' few: and it goes to a point, um, I've, rYe realised that it goes to a 
point where teachers only concentrated on those :few kids that seem to . 
pick up, and when, when I, I, I tried to investigate what, what would 
have happened, what might be happening it's because most of these 
kids that's can, can, can speak English or have a better command of 
English it's because of the participation of their parents or because of 
the involyement of the their parents and those that those that's parents 
are not really involved and they cannot easily pick up on their own .. 
um they're just left, left in the dark. 
79.D: eh, um, you indicated something like Ilsing pichlres. Um, when 
teachers go to class, what sort of materials do they use? 
SO.TH: Jaa .. .I've always-s-seen ffew what I'd term t-traditional teaching 
aids ... like, eh, periodic table. e-e, eh protectors- protractors in 
mathematics and, e-eh, and glass beakers, those what I'll call and eh, 
um traditional eh teaching eh material, that's what I see ... eh ... so 
far. 
81.D: What are other teachers using for other content subjects, even 
languages? 
S2.TH: Okay, I' ·l:e. I've heard of English department once, eh, they've 
used eh (something inalldible) for teaching, and eh I've seen them 
using pictures for teaching, and l"ve st:en thein using niftgazines ... 
thaI's thaI's I've only seen that from the English department I haven ' t 
seen, um, the other departments. 
83.D: \Vheil you said the English department. you mean all the teachers 
teaching English use tlnl all those things you indioated ? 
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S4.TH: Not exact l\", not exactly, um, I think h'e seen onl~' oneieachel' 
haying- haying the material and um. what he did \\'ith, Uill . OKa\', 
\,hen, when I speak, llllL concerning magazines. L J think he he 
managed. e. he sorr ofuttemnted to. to. distri -buk all the the 
- . . 
magazines to all the kids in the in the school to to evervpody but he 
did not manage and even. he, he even, \I ill , went into other people 's 
classes because he onlY teaches in one, in one grade sci J sa\\" him 
goin2 around with all the magazines I think he was trying to get al! the 
- ~ ~ . - ..... 
kid;; to have magazines, and with pictures I think it's only him: hm11. 
just him \\ho did that I don't think other people did that. 
85.D: On these magazines, did he just distribute them to the leamcrs so 
that they could read them? . 
86.TH: Ja, he first distributed the. the magazines. I helped him to 
distribute the magazines and then later, I think he used the magazines 
for for the, most oftne lessons he had after distribittion and the;l I also 
think he used it for for for his half-year examination . . , . paper. 
87 .D: And, elJ, how often was this magazine used? Or was ira one-off 
thing? 
88.TH: I think, eh, the magazine \vas used eh for for most of his lessons 
that followed, after he distributed them, and I think, because when I 
look at urn his his his question paper, I typed the question paper, I 
typed his question paper, I think he . . . (pause) most, ... I'd say 80% of 
of his test came out of that magazine. 
89.D: Which grade is that? 
90.TH: Grade ten . .. and for grade 9, I think about 70% came out of that 
magazll1c. 
91.D: From the same tcacher? 
92. TH: From the s- not from the same teacher? .. . (pause) from another 
teacher. 
93.D: Um, on the question of, urn, the use of the textbook, how many 
teachers use the te>."tbook? 
9-+.TH: Uumll; I never ... really wanted to, to, to check on that; but what I 
can say it's . . . almost all people use, all the teachers use magaz- use, 
um, the te>"books. Um, ... (pcnlse) because I mean that's what I've 
seen, r ve seen them going to classes, unL most of them have 
te>.1books when they go to classes. 
95.D: Okay, and eh, 011 the question of using materials such as eh 
magazines, um, newspapers, and, and the like what are ... the chances 
at the school for. tal, for teachers to use, language teachers morc 
especially, to use these materials in language teaching? 
96.TH: lim. I think (pause) I think um the principal is. is nOl, I don't 
th ink he ·s. he. he really has um that much control on. on. on people 
such materi21s, I don '1 think he objects to that. What he told me when 
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I gc't here. is that I W3S free .. . to. to implement whaiever I think would 
be. would help the kids: e\'en thOl:gh he'd come in and censor and see 
if if that is that is up to the standard. He'd p:uily come in and. and see 
if I alll doing the correct thing, but I'm free ... to implement whnte \'cf 
\\ay as 100ig as the kids would learn something. So, I dOll 't think he 
objects to that, I think evel)'body is tree to, to implement \vhaten~r 
they think (pause) is rele\'ant. 
97.D: In: in conclusiOl:,;jj:t , um, can you summarily (pause) give y'our 
honest \'iew, 11m, of the school situation here'? 
98.TH: Ja...aa~ (pa1lse) well ... (pause) I - I don't know if um, nl be 
wrong because Ulll, I only thought, I'd be wrong', I don't know but 
what J can say is that um, there's something wrong \\ith this school. 
there's something wrong. urn I think it has to do with the. the in the 
s ... ~1 the staff room, there 's something wrong because, whatever you 
try to do somebody tries to pull you back ... (pause) urn and, I don't 
knO\y wh-ether that is out of jealousy or that is out of , .. (pallse) I don't 
what that is out of but there's something wrong in the stafIroom. It's 
um ... (pcnLje) J don't know who came who came first in the school, I 
think the principaL the principal came late to the school. when he got 
here some of the teachers were alread:: here. And I think: that might 
have, that's where the problem might have emanated, where he is not 
realJy accepted, and eh ... some of the staff members and ... um also 
like some of 5 - S some of the staff members and s, people \Voul... and 
some of people who \vould just sit at the staff room and when they see 
this problem they never take part in, um, trying to solve the problem. 
they just simply sit back. And I'm sorry to say this, but I think 
(pause) .,. SADTU powers are being over - overused over-exercised. 
That's, that's something that I -I'ye realised it's ,., that's, that's also 
where the problem comes from it's ... they tend to use SADTU 
powers m, m a \\Tong way. 
99 .D: Henry' thanks very much I'lJ keep. um, talking to you about these 
Issues. 
100, TH: Okay, thank you. 
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APPENDIXFG I 
FOCUS GR01JP 1 
, 
DL: (something inaudible) and I'd ask you to speak out loud because we're going to 
talk about a very interesting topic, and I think you'll be interested there as well .. . 
(pallse) hmn, I'll fIrstly ask each one of you to tell us who-o you are; and where you 
come froin ... tell us about youresdf. Would you like to start? What's your 
name.,. yeal 
PI: l:ghm ... (something inaudible) 
DL: ... just sit down, you don't have to . .. bur speak out loud, please. 
PI. I am Patrick lv1khabela, I stay at Khujwana village. 
D.L: Okay. 
PI ; When I grow up I want to be a pilot. 
DL: When you grow\\" ... up, 
PI: Ja, 
DL: You want to be a pilot. 
PI: Ja. 
DL: Okay .. . (pause) is tha~ ... okay. 
P2: I'm Steve Thuketane ... come from Mohlaba . .. 
DL: Can you speak out loud, please! 
P2: Steve Thuketane, come from Mohlaba village. 
DL: Okay. 
P2: \Vhen 1, I pass my, my, my, my, my study I want to be a- a- policeman. 
DL: You want to be a polic~man? 
P2: Yes. 
DL: Good! You? 
P3: I'm Ganunu Tshuketane ... 
DL: Who? 
P3: Ganunu Tshuket,me 
DL: Ganunu? 
P3: Yes. 
DL: Ahight. 
P3: I'm from }''kowankowa, section B .. . 
DL: Okay. 
P3: When I grow up I want to be accountant. 
DL: Y~ant to be an accountant? 
P3 : Yes. 
DL: What is an accountant? 
P3 : (pause) . . . hmn, I don't know reaUy. 
DL: You don't know realiy ... 
P3: Yea. 
DL: Okay. 
P.j: I'm Grace Sclepe, from !\KOwankowa when I complete my matric I want to go to 
a university to study my, my psychiatrist. 
DL: You want to study your. . . psychiatrist? 
P4:Hmn. 
Dl: Vv11a t is psychiatrisr' "'(pause) 
P.j: (pause) I don't know, an(~ eh ... I hear people say there's a psychiatrist, but I think 
it's a good job. 
n r· ()1:!lV ( ...... ':111(; .... ' .... ..... f"'\rl 1 l-:rrnn l 
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P5: Beverly Mashele .. .I 'm coming fromm- NKowankowa ... when I. when I, I poss 
matric I want to go to university, to study my chartered accountant. 
DL: You want to study your chartered accounrant 
P5: Jaa: 
DL: \\"nat is it abou t? 
P5: I don't know, really, but I have my, urn, career book. Hmn. 
DL: Okay ... and you? 
P6: I'm Auther Khataza from .. .l stay at NKowankowa to>';nsrup but ii's not my hom~ 
I come from Dann-i village, when I grow up I want to be a policeman, I want to help 
corrnnunity about crime. 
DL: Mnn-Hmn! \Vhat is crime? 
P6: (pause) Hmn (pause) . 
DL: What do, do you thinK, urn, policemen do, policemen and women do ... in the'ir 
work ... (pause) you don't know? ... (pause) okay, it's alrigh~ don' t worry, and then, 
you? 
P7: Ug-Iun, I'm Carol Hlongwane, when I grow up I want to be, eh, accountant. .. 
DL: Okay ... 
P7: and I want to ... have some lots of money and a big house. 
DL: Okay ... 50, what is an accountant? 
P7: (pallse) I think (laughs) hhh, is dealing with the computer. 
DL: Okay ... it's about computers ... 
P7: Yes. 
DL:Hmm ... 
P8: I'm Allynard Tjale, I stay at N'kowankowa Section A, I'm 18 years old, when I 
grow up I want to be a traffic cop ... 
DL: Okay! 
P8: Ja ... yyou know, in our community there are those who drive car without the 
licence, and drinK and drive, so, thus why I like that job. 
DL: What is a cop? 
P8: Traffic cop. 
DL: What is a traffic cop? 
P8: Urn, you deal with, urn, car, maybe, let 's take, urn, there are, there are, an 
accident, and you go there, and see what's going on, and take the statement to the 
police. 
DL: Okay ... oh, I see ... good! Now, now I know who you are. And urn, I want us to 
talk: you don't have to, to be afraid, just sa.y your sz.y and: lL'Tl., give us your ideas. 1 
want you to discuss about the use of corporal punishment at school. .. Urn, whether 
you feel it should be used or it shouldn't be used. By the way, is it used here? 
P's: (pause) ye-es. 
DL: Ye.s? (things inaudiblefi-om 1112 group) okay. What do you think about it? (pause) 
You want to say something ... 
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D~ ~ . -. . 1. , . I " " \ ' I L: u r1l, 1 In gl)l!lg 1(\ as~ YL'U 800 t!t y· .. .Hlr lr!1preSSlO!1~ urn. on ule nl~\.r< . 
p:'og.i:DmrilC thot you'\'C been t~1 n..l~!~h. It has been. unL a 5eti~s oiEli.£.lish 
kSS011S and. llIll: I \\'ant to find Ollt \\'h2t :-;llUf inlpicsslOl1 S :!re , 
Feel free: be honest :1Ild tell 111{; ,,:hat your in1pre~.3ions ... \\'h3. \yhJ.. what 
are your feeling" "r \\hat Me your "iews about lim, learning Engli,h, um. 
through the material tl1al\"ou'yC used. 11111. during this. u:n. time ... (polis(') 
Who \,ould like to start') 
Bongani: Mm. I'll break the ice. 
DL: G0(ld. 
: : 
BO;1gani: Umm. ell. I think this .. . media is good, where we llse, eeh. 
some aJ1icles. we can tind. urn, difticuft teons in the - ee- articles and 
soh'e it, and we are going to benefit lim. for our, vocabulary .. . we cann 
know those (palls£') llIll, diflicult words .. 
DL: Okay, Bongani says, eh, it has been useful in the sense of helping 
him know the tenllinology. What, what, what, do, urn, othe; people sa"') 
Sagwati: I think it helps. it helps us ::" lot because the English we are 
learn ing, we are learning, eh, we are learning English so that we can be 
able to read . ATld then, nm, during the media we are having. eh, 
newspapers 'cau,e (patIS,,) eh, we'll reac1newspapers to kllOw what is 
happening arollnd the world, so the media is a good thing. 
DL: Hm. 'lOti don't haw to agree with. \vith each, but ... have your vie\vs 
also. Who wants to 5::'" something? You can coine again i1'yo\1 want.Yes. 
eh, Ntsako. 
Ntsako: I think ifs great 'cause, like, we, come, ell wee, \'i'e are learning 
with articles, like, knO\V how um c1ift'en:nt people express things. Unlike 
ne\\"spapers, a person who writes newspaper and a person who write, who 
writes magazines hu,;e different views and. like, know, kore hoy\" are they 
written, how they express things, and we-e ... we know kore how 
... mag:Jzine is divided into this kind of um. part and nll-ne\\"sp:Jper, ja. I 
think it's great. 
DL: She's saying. eh, she has been abie to know the variolls wavs of 
\\Titing that. lim, the various parts 01~ eh, .. ' and. um. eh. muga-magnzines 
and of lim. newspapers. Um. is there something else that people \vant to 
sa,,'? 
Bonga;yi: HniD.,. (pau':>I.:) 
DL: Ye:"3. 
Bongani: Hnl: I th!nk ":e (,Qnn~nn learn the the heo.cings ... (pause) Of the 
topic. o!~ t:l~ ~rtick het;"'j'e we re~d the P.:lS.s.:?lgCS. V/'f: c~c 111'5: t ! n(!.:~i"stand 
the headin3. 
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DL: Right 
Bongani: so that we can understand the passage yer} welL 
DL: Okay, alright, what you say is when we do this media programme we 
are aqJe to first understand the heading before \\e get into the passage so 
that we can know it very well. 
Bongani: Em -eeh, because before we-e discuss about the passages here. 
here, at the, Uill, media lessons, we we first. um. discuss the heading, 
that's \vhy I say so. 
DL: Oby ... (pa!/se) other people are quiet, why? You \\antto say 
th O • G·ft? some lIlg agam, UIn, 1 . 
Sag\vati: Ja, it does, it helps us, Uill. to see the importance of print media. 
We did 110t have any interested, in interest, any interest in print media we 
had interested in electronic media only. So it helps us to see the 
'importance qf print media. 
DL: Okay, what what do you feel, yourself? 
ShikOrribiso: Ja. I think this print media . eh, when we read some of the 
ne'wspapers we find that, um, there are some schools which experience 
some kind of problems; so lim we we try to come with solu-solutions and, 
I ss, I think it helps us, ja. 
DL: So, Shikoillbiso feels it has helped him to understand the problems 
which other schools are facing, in as far as violence is concerned; are you 
talking about violence? 
Shikombiso: Ja,ja. 
DL: Okay. 
Shikombiso: la. 
(pmlse) 
DL: You want...anyone to say something? Ganunu, you want to say 
something, don't; feel free (pause) don't, don't be shy (p(ll/se). 
Ganunll: Hmmm ... 
DL: Yes, go ahead. 
Ntsako:(something inaudible) print media, 'cause like we read about 
violence in schools and then if, okay if if for insta'1ce we experience those 
kind of, urn, violence, WI:: can, like, know how to solve them 'cause we 
ww, we already ... read it and we know about it, unlike, um, this, urn, 
when, like, the B-Bankuna and the the tight, we know kare how can we 
solve it now 'cause they once did experience it eh, experienced it. And 
" " , . , . I l or 1 d ' It 5, It s great CaliSe, It s, lim, It teac 1 US wre !lOW to 0 tlungs 
DL: Okay. 
Ntsako: like, in the, in the right way. 
DL:Angc} and OanUllU have not spoken . DOll 'r ~'Ol1 have an\' views about 
tt-.;-.: """Pt1 11) nrr,orn"'n-lp', (ro f ,.,H'P' 
UU,," J ~l'"' '''''H.''' t-'J Vc~ ... HU.1U .... , \.Y \.O ~ ' '''''''' J 
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Angel: Hmn, hmn (pause) I think it also teach aba- tcach us about hoY, to 
read 1m-newspapers and magazines well. 
DL: Okay. Teaches how to read newspapers and magazines well. Okay, 
thaI's 1jne, okay ... do you feel so. also? 
Ganullu: If you read the newspaper and there is a \yord you don't 
understand, if you read ... 110 the newspaper: you'll fa -a, 11111, you'll 
understand the \yord 
DL: Okay 
Ganunu: you don ' t have to check in the dictionary. 
DL: Okay, because the newspaper helps you understand the word. 
Ganunu: Yes. 
DL: Alright' Solani~ What do you think? (pcnlse) .. . nothing? 
And then tell me about eh language itself. Eh, how, how much English do 
you think you have learnt in the, in the media, and try to explain that. You 
want to start, Gift? 
Sagwati: It seems I've learnt a lot because we did not know how to 
ch~nge passive to active, and um, now I can try, I know a little b'it, and 
then there are words we did not know the meaning and now I know their 
meanIng. 
DL: Okay. You said something about the passive and the active (pause), 
can you tell me, us more about them? 
Sagwati: 'cause, hmm, aa-aa (pause) 
Shikombiso: Yeah. 
DL: Language wise; because she-she says, urn, she was able to-to know 
something about the active and the passive, changing them, trans10rming 
them. How do you other people feel about that? (pause) What have you 
learnt in as far as English is concerned - during the media. 
Bongani: Hm-hm, ugh,ugh, during the ... media lesson I learnt about 
ugh-ugh, eh, taking indirect speech to direct speech, urn, I learnt that, urn, 
there are, there are verbs like (pause) like, is, changes to was and ww, 
can, changes to could and will changes to would, like that. 
DL: Language wise, ha-ha- how did the media help you learn the 
language, how much language did you learn? 
Shikombiso: la, I learn, yesterday, urn, Vie learn about eh, co- COIl-
consis- contraction, j a. I didn't really understand those, but now I do. And 
I really enjoy speaking English in this, in this lesson, because my time is 
not, is not used to speak English everywhere but now I'm starting to like 
English yery much. 
DL: How do other people fcel ') (pause) Yes, Ntsako: 
Ntsako: I feel great with the, urn, we feel great. when it comes to the 
diftlcult words 'cause like, now I know kore what's the meaning of this, 
and when I talk to someone I really use those words, like, urn, lot of 
\yords I really lIse them ancllike, I \yas not good in changing the-the 
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sentences to passive, active, direct, past, futures like that but now I'm a 
little bit aware of those. um, those, um, tense, um, i-ia, I think it's great, 
. . - ....... 
very much. 
I 
DL: Anv other thing about language? Yes. yes, vou want to sa\' 
. - ............ . . . . 
sOIllething0 
(pm!se) 
,. 
Le- let us talk about, UIll, the idea of, um, eh. the way in which you were 
taught: can you tclime, how have you been taught before, in in terms ot~ 
like we were teachi'ng you bv grouping you. You remember? You were 
not, like, sitting in rows. facing the chalkboard, and then, UIll. we teaching 
you. Um, eh, like that. vVe were grouping you and you had to share ideas, 
and come up with common. understandings. Tell Ille about how you were, 
how you were taught before? (pause) Solani, you must come in here, how 
were you taught before? How-how, how have you been taught at your 
various levels of school? (pause) Umn, yes. 
Sag\vati: It's, UIll, we 'were taught, like, we were sitting on the rows and 
the teacher did not stand in front, we were sharing ideas with the teacher, 
the whole class was sharing ideas with the teacher. I think there ' s a little 
bit difJerence with how you were teaching us. 
DL: Okay ... 
Ntsako: And we were working as individuals, and, like, writing the class 
work alone, um, giving, giving the books away and like that, doing the 
corrections, urn, a-alone and, but now I,I think it's great 'cause we share 
our views with someone else working with pairs is great' cause J, like, I 
,vas, I was not that open, but, if, like, I work with Shikombiso I become 
aware ofthings (something inmldible) ... 
Bongani: Hmn- eh, I think (pause) ... we are learning, like, they were 
spoon-feeding us, now we can, we can discuss and come with our own 
VIews ... 
(pause) 
Shikombiso: Eh, I think the way you are teaching us is, um, great-great 
because sometimes you gave, you give us eh newspapers and we, we see 
th- these passages, so I think it's great the way you're teaching liS. 
DL: Hm, I'm talking about, like, when you were working in groups how, 
like, I want to knO\Y ho,y were you tallght before and how can you 
compare it to the way you have been taught'! 
Shikombiso: Okay, um, the last time at the classes we we are taught, lim, 
(pmlse) they don't, um-ah, I can say they don't give us so, like, lim, 
newspaper. we, we are having our tex'1book but here we are sharing ideas 
and \vorking like pairs or groups. 
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Solani: I want to disagree with Bongani the- they were not, like. spoon-
feeding us, they often gave us assignments and homework tasks .. . of 
things, but they did not spoon-feed us. 
DL: Okay ... and, eh .. I'm talking about eh tlie class situation, how, how, 
how have you been, like, taught ... whe-when do you meet in group's, so, 
um, um, I'm interested in that ... when you do your assignment it's like 
you, you are on your own, isn 't it? 
Three or more: Jaa~ 
Sagwati: But the teacher allowed us to ask our friends ... if we did not 
know the answer, we have, \\'e have the right to ask our friends, and we 
did the assignment at home, \ve searched the inforination and finally 
found it. 
DL: Okay. I, I see ... (inaudible) okay, 
Ntsako: Okay, according to you Sagwati, but, okay, just becapse \ve are 
not in the same class but in our class they actually didn't allow us to, like, ' 
go and ask our friends, like, we'll, like, learn alone. 'cause you came. 
alone most of the teachers say that you were born alone you're also gotta 
work alone then, we're, like, as individuals, you'll do your work if ypu, 
you got it wrong you'll do your own correction, those kind of stuff 
DL: Um, what do you feel about that? 
Sagwati: Okay, as she says that we're not in the same class, but we are 
allowed to ask our parents, eh, if we are given a homework, you can't just 
write the homework alone if you don't know the answers, you must, eh, 
ask your, your neighbours if there 's a neighbour who is a teacher he or 
she could help you and if there is, eh your, your paren- one of your 
parents is a teacher or he has, he or she has knowledge she could help you 
some day. You have to, you have to ask them ' cause the teacher is not 
there. 
DL: Okay, and --eh, in class, per- p, urn, perhaps, um, like, how is your 
teaching going. I'm not, like, focusing on this year alone. Hmn, generally 
in your schooling; you know what I mean. I'm not saying, urn. in in in 
English only this year, generally at how you've been brought up, how 
you've been brought up, how you've been taught0 
Sagwati: I don't remember when I was at primary ... 
DL: Say, last year and the year before last. Ever since you came to 
PDM ... 
Sagwati: la, when I was in Std 7, it was just like how we are taught 
'cause Mr. Macham gave us a chance to ... he could say who volunteer to 
come and teach us in front, then \ve share ideas, and the and then, if 
sometimes I'm wrong they'll correct me and I'll correct them . .la, he 
would sit at the back and listen to us teaching each other. 
DL: Oka\', you ... (pause ... cell-phone rings) tell me about the 
arrangement because, like, we would every time come here and battle, 
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to'ing to group you, and the ne~1moming \'ie'd find the desks arranged 
back in ro\\s. So, I .. . r 111 interested in that. How often are you grouped 
like this? You are not grouped. you're al\\'ay~, like, in ro\\s, or do you 
sometimes get, um, grouped? 
Sag\\ati: Sometimes, m~ get grouped. like when a teacher comes he use. 
we have to make some discussions he group llS into groups of six, four or 
five. 
DL: Okay. 
Bongani: Or, or, they say this row will work up with S0111e heading or this 
ro\\ they'll do another heading and this row; they divide llS with rows. 
DL: Okay. That is, that is great (pause). Abollt, U111, ... group work, the 
\yay we were doing things, not the way you were doing before, ... , lim, 
what are your views about it? 
Sagwati: I think, eh, the groups, the way, eh, the way you're helping us is 
good, but, (pa1lse) when, the prob, the only problem is (pause) today I'll 
be with this group; and tomorrow: with another group and. r think 
... working vvith new people, sometimes, bring liS, gives us a problem, 
'cause we'll have to·start from the beginning, then, for example, today 
I'm working with Channaine, Monica and Solani, we are doing this 
article, then tomorrow we are going to do the same article, but I'm goi-, 
]'m going to it -it with another group, I think it is the only problem. 
DL: Hmn ... (pwlse) other people? Your views about this kind of group 
work! (pause) Yes. 
Ntsako: Umn, yea, I agree with Sagwati, 'cause, like, it; jike, today I'm 
with Sagwati and tomorrow I'm with a-another person, it's. like, I'm, 
r Ill, like, wasting Illy tim", , cause, like, the other person gotta have to 
know how I speak or how r do my things while Sagwati knows how I do 
my things and she, like, she she knows me very well. and if maybe, like, 
r, urn, I got a bad way of writing and shh-sh, she rIT-really copes with it 
and she knows it but, I, ummm, this thing at; like, today I'm sitting with 
another person (something inaudible) r, I don't think it's a great idea, 
should, like, maybe, par-, maybe, like, um, divide us (sornething 
inca/dible) use it with this one, and, umn, even though sometimes we 
make each other upset, but we should, like, stick together, 'cause that 's 
life is all about upsetting each other. 
DL: Hn1ll ... okay; what do you think, Ganunu, about this? 
Ganunu: I think it's great, because 'we help each other, where there's a 
word that you don't understand 
T"'\T . TT .•••• 
UL: flIllIl. .. 
Ganul1u: \Ve-e discuss it, and, until we, we know vvhat does it mean. 
DL: Okay ... (pallse) about the idea of always belonging to to one group; 
do YOU feel the S;:llllC; that you should always stick with thc same people 
throughout" 
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Angel: Yes. 
DL: Sol~mi? 
Solani: E-e-ah. I. J, J don't think so because 'cause, like, eh if)'oll stick to 
the same people you dOll't know whether YOll understand the \\,Lyk or 
they're, like, telling you what to do and these kind of stuff; so you must. 
like, try many people and talk to lots 0- different people, like. urn, when 
wee-e, even today (things inaudible) you won't be with those people for a 
long tinle so you mllst learn to ... to work with many people, so that even 
if YOll change, urn, places, )'ou don't get frustrated. 
DL: What do you think? You want to say something. Angel? 
Angel: J think (pause) what Ntsako said I think it's good ... 
D. HI1lI1l ... 
Angel: J think we must stick together because. um,if we know each 
other, each other we can ... help, Ulll , we can help each other so well an~, 
if, it~ everyday we change into, YOll go to other groups, um" you do not 
understand, urn, those people, and YOll have to take time to know them, 
and if you stick, if] stay with Ntsako, Ganunu, Jakobean,I, I k.now them 
and (laughter) I don 't have a problem. 
DL: I know that the other day you with Solani and .... 
SoJani: Ntsako ... 
DL and Zanele and NdzaJama .... you were free then? 
Angel: That was, .. long time ago. (big laughter from whole group) 
DL: But you didn't enjoy it, ell? 
Angel: I did enjoy it. 
DL: I saw it. 
Ntsako: (Iallghter) I wanted to say that he wasll't, he wasn't free' cause. 
he wasn't used to us, to us. I think the idea of, lik.e, sticking together is 
great 'cause, like J get to know peo-, that person very weJ] and I know 
kore what is his or her problem. 
DL: I think about, urn, Solani's point, I think it's very good. 
(Afe"'~'leamers): la-aah! 
DL: ... because, if you like, getting used to same group you ugh-ugh- your 
challenges in life, you don't, you're not sure that tomorrow you'J] meet 
the same person and then if you're stranded you, you 're ... whatdo you 
think about that? 
Sagwati: I think shh, um what she said is tme, 'cause, um, everyday is a 
learning day, you learn this from these people and learn this from other 
people; so it is true, um, I don't agree with her. 
DL: Hum, but it is tme, but YOll don't agree with the truth ... . (Iaughter) 
Sagwati: Ja, it's a fact, but J don't agree y"ith her. 'cause, um, here we are 
in class, I know that Ntsako will be coming tomorrow and if shh-e does 
not come J \york with, um, my partncr 'cause, lim, wc are four, then, if 
Ntsako does not come I work with the the other two., then .. . .I wiJ] get 
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used to that, if she said, what she said is a fact but I din- I disagree with 
her. 
Solani: Oka\', meaning; that when-nn the\' all don'l come to school VOll '\'e 
gong to stay: alone, lik~ you're dependent on them, if they are not \~'e're, 
you-you, like, stay alone, If the), are here, it's e\'ef)ihing is cool. 
(Some voices) Hmm. 
DL: Is that so? [few la1lgh) 
DL: then is not, it's not going to be group work again, (pa1lse) because on 
that particular day when three of your group mates are not there it means 
that you are going to be on your OWll. 
Sagwati: they, they would be not not there, and I don't have a right to go 
stay with another group, we']] be fine and no longer be four, so I have to 
stay alone .. . 
DL: Y-Hmm , ... really'? 
Sagwati: 'cause we'll be in short of three. 
DL: Bongani, you want to come ... . 
Bongani: Urn, 1. think we must work individually, because we are not 
depending on each other, we must do our work, everyone must do he-her 
or his work. . 
DL: In other words, the grou-, you don't like group work. 
Bongani: la-aa, I don't like group work .. , 
DL: You don't like shaling ideas .. , 
Bongani: and, group work, it makes noise (lmlghterfrom others) because 
they, urn, the others are not copying, they are just sitting, urn, like 
.Takobiina, when a per~on is 110t copying he wou-II (laughter) he will 
make noise at you and say "copy here, copy~ " 
DL: Okay 
Bongani: and, he is spending time. 
DL: okay 
Solani: I think the idea of urn, pointing fingers is wrong, like, say that 
eh, if a person doesn't eh, like participate, w'd-eh, it: eh that the part, to 
participate, to participate, and like, when you work in groups you share 
ideas, then, like, when somebody knows something that you don 't Imow 
and you can, like, help each other.. : 
DL: okay" .. 
Solani: when compiling information ... like that. 
DL: okay, you wanted to say something. 
Ntsako: I forgot 
DL: Alright (nOise/laughter ji'om the group) You forgot, eh, 1\tsako .... 
Shikombiso: ja: but I think we must um, no-., we must-nat-work with a 
11"W gmup ""cD'day becau~c we kl10w the others people attitude, UIn, so I 
think we Illust-change everyday. 
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Ntsako: For fIX its \"er~' hard, its very hard to 'get to know other peo- other 
people, like, today I'm \vith you and then tomorrow I got, like, learn 
somebody's life again, like, knowing kare what does he mean when he 
says this and that and that.. . irs irs hard, I think we should, like, stick 
. ' " . , .'
together. It's either \ve stick together or we work as individuals. 
DL: Okay. 
Sagwati: Well some students, um ... .individual, I think it will be a 
problem because some people, tim do not master skills: writing skills, 
talking skills. So I think, eh, we must work with them, but always work 
with one group 'cause, like, today I was sitting with a new group, Then it 
was difrlcult for me because the~ ' are latlghi'ng-when I say something they 
laugh (laughter from the group) they are not used to my language. 
DL: Okay. 
Bongani: la, that's why \vhen you speak to them th"y laugh, they are 
spoiled, when they are in another group they don' t copy they just sit and 
do their laughing, so I think, the, we must work one by one. (laughter 
frolll the group) . 
DL: Okay (Laughter contimles). 
Bongani: la, one by one (laughter contimles) because when - when we 
don't have, llm, when you don ' t understand you'll ask you as we regard 
you as our master, we'll say "ey, master, I hav-I have a problem here'" 
and you '11 help him or her. 
DL: Okay, 
Ntsako: When you 're as individual is great, but Bongani; I think, we 
should, like, wor-kkk with ggroups 'cause, like., if! don't know 
something I'll ask somebody else, but if, I'm working alone I gotta have 
to save my pride won't let me ask this one, I gotta, like, go to the other 
row to ask somebody else, I think we should work as a group and stick 
together. 
DL: Okay. 
Solani: The saying goes, eh, pride goes before fall, if you don't work 
alone, like .. . 
DL: Sorry ... sorry .. . Solani, . .. , 
Solani: before tall 
DL' Alrioht 
. 0 
Solani: Eh, if you work alone, like, you say that I can do an)1hing, if you 
don 't, if you fail to do something then, like, you going to be-ee afraid to 
ask somebody else, then, like you're going to fail on the thing the thing 
YOll wanted to do. 
DL: You mean it is important to share ideas. 
Solani: Hmmm. 
Solani: Its like, urn, its good to to to be successfuL but it's even much 
better to show the success. 
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DL: Oh, good. 
Ntsako: Um, ' cause being suc-ss- successful is all about having people at 
your back who encourage .. ,and like that. 
(some ,;'oices) Hmm 
DL: Okay, (little pause). okay Bongani. 
Bongani: Ja, they ee-ee, I don't change, they will encourage you but. um 
sometimes when you SiT, Ulll, at the exam room, you'll be alone and you 
must, umm ... (laughter from the group) ' .. and, um, people out there, they 
say "hen you \Y-, when you Viant to do things. do alone, like, UIll, when 
you're going for interview you, you'd be alone. 
DL: I'm talking about when you are supposed to learn. when you go to 
the exam room, are you with the teacher (pause)? 
Bongani: No 
DL: So, it's about learning, but when you are going to write exams you'll 
be on your own. 
(tape internlfJled. .. end) 
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[APPET'iDIX FG III 
THIRD IrHERViE\V \VITH LEARNERS (FG III) 
300899 ' 
D.L: I \,:,'.1nt to ask you~ wnf!t ar~ your i.mpr~ssions about usi.ng newspapers in th~ 
Er.glish classrooms? (pa!<se) Anyone can start, even h"1 Xitsongil you can t2Jk YOl. 
\Vant to ,tart, Gift? 
Sag',Yati : In Xitsonga? 
D,L: Wh~re necessary, yes. 
Sag ·~vnti: It is iInpressivc;:: because \ve learn TI13ny things, ifs we <!re not lcmling 
som~rhl.ng that comes from nmvher.:. \ve're le:1ming somethii1g trwfs happ~ning 
around our ar:ea. According to my understanding it's imprc55ivt. 
D.L: You wanted to say someU,ing" 
Solan.i : It's a good idea because when you do the thing with a newspaper it' s like, 
\Ve'fe going to read more newspapers in :future so it help~ us to understand the 
language through newspaper, .. so we get to improve in grammar and get used to the 
language used and also it makes our "ie·\vs \vider because we get to know thing.:; that 
are h"ppening around our country. 
D.L: You want to say somothing ... this is AndzaIl~ eh, you are ... Lucia, Lucia, hrrJ\ 
(pause) Tell me what you think about newspapers (pause) Anything! 
Lucia: Even in Xitsonga 
D.L: ]a, it's fine. 
Lucia: (pause) I don't know! 
D.L: Jaa, say it in Xitsonga . .. anything about the media. 
Lucia: In Xitsonga? 
D.L: Jaa. 
Lucia: Hmn, (translation) media is good because they taught us to ' read, I was not 
interested in reading ne"ispaper, but, in the media classes we were taught to read 
newspapers and books. There were words I didn't know 0r understand, now r 
understand them. 
D .L: Okay. So ... 
Lucia:Hnm. 
D.L: Andzani? 
Andzani: (translation) Through newspapers wee were able to talk about topics like 
pregnancy. We don '[ normally get this in our books. I was not used to reading 
newspapers. But now r read (them) ... 
D.L: Do you buy' ne>'ispapers? 
Andzani: ?-lo. 
D.L: Angel? Speak. 
Angel: I learn a lot of things like thing;> I didn't know like when I read L'1.e newspaper 
1 fh-st look at the ho"ding end 1 know what's happening L., the story. 
D.L: So, you look at the headline. 
D.L: Yes. Sagwati 
S2gwf!!i: It improved our learning skil!s~ it i..rnproved OUf language, :tz,d it i.r.:,proy'Cd 
our inter~st in media. 
D.L: InteT~st. . . okay. eve.r since \ve stm"ted, ~;ould you SJ.y your i..ltterest Lfl ne\:yspapers 
h.JS improv-.;d '; 
SO!~Tli: It hJ:; changed my ~ki.li 5 l.i~: ;;- rtading r.e\-'..spaper:; Eke, when 1 get neW3pap .:r I 
just want to read it. 
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D.L: I'm interested in the way we were doing things. What is the most striking thing 
you can comment on? Hm, what is the most remarkable thing that you can comment 
on~ Something that has been outstanding, stood out of evef}thing, that you can 
, 
comment on, 
Solani: Like co-operative learning. It has been helpful like we get the chance to share 
ieleas with some people and get to know what other people are thinking and their styk 
of thinking, and all those kind of stuff. So, it helped us a lot; urn, co-operative 
learning ... we like to co-operate and respect and all those kind of stuff . . . but we, we 
normally did not do, like we were selfish at fIrst; working with a person like, like me I 
didn't want to work with other people, I wanted to do my mm thing. Jo, bu~ now I'm 
different, I developed that great interest of working with people. 
D.L: I think that' 5 true. I think that's been my observation. And what can you; >'ihat 
can you say about co-operative learning (pause) the way in which you were working 
together with other people. Do you think it ' s a good idea or you want to work alone or 
you want to work with other people? 
Lucia (translalion): I want to work alone, I didn't know how to work with others, and 
when I have a problem I can go and ask other people. 
D.L: So you want to work alone; and when you have problems you'll ask others. So 
you want people onIy when you have proplems, when you are happy you don't want 
them. Okay! 
Sagwati: Co-operative learning increased my intellect, because I didn't have I didn't 
master the listening skills Ijust corrununicated to, I just wanted people to always look 
at me, Ijust wanted to speak, eh, English, but I didn't want another person to speak 
and I liskn to him, Ijust wanted to dominate, jn, then it i.."lcreased my listening skills. 
D.L: Angel? Your corrunents about this. 
Angel: I also think that at frrst I was selfish, but now I'm not, because I worked with a 
lot of people. 
D.L: Ntsako, you want to say something; be honest. 
Ntsako: I was not used to working with other people but now I can understand 
different people. 
D.L: Bongani, about that? I still haven't forgotten the interview .. . after the first 
cycle ... I still know your views about... 
Bongani: I changed to ... now I really like to work with group, working with another 
people because they taught me how to .listen to one another. . .I think it taught me to 
work with people whether they or I'm angry or happy, so it taught me to adapt. wa 
swi bona (you see) ... 
D.L: What Solani said, I must actually comment about it, it's actually what I've 
obsonied ever since we worked together. At flIst people were, wanted to be on their 
0",11 and compete about marks. Remember that? And also to show that "I can talk 
much", and all those. But now as time went on I could see, started to know the skills 
of working together. I think she has just captured that. 
D .L: I've got this question. Are you aware that when I gave you homework or tasks I 
didn't mark them and give marks, say 10 out of 10,2 out of 10 ... Do you have 
anything to say about that? 
","tsako: Jaa, I think if you give marks, it will encourage you. If say I got 4 out of 10, 
next time I try to get 5 ... 
D.L: Okay, Solani. 
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Solmi: I want to disagree. The \vay you were doing it was good; because as \ve \vere 
working with newspapers and sharing "iews .. .l think becauso in the understanding of 
things are not the same, they differ like when I give another anslVer, she gives another , 
answer and she thinks she is more like, more right more correct, but the way in which 
we think is not the same, like, ja, 1 think the way you did things was, urn, great, ja, 
like you even, when, if you see something that was nm that much con'ecl, you'd go 
individually and say you shouldn' t have done this way or that way, not say you got 
zc:ro .. . 
D .L: Yes, Bongani 
Bongani: I wanted to say we are not the same. If someone get zero another get 10, he 
wi] think he is stupid; why should I get zero? And so on ... 
Sagwati: I'm on both sides. The way you did it was good because we did in groups 
not according to our o"'n individual understanding. It 1V0uid be encouraging if I got 5 
out of 20 and next time I will get 15 out of 20. . 
Andzani (translation): 1 think when I get 5 out of20 another one get 15 out of 20'1 
will admire him and strive hard to get 15. 
Lucia (translation): If1 get lout 0[20 1 ",ill try to read or study hard to be like that 
person. 
D.L: Say everyday you get lout of 20. What do you say about that? 
Sagwati: I will go and ask from my friends. Sometimes it's because you don't pay 
attention when somebody teaches. Ja, but if I pay a lot of attention I will go and ask 
somebody who is good. 
D .L: The way you say you want marks given suggests that t'lere is someone who is 
going to give marks; the person who knows everything. You have wonderful ideas 
which perhaps seen differently could be correct. The teacher should not be seen to 
know every1hing. 
Solani: If the teacher gives you lout of 20 he is like telling the whole class that you 
got lout of 20, instead of telling you where you went ',Tong .. . if you get lout of 20 
and someone asks you how many marks you got, you're gonna be embarrassed by the 
mark, but if the teacher comes to you and says you should have done it this way or 
that way, the nex1 time you are going to try ... 
Bongani: I think if you "'Tite a test and the teacher comes to the front and says "Eh, 
Bongani, you got 2 out of 200", that will make you get out of the schoo~ and drop 
out. 
D.L: Okay. 
Sagwati: I think it depends on the type of person you are. Sometimes students mite 
the work to impress the teacher, then some other students write tests for their own 
sake ... like I "Tite to get knowledge, but some think to impress the teachers. Like 
when I'm given a homework on Friday I will spend the whole weekend not doing 
it ... then :-'10nmy morning at school I will stan doing the work; I'm doing it for the 
teacher not myself ... 
BongJni: Let"s tnke u1€ te3chej com~s to the C1JS5 and says you got 5 out of20 at,d 
people are always laughing at you; even if you improve, you'll drop out of the school. 
Ktsako: They'll think there's something "Hong with you ... but most of the teachers 
stiJJ belleve in marks. 
D.L: Angel) no",,, you must have an idea? 
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Ai1gel: I'm on both sides. It's good (to have marks) it will make you improve if you 
are clever and serious with work. Bad in this "'lay: if you, if some people just do 
things without thinking ... 
D.L: Okay. 
D.L: Let me give you this example. One day, during the exams, towards the end of the 
last term; you had an English test, when I came to class for the mediJ project, TO had 
jl1$t given you your script, back, you ... almost everybody jumping "haa-haa, I got this, 
I got this" and then those who didn't get eh fair, fair marks were sad. You remember 
that day? I think In English you got the top mark. Am I right? 
SagwJti: Yes. . 
D.L: \\'hat do you think? What if you get 90% and there is someone who get 5% or 
10%; what would you do? 
Solam: I will try to help that student, put myself in his or her shoes ... 
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APPENDIX FN I 
FIELD NOTES I 
26/04/99 
Today is the fITsi official visit to DPM school. I have an appointment with the English 
teacher. I give him the code: TO. Iv!y academic friencl, John Lewin, is with me, and 
promises to help me with observations at the school so that we could make some sort 
of '~triangula tion·'. . 
We meet TO at about 10h15 and John offers to jot down the notes as I make personal 
interview with the teacher. I decide not to tape record the interview,as it is my fITst 
'official' day with him, and hoped to avoid unnecessary tension. 
-TO is doing Masters Diploma in Human Resource management at RAD. Does not 
see future in teaching. He was full of energy but found the reality at school had a gap. 
-Has Honours (English) fi'om tho University of the ,,"orth. With his acadenu.: 
background he had expected intellectual debate from colleagues and learners. But his 
colleagues are not prepared to consider issues. He feels they are apathetic. 
He finds the content materials or textbooks not to be challenging. 
"We do not have grammar textbooks", he says. He says he no longer uses 
te:-'1books, but uses newspapers and magazines. He began this in 1997 and it 
seems to be a better approach. Textbooks were too prescriptive, syllabus-based 
and the series was too technical and quite impractical. Grammill' doesn' t make 
learners to speak English. He doesn't teach grammar. 
There has been relative improvement as compared with grammar 
approach/method. Learners now participated immensely; in terms oflangu.1ge . 
developmen~ they are able to communicate even if Loey are not fluent. Language 
use as functional and relates to personal experience. 
They come up with own topics, he is not the sale initiator oftopics. Topics like 
teenage pregnancy, initiation schools, or whether euthanasia should be allowed 
etc. 
\Vhat he does to ensure language competence: Has a nurnber of committees 
editoria~ politica~ cultural, drama and creative "Titing. They collect information 
and submit to a desk or head of desk and they ~\Tite one report, and they submit to 
editor 's desk. On Fridays they give reports. Editor's desk has three members who 
have files. 
\\ihen they give reports he takes back seat. He looks at presentation style, 
grammar, language and writes notes. He observes and thereafter makes comments. 
Later he takes the report.< and make corrections. 
At which point does he consciously intervene: He makes a list of typical mistakes, 
they discuss and correct one another. When he marks books he marks 20 books 
and tries to identify typical mistakes, and then goes to class to thrash out the 
problem. "I don't teach grammar lesson but a !J.nguage lesson", he S3)'S. 
01her teachers? Their approach is more textbook based. They take their exercises 
from textbooks. He has not discussed this approach with them as he says he does 
not want to impose his authority. However they checked one another 's work. 
ThPT03 ;<:. nnpnni"<;;;(;; 
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How different is he from other teachers: The teachers are lazy. T.O. is great. He 
will teach you as an individual. He encourages them to come on Saturday and 
Sunday. He says time wasted is nev~r regained. \\'11cn kachers come to class they 
give you examples from textbooks, T.O. gives you/ many examples. He 
encourages the to read magazines and to get infoI1TI<1tion. He shares \vith them 
information he gets from raclio, TV and newspapers. He shares his o"n 
exp'eriences. He encourages them to \vatch ne\.vs, know any1hing about their 
country. 
:\ewspape.rs to class: He brings newspapers to them, he reads to them. "And you 
have to tell him what is happening". 
He talked about desks- process, compile one report. Tell which information is is 
import.1nt. They correct language: nobody is peliect. They make sure eVe!)1hing 
is correct. XO school newspaper yet. 
How they learn: The teacher in front, they are in rows. He doesn' t only stand in 
front, also goes around the rows. He sometimes sits dOlvn, we discuss, he conec13. 
We tell whole class. TO is already up to daie, he is always·prepared. 
He a11o.,..;s learners to evaluate him. E.g. "What problems do I cause? Don't put 
your name, what do I do you don't like?" 
They even have debates, drama: learning is not about reading a book only. They 
must be able to listen to someone talking. There is no pelieet English. We are 
given chance to express our "jews. 
Skills: reading, writing, listening, speaking. 
He taught them to have paper and pencil handy to "Tite diffieult ",ords. 
We have three books: voeabula!)- book e.g. words like 'phobia', literature fpoems 
and class tasks (homework). 
He tests general questions 
He teaches them real things, "we were taught past tense" . 
He comes to class with a textbook. Other teachers don't care they say "1 am hving 
in a large house, we eating; what are you doing?!> 
He encourages them to go to him for help. Others teach learners what is in the 
textbook, not general L'llngs, not important for us to learn. He doesn't want 
everyone to be quiet. 
"In Std 5 I had the idea that teachers stand in front and spoon feed. In real life 
search for information, no one has all the information". Spoon fed = easy corne 
easy go 
"He doesn' t only teach us about Std 8 work, he teaches us other works- actuary-
insurance company 
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APPENDIX FN II 
FIELD NOTES II 
26/04/99 
At II h20 TO asks an Afrikaans teacher (I give' him the code TH) to call eight learners 
from Grade lOB. The class has two subject streams: the general and Commercial. I 
tell T.O. that the learners that they should be picked randomly. A look at the class 
shows mini chaotic situation: TH is battling to tum some learners back. I think thy are 
excited by the presence of John- a white person at their school" At last, we see TH 
I wins. Three guys and five girls come over. They are smiling lovely faces. They are 
excited. I also get excited. A good start to the research' 
\Ve start with introductions. TH introduces us to the I~amers, and the learners take 
turns to introduce themselves. John and I are struck by the confidence and fluency of 
the learners. The guys are older than the girls. Ages for boys (18,18,20) and the girls 
(15,14,15 ,14, 13). 
I realise (and John later agreed) that the girls are more fluent than the guys. Solani, 
Nzalama, Sagwati (Gift), Amanda and Zane lie were girls. 
Again John explains why we are at the school, and tells them that I was going to do 
research with them at their school for about three months. He tells them that I, 
together with TO, am going to teach them English. I tell them that I am going to ask 
them a few questions and they agree. Again, John offers to take down notes as I 
interview them. No tape-recording at this stage. The interview is conversational. 
How do they learn: Have fun so that they can learn English. Get time to ac t like 
teachers, and ask fellow students. Important to search for information, without 
teachers telling us to find information; ask our parents, easier to find . Teachers are 
great. Learners take important role in classroom. 
How does the teacher correct: when they punctuate incorrectly, not in a harsh 
way. T.O. is humble, encourages them to do things. He tells them to search for 
information in newspapers, Sowetan , if they don't understand the story they come 
to tell the class. It is not only about reading books, listening to music is also 
important. In a lesson he brings different kind of music: they identify the music, 
message of ballad, kwaito. Thus English music in an English class. 
Assignment: when it comes to assignments learners were told not to ask parents 
only, but other people also, search for information in the area and get different 
ideas. "He does not spoon feed us". 
In poetry he tells them there is no right or wrong answers, it is interpretation. He 
gives them poems to go and study at home, and they'll be expected to come and 
tell whole class about the poem. 
"We don't have a textbook. We do use textbooks in a group". ~ Quest helps 
their language and vocabulary. Teaches about culture, use dictionary in the 
classroom. 
Grammar Lesson: Today about preposition; when and where used. Examples in 
the lesson given in a good way. 
Does he have lesson preparation: Does have grammar lessons. He comes with his 
own textbook. He makes sure everyone understands. 
'I am not perfect but I try to learn . "if you don't want to learn you will be nothing 
in this world" he motivates me', 
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Preparations made from things he reads evcryd:lY; like ne\yspapcrs and 
magazines. If he fmds interesting material he brings to class for learners' word 
power. 
He says he loves poetry, and he does not stick to 'prescribed poetry. He uses grade 
12 poef!l3 even. Content can be for both lov"er and higher grades. 
He says he doesn'l use poetry 10 leach language except 10 lor learners 10 extr:lCl 
meaning from poetry. He says that is language in literary ~Titing. 
Time.cable: used to have sewn 35 minuks- paiods per week. He complained to 
the principal as a 35 minutes period was not enong;,. TIlls year the timetable has 
changed for five periods: one 35 minutes period and three double-period (70 
minutes per period). Other teachers Were affected, but they were happy. 
Problem noticed: there are learners who have serious problems as they can't read. 
They aid not get grounding at the schools they came from. In grade 10 B 80Qo 
are able to read English without problems, while 40% read with comprehension. 
He has a Saturday schOol with reading and listening as objectives. It is voluntary. 
45 learners attend. 
OBE: He says his understanding of OBE is that you have to acknowledge that 
learners progress at different paces. "They develop cognitively at different paces", 
he says. You have to ask yourself why do you teach them, or is it just because you 
are expected 10? He says he finds OBE more flexible, gives him latitude to 
explore, learners "make self-discovery" and it makes him to be innovative and 
creative. 
Teacher training: Because he is from a poor family he had to register for B.A. at 
the university of the Xorth hoping to get a bursary from former Gazankulu 
government. Courses registered were: English, Anthropology, Geography and 
Psychology. Then did H.E.D. with English and Geography teaching methodology. 
Later did English 9Honours). 
His high school English teacher encouraged them to communicate in English: he 
gave them novels and extra books, and engendered a culture of reading. He taught 
them from Std 6 to Std 10. 
Interest: PRO of Greater Tzaneen Radio Initiative. He is a voluntary media 
convenor, Ritavi Branch of SADTU. 
About the school: Finds the school and management style most flexible, open and 
transparent. Can hardly think of a time when management did not consult. They 
do things jointly, if there is dissatisfaction they know channels. They come to him 
as site steward. They have discussions in the staff meetings and talk over 
problems. Interpersonal relationships are not 100% right as you do fmd 
personality clashes. 
There is a lack ofintel1ectual debate at school. Teachers don't read nor buy books. 
He does not have "a bosom friend" . After school I remain behind. 
Work ethic: He calls members of S.WTU- they like to sit in the staifroom - to 
order. They complain about salaries. He feels dissatisfaction is not from salaries: " 
I subscribe to the theory x and y of Mac Gregor", he says. Some teachers are lazy. 
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APPENDIX FN III 
FIELD :-;-OrES III 
I 
:\leeting \',ith Grade 10 B learners: commercial stream. 
This is about half the 2Iade lOB class. The learners follow the commercial subjects 
stream. rei has sugge;ted that for my research purpose I could teach this group". In this 
meeting introduce what my project entails. During the discussiolls TO took notes. 
Focus: newspapers/print media 
Duration: approximately three months 
Learners pledged that they would commit themselves until the end of the activity. 
John Le~vin and David will be working with the learners with regard to print media. 
The learners were told that they would be captured on video. They are excited about 
appearing on Video. 
David tells them they should in the end be able to produce their o"n llewsletter/ 
newspaper. The karners will visit a newspaper company to see the whole process of 
news production: how stories are collected and compiled into a newspaper. 
A learner poses a question: " What are the benefits of this project?" Answer: The project 
is part of their daily learning, learn English, mnke them aware of the media and also see 
how the newspapers are compiled. 
Materials: folders and vocabulary booklets to be given to the learners. 
:\1any learners don't read newspaper. Some of those who say they read newspaper say 
they read them on Sundays. 
Types of newspapers they know: 
"Sportsday and Sunday Tums 
·One learner buys the Sowetan on Saturday 
"Glenmah buys a newspaper on Mondays 
.City Press on Sunday. 
'Carol reads newspaper when father comes from Johannesbw-g. 
'Catherine buys Drum and You magazine for herself. 
"Meriam 'buys City Press once a month. 
"Vukosi buys Drum magazine every Thw-sday. 
"Emeldah does not read a newspaper. 
":\1onica reads newspaper (Sowetan) everycby because she is forced by her po.rents to do 
so. She just refers io the TV guide. 
"Ganunu reads Letaba Herald, Cily Press, Sowetan (from Monday to Thursday). 
"Solani buys a newspaper only when there is a story that relates to her surroundings: only 
something that she heard to get more news on what happened. 
'Steve does not read newspaper: he does not have access to newspapers. 
,;cGolden also does not read newspapers: he does not give a reason why. 
"Fikile does not read newspapers. 
"Phoebe reads newspaper when her brother is back from Giyani School during holidays. 
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-Cry' s father only buys Afrikaans newspaper, Beeld 
>:<]:\1.:atcko does not have money to spend on ne\yspapd, but on food. 
- Amanda reads newspaper that her mother buys. 
- Angel roads City Press on Sund.TV. 
-Bongani reads City Press only on Sunday . . 
-Jacobean r~Jds newspaper occasionally: Sunday TImes and Sowefail. 
In the newspaper they read the following sections: 
~1usic: 14 learners 
Educational: 1 ~dz,l1ama) 
CareersfJob section: 1 (Sag''iati) She reads this section because brothers and sisters are 
not employed but educated. . 
Only 5 learners consulr dictionaries when they read newspapers/magazines. 
Learners say they use dictionaries in class particularly during English periods. 
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LhSGON OBSERVATION (1) 
Teacher 'Learner 
1st " liinutes 
:, - 10 
10 - 20 
20 - 30 
3[) - 40 
40 - 60 
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~EARHING ACTIVITY OBSERVATION SCHEDULE 
Facili~ator .. ... . ... ...... Grade: . . ......... Duration of lesson 
Clate: . .......... .. . . . . .... No. of learners .. .. .. ... . ........... . 
Learning area : . .... _ . .. .. . Learning accivicy no.: ...... . .. _ . . . . 
1 PREPARATION: 
~as pr~paration thorough? 
Were outcomes clearly ident-
ified? 
has tne learning aCL1Vity 
appropriate to outco~es? 
Is there a definite linK 
between thlS lesson and the 
previous and tne following 
one? 
Was the lesson relevant to 
learner s needs ana 
interests? tcontextualised) 
2 . MATERIALS/RESOURCES 
Did it pr omote language? 
Was authentic material used 
Did it stimulate interest 
Was the langua~= or the 
~aterials appropriate to 
learners level '? 
3 . METHODOLOGY: 
Was a range of ~uestlOns 
asked (low to high. open to 
closed) 
Was the ap~roach racilitaL-
lve;' 
Ware the language problems 
effectively handled 
(identified. constructively 
handled. time for practice. 
problems contextualised> 
~ere the activitles 
systematically struct~~ed ? 
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IYESINC! 
I I 
REMARKS 
i I 
, ! 
i I 
I I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
3. METHODOLOGY (CONTltIUn· .. 
Was reading systematically 
deve10ped '( 
Was critical thinking 
promoted and developed?, 
I 
CO -OPERATIVE LEA[UIlN G 
flas the task r elated t. o 
au tcorne s": 
Has the task worthwllile and 
stimulating '~ 
Was the task t-Ie 11 ~repal'B cl'( 
Has fa c ilitation effectiv-e':' 
Was there fu 11 learne"l" 
participation':-
4 . ASSESSMENT 
lias there ongoing:asseSS"leJl~ 
.--
G i y e e x a 
'" 
1 
.. . . .......... . ...... , , . '.' , ....... ............. . ... , ...... . 
Was assessment app r opriate for outconles? 
Give ex amp l es ........ . , . . 
5. APPLICATION 
Was this authentic? 
Was it worthwhile ? , 
6 _ GENERAL REMARKS 
~ , . . . . . , . , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
..... : .. , . . .... , ... . .. ' ' . ' . , , ... , .. , ... . ..... , ........ . ....... . 
"1. LEARNING POINTS 
8. NAME OF OnSEHYER _____________ _ 
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APPENDIX LOBS 
LESSO:\ OBSERVATIO:-;S : CYCLE O"E 
Date: 07 July 1999 
An oyer\"iew was given. Lesson based on panicuiar newspapers that exist III 
pommunities. 
The material was authentic and stimulated great participation. All the exercises 
stimulated good responses. 
Some good application questions were asked. But more critical questions should be 
asked. 
Did not spend much time on one group - non-interventionist (TO). Good technique: 
did not interfere. 
There was substantial participation (TO). 
There was too much in one lesso n: one had to superfluously run over the issue, but an 
overview was achie\'ed. 
TO: The learners were involved in co-operative learning. Almost cvery group wanted 
to be the first in reporting their ideas after discussing. 
John: Vocabulary book: leads to explanation and emphasis. 
Reading was not identified as an outcome. Learners "leafed" through the newspapers 
to identify various sections: 
General Remarks 
TO: The lesson was an extension beyond what the learners know. The lesson gave the 
learners broad overview of the print media. Thorough examples like identifying 
columns of the newspaper, appreciating and valuing their prior knowledge. There 
was more emphasis on vocabulary related to the lesson. Nothing was taken for 
granted. He was not interfering with the learners, he allowed learners to talk 
freely. 
John: Learners are used to co-operative learning and adapted to exercises easily and 
willingly. Timing has been a crucial factor: At the end of a long day, back to one 
hour lesson. Dominated by a few; but careful to involve others. They have 
obviously had some background on newspapers, but there was some extension. 
Made sure they understand all concepts. You can develop some ideas as they 
emerge by getting them to talk around them. They hardly read newspapers -
when rel evant they buy. Some do buy magazines. 
Questions Raised for Discussion 
Is it important to read newspapers or magazineso 
How can we have access to newspapers if we don't have moneyO 
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- . The Thabo ,,1beki election poster on our street poles and shop windows. \\no does it 
s~rv\!? 
DATE: 09 June 1999 
The lesson follows on the pre,;ous one but focused on article reading to establish 
understanding. 
TO: - The incident in the article happened in their surrounding and the lesson was thus 
contextualised and relevant. 
. JOIUl: - The article was well-chosen, interesting and led to discussion of many difficult 
words in the article. Article relevant to o"n experiences and raised many moral 
questions. The outcomes of reading, communication and critical reflection were 
achieved, the grammatical aspect not done because of time constraints. 
TO: It focuses more on vocabulary and comprehension the authenticity of the material: 
Learners could relate easily to the story. 
John: Ready relevance because of the nature of the story and location - the story is 
based on an incident that occurred in their location. It afforded a great deal of 
opportunity for discussion. 
TO: The article stimulated interest, because it happened in the learner;;' 
locale/surrounding. 
John: TIle re.levance of the story stimulated interest. 
There were many difficult words, but these were identified, discussed and 
c1arified. 
TO: Language appropriateness of materials: Most of tho meanings were extracted from 
conte,,-!. Learners were able to contextualise most of the meanings. 
Questions were based on the content/story. 
John: Excellent use of questioning which moved from low level to application and 
evaluative. l\.1any opportunities for group discussion. David facilitated leami..rIg. 
TO: Learners could help one another when errors are committed particularly in 
reading and pronunciations. The emphasis was on establishing Wlderstanding and 
vocabulary enrichment. 
Reading was highly pursued. 
Jo11n: Language: will happen tomOlTOW - ran out of time. Used a stmctured approach to 
reading with comprehension. 
Critical Thinldng 
TO: If more could be pursued in this aspec!. The lesson was content based. 
David was facilitative and non-interventionist. Participative, much better than 
yesterday. 
John: Leamer participation: This need to be worked on. There was continuous 
assessment - getting feedback all the time and responding to this. 
TO: Vocabulary items written on board and explained. Learners then made entries to 
their vocabulary booklets. Teacher has the style ofming the words (vocabulary) 
in conte,,"! tlu·oughout the ksson. He commended the learners who read. 
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General Remarks 
John: Group very much more involved today. I think they responded very well to topic, 
acti"ties and vocab. I am still worried about the fact that a number of learners 
weie still passive both in the general class and in groups. It was good 
you timed your lesson better and did not try to cover evelJ1hing as planned. 
Lea rning Points 
o The good learners responded well to this method - How do we 
encourage/include less able - this is a challenge. 
• The reading approach worked well - indeep it was essential otherwise there 
would have been less understanding and involvement. 
TO: The lesson was well - suited to the learners. They could relate to the story 
because it happened in their surrounding. II also induced interests and could 
question some of the issues reported in the story. For example, that the person 
who has been reported to be a policeman is actually a learner. 
Learning Points 
o Learners' experiences: To value the prior knowledge. To allow learners to 
unlock or crack meaning by themselves. To commend them in their attempt 
for learning. 
TO: Commentary 
o More vocabulary -laden: Perhaps to crack an understanding of the story. I do 
not remember any aspect of language picked up. 
• Establishing the comprehension or understanding of Ute learners. 
o Learners wanted to explain exactly what is in the story. Learners limited by 
what is in the story, i.e. they don't go beyond the story: poor critical 
engagement. 
Critical question! problem posing: Which religion is promoted? (Christianity/ Bible) 
Speculative: What could be the feelings of the killerso 
• People are having nightmares 
• People arc regretting that they killed innocent people. 
• People are regretting because they are in jail. 
Written Task (Homework) 
• \\ nat I have l~"rnt from the story? 
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10 June 1999 
5-1 0 ~1inlltes: Started with getting learners to read what they had Jeamed. Dm,id picked 
out phrases like " Let bygones be bygones', " Let sleeping dogs lie" 
Learners explained correctly. He got them to explain concepts like 
"teenagers". Then asked a volunteer to read from paragraph 6. 
John: 
i 
It was an extension ofyesterclay's lesson. It >"as good to see that you 
had modified it. 
• Lesson geared towards co-operative work. It linked well with the pre\ious 
lesson. 
• L?-nguagc learning: There ~vas good degree of discussion. The lesson most 
relevant to class. 
• A number of difficult words, but identified and explained. 
e.g. condolences, commended, retaliating, tremendous, incident 
Questioning: Some good critical questions were asked. The approach was facilitative 
although I feel you are overdoing the emphasis of co-operative learning. 
'Language Issue: You introduced the passive/active voice, and it was clear that they had 
not done it. Also the past participle. 
Reading: The major work was done yesterday. 
Critical Thinking/questioning: Some interesting questions asked at beginning they had to 
evalu ate and think. 
Co-operative Learning: I believe the class is not used to this as we at first asswned. 
~neral Remarks 
1. Unfortunate that lesson came so late in the day after exam. 
11. I still believe we are not as aware of the true ability of the whole class as we 
should be. 
lli. Co-operative learning needs to be taught - especially skills. 
iv. To reinforce certain concepts such as "condolences" we should use the functional 
English approach. 
v. Still try to involve the whole class and not only language competent ones. 
30-40 Minutes: Language 
The tense of paragraph 1. Groups discuss transformation of paragraph I to present 
tense. 
Task on active/pass. Past'Present sentence transformations. 
Groups to transform paragraph 2 from pJS5ive to active. 
Explains the active and passive voice. 
Important Points to Remember 
• They could not give exampks of gi\ing condolences. They don't really 
discuss, they just make point. Perhaps give a role play. 
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• TI)' to stop laughter 
• They don' t understand the relationship between cause and effect. 
• Don't overdo the group discussion - get them to do \~Titing. 
11 June 1999 
TO: - Few learners have done yesterday's task, perhaps as a result of the pressure of 
ex.am. 
Learners appeared tired. 
Dovid taught the parts of speech (subject, verb and noun) to lay foundation for 
. understanding of passive!active sentence transfonnations, 
Some oft.lJe learners were pru1icipating, but few looked inattentive although one 
cannot divorce other aspects of language, one feels that more emphasis should be on 
the parts of spee,ch, 
There was less pru1icipation ofkarners, probably because the teacher had control of 
the lesson. 
One has always been sceptical whether grammatical aspects or items will improve 
their communication skills or proficiency, Language should be spontaneous. 
Learners are somewhat having basic principles of grammar, It needs to be 
consolidated or enhanced. 
Focus on grammar should be more contextually based, 
TIle lesson promotes more of grammatical aspects which appear isolated ii'om general 
language, 
I am not certain whether it stimulated interest. 
The language of the materials was appropriate to the learners' level. 
The Jesson was relatively less facilitative . 
G<!neral Remarks 
I'm not sure whether it was stimulating, 
Grammar teaching tends to focus on one aspect for a long time. As a result there is a 
problem of concentration and attention. 
It also affects interest and stimulation- the lesson was too long. 
Learning Points 
• The lesson emphasises language/grammar IUles, 
10 However, one is sceptical whether teaching learners grammar rules will ensure their 
communicative flow or to be aware of granunatical errors, 
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15 June 1999 
0-5 t"finutes 
The le2mers encouraged to look at (read) heading and sub-heading silently observing 
punctuation marks: "Just who is responsible". 
TO: 5-10 Minutes: Asked learners to face dO\\n the article and discuss in groups, i. e. 
co-operative kaming. what the artick will be about: prediction 
In the prediction stage learners came up with: the article is about problems at schools 
e.g. violence, culture ofIeaming and teaching etc. 
Questioning/praxis: Relevant question by teacher: Is there a culture of teaching and 
learning at PD;'v1 School? 
10-20 Minutes: Teacher asked: Examples of bad activities at school? Learners: 
fighting, smoking/drug addiction, imitation ofYizo Yizo, lack of culture oflearning 
Teacher: \l/hat is the role ofTshediso in the community: Learners: journalist, 
searching for info, working for news company 
Teacher: Role ofMosiana :l.10tselisi? Learners: X-Ray teclmician 
Teacher: Holla Kgasago? Learners: Sales Assisatnt. 
20-30 Minutes:Vocabulary items learnt : 
(O)stakeholders: who are stakeholders at the schools? Learners: children parents, 
teachers, school governing bodies. \I,lho are stakeholders in your family? Learners: 
parents and children 
(i) x-ray: what is an x-ray? TO helped explain and said it ' s a machine that gives 
out picture of broken and dislocated bones. 
(ii) technician: TO also explained this. 
(iii) manifesto: what is a manifesto? Learners tried from context and were assisted: 
a list of goals, objectives and aims of parties. 
(iv) disillusioned: a few learners gave "lose hope" after reading and made sense 
from context. 
(v) implement: Solani is able to get it from context and gives "introduce" 
("i) famous / notorious: a little probkmatic for leamers. TO and David help in 
clarifying the words. 
The authentic news article stimulated a fierce debate. The appropriateness of the 
language used in the trulterial: Learners found no difficulty in unlocking the meaning. 
The questions covered a range: Low/High a!ld open/closed. 
Through groups they were able 10 exchange ideas, this was made possible by the fact 
that it was facilitative. 
Language problems/issues: Some learners would correct their mate - r.::ady to h~lp 
and quick to point errors by themselves. 
Reading was not silent, so other learners could follow what and how OUler were 
reading. 
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In response to D'vid's question, learners mentione<1 the following activities at 
schools: • fighting and smoking ( addiction) • imitation of "Yizo Yizo" • The way " 
Yizo Viza" affected the culture of learning and teaching. 
\'acabulary: famous/notorious, disillusioned, sklkeholders, X-ray, manifesto, 
inlplement. 
The article made reference to a number of careers. This created op?ortunity to ta1..\ 
about these. 
T.O: There is a need for vocational guidance. 
Take Away Ta,),;: Learners to go about looking at election posters of various political 
parties in the displayed in the to\\nship and write out the manifestoes 
of the 'various parties. 
Gi!neral Remarks 
• The article was condensed (there was little in the article) but offered a great 
deal of opportunity for language and general learning. It produced much 
debate. There was a lot of infonnati9n added by the learners and the teacher, 
which was not in the article. 
• Clitical thin.lJng: The article provoked ctitical thinking of the learners, for 
example, the issue of who should own a gun, fame versus notoliety 
(It was realized that fame and notoriety were subjective. Examples of 
"successful robbers" versus models like ex-Mr. South Africa. 
TO: A debate ensued on who should O?iTI a gun, and why? Due to the interest the article 
generated, learners were not aware that they were engaged in language use. 
TO: Learning Points: 
Improvement on vocabulary and critical thinking. Encouragement of intuitive and 
speculative skills. There is a link of articles, for instance, the one on "Yizo Yizo" 
(distributed by TO before this research), "Pupils praised for not avenging deaths", "Just 
who is responsible" and school violence. 
21 June 1999 
24 learners: 6 groups of four learners 
Each group assigned two columns from the article "Just who is responsible". 
Lcarncr:5 h£ld to read :si1;;ntly the ~:signcd columns, underline difficult word.:!: 
Teacher read the passage out loud 
Observations: 
Learners, mostly girls, already identified with Sam Phororo, ex- ~Ir. South Africa. 
when I assigned them other colunms they would ''iight'' for his (Sam's) colulTm. 
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In one group a learner offered to draw columns, another gave help: counted bo\\' 
many columns. 
Others also offered advice. Another took Q"er to write questions on columns. 
One took role of scribe. Another asked qucstions: Is this a valid argumentO Anoth er 
said yes - gave argument. wrote down concerns. 
The Icarners were very rest less - we only staned at II h30, and by that time they had 
been milling around aimlessly. Difficult to get them settled. Encouraging because 
.. there were eight more learners than in the last lesson. 
Learners still shov:ed no interest in other groups ' reports. One has to keep getting 
them to be attentive. 
Today for the first time we wrote down their responses on the chalkboard. This 
brought di fference, it seemed to encourage them to participate. It seems they felt 
being taken seriously. We also mediated the reasons they advanced . 
Groups becoming seuled, that is, same group of leamers sit together: there should not 
be pattern. 
Vocabulary items have been learnt. 
At a panicular point (approximately l2h30) about six learners just stood up wanting 
to lcaye. 
In another group, Nyiko dominated and almost singularly did the task. When he left 
the t\VO girls found it difficult to relate to what he had written. Amanda very upset 
with being grouped with "strangers", she complains that she has been removed from 
"her group". Zanelle is also angry that she has been grouped with "weak ones". She 
behaves in an awkward manner to the other learners. Angel is really embarrassed to 
be removed from "his" group, and join the "bright" group of girls (Solani , T intswalo, 
Ndzalama). 
Learners showed that they comprehended the task at hand. 
23 Jun e 1999 
20 learners present. 
0-5 Minutes: Teacher: gave feedback and funher discussions on (yesterday's) language 
task (Reponed Speech). He says .. ./ He said ... 
Learners given their marked written tasks, and same pairs asked to reflect on them , and 
discllss based on the teacher's marking. 
5-10 Minutes: Introd uced the lesson, explained the process, handed out a new anicle 
"Recent cases of school \·iolence". Asked learners to focus on the headline: what is the 
article about? (prediction). Is there a word you don't understand? Attended to groups. 
Wrote down the word "recent", Wrote up answers. 
Learners read headline; asked to discuss in groups. A learner answered, "\·iolence". Other 
answers: fighting. bullying. A learner says bullying means "making yourself a boss". 
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10-30 Minutes: Teacher: what are examples of"iolence? Learners give responses. 
Teach<.r responds to answers. Says let us read silently, underline strange word, so 11\at v;e 
can get their meanings. Reminds learners to have vocabulary booklets ne,,'! to them. 
LeJ1Tlers read silently, individually. They take a little time to focus; evontuaUy read. 
30-40 :Vlinutes: Explained the meanings and encouraged further responses. Learners 
came up with unknoml words, e.g. grievous, loitering, beserk, aUegedly, intent, 
intimidate, slapped, braw~ appare.ntly 
40-60 ylinutes: Read the passage and got the learners to read afterwards. 
Critical question: Asked the question as to whether this incident (at Vryburg High 
School) could happen at their school. Learners respond, a"d mention tllat at Vryburg the 
problem was caused by apartheid. 
Learners read in sequence. Each pair is assigned a column from the article for in-depth 
study. Focus on: 
Problem posing: (1) motives (\\'1\)' did it happen") 
Cii) Who do you blame? 
(iii) Solution (What can be done to solve this problem?) 
Observations 
(i)Vocabulary enrichment in the lesson: e.g. intent- aim/purpose Ca learner got it after a 
few seconds of reading! from context, racism & prejudice, brawl & fighting, 
Difference: counselling! cancelling: guidance & scratching respectively. 
Anny of anls-"> collective noun noticed 
(ii) Learners gave their opi.iLions on the aJ1icle, stimulated by 11\e questioning for the 
tasks. Learners" opinions on the article based on their experiences, prior knowledge 
and predictions or assumptions leading to emergence of argument on racism. 
(iii) Learners allowed to read. Learners read after the facilil3tor. There was emphasis on 
reading. 
TO: Relevance of materials: Exactly, the article relates to school "iolence, which is more 
related to what they grapple with in an everyday situation. Materials promoted language 
learning because learners could underst,1nd and debate. The materi"l was authentic and 
also stimulating. Language of the materials was appropriate to learners' level. The 
learners could understand or follow the stories with Jess difficult)'. 
The ar'Jclo afforded the facilitator the chance to pose all the questions. 
Teaching approach was facilitative: the di"ision of learners into pairs or groups helps a 
iot. 
Handling of langu~ge problems: I :un not quite sure: it is an area which has to be given 3S 
much attention as reading. 
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John: Impression ofth~ situation: Difficult to be asseriive in this climate: 
D Three interruptions: someone wanting Sagwati, ,-ice-principal wanting Xyiko and TO 
r~ceiving a caU 
• I believe the learners want this kind' of tuition, don't be afraid to be more assertiw, 
• Obsen;i."g pair work exercise: First worked independently, then opportunity to ch"ck 
with ~eighbour; there was some interaction: checking and challenging one another, 
then "Tote. 
o Discipline and responsibility: Ther~ is so much int~rmittent talking, doing other 
things not connected to the lesson. ·They need to be brought to focm. Ob,iously not 
used to listening and taking responsibility. They are used to getting up or leaving 
without permission. TIley tlu'O\v articles from one desk to another. Continuous noise 
outside distracting. Concentration span limited: they Seem to be easily distracted and 
have to be encouraged to focuS often. 
• Using of pairs: an intermediate step from transmis sion teaching to learner 
involvement. Learners seem to enjoy individual attention: when you go to specific 
pair they respond well and enthusiastically. I think this gives them recognition, which 
I feel they crave. They are not used t9 valuing the discussion mate's point of view. 
The teacher's opinion and point of'ie\\' are cherished. It thus became a good idea to 
take in the mitten work. firstly to show that you are serious and secondly to identify 
any problems. 
• Adaptabilitylflexibility: With the pairs there still seems to be dominance by 
individual members. I found the interaction better in the smaller groupings. To 
overcome the above problem, it might be a good idea to get each learner to complete 
the exercise after discussion. However, we need to ensure that discussion has taken 
place. 
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LEA HNEH l'HOHLE 
1. Name : ... . • ... . .... . ......... 2. Age: . .•. .. . . . . . .. . • .. • .... 
. ) , ~jother Ton~ue: , ... . .. .. .... 4. ()ther languages sb'oken. 
( i) . .. . ... . ........ . 
t i i ) .... . ..... . . ... . 
( iii} ... . ........... . .. . . . 
~. Number of sibllngs lbrothers + sisters) . . , ' ....... . 
6. Who takes care of your? \i.e. father. mother. g randm other. 
sibling. etc.) ....... . .... . ... .. . ....... . 
7. Occupation of Father: .......... . ...... . 
Hother : . ... .. ........... . . . . . .... ..... .... . 
B. Who pays for your schooling? .... . .. . .. . . . . . .... . .. . . .. . . . 
9. Why do you corne to school~· ... . ..... .. . . . .... 0 •••••• • •••••• 
10 . What do you want to do when you leave school? 
( i ) After matric ....... . .... . . . .. . .. ......... . . . .. . .. . •... 
(ii) In five years time ... .. . ...... . .. .. .... . .... . 
11. Apart from school. do you ever speak English? YES NO 
It yes , where? . . ........ . .. .. .......... .. .... I •••• • ••••• • 
Ifno. why? . .... . .... ... . . ... . ............ .. . . .... . . . . .. . 
12. What do you read 
(i) Newspapers 
(ii)Magazines 
(iii)Books 
regu l ar l y? i.e. a l most on daily basis 
Wh i ch ..... . .. .. ...... . ......... . 
Which ..... .. ............... . .... . 
Name the last book that you read ............ . 
13 . How much tirne per da-y do you spend listening to the radio'? 
What programmes ... 
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14. 
Ho~ much time per day do you spent wat ching TV; 
What programmes .... . ..... . ... ...... . ....... . 
00 you play any sp o rts? YES 
I'!hicl) 
15. Over week ends l how do you spend your leisure time ~' 
.•. i'· • .• . ... • .•.• . . . . .. •. . • .• . . • .. 
16. Do you enjoy/d o not enjoy learning English? YES t;u 
Giv~ reasons for your 
answer s .... . . .... , ... . 
. ' , ' . . 
17. Did you watch/did not ~lateh Yizo 1'izo' 
because, .... ..... ..... . .............. . ......... . , 
18. As a young person in South Africa I lopk forward to the 
future/do not look forward to the future 
because .. ......... .. ........ , .............. ........ . 
19. If I won R50,OOO in a competition I would 
20 . What type of dwelling do you reside in at presen t~' 
Formal house YES NO Informal house YES NO 
Does it have Electricity YES , NO 
Tal='s inside dOlelling YE5 NO 
Inside toilet YE5 NO 
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APPENDIX 4.B.1. 
LEARNERS EV ALUATIO" 
CYCLE 1. JUNE 1999 
THElv1E: VIOLENCE P.-: SOUTH AFRICA.!" SCHOOLS 
Please complete the following questions as honestly and fully as po;sible, i.e. tell us how you 
really feel. 
Name:.'~ ........ ..... ....... .... ... ......... .... . . . .. Gender: Male ....... Femak . 
1. Ho" .. many of the lessons did you miss" 
2. What aspects of the lessons did you enjoy? (lfany) 
. ..................... .. ....... ........ . .......... .. .. .... ... ..... - .. ... .. . . . ............................. . .... . .............................. . 
3. What aspects did you not enjoy? (If' any) 
...................................................................................... ....... .... .................. . . ... .... .. .. ... .. . . . ..... . .. 
4. As far as English (language) is concerned, what did you learn in these lessons? 
5. During these lessons, we used material from the print media. Do you feel that this aided your 
learning? Yes ....... No 
Give reasons for your response: 
6. Have you benefitted from keeping your vocabulary booklet? If so, why/how 
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7. Ifithese lessons we di,ide you into groups so that you could share ideas and work together, 
what are your views on learning in this way? 
Cf'. 
8. We are now planning the next cycle, what would you like us to include or concenlrat"!? 
9. Do you think such lessons should continue or be introduced to aU learners at school·' 
yes .. .. ... No.... .... . 
Give reasons: ... 
10. Any other comment you would like to make? 
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I APPEl'IDIX 4.B.2. 
LEARN ERS 'S EVALUATION 
AUGUST 1999 
ENGLISH PRINT MEDIA PROJECT 
Think back over the le ssons y ou had with David and 'live your 
ideas on the following. 
1. What has been your main impression of these lessons, ' 
· ............................................ . ..... : ... .. .... . 
2. What would you say you have learned from these lessons.? 
· .... . . ... .. . , ..... ~ ..... . ................................... . 
· ....... .. ... ......... .. . ... . ................................ . 
3. Have you been able to use the knowledge / skills gained in 
this programme in other subjects? if yes give examples. 
· . ... ........................................................ . 
· ..................................... ... ; ................... . 
· ............................................. ... .. .......... . 
4. Do you think you have changed in any way as a result of thes~ 
lessons. ( give examples) 
· .......................... .. .... . .... .................. .. ... . 
5. ·Have any of your attitudes/values changed as a result of these 
lessons - if so, how? 
· ..... ... ........... .. ... . ............................ . ...... . 
· .. .. . ....... ... .... ........................ . ............... . . 
6. Have you developed 2ny new skil l s? - if so which? 
· . . . . ........... ... . ......................................... . 
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7 . Which of the articles did you find most relevant ? Why? 
8 . Before the lessons this term I taught you the skills of co -
, operative learning ( group work), do you £e~l ' this helped t o 
make your group work a better learning eiperience - give 
examples. 
• "." j, '- . . • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . . . . . • • . . • • . . • . 
· ' .' .......................................................... . 
9. What are your v iews on work i ng co- operatively ( in groups) 
· ............................................................ . 
10 . I think the approach used by David is good I is not good 
because ( delete one) 
.............................. .; ...... .: .. . ...... . ......... . 
· . ' .. ... ......... ................... .. .. .. ................. ... . 
· ............................. . ," . .. .. .... ..... ....... ... . .... . 
11. As far as English ( language) is coricerned, what did you 
learn in these lessons? 
• •••••••• •••• • ' "0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· ...... .... . .. .. .... . .. .... .... ... . .. .... ... .. ...... ... ...... . 
· .... . ' ,' ..................................................... . 
12. During thes e lessons we used a number of articles fr om 
newspapers. What do you think o f this approach.? 
· .............................. ...... ......... .. ............. . 
· .. .. ...... .. . .......... . .. ... .. .... .... ... ..... .... . ..... . .. . 
13. If someone asks you if the method is a good form of learni ng 
what would you say.? 
· .. . ..... , . ..... ... ..... . .. .. . . .. .. . ...... ...... ... .. .. . ..... . 
· . ... .. .. .... ....... .. .... ..... .. ... ... .. ... .. . ..... .. .. .. . .. . 
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urlve t 
By Khathu Mam.iI. 
POLlCE in Thohoyam.lou have joined fo rces with the educa-Lion dcpanment in a massive campaig n to eradicale crime in 
!>rhoob. 
Sergeant Thiv!lUiawi NCl~hilun i is 
the man lx-hi nd the c.3mpaign and he 
want..!. schools to be gun-free zones. He 
has already addressed more: than 30 
schools in the Me:!. 
NClshilUui said yesterday Ih:lt the 
campaign \\'a.~ launched a few weeks 
ago aflcr rcpom thai violent inciden ts 
such a~ rape and the pointing of 
:S~~'-v, 
~J 4--J{\. J~t.. .  ,,--
iJ::i In 
;:s 
o 
z 
"" Il-. ~ 
firC:lmlS we re on the" increase in 
~chool s because pupi ls were imil:ning 
aClOrs in lhe comrovcrs iJi television 
series Yi:o 11:0. 
"We received a number of com-
plaints from principa,ls that pupil!. were 
coming to school amlcd. Some were 
said 10 be sneaking out during school 
hours 10 dri nk alcohol and take drugs. 
"Some of the pupils openly thre:lt~ 
cned their (eachers and refused to be 
puni~hed. while others formed gangs. 
They assaulted other pupils and ~ir\s 
were allegedly abducted and raped, 
"When we received the complaints . 
wc felt thai wc should not just arrest the 
Pupils 
-01 
By Siphiwe Mpye 
P urlLS of Orlando West I-li !! h School in Sowelo were co~. menJed yo.:sl<!rtlay fur not retaliating after (wo of their 
schoolmate, wo:rc ~t:lbbcd !o tlc:nh in 
NI;ow:lnkowa. ~0rtllem Pro\·incr:. a! 
!hl.! \I,eek..:nd . 
Vusi :-"11jmbn f~O I ,lnu Boitswarelo 
i'il)b.:ncula I l~) wcr.: kilkd when ;1 
"bit c~ Ihe Billlkuna High S..:hool 
turned 1Ig[y, 
A light hroke ou t b..:lw\!cn the 
SI)Wcto pupil~ and h)' al ~·oulh~. An 
Orl:lnuo pupil. Tsil'io Yl I:Jmho. and 
Oupa Mabuza. a Tzaneen policema n. 
wcre inj ure d in thc incident. 
Police ha\'e t:ontimlcd that a ..,us-
pct:! W;}s :lrrc~ ! c tl for the murdets, 
~pc:1king al a moving memorial 
~ "' '''' ' icc ';" ,h. So\"~'" ~.choo ' " -' . 
suspeCts but we should address the root 
cause of the problem by empowering 
thl!se youths with knowledge, It would 
not have h!!lped anybody 10 jail pupils 
who arc supposed to be in class," said 
Nctshituni. 
In consull.lIion with the education 
dcpanmcnt, police organised a func~ 
lion at Thohoyamlou Stadium lasl 
week where Yi::o Yi::o stars addressed 
the pupils, urging them to concentrate 
on their studies, 
He said the pupils responded (Q the 
messlges positiVely, TIle situation in 
schools had improved dr:lmatically 
si nce then. 
Ill! 
raIse 
g~ 
terd:.lY. Mr lsiilh I3aloyi. a teachcr. 
lo:tnked thc pupih for nOI relali<Jting, 
"It is not that you arc cowards but you 
know Ih;lt everything is up 10 the 
Lord: ' 
Baloyi ' s words were echoeu by a 
parent. l'\'lr~ Lydia Ku bhd,a. who said 
til..: pupib ~ho\ .... ed "a Irem e ndou~ 
amount of di ~dpl ine" by h..:eding 
teac.:hcrs · plea~ not to ;l\'cnge the 
killinl! of thcir friends, 
M;s Jo:\o Kra~soi. a represcntative 
of the Ga ulen g dcpanmenl of eeluct· 
lion. ~..:nl her condolences 10 the farni · 
lies of the deceased J OU ..:ha lknged th..: 
pupils to commit them~elves to their 
schoolwork. . 
"If Ihe resuhs .11 O rlando West arc 
good ill the ..:nd of this year. it will 
. prove' thai theo;e two bo~":' did not die 
in vain. M ake a diffe rence and move 
II mIry rd," r Ii .~ai l · 
I cr~ e 
Education spokesman Mr Bernard 
MalSane said the department supported 
the campaign because it was aimed at 
restoring the culture of learning and 
leaching. 
He noted thai it would be incorrect 
to blame l'i::o Yi:;o for the collapse o f 
discipline in schools, 
"Public schools have been e:tpcri· 
encing problems since the mid-' 80s. 
"What this television d.r:un:l has 
done is 10 expose the problems in 
schools to parents who did not want to 
play any role in the education of their 
children," said Matsane. 
He confirmed th:Jt there had been 
for 
e s 
Orl:lndo Wcst pri n..: ip:!! .\·lr SK ;--':Ii· 
lane comforted the bereavcd familics 
with a few words fro m the Bible. 
imploring everyone \0 pray because 
"we do n01 know the time (o f uur 
de:uhJ", 
Sevcral teadlcrs amI fricml s spoke 
fondlv of the sl ain bovs amid the sor· 
rowf~1 wee ping of fric"nds and pOlrents . 
One gi rl hju 10 be e$l.!oncd r'-(l1l) 
the service, 
Ts iI SO, who was ,ri s ibly trauma-
Ij~cd by the de:llh~, could not speak to 
Sowt'tOIl , 
~"1s Nomsa Mlambo described ha 
son Vusi as :.tn "obed ient boy". She 
was gra teful to the teachers who 
organised the memorial service which 
"soothed my broken he:lrt", 
Vusi will be buried tomorrow in 
Estcon, KwaZulu-Nalal. and Boi!-
sw: n Ku L on ~ .IV. 
311cgation~ of bad behaviour by some 
pupils in Ihc Flf Nonh region . 
The visit by 17':0 }bJ aCtors had 
helped \0 show pupil!. Ih:1I the anon-, 
were "completely different people in 
rClllifc". 
"Whll wa!. good about the funclion 
w:.ts that pupils were able LO see Ihat the 
actors are normal people with c:Jrecrs 
and the)' encoura ged others to stud), so 
that they could pursoe their dream pro· 
fess ions," said Mats:me. 
He said the campaign would con· 
tinue because it was vital in nomlal-
ising education in schools in Ihe 
pro"in..:e. 
00 
00 
N 
just who nsible? 
'Jrincipals, teachers and pupils fall victim to the Yizo- Yizo culture all too of ten-
ITld violence in the school ground is eroding the culture of teaching and learning. 
Yetjew political parties have put these issues on the election agenda. 
~~:r;:)~" l~,:f\~;'" . " ,~ \.:\.;.,~.:\ A<WiJiJtL;;;;~ ~' . ~ A.~~1to.~· ~ ~;1'''{1 
. . . '" 
Shaun n('nater A Tshediso Motsitsi I A Mosiana Mots(!lisi .' .. Hol1;1 Kgasago '), .... Ronald Smith l ~ 
a firsf·time voter. Hi' ;5 c1 Davey ton resident and is an x-ray te<hnici,ln at a ;5 a Johannesburg sales workE'd in exports Jnd 
lla/-year pupil ilt Jo'burg's jO(ltn<lfist who works for a Johannesburq ho~p;ra'. Jssistanr who lives in imports until he re fired. 
mg David }-/igh. soccer magazine. She lives in Randburg. Orlando W£'s" Sowf?lo. He live'; in lo'burg. 
lon't think the Government OaSiGllly I think p'Hf.>n ts Violence in schools Is a Parcnl~ have got to bf.> more Unemployment mllst be 
doing enough.1t's quite " need.to get themselves difficult one when it camM involved and the Go~rn- tackled, be<iluse a lot of the 
'prf.>ssing situation when more involved in thf.>ir to politic<11 pflrties. There's ment would need to imple- hostilities YOll havr in 
IU think about it, and it children's education <Inti not .much they Clln do and ment more protective laws, schools ;lre caused hy people 
I ~sn't nive younn people know what is happening in most milnifestoes don't S."lY like making more effort to in their I,lle teens and ~'i1r ly 
leh hope lor their future. their children's lives, much about schools. controlgtlns. twenties - youngsters with 
Maybe ~lt' illllhcrities bec.luse ordinary people are Political parties can get Only peonle who really no jobs who use othl.'( 
II.lld ~\ink iibcxJI using t~ disiltllsioned with politicians involved indirectly throuCJh need gun~ should h"ve children 10 rio crime and 
.1e metl"nk They rio in Ihe US and don't bf'rieve politicians their youth leaders and use them. Th(l youth don' t make money. 
"'fe til('/"(! arc rnet.lI detectors can necessilrily do anything them to go to schools ilnd always underst.lnd the main But in the ('nd, I'm no! 
,II entrances and pupils urc about. Sily, violence in meet the SHCs to find out purpose of weapons so the sure that it is only the 
:ched for......eJlnlS. schools. what the problems are and fact that they have access to Government's job 10 stem 
We don't want <1 situation The only time we ever try to show students th,l! you them is very dangerous. the violence, I'm not sure. 
· what happened in see Ihe politicians, it seems, don't need to commit rrime, It would also make a even a n!?W government is 
lorado, and it could hJ[Jpen is whrn there's an election. They need 10 remind IhpflI differE"nce to have more going to do anything. 
IOth1no is done to stop No rloubt the next time we'll that they are the leariers of security at schools. The community should 
lOot violence here. see them after this will be in tomorrow. Uftimately, it is mainly the do more. Why not have a 
~We.defin;tely need more 200~. Students must also be community's responsibility to kind of neighbourhood 
In (ontrol b(,G1USe violence All stilkeholders - responsihle for themselves make more of In effort to watch where people [)ving 
some schools has ,1 lot to ehilriren, parents, teachers. and parents mU'it p<'Irticipate stop violence in school~. near schools get involved in 
'with the fact th<1tthere the school governing-body more. They need to involve We nred 10 surrart youth security ilOd teachpt> h<'lve <1 
• too milny guns, flnd they and the government should themselves in the whole leaders. They should be in list of people who they can 
· too easily .:.wailabl('. be bondillg t()()elher. sitlliltion. schools to talk to children. call when there is troub[e? 
--.----
what should be done in schools 
- and who is responsible, the Governmer, 
or the.community? ; 
l!lI~ 'i~~ JI, , ... 1'<. _ • 
" "t 
t= 
,4 Sam Phororo ~ ' on",; • .,.,. , 1 ~ t is an ex-Mr South Africa is a ((ilined junior primary 
>: who runs.llis .l0'burg schoof (eilchrf living in 
event·management firm. l1oksburg. Y' It isn't only the /Is a black pt'rson living in r Government's responsibility Ihe townships, Itl'! 
but also Ih<1l of rhe PiJr('fltS. viojpn«(I in rhp SChr:lOls is <I 
the communities ,lnc; I~e worrying iS5U(,. nle schools 
tPachels. P':lrellt~ should be helt' howe no security. 
the fX'oplp to guirie kids. Chiklren and tri"lchp.r~ ar(l 
nl(~y should be more on their own with no one to 
involved with their children prolect th('m. So f.1r. the 
ilTld know wh('r(' they are ,111 Government has!aan.%1 
the time. At home parents behind in protecting our 
should gf'! more involved. children hom violence. TIle:> 
If a TV progrJmlne hilS .1n Government should look ilt 
age restriction they must hiring security for "hot spot" 
enforce it. school~.Anotll('f thing is 
P;:Jrenls,wilh le.lcher5, lelevision. 
should hJve wOlk~hops with I think th.11 many 
children. Schoo!~ should plogfillnmes being screened 
have strict ~ectlfity. lhe promote violence. 
GOVE'fflment should look ilt Children ore !(wning hy 
gun cont lol. It shnuld also Whell they are seeimJ 
increilse sJIi1rie~ of police, on the tE'levision.lh<'fe 
who helVe ,111 impOrlilllt lole should b(' some ~ort of 
to play in Ihis seculity. . ~.cm.ljjr.s~ip to prolcct them. 
APPENDIX S.D. 
Recent cases o f 
s chool v iolence 
B "'r{:urg 1-:1;;' Scheol 
gtace nJr;e pu;: il A,~,d~E'.'I 
Eacei;e ailEse::::y sl.atted 
;:-:a:~; ( pupil Chrls1:Off E.-as-
rr:105 with a pair of s(isscrs 
in February eccei!e, who 
was initially ch.arged W! t~, 
assat:il with intErJ( to co 
:. gnE'lelOS bcd:ly harm. has 
new been charged , .... ith 
2tto;mpted murde ... 
• A pupil (18) at Hazyv:ew 
High School in I'v1puma-
langa aUegedly siap;::ed 
classmates and irnimica;:ed 
reachers before anacking 
the deputy pr:ncipal with a 
broom and ;:hen a pick axe. 
Tne pupil went l:er5erk after 
he was apP2{Efltly fcund 
Ici;:ering and asked 10 re-
turn to ciass. 
• ·'Jr.as !-:Jungwani, 2 pl.!!=ii 
at a rural ;;(hcOI in Gyanl, in 
tbe NOr1hern Province, was 
' siabbec during a play-
ground bra.vl. Tr.e 16-year-
83 
ele ai.:;( '<~· vy=5 (~.;rg.:tj 
, ...... i :~ rnvder. 
II ~rct<;~s ":·e"h. ; ,eac';e~ 
at ;C~':r,v l e':1 :-- I<;r: Sc~cc i .n 
Kru<;erscc."p. was 2 i!e9~iy 
sr.ct Of : a-1ear-:j!c lVS:lC:? 
Mahaf"'c In frcn: of 3 class 
oi grace ei<;h:: puoils. :-:: 
has be~:'I c;.ar;:?:o wim 
mU'CEr. 
• 3uilies asScu l~ed Renae 
Nad, a ;rade 2 :)upil at I~­
pala C:escent Fr:mar/ 
School in le:'las,a. She was 
ct2t;ged by :1".: hair 'r. :~ 3 
house .... here sr.e was re-
peated!y kic'<ed by a grouo 
of 11 ;:R~P l is , Sr,: was a :s~ 
bitter, cyan army of 2(',:5 
which was thrC'Nn en her. 
• 7r,ct:,$Cr:g lOWer Prima!"! ' 
Scheel pri!1c:pl Gwe!1c: -
li r.e Tha~ci Je!e {56i ',\'as 
gur.ne-:l dC/m outsice :re 
SCr.:::CI'3 Ori ar,co Wes~, 
Scwe:o.·or.ice, 
I 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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,--AP_PE_i\D_IX_-5o--.JFol 'servg c 
By Mal<hudu Sefara 
Pl'BLlC S~r .... ice ar.d Administra-lion l\ finis (~r Gl!f:lld Fraser-Molek~ti announced yesterday 
! the establishment of a lD-member' 
! com:n.inee; lhlt WOl:ld review condi-
i lions of ser.'ice for public s! rvants in 
i'\Cftr.em .province. 
Fraser-Moleketi SJid the team, 
led by l\t.r Car.le Smit.\ . chief i director in the Departrrient of Public 
: Service am! Admi:-tistration , would 
hdp the Govern ment establish how 
many redl!ndala civil servants there 
were in [he province. . 
The t;::am, to comprise several 
provincial direc tors and consuitap.ts 
appointed by the nillianal dep:trt-
: men I, would then advise the Govern-
! ment on" w3ys to rid itself of such 
j f<!dunclan t employe:s", 
Addressing a news conference in 
Pietersburg yeslC:rd"y, Fras~r' 
Molcketi f!'I:lde clear her intenti..,ns 
to "right·size" the public s!rvice and 
indicated that the Government 
woul~ .outsour'::e ,some of its non· 
core functions a.'1d Jay ofi a cons id· 
erable nwnber of emplo)·~s. 
. "It is cruci:ll to create a lean ar.d 
efficien t service," she said. 
She poinle~ out , howe\'er .. that 
workers would not be released into 
an economically hostile environ-
ment as they would ou tsource 
some of the Government 's non-
core functions. . 
Those to be laid off would be 
urged to open companies that .,you ld 
tender for such outsourced Govern· 
ment func tions. 
It is expected that ' thousands of 
civil servants would be retrenched 
following tbo!. revio!.w by the t as~ 
team, which stJ.m its work j!'! Ih~ 
province t..,morrow. The expec[cJ 
ret!'enchmo!.nts \\ auld add 10 th.: 
more th3n 2 000 civil servar,15, ll~::J 
ov~r 60, who would be bid off at -tt::: 
end of this month. 
Premiu Kgoako Ramatlhoc!i s:!.ic 
Ihe imminent reduction of the 
blo:\!ed civil ser,'ic: WlS niI:1:d' <! ~ 
expediting service deliverj. R3rn.:1l!' 
hOJi said his diSCussions with t h~ 
minister on an in!egr:lt.!d impkmcn-
t ~lCion pwgrnmme (of retrench . 
ments) were fruitful. 
N!lrthem Province govemme!,!: 
spo~esman, Mr hck Mokobi. suid 
each department h:l~1 already stilrte (~ 
identifying functions that CQuld be 
out~ourced _ This WQuid then help' 
reduce the number of civil serv:!nb 
and Ihe wage bi~L 
ICall·for govt efficiency 
, By Khathu Mamalia 
i THE government cannot continue to 
loperate J.jke an inefficient busi* i ness man paying people who are not 
j productive, Norlhem Province MEC 
: fer AgriculLUre Dr Aaron MOlSoaled i 
i said thi~ week. i Addressing his senior managers 
1 in Pietersburg. i\{otsoaledi said the I gO'/emmen, "ha.i to change in order 
. to adapt to the changing environ-
ment". 
He said chlIlge was painful but 
necessary'. During transformation, 
same jobs would have to b..: shed. 
"[.'1 the f.l.st ~op(e were 
employed by this deparullentjust to 
alleviate poverty. There are cases of 
cid ladies \vho were employed to dig 
trenches in the morning, only to fill 
them up in the afternoon. 
"V!e wan! our development arm, 
the Agricultur:ll and Rural Oevelop* 
ment Corporation, to produce black 
commercial fa rmers v.:ithin the next 
five years. 
"\Ve want these fanners to cre:lte 
employmep.t for hundreds of 
people," said MOBoaledi. 
~'In the past, commercial farming 
was synonymous with white farmers 
while subsistence fnrrning equalled 
black farmers." 
Some of the so·called emerging 
farmers had been-emerging for the 
p:::st J 0 years. 
He said the dep:l!tment would pu t 
projects into privale hands so (hat Ihe 
government could stop pumping 
money into· projec ts that could nOI 
sust:lin themselves. 
There were projects that had co!-
laps:d but the government continued 
to pay .workers who we:re not 
: working but attached to them. 
A team of expe rtS had been com· 
missioned 10 draw up n r.ew cur· 
ricu lum for the two agriccltural col-
leges in the province. 
·"These colleges ' vtre cre<l!ec 
during the aplrtheid em and the) 
were never meant to produce farme:s 
but people who could be d~ployed in 
rural 'nrea~ to train villagers in sub· 
s.istence f:trming. 
"Mos t graduates from these e(,l· 
leges 'cannot be employed a:IJ 
cannot become coinmcr-::ial farmt" •. ~ . 
-'We want this situation 10 change 
and produce people who can rur. 
farms on a viabk and sust;\in<tb:~ 
commerci31 basis," said Motsoakdi . 
Girl (14) has 'teacher 's baby' 
By Khathu Mamalia 
A 14-YEAR·OLD prim:lf'j schcol* 
girl of NW2dzekudzeku viU:lge, neJ.r 
Giya."1.i, who WJ:i aUegediy made 
pregn:l..:l1 b ... her class le::!.cher has had 
a baby. 
Th~ g!rl was forc:d to drop oc t of 
school e:l!'ly this year after it was dis~ 
cc', ~ r~d th:!! she was pregr..:l.nl. 
The 28-yeaf·olc! teach-er has been 
:lrrested 2I1C his case is pending, 
po:i~~ sroke:iman Inspe::tor ~[outshe 
Ngoe:-e con fi rmed yesterday_ 
A svcial worker, who d:d not 
wish to hi! named, said had it nol 
been fOf the intervention of llte 
social workers , Lf.te teacher would 
still be free. 
'This teacher has been abusing 
girls at the s.:hool," the social \ .... orker 
said. "Ano{her gic1 who W:lS sexually 
abused by the s.J.-me te:.Jcner r=!fused 
to open a case aglinsl pim, although 
her family knew ever/,thing about 
their affair. 
"Her grJ:1dmother reponed the 
case to the police, b;.;t when the 
polic~ war.ted a statement from r.t:e 
victim she r~fu$cd iO Cocpc:r:He. The 
85 
case had to be wilhdra'J,ll. The gir: 
confessed to her family only aft.:, 
the case W:lS wi[hd.ra',~n." 
The soc ial work:r said cases uf 
child abuse by t:!achers wer~ 
common in f'Jral are.J.s_ The gid ~ 
were gi .... en money by their teachers 
and in tum they would sub:nit t·: 
se.'{ual abuse . 
Ngoepe confimled that llte lea: 
cri!l! protection UJ~it WlS i:l','est!· 
ga~jng several ca.5~S of sexual 'abl!se 
of schoolgirls by It.eir teachers. l-k 
urged comrncnities (0 rerort a:-
cases to the police_ 
Girl :\Vlth 
baby wIns 
right to go 
back to class 
B y T H O MOnU8 £ 1.1 
Ed~c·at; cr.· R;·~or.er· ·· · 
:.'. 
A challenge to the spirit of the 
constitution played itself out 
on the grounds of Reasoma Sec-
ondary School in Soweto yes-
terday. 
At tile centre of the drama is 
a Grade 12 pupil who fell preg· 
nant and, according to the 
school's policy; has to stay at 
home for a year, even though 
she has had her baby. 
The pupil. instead of com· 
plying with the rules, refused to 
be sent home and has taken the 
matter up with Gau teng's edu-
cation department, which or· 
dered that she be reL'lstated be-
cause her suspension violates 
her right to educ.:ltion. 
The Bill of Rights also pro-
hibits discrimination on the 
grounds of pregnancy. 
However. the decision to re-
instate the girl was not well reo 
ceived by her schoolmates, who 
protested yesterday against the 
instruction and refused to at· 
tend classes. 
. They argued it was impor-
! tant that the school policy be 
I applied to everyone without 
fear or favour. 
A parr of the school's polic}~ 
',vhlch was drafted by repre-
sentatives of parents, teachers 
and pupils, states unequivo-
cally; ''Any learner who falls 
pregnant or renders anoHler 
pregnant shall forfeit the re-
I maining academic year. The 
I said learner's readmission duro 
I
, ing the next academic year is 
assured." 
This declaration forms part 
iIo. ! of the rules which have been 
I used in the running of the school for the past five years. ! Over the years. girls who fell 
! pregnant. and the boys respon-
sible, knew what lay in store for 
them and duly obliged. 
"This policy is the soul of 
the successful rurmL.,g of this 
school and the good reputation 
it has enjoyed in the communiry 
over the years," said Grade 11 
pupil Bheki Tshabalala (l8). 
Tsha.balala, a representative 
of pupils on the school govern· 
ing body, said that if the rules 
were waived in this. case it 
would be unfa ir to those to 
whom it had been applied. 
\?PENi>IX S.G. 
"At the moment there an~ 
other pregnant girls from the 
school who are · at home be-
cause they understand the 
rules. What is so special about 
this insta'1ce?" he asked. 
TshabaJala said that if the 
Government insisted on the reo 
instatement of the girl , that 
wouJd run against the wishes of 
the . majority 'on how they 
wanted their school to be ad· 
ministered. 
"There is no \-\-'ay we are go-
ing to allow pregnant girls to sit 
in our classes. This is not a rna· 
ternity ward but a school, They 
are trying to break do\vn disci-
pline which has been the trade-
mark of this school," he added. 
A girl who had to stay at 
home after she fell pregnant in 
1995 said it would be unfair if 
the rules were waived in this 
case. 
"Vv:e ~ ,_know what the 
policy says because we were 
party to its making. I served my 
punishmer.r - why can't she? 
··Those r ules have maGc ths 
school into what it is, and it 
would be sad if they we re to be 
changed because of this inci-
dent," she said. 
The pupils' representative 
council president, Mxolis j Tale, 
said that while they were can· 
cerned about the time they 
were losing by boycotting 
classes, they were not prepared 
to gi .... e in on their demand that 
the policy be implemenied. 
"We are fighting to protect 
tP~_ image of our school. We are 
very pro~d of -it and~e ~~~ ~t 
guing: to let anyone spoil its rep-
ut:Jtion. This is the best :ichool 
around, and Ihat is because of 
our policy," ht! said. 
The · ,scht,o l's principal. 
Smlleth Ntutela. would onlv 
say vi the events at [he school: 
"W·: applied our policy and 
\ver<.: overruled. { followed the: 
district edUcation co·oi-dina-
tor's instructicn that the girl b.! 
re instated, and the ott:er chil-
dren are unhappy about it. 
"I am deeply concerned 
about time that is bcing lost. " 
The Human Ri ghts Com-
m iss icn·s legnl department 
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head, Mogam i\:loodliar. sa id 
the fac t that the school had 
been enforcing the policy for 
some time did not necessarily 
make it ri ght. 
"The polley has to hI'! C::1r.· 
::; i~Wnt w ith tht:: spirit vf the 
c?nstitUtion. Clearly the girl's 
fights have been violated here 
because the decision discrimi-
na tes against her," he said. 
Educ:ltion MEC :'-.lary },!t:t· 
calfe said her department 
\vould attend to the issue ur-
gently. "This matter has to be 
handled with sensitivity be-
cause it is of grave conc~rn to 
our communities." she added. 
Self=assessment sheet 
Name: Date: I· 
Activity: 
What I did: 
What I used: 
What I learnt: 
What I could do next: .' 
• 
/ 
Chrfs:ine Shingles, rne John Bci! Trust 
/ 
Session 6, Resource 3c 
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Self-assessment: co-operative work 
GROUP ASSESSMENT 
Names: ... : .......... .. ... ..... ....... .. .... .... ..... ............. .. ..... .. .. .... . . 
· ................... .... ....................................... .. ....... ...... .. ......... . 
Did our group: YES NO 
LISTEN to each other? 0 0 
TALK about the task? 0 0 
CO-OPERATE? 0 0 
SUGGEST good ideas? 0 0 
ENCOURAGE each other? 0 0 
." ~ .. " . - -' ... ". ". ,,, . 
What went well? ., ........ .... .............................. .................. . 
· .. ... .... .. ....................... ..... .............. ..... ..... .. ... .................... . 
· .......................................... .. ............................................ . 
What could we do better? ................................. ... ..... ...... . 
· ........................................................................................ . 
. . 
.. 
· .......................................... ... ....... .... .. ..... .............. ....... .... . 
Signed: ............................................ . 
/ . 
ChristIne Shingles, The John Bell Trust 
Session 6, Resource 3b, 
© Tne Media in Ecucation Tn.;st 
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Preview 
'1 . Brainstorm 
What do we already 
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~now about tl18 topic? 
,c. PredIct 
lWhQt do we thinl( we 'Ni ll /earn about lile topic wilen we read tilE;) passage? 
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Figure 1 
CSR's plan for strotegic reading 
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During reading 
Click & clunk 
1. Were there any parts or word,; 
that wore hard to undcrstan(j 
(clunks)? 
2. How call we fix-the clunks'? 
Use fix up strategies: 
(a) Reread tile sGntence ancllooli 
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(b) Reread the sentences bciul"O 
and after locking for ctuo,; 
(c) Look for a prelix or suffix in 
tho) word 
(d) Break the word apart and look 
for !.imaller words. 
+ t 
Get the gi,;t 
1. Wllat is the most important 
person, place, or thing? 
2. What is the most importanf 
id0fl about tho person , place. (lr 
thing? 
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